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Introduction
 
[T]he university field is, like any other field, the locus of a struggle to determine the 
 conditions and the criteria of legitimate membership and legitimate hierarchy, that is, to 
determine which properties are pertinent, effective and liable to function as capital so as 
to generate the specific profits guaranteed by the field.

Pierre Bourdieu: Homo Academicus1

During the 1960s and 1970s, universities faced many profound changes throughout 
the Western world. The system of higher education was reformed, and the number of 
universities expanded. The consequences of the arrival of the post-war baby boom-
ers at these universities were drastic and multidimensional. The turning point was, 
of course, 1968. “The year that rocked the world,”2 signified global political and cul-
tural turmoil. “The year of the barricades”3 was characterized, in particular, by the 
collision of traditions and institutions. Bourgeois hegemony, a fashionable term in 
1968, was challenged, and one of the main areas of social unrest was the internation-
al student revolt.

In most countries, and most specifically on the main battlefields in France and the 
United States, the clash was much more than just a dispute over studying, teaching, 
science or administrating higher education. As is well known, it was also to a large 

1 Pierre Bourdieu, Homo Academicus. Translated by Peter Collier (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1990), 11.
2 Mark Kurlansky, 1968: The Year that Rocked the World (New York: Ballantine Books, 2004).
3 David Caute, Sixty-Eight: The Year of the Barricades (London: Hamish Hamilton, 1988).
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extent a conflict between the faction of baby boomers and their parents’ generation.4 
In terms of universities, Finnish student activism of the late 1960s and early 1970s 

was linked to the university administrative reform.5 It formed the context for the 
battle over the authority of professors. Moreover, the student movement behind this 
battle was strongly politicized. Especially after the radical faction of Finnish leftist 
students turned to pro-Soviet orthodox communism at the turn of the 1970s, the 
debunking of the professoriate’s bourgeoisie power became one of the main goals of 
the vocal student movement.

In this article, I investigate how intersecting societal power fields of the elite—
professors, students, politicians—took part in reforming the university administra-
tion during the 1970s. I concentrate on the questioning of the hegemony of the old 
university elite in the university administrative reform of the 1970s.6 The diatribe 
against the professoriate came not only from the radical student movement but also 
from politicians. Secondly, I ask how the ideological and political activism of the 
internationally influenced movement had an impact on the reform. I show how na-
tional peculiarities moulded by history, traditions and organizational procedures 
and practices can shape the major university reforms that were common in higher 
education worldwide in the 1970s. The article focuses on the question of how the 
elite tradition of a nation affects student activism. This also makes the Finnish case 
interesting in the context of global student activism. 

I begin by defining what I mean by the elite fields in my approach. Then, I de-
scribe the historical legacy of the Finnish student movement. This is important for 
understanding the peculiarities of the Finnish development against the global devel-
opment. After that, I analyse the interaction of the different power fields in society 
during the major Finnish university reform of the period. The starting point of this 
article is a case study of the Faculty of Social Sciences at the University of Helsinki. 
The students of sociology at the faculty, in particular, were the main ideological bell-
wethers in the Finnish radical left movement of the seventies.

4 The number of studies conducted on the student revolt of 1968 and its aftermath is enormous, es-
pecially concerning the American development. They began already in the 1970s, and late student 
radicals wrote a noteworthy proportion of them. On the global movements, see, e.g., Carole Fink, 
Philip Gassert, and Detlef Junker, eds., 1968: The World Transformed (Washington, D.C: German 
Historical Institute, 1998); Martin Klimke, The Other Alliance: Student Protest in West Germany and 
the United States in the Global Sixties (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2010). On the Euro-
pean movements, see, e.g., Martin Klimke and Joachim Scharloth, eds., 1968 in Europe – A History 
of Protest and Activism, 1956–1977, Palgrave Macmillan Transnational History Series (New York: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2008); Kristin Ross, May ‘68 and Its Afterlives (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 2002); On the communist ideologies in the American radical movement, see, e.g., Max El-
baum, Revolution in the Air: Sixties Radicals turn to Lenin, Mao and Che (New York: Verso, 2006).

5 In addition, the degree reform also divided universities. On the degree reform, see Marja Jalava, The 
University in the Making of the Welfare State (Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 2012).

6 Professor of Political Science Ilkka Heiskanen (1935–2019) used the term “civil war” to describe the 
juxtaposition between students and professors at the Faculty of Social Sciences in the 1970s. Ilkka 
Heiskanen, “Epilogi: Yhteiskuntatieteet, käytännön yhteiskuntateoria ja maamme älyllinen ilmas-
to,” 297–335, in Valtio ja yhteiskunta: Tutkielma suomalaisen valtiollisen ajattelun ja valtio-opin his-
toriasta, ed. Jaakko Nousiainen and Dag Anckar (Helsinki: WSOY, 1983), 323–28.
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University elite(s) between the fields
Elites were not a popular subject of research during the latter part of the 20th century. 
Earlier, however, social scientists were interested—often in terms of class theories—
in scrutinizing the high and the mighty during the modern history of industrializing 
nations. There are many reasons for the lessening interest in elite studies after WWII, 
such as the changing interdependencies between upper and lower class groups 
evoked by shifts in the relations between capital and labour and the overall dimin-
ishing of economic inequalities in Western countries. Indeed, elite studies have often 
focused on economics. This has also been the case with the new rise of elite research 
in the 2000s, a case in point being Thomas Piketty’s influential study on wealth and 
income inequality since the 18th century.7 Also, new trends, such as the rise of the 
“history from below” approach in academic history research decreased interest in 
elites at the end of the 20th century.

One reason for the growing interest in economic elites is globalization, in which 
the dependency of national economic elites on the working classes and their organ-
izations has weakened.8 Nonetheless, with respect to the “academic elite,” globali-
zation has diminished rather than increased the power and influence of university 
professors since the last part of the 20th century. In terms of political or governmen-
tal power, external factors such as managerialism and the new ways of measurement 
and comparison in universities have, step by step, undermined these institutions’, 
and hence professors’, power of autonomy during the marketization of higher ed-
ucation.9 On the other hand, the significance of cultural, political and knowledge 
capital among elites has increased interest in elite studies among sociologists in the 
21st century.10

The roots of the renaissance in elite studies can be traced back to 1968. The New 
Left, the counterculture and various forms of baby boomer movements revolted 
against the “establishment,” which often meant professorial power. Overall, issues 
of power and power structures were fuelled by critical thinking, more specifically by 
Marxism.11

In the late 20th century, one of the most influential scholars to focus on universi-
ty elites was undoubtedly the sociologist Pierre Bourdieu.12 This article explores, in 
particular, Bourdieu’s idea of elite positions in “fields,” which consist of sets of prac-
tices. In these practices, an elite is aware of and abides by the common rules and 
norms of a particular field. According to Bourdieu, “a field is a field of force within 
which the agents occupy positions that statistically determine the positions they take 
with respect to the field, these position-takings being aimed either at conserving or 

7 Thomas Piketty, Capital in the Twenty-First Century (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2014).
8 Johan Heilbron, Felix Bühlmann, Johs. Hjellbrekke, Olav Korsnes and Mike Savage, “Introduction,” 

1–27, in New Directions in Elite Studies, ed. Olav Korsnes, Johan Heilbron, Johs. Hjellbrekke, Felix 
Bühlmann, Mike Savage (London: Routledge, 2017), 1–2.

9 See, e.g., Sheila Slaughter and Gary Rhoades, Academic Capitalism and the New Economy: Markets, 
State, and Higher Education (Baltimore and London: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2004); Stefan 
Collini, Speaking of Universities (London & New York: Verso, 2017).

10 See, e.g., Shamus Rahman Kahn, “The Sociology of Elites,” Annual Review of Sociology 38 (2012), 
361–77.

11 Heilbron et al. (2017), 5.
12 Bourdieu (1990); Pierre Bourdieu, The State Nobility (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1996a).
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transforming the structure of relations of forces that is constitutive of the field.”13 In 
the academic world, this means that professors, among other things, have a certain 
cultural legitimacy through their position as agents of expertise.

What makes the Finnish case interesting in terms of elite studies is that universi-
ty professors were able to move to other fields as well—not only to business but, as 
was still the case in the 1970s, particularly to politics. Moreover, the long and strong 
relationship between intellectual labour and the Finnish state also left its mark on 
the struggles between professors and students during the era.14 In this relationship, 
Finnish academia traditionally included students as well, meaning they played an 
exceptional role in the Finnish public sphere. 

As for Bourdieu, the present article uses the idea of elite fields as a research tool. 
The starting point is the Faculty of Social Sciences at the University of Helsinki. The 
empirical research data consist of the minutes of the Faculty Council (then simply 
the “Faculty”) from 1969 to 1978 and the volumes of the student paper Tutkain! at 
the turn of the 1970s.15 The article also uses two interviews with one student lead-
er. The semi-structured interviews were conducted for a student association history 
project in the mid-1990s.16 

Accordingly, I use “historical method,” meaning assembling information critical-
ly and heuristically by the close and cross reading of different data and exposing a 
synthesis.17 In this article, it means utilizing archival material, magazine articles, in-
terviews, memoirs and secondary sources in reference to the research literature in 
a case-based study in order to look at the Finnish university elite from many angles 
and to understand the interconnectedness of the elements comprising it.18

Historical background: The intellectual historical legacy of the 1970s 
Finnish left-wing radicalism 
In November 1968, the Student Union of the University of Helsinki (Helsingin yli-
opiston ylioppilaskunta, HYY) celebrated its 100th anniversary. The jubilee, with full 
academic splendour and the presence of the cultural and political establishment and 
honoured guests, including the then President of Finland, Urho Kekkonen (1900–
1986), was supposed to be held in the Old Student House. However, a group of stu-
dents who had not been invited to the formal celebration with tailcoats and evening 
gowns decided to occupy the building, and the event had to be moved to another 

13 Bourdieu (1990), 36–37; Pierre Bourdieu, The Rules of Art: Genesis and Structure of the Literary Field 
(Cambridge: Polity Press, 1996b); Pierre Bourdieu, “The Political field, the Social Science field, and 
the Journalistic Field,” 27–47, in Bourdieu and the Journalistic Field, ed. Rodney Benson and Erik 
Neveu (Cambridge: Polity, 2005), 30 (citation).

14 See Jukka Kortti, “Intellectuals and the State: The Finnish University Intelligentsia and the German 
Idealist Tradition,” Modern Intellectual History 11, no. 2 (2014), 359–84.

15 The amount of archival material during the period is approximately 4300 pages, which have all been 
thoroughly scrutinized. The minutes of the Faculty of Social Sciences of the University of Helsinki 
is stored in the University’s Archives and Registry, Arkki, University of Helsinki and the volumes of 
Tutkain! in Helsinki University Library.

16 The interviews were conducted by John Lagerbohm. The history of the student association Kannun-
valajat has not, however, been published yet.

17 E.g., J. Laurence Hare, Jack Wells, and Bruce E. Baker, Essential Skills for Historians: A Practical 
Guide to Researching the Past (London: Bloomsbury, 2020), 105–40.

18 Gary Thomas and Kevin Myers, The Anatomy of the Case Study. (London: Sage, 2017), 11.
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location. This “spontaneous” occupation—it had actually been prepared for months 
and the same kind of occupation had occurred in Stockholm earlier the same year 
in May—which was soon to become a mythical occurrence, became a major event 
for the Finnish student movement of the era, yet the students of the radical left of the 
coming seventies played a minor role in the proceedings. However, the occupation 
of the Old Student House was a turning point in forming the Finnish New Left.19 

While the target of this action was basically themselves, the Student Union, it was 
very much aimed at an old elite. Although owned by students themselves, the Stu-
dent Union, as an institution, represented the same elite as university professors, the 
old elite. According to the new radical student movement, and also the front-rank 
Finnish politicians of the day, these professors were representatives of an ancient 
world that failed to meet the demands of the democratic and egalitarian society with 
which the new student generation identified. What makes this formative event in 
Finnish radicalism interesting in a wider international context is that the battle be-
gan within a university subfield, the Student Union. 

The Student Union of the University of Helsinki is an old and exceptionally strong 
institution both in terms of academic life and especially wealth (the Student Union 
owns substantial properties in the heart of Helsinki, which makes it one the rich-
est student unions in the entire world). Because it is basically students who decide 
how the Union uses the profits from its business operations and because the Union 
is such an important cultural institution, it has always functioned as a kind of elite 
school, preparing its members for the top positions in Finnish Society. That is why 
students are regarded as one elite field in this article (see Figure).

The Student Union provided students with direct access to the very heart of the 
University’s power fields. Not only did the Student Union enjoy economic capital 
within those fields, providing facilities (premises, restaurants, etc.) to the Universi-
ty, but students also possessed significant cultural capital in both the university and 
wider societal power fields. 

For instance, students occupied a central position in creating the idea of the Finn-
ish nation, “the national mind,” in the 19th century.20 Another example of the signif-
icance of students in Finnish history is Ylioppilaslehti (“Student Magazine”), estab-
lished in 1913 by student nations (osakunnat, regional associations of students at 
the University of Helsinki), which has been a major cultural and political institution 
throughout the history of independent Finland. Its editors have included most of the 
major figures in the Finnish political (such as Urho Kekkonen) and cultural intelli-
gentsia of the 20th century.21 

Because students have held this kind of cultural and symbolic capital in the na-
tional sphere, major Finnish elite associations have often invited students onto their 

19 About 1968 in Finland, see, e.g., Laura Kolbe, “From Memory to History: Year 1968 in Finland,” 
Scandinavian Journal of History 33, no. 4 (2008), 366–81; Olli Kleemola, “The Visual Narrative of 
Student Radicalism in Finland: The 1968 occupation of the Old Student House in the Finnish me-
dia,” Media History 27, no. 1 (2021), 86–105.

20 Matti Klinge, Kansallismielen synty. Suomen ylioppilaiden aatteet ja järjestäytyminen ilmentämässä 
yleisen mielipiteen ja kansalaistietoisuuden kehittymistä v. 1853–1871 (Helsinki 1967).

21 Jukka Kortti, “Generations and Media History,” 69–93, in Broadband Society and Generational 
Changes Series: Participation in Broadband Society – Volume 5, ed. Leopoldina Fortunati and Fausto 
Colombo (New York: Peter Lang, 2011).
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boards. For instance, the Paasikivi Society (Paasikivi-Seura), founded in 1958 with 
the aim of strengthening and stabilizing Finland’s official foreign policy among the 
nation at large during the Cold War, included several student leaders at its inaugural 
meeting.22 From its inception, the Paasikivi Society represented a central forum for 
discussing foreign politics and international issues in Finland, including, as it did, 
the presidents of the Republic, leading politicians, government officials, academics 
and other members of the national elite in its gatherings.

Hence, in terms of elite studies, belonging to the student elite meant that the step 
to other elite fields was relatively small. Moreover, this concerned not only univer-
sities but also cultural and political life in Finland. In other words, students at the 
University of Helsinki were traditionally in close interaction with the professoriate 
and other power elites. Or, to express this idea in Bourdieu’s vocabulary, the student 
elite were “linked by relations, constitutive of the structure of the field, that contrib-
ute to determining their efficacy and their value in such a way that, within the field 
they contribute to defining, they are able to produce effects different from the ones 
they would produce in another field.”23 However, it should be noted that rather than 
approaching students and their associations as “fields of power,” Bourdieu mostly 
treats students as the targets of power production, as children of societal classes, as a 
growing mass or as the agents of change.24 This different approach is obviously due to 
the different university and intellectual traditions between France and Finland—or, 
more precisely, to the unique Finnish intellectual tradition.

Figure 1: The elite fields during Finnish university reforms in the 1970s

In terms of intellectual history, another Finnish peculiarity compared to many West-
ern European countries, including other Nordic countries, was the near absence of a 
Marxist tradition. This was because after the Reds lost the Finnish Civil War in 1918, 

22 The driving force behind the Paasikivi Society was Professor of Political Science Jan-Mangus Jans-
son from the Faculty of Social Sciences. The student representatives at the inaugural meeting in-
cluded many student leaders of the current and previous generation, who later became university 
professors, high-ranking officials and public intellectuals.

23 Bourdieu (1996a), 264.
24 See, e.g., Bourdieu (1990), 159–93.
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leftist intellectuals, for the most part, escaped to Soviet Russia. The Communist Par-
ty of Finland was also banned in the early 1930s as a result of the rising influence of 
right-wing nationalism in Finnish political life. Therefore, when the post-positivist 
and neo-Marxist movement of the 1960s began to transform the social sciences, as 
in many Western countries, there was almost no leftist intellectual tradition in Fin-
land to refer to. Consequently, the actions by the Marxist-Leninist student move-
ment were unprecedented, which obviously accentuated the shock felt by the elite. 
 
The student elite: The Finnish New Left joins the party and plays the Mos-
cow card
Until 1968, the Finnish New Left of the 1960s had been a more central-leftist, so-
cial-democracy-led radical movement. Overall, what distinguishes Finnish and 
Scandinavian student movements from the larger European movements of the era is 
the strong social democratic consensus in society and hence the avoidance of con-
flicts among students as well.25 The Finnish New Left of the sixties was characterized 
by its demands for social and universal reforms, such as disarmament, helping dis-
advantaged alcoholics and promoting sexual and social equality. 

After 1968, the Finnish New Left nonetheless became more ideologically extreme 
as were its peers in many Western countries. However, the central figure for the 
movement was not Trotsky or Mao, as in most other radical movements in the West 
at that time, but Lenin.26 

One of the central venues for the formation of the Finnish radical leftist student 
movement was the Faculty of Social Sciences at the University of Helsinki. Similar to 
other social movements, significant tools for creating the worldview of intellectuals 
were periodicals and magazines. In Finland, the student newspapers exerted a dis-
proportionate influence within the Finnish public sphere because they were read in 
wider areas—or fields—than just student circles. 

The editorial group of the student paper Tutkain! gathered at the office of the Fac-
ulty’s student society, Kannunvalajat (speculators) in early 1969, soon after the oc-
cupation of the Old Student House. The student paper was one of the major forums 
in the forthcoming highly ideological battles at the Faculty and in the Finnish uni-
versity sector in general. The group had just been elected at the general meeting of 
the student society. The general meeting was also the first time that one of the stu-
dent leaders who addressed the meeting had called for the movement to follow the 
political stances of the Finnish Communist Party SKP (Suomen Kommunistinen Pu-
olue) and, first of all, to approve of the invasion of Czechoslovakia by the Soviet-led 
Eastern Bloc armies.27 Two years later, this policy was officially adopted at a meet-
ing of the national Socialist Student League SOL (Sosialistinen Opiskelijaliitto). The 
meeting of the Kannunvalajat student society in early 1969 was a turning point in 
the radical left’s transformation into what would become a pro-Soviet communist 
movement in the 1970s.

Thus, the so-called Taistoism was born. The name, which was given to the move-

25 Kolbe (2008); Thomas Ekman Jørgensen, “The Scandinavian 1968 in a European Perspective,” 
 Scandinavian Journal of History 33, no. 4 (2008), 326–38.

26 Of course, Finland was not the only country where Lenin was adopted by radical-left activists. Even 
in the US, the 1968 radicals established the Leninist Party (Elbaum [2006], 55–58).

27 Juhani Ruotsalo, Interview by John Lagerbohm, June 19, 1995. Personal collection. 
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ment by journalists a few years later, came from the Finnish communist leader Taisto 
Sinisalo (1926–2002), a controversial figure in the Finnish Communist Party, SKP. 
Unlike Sinisalo, the party had denounced the invasion of Czechoslovakia, for in-
stance. Although the Taistoists never enjoyed majority support—not even with-
in the SKP, which was dominated by a more Euro-communist faction—they were 
influential in the Finnish public sphere due to their small but vocal representation 
among the cultural and academic elite. Above all, they possessed a powerful ally, the 
Soviet Union.28

In contrast to other Western extreme left-wing movements of the time, the Taisto-
ists were members of an established political party, The Communist Party of Finland, 
SKP from the very beginning. As such, the idea of “the party” was central to both 
Lenin’s theoretical thinking and action. Moreover, the role of the Bolshevik Party 
in the Russian Revolution was seen as an analogy to the post-1968 situation among 
certain factions of the revolutionary movement worldwide.29 However, instead of 
establishing a new Finnish Leninist Party, the young Finnish radical left decided to 
join the SKP, which had been founded in 1918 in Russia by Finnish exiles after the 
Civil War. The party had been outlawed until 1944. In other words, the radical revo-
lutionary movement operated as an official political subfield from the very start. This 
peculiarity is also a result of the history of Finland.

While Finland had been brutally divided after the bloody Civil War of 1918, the 
country nonetheless continued as a parliamentary democracy, which also included 
the losing side in the war, the Social Democrats. In fact, the SDP won almost 40 per 
cent of the seats in 1919 in the first parliamentary election after the war. The coun-
try also remained a democracy during the rise of right-wing nationalism in the early 
1930s and after the so-called post-war “Years of Danger,” when communists gained 
momentum.30 

Since then, even the communists had predominantly restricted their actions to 
the realms of parliamentary party politics and participated in civil society as part of 
the state apparatus. In the late 1960s and the 1970s, the parent organization of the 
SKP, the Finnish People’s Democratic League, SKDL (Suomen Kansan Demokraatti-
nen Liitto) had participated in several Finnish governments, and the Taistoists also 
followed the tradition of the Finnish communist movement in this sense. 

Finland has historically been a country of associations and movements. When 
Finnish civil society was formed in the 19th century, the Association of Popular En-
lightenment (Kansanvalistusseura), the Fennoman movement (promoting Finnish 
language and Finnic culture), and the temperance movement, labour movement and 
women’s movement played an even more important role than political parties in de-

28 Concerning the first years of the movement, see, e.g., Kimmo Rentola, “Keväällä 1968,” in 60-luku. 
Seminaarien aineistot 20.3.93 ja 17.4.93 pidetyistä seminaareista Kirjan talolla Helsingissä (Helsinki: 
KSL, 1994); Kimmo Rentola, “Kevään 1968 isänmaan toivot,” in Työväen verkostot, ed. Sakari Saa-
ritsa and Kari Teräs (Tampere: Työväen historian ja perinteen tutkimuksen seura).

29 Elbaum (2006), 55–57.
30 “The Years of Danger” refers to political historian Lauri Hyvämäki’s book (Vaaran vuodet 1944–48) 

published in 1954. It was feared that, through either Soviet occupation or communist revolution, 
the Soviet Union might turn Finland into a communist Soviet satellite, as had happened namely in 
Czechoslovakia in the late 1940s. However, this mythical and controversial—especially among his-
torians—concept was part of the wider anti-communist movement in the post-war western world. 
On the other hand, the late 1940s was also a period of strong political organization and unionization 
in Finnish society. 
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fining what Finland would become. Indeed, the modern Finnish party system was 
not formed until the turn of the 20th century.

This tradition of participating in civil society through formal societies and associ-
ations has characterized the actions of Finnish radicalism as well. Hence, a favoured 
strategy among Finnish radical movements has been to infiltrate organizations. 
This also—or indeed particularly—includes student movements. For instance, the 
nationalistic right-wing student movement the Academic Karelian Society (Aka-
teeminen Karjala-Seura) took over the Association of Finnish Culture and Identity 
(Suomalaisuuden liitto) in 1927 in their campaign to Fennicize the University of Hel-
sinki during the interwar period.31

For the radical leftist students of the 1970s at the University of Helsinki, this first 
meant capturing the Academic Socialist Association ASS (Akateeminen Sosialistiseu-
ra). Social Democratic students were forced to leave the association when the Len-
inists began to reshape the ASS into a Marxist “paramilitary organization.” The ASS 
was the largest sub-organ of the national Socialist Student League, SOL. 

The party politicization of the extreme left student movement lifted the university 
reforms to the level of national politics and the national public sphere, which is why 
the operative realm of the 1970s radical student elite extended to the field of national 
politics.

Although the Taistoists lost practically all their campaigns, they enjoyed wide in-
fluence in the Finnish public sphere during the 1970s—often by playing the “Mos-
cow card.” The relationship with the Soviets was crucial in all areas of Finnish society 
during the era. In international relations during the Cold War, the process by which a 
small independent country was forced to abide by the politics of a bigger more pow-
erful country had begun to be called Finlandization.32 Finland’s geopolitical position 
was etched on the activities of the student movement. One of the weapons most used 
by students against the university authorities was accusing them of anti-Sovietism—
whether it concerned the teaching or the required reading for the courses. As the 
student leader of the time, Juhani Ruotsalo, put it, “it’s impossible to understand our 
actions if you don’t understand that we identified ourselves as a part of the global 
system led by the Soviet Union. To put it simply and bluntly, we were doing the rev-
olution under the baton of the Soviet Union.” One part of this was the promotion of 
Soviet and socialist science.33

During the 1970s, the most infamous example of the Taistoists using “the Moscow 
card” in the university power field was the case of blacklisting the content of courses 
at the Faculty of Social Sciences. In the 1970s, conflicts between professors and stu-
dents were often linked to the degree requirements, especially to the required read-
ing. For instance, the department councils requested course synopses from teach-

31 Jukka Kortti, “Ylioppilaslehti and the University’s Language Struggle in the 1920s and 1930s,” 
 Kasvatus ja aika 3, no. 4 (2009), 7–73.

32 On the position of Finland and the concept of Finlandization during the Cold War, see, e.g., Norbert 
Götz, “Finlandization,” in Encyclopedia of the Cold War: A Political, Social, and Military history, Vol. 
2, ed. Spencer C. Tucker (Santa Barbara, CA: ABC-CLIO cop., 2008); Jussi M. Hanhimäki, Scandi-
navia and the United States: An Insecure Friendship (New York: Twayne Publishers, 1997), 150–52; 
Esko Salminen, The Silenced Media: The Propaganda War between Russia and the West in Northern 
Europe, translated by Jyri Kokkonen (New York: St. Martin’s, 1999).

33 Juhani Ruotsalo, Interview by John Lagerbohm, January 24, 1996, personal collection.
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ers for review and occasionally even asked teachers to present the content of their 
courses beforehand. By 1972, the ASS had mostly occupied the course and depart-
ment councils, which critically appraised course content. Usually, adjunct professors 
(docents) declined these requests, and the student activists labelled them anti-dem-
ocratic and reactionary individuals. At first, the department council system compen-
sated for the unrealized principle of one-man-one-vote (more about the principle 
later), but dissatisfaction re-emerged later in the 1970s.34

Not only the political agenda, to increase Marxist course content in the curricu-
lum, but also students’ efforts to occupy the professors’ field of expertise in teaching 
drove the professoriate to seek tactics that, while effective, were not overly conspicu-
ous. Thus, the establishment of such committees was a shrewd strategy by the Dean 
and the Faculty administration. The professor elite was thus able to mitigate the ac-
tions of students by using the bureaucratic power of its field and thereby occupy a 
hegemonic position in the battle.

“The Moscow card” was played regularly in conflicts between students and pro-
fessors during the 1970s. Nevertheless, the first clash of the decade where questions 
of university and political power fields played a central role in higher education was 
the so called one-man-one-vote battle—the principle that students should enjoy 
equal representation in university administration voting—at the turn of the 1970s. 
In that case, students already possessed significant power capital in the field of na-
tional politics.

The professoriate and political elite: Reforming the university within rival-
ling power fields

 
It was a value in itself to organize a strike and it interweaved with the effort to speed up the 
law [one-man-one-vote] to be passed. So it is hard to say which was more important. We 
wanted to pressurize Parliament. Of course, it was a great feeling. We ruled the University.

Former left-wing student leader Juhani Ruotsalo in 199535

The turning point for the occupation of the ASS was the university administrative 
reform, which had already begun in 1968. The administrative reform mobilized stu-
dents much more than any of the student activities of the 1960s, and it staged a more 
important student demonstration than the occupation of the Old Student House a 
year and a half earlier. 

The administrative reform of higher education was part of an international trend 
to adapt higher education to the needs of a rapidly changing society: The system of 
higher education was to be expanded and universities were to become more efficient 
factories of knowledge and skills in order to help nation states remain competitive 
in global markets. Thus, politicians attributed growing significance to higher educa-
tion, especially in terms of “evidence-based policy-making.” One of the best-known 
and most influential starting points for the ideology was the so-called Robbins Re-

34 Eevi Heikkinen, “Poliittisen historian laitosneuvosto. Mies ja ääni -periaatteen puntarointia vuosi-
na 1968–1972,” 30–37, in Tiedettä & kaljaa 1965–2015. Poliittisen historian opiskelijoiden 50 vuotta 
yhteistyötä, yhteisöllisyyttä ja aktivismia, ed. Lyydia Aarnisalo, Ilari Leskelä, and Sara Nurmilaukaus 
(Helsinki: Polho, 2015), 32–34.
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port commissioned by the British government in the early 1960s.35 Finnish higher 
education reformists were already familiar with the Report by the mid-1960s.36

In Finland, the reform was very much intertwined with the welfare state project, 
which underwent its formative years in the 1960s. The question was not only ad-
ministrative democracy in universities, concerning especially a form of grass-roots 
democracy (university departments), but also workplace democracy, which was the 
framework for the Left in particular. Thus, active citizenship became an important 
idea in the forming of the Finnish welfare state at the turn of the 1970s.37

Therefore, post 1968 radical movements were concerned not only with seizing 
state power but also with the question of equality. This was manifested in the com-
bination of the workers’ class struggle with that of students. As Kristin Ross puts it 
in her analysis of May 1968 in France, ‘the union of intellectual contestation with 
workers’ struggle’ was the central idea in the French movement.38 In Finland too, 
the radical student movement supported and made contacts or at least sympathized 
with the workers.

In 1970s Finland, this was characterized by the comprehensive party politiciza-
tion of this state-organized democratization—as was the case in almost all societal, 
even cultural, activities in Finland during the era. Overall, the reform was politically 
loaded from its very inception in the mid-1960s. At the level of state politics, it was 
a tool of President Kekkonen for decreasing the power of university professors, who 
had traditionally been a powerful force in Finnish political life. For instance, since 
Finnish independence in 1917, many Finnish prime ministers had been former uni-
versity professors. Overall, Kekkonen was extremely active in university politics—as 
in almost all areas of Finnish society during his long term as President (1956–1981).

In the field of politics, Kekkonen, a former 1930s student radical, exploited the 
students to gain power over the university elite as early as the Occupation of the Old 
Student House in 1968 when he aligned himself with occupiers in his 100th anniver-
sary jubilee speech. The President also invited young radicals to wine and dine at 
his residence. Overall, Kekkonen was extremely aware of how the academic world 
operated. The most successful of Kekkonen’s manoeuvres against the academic elite 
during the 1960s was the total reform—or, in practice, disbanding—of the Academy 
of Finland when the Academy was changed from an Institut de France type learned 
society into a governmental funding body for scientific research.39

Nor was the reform-minded Minister of Education of the late 1960s, Johannes 
Virolainen (1914–2000), very popular among the professoriate. He was an enthusi-
astic advocate of universal suffrage for the university administration, the law of YYÄ 

35 On the Robbins Report, see, e.g., Robert Anderson, British Universities Past and Present (London: 
Hambledon continuum, 2006), 147–65; Peter Mandler, ‘Educating the Nation: II. Universities’ 
Transactions of the RHS, no. 25 (2015), 1–26.

36 Allan Tiitta, Suomen Akatemian historia I, 1948–1969. Huippuyksiköitä ja toimikuntia 
(Helsinki: SKS, 2004), 608.

37 Kauko Sipponen, ‘Julkinen valta ja yksilö’, 737–803, in Suomen keskushallinnon historia 1809–1996, 
ed. Jaakko Numminen and Raimo Savolainen (Helsinki: Edita, 1996), 766–70.

38 Kristin Ross, May ’68 and its Afterlives (Chicago and London: The University of Chicago Press, 
2002), 73–74.

39 Kolbe, (2008), 373; Tiitta, (2004), 586–616.
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(Yhteinen ja yhtäläinen äänioikeus), which was a central issue in the administrative 
reform. The idea behind the reform was to abolish the traditional authority of pro-
fessors in the decision-making bodies of the university and elect members of the 
university administration on a “one-man-one-vote” principle.

According to historians of higher education (and top governmental offices) of the 
era, the motives of Virolainen were very much political. He was a strong candidate to 
succeed Kekkonen as the President of Finland, and, by taking a radical stance on the 
reform, Virolainen could gain favour among baby boomers. Moreover, it was com-
mon for the politicians of the time to demonstrate their progressiveness in educa-
tion politics; political parties even competed with each other over whose party pro-
gramme was the most modern and comprehensive in terms of science and culture. 
In addition, Virolainen’s party, the Agrarian League (Maalaisliitto), had just changed 
its name to the Centre Party (Keskustapuolue) in order to attract urban voters.40

Nevertheless, in early 1969, the reforms for increasing university democracy still 
met with a favourable response from professors of the Faculty of Social Sciences, 
as they agreed that students should be included more in the university administra-
tion. However, this should not be seen as a question of “arithmetic” rather, students 
were to participate in those bodies where they had most to contribute, such as stu-
dent and teaching affairs committees. Nonetheless, since students, unlike professors, 
are merely “visitors” at the institution, this form of “producer–consumer” could 
not include the political idea of democracy as such, as Professor of Political Science 
Jan-Magnus Janson (1922–2003) once observed in Tutkain!. In addition, Professor 
of Sociology Erik Allard (1925–2020), one of the most internationally connected 
scholars at the Faculty, was worried about the role of research in the reform. Both 
professors supported the idea of a tripartite principle according to which the mem-
bership of university administrative bodies would be divided equally between pro-
fessors, other teachers and staff, and students.41 Moreover, Professor of Practical Phi-
losophy Jaakko Hintikka (1929–2015), who had spent time as a Junior Fellow and 
professor at Harvard and Stanford at various times since the 1950s, suggested that 
the burden on teachers should be eased rather than increased by the creation of new 
administrative bodies.42

Nevertheless, a clash was inevitable. Both the occupation of the Old Student 
House and international examples provided fuel for a Finnish student movement 
that was beginning to radicalize. When the editors of Tutkain! commented on the 
professors’ statements, they proclaimed that any arrangement based simply on num-
bers was insufficient. Instead, the Left should abandon “positivistic quantitative” 
thinking and start creating a dialectic alternative, a new university image. According 
to the student paper, the duty of leftist social scientists was to indicate “the problems 
of unproblematized concepts.” By this, they meant that the authorities were attempt-
ing to alienate students with bureaucratic administrative language and that part of 

40 Osmo Kivinen, Risto Rinne, and Kimmo Ketonen, Yliopiston huomen (Helsinki: Hanki ja jää, 1993), 
94–95; Veli-Pekka Leppänen, “Virkamies opin ja sivistyksen asialla,” Helsingin Sanomat, October 
22, 2018.

41 “Professorien diktatuuri & dialektinen ajattelu,” Tutkain! 1/1969, 6–7. 
42 The minutes of the Faculty of Social Sciences 24 Sep 1969, 18§ + appendices. The University’s Archi-

ves and Registry, Arkki, University of Helsinki.
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the Left had also been taken in.43 In other words, they wished to challenge the “scien-
tific field” of the professors. However, since the students operated inside the field as a 
subject, they positioned themselves as an agent in this microcosmos.44 

Clashing in the fields: The one-man-one-vote battle and the question of 
power hegemony
The opportunity to turn rhetoric into action arose in February 1970 when the law 
of Universal Suffrage for the University Administration was read in the Finnish Par-
liament. Both the recently founded Finnish Union of University Professors and stu-
dent organizations lobbied heavily in Parliament. The National Union of University 
Students in Finland, SYL (Suomen Ylioppilaskuntien Liitto) declared a national Ad-
ministration Reform Day with rallies and teach-ins. The ASS also engaged in harsh 
propaganda, distributing leaflets and fliers. To support the parliamentary reading, an 
ASS-led student strike was staged at the University of Helsinki on February 11, 1970. 
Thousands of students occupied Porthania House in the city campus and Franzenia 
in the Kallio city district for days. Both were the main premises of the Faculty of So-
cial Sciences. Not all lectures were cancelled, however; rather teaching interactions 
gave way to debate, the intensity of which depended on the approach of the teacher 
and the zeal of the students.45 In some lecture rooms, the teachers stepped aside, but 
in some rooms, professors drove the strikers away. 

Physical violence was avoided, however. In addition, the rectorate of the Universi-
ty had decided earlier that the police would not be called; rather problems were to be 
solved inside the university community through constructive dialogue. As the then 
Vice Rector of the University of Helsinki, Mikko Juva (1918–2004), reminisced: “Ac-
ademic youth had to be handled fortiter in re, suaviter in modo”—with heavy hands 
but in kid gloves.46 

The strike ended after a few days, but the battle over the administrational reform 
continued across several governments during the early 1970s. Besides lobbying, the 
professors also intervened in the law inside Parliament. Indeed, some professors at 
the Faculty of Social Sciences were also MPs in the 1970s. One of them, Professor of 
Political History L. A. Puntila (1907–1988), was against the law, although his party, 
the SDP (The Social Democratic Party of Finland), led the government coalition that 
had introduced the law. Actually, many social democrats hoped to pass the law after 
a subsequent general election, but they did not want to appear reactionary in the eyes 
of the radical youth. Later in the 1970s, when the draft law was tabled by following 
governments and by several ministers of education, Professor of Social Psycholo-
gy Kullervo Rainio (1924–2020) and Professor of Communication Osmo A. Wiio 
(1928–2013) campaigned against the law as members of Parliament. 

43 “Professorien diktatuuri & dialektinen ajattelu”; Mikael Böök, “Yliopiston on tietoa tuottava organi-
saatio,” Tutkain! 3/1969, 4–5; Antti Kasvio, “Suoraa demokratiaa,” Tutkain! 3/1969, 6–7. 

44 Cf. Bourdieu, “The Political Field, the Social Science Field, and the Journalistic Field,” 29–47, in 
Bourdieu and the Journalistic Field, ed. Benson, R., Neveu, E. (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2005), 30.

45 Laura Kolbe, Eliitti, traditio, murros. Helsingin yliopiston ylioppilaskunta 1960–1990 (Helsinki: Ota-
va, 1996), 377–78; Matti Klinge, ‘Politiikka ja korkeakoulupolitiikka’, 188–349, in Helsingin yliopisto 
1917–1990, Matti Klinge, Rainer Knapas, Anto Leikola & John Strömberg (Helsinki: Otava), 324.

46 Mikko Juva, Seurasin nuoruuteni näkyä: Muistettavaa vuosilta 1939–82 (Helsinki: Otava, 1994), 
174–79, 184, 196 (citation).
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Those professors operating in both fields, university and politics (see Figure), 
were able to promote their cause on two fronts. Their key positions within the po-
litical field allowed them to advance the agenda of the academic field through inter-
action between the fields. Nevertheless, this interaction differed in many ways from 
that observed exclusively within the university field. First, although the MP profes-
sors at the Faculty of Social Sciences encompassed all three Bourdieusian 47 realms 
of university power capital—academic, scientific and intellectual capital (excluding 
Puntila’s scientific prestige, which was rather modest)—they all now possessed po-
litical statuses (although Puntila enjoyed political prestige long before his period as 
an MP).48 

Political power nonetheless differed considerably from power within the universi-
ty field. The MP professors were faced with rigid, complicated political processes in-
volving compromises, consensus, party discipline and the intrigues of the multi-par-
ty political system. Obviously, the power of those MP professors from opposition 
parties, such as Rainio, was considerably weaker. As Rainio wrote in his memoirs, 
being in the opposition was “like being laid off. No matter what you tried, nothing 
seemed to have any impact.” What was special, again, in the Finnish political system 
of the era was the influential role of student associations in political parties. For in-
stance, Tuhatkunta, the Student Union of (the centre-right) National Coalition Party 
opposed the protest Professor Rainio mounted against the law of Universal Suffrage 
in the Parliament.49 Moreover, Tapio Rajavuori, a student who acted as the secretary 
of student affairs at the Faculty of Social Sciences, even wrote speeches on the theme 
of one-man-one-vote for the Minister of Education, Virolainen.50

On the other hand, when the professoriate lobbied politicians and wrote speech-
es for MPs, their prescriptions for filibustering and other activities were drawn from 
the mid-war right-wing student movement the Academic Karelian Society. Many 
professors had a background in this influential association and its struggle, men-
tioned earlier, to Fennicize Finnish society—thus representing yet another example, 
this time through history, of students operating in the elite field of politics.

Nevertheless, opponents of the law of Universal Suffrage enjoyed considerable 
success, since the law was neither passed in the form introduced by Virolainen nor 
in that of three of his successors during the 1970s. This did not mean, however, that 
democracy had not increased in universities. The first department councils had al-
ready been established at the Faculty of Social Sciences in the late 1960s. Nonethe-
less, when the role of the departments was discussed by the university administra-
tion, the professors were not only concerned about losing their power but also about 
the state of academia, as the plans for university democracy failed to consider how 

47 Bourdieu, Homo Academicus, 73–127.
48 L.A. Puntila was already the Prime Minister’s secretary during WWII and a very active major player 

in many fields of society in the immediate post-war years.
49 Kullervo Rainio, Polkuja ja risteyksiä (Helsinki: Libera-säätiö, 2020), 304. Actually, the idea of 

adapting the one-man-one-vote principle to Finnish universities was introduced by Hannu Tapani 
Klami (1945–2002), a law student and member of Tuhatkunta. Klami’s aim was to promote, as wide-
ly as possible, Anglo-American individual freedom within Finnish university administrations. His 
libertarian views, especially the slogan ‘one-man-one-vote,’ were nevertheless co-opted and trans-
formed by the leftist student movement. (Jukka Kortti, Valtaan ja vastavirtaan. Valtiotieteellinen 
tiedekunta 75 vuotta [Helsinki: SKS], 159–60).

50 Kortti (2020), 167. 
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freedom of research would be guaranteed.51 Moreover, anxiety was also felt over re-
sources. The Faculty of Social Sciences was particularly under-resourced when it 
came to teaching staff, and the faculty was struggling to cope with the influx of baby 
boomers that occurred from the early 1960s until the mid-1970s—despite the intro-
duction of numerus clausus as early as 1962. 

Overall, at this point—and also later in the 1970s for the greater part—the main 
concern of the professoriate was not so much fear of losing its power positions as 
anxiety over the role of research amidst the flood of (baby boomer) students. Moreo-
ver, although they were concerned about their expert positioning, professors did not 
merely attempt to conserve their positions in the field; rather, they were also willing 
to transform it. 

In terms of power, the dispute included one extremely practical dimension. In 
particular, Professor and MP Rainio emphasized problems concerning the respon-
sibility of officials for the legality of their actions if the one-man-one-vote principle 
were to be realized. If those in office constituted the minority of a university deci-
sion-making body, who then would be in charge of decisions, Rainio asked. Thus, 
while he supported the inclusion of more stakeholders in university bodies, he pro-
posed that their share should never reach 50 percent.52 In that sense, the question 
of the capital of academic power was not only an abstract matter but also a juridical 
issue.

The Faculty organized several discussion events between the professoriate, teach-
ers and students during the reform to introduce universal suffrage to the university 
administration. Nonetheless, the students lost the fight (ultimately, the 1:1:1 tripar-
tite principle was adopted as a temporary arrangement, but it actually lasted until the 
large-scale university reform of 2009); however, the one-man-one-vote battle was a 
catalyst for the radicalization of the leftist student movement. After a short period 
of inactivity, the movement began to focus on infiltrating student organizations as 
a practical application of their recently adopted Leninism ideology. Finally, the SOL 
became more Leninist than the SKP, its parent party. In practice, this meant that, ac-
cording to the democratic idea of the university, ASS cells should act as self-govern-
ing organs to defend the rights of students in relation to their teachers. The student 
cells were also to criticize the content of courses. 

In addition, the ASS established parallel departments of sorts in sociology and 
economics, where the students organized their own Marxist lecture series. The 
teachers in these courses were either fellow students or leftist junior teachers (as-
sistants). The basic idea behind the cells was to act as a counterbalance to teaching 
based on “bourgeois values.”53 

51 E.g., The minutes of the Faculty of Social Sciences 13 May 1970, 1§; 25.5.1970, 12§ + appendices. 
Arkki.

52 Rainio (220), 288, 303. Kullervo Rainio interview by Jukka Kortti, February 8, 2018, personal 
 collection. Rainio based his views, especially concerning stake holders (or interest groups), on the 
 power-defence theory by Richard M. Emerson.

53 Matti Hyvärinen, Viimeiset taistot (Tampere: Vastapaino, 1994), 256–57; Juhani Ruotsalo, Interview 
by John Lagerbohm, January 24, 1996, personal collection; Mika Lampinen, Imperialismin iltarus-
ko? Nuortaistolaisen liikkeen ideologian muotoutuminen, Master’s Thesis in Political History, Uni-
versity of Helsinki, 2000; Matti Klinge, ‘Politiikka ja korkeakoulupolitiikka’, 188–349, in Helsingin 
yliopisto 1917–1990, Matti Klinge, Rainer Knapas, Anto Leikola & John Strömberg (Helsinki: Otava, 
1990), 315.
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Conclusion: The Finnish peculiarities of the elite fields in the universal clash 
The conflict between students and the old university elite was a universal phenome-
non in the 1960s and the 1970s. In Finland as well, the activities of the leftist student 
movement led to several confrontations between professors and students during the 
1970s. However, there were many national peculiarities in the conflict shaped by 
Finnish history, traditions and organizational procedures and practices. 

The most obvious peculiarity was that Finnish far-leftist students, as well as 
the whole Marxist-Leninist movement, took Finlandization politics to an extreme 
through their tendency of accusing opponents of anti-Sovietism in a wide variety of 
contexts, including the university reforms.

In terms of politics, accusations of anti-Sovietism were an efficient tool in an era 
when the Finnish political elite, as well as the media, had to be very careful of the 
Soviets. Moreover, this concerned not only foreign but also domestic policy in terms 
of Finlandization. Even if it was not necessary to take any practical measures, the au-
thorities had to provide some response to the claims of the Leninist movement. This 
allowed the movement to be more influential than its size would suggest. Moreover, 
the Taistoists’ relatively wide support among artists and journalists further increased 
their influence in the Finnish public sphere. In terms of cultural capital, they man-
aged to occupy dominant positions in the Finnish “gaming space” in order to gain 
symbolic capital.54 This question was also very much entangled with the clashes over 
power positions in the elite fields.

Unlike many countries,55 violence was not part of the repertoire of this Finnish ex-
treme left movement, however. Even the rallies and the demonstrations were rather 
peaceful, and there was no question of engaging in the kind of bombing and mur-
ders perpetrated by the German Red Army Faction, the Italian Brigate Rosse or the 
American Weather Underground. Although the attacks by Finnish students were of-
ten personal, they were never physical on the campuses. However, the psychological 
violence was sometimes extreme.56 

The Finnish tradition of participating in society primarily through associations 
and political parties was also manifested in radical student activism. The Finnish 
“educated class” had traditionally been close to the State. This was manifested on 
both sides of the clash. In other words, extra-parliamentary activities had never been 
a strong feature of the political history of independent Finland after the Civil War. As 
the student leader Ruotsalo emphasized, they had “zero tolerance of violence  because 
the tradition of the Finnish labour movement obligated them to avoid violence.”57

The distinguishing characteristic of the Finnish elite system was the role of stu-
dents, who had historically been an elite themselves. Of course, before the baby 
boomer generation, educated young people were a privileged class in many coun-
tries, especially in such class-based societies as England or France. Nonetheless, 

54 Bourdieu, (1996a), 264–65, 318.
55 See, e.g., Alberto Martin Alvarez, Eduardo Rey Tristán, Revolutionary Violence and the New Left 

(New York: Routledge 2017).
56 Besides the leaflets published by the student movement, which were very personal in their criticism 

of the university elite, some professors or their families were also disturbed by telephone calls at 
night. Jari Leskinen, Tulevaisuuden turvaksi. Osa 2: Sotavahinkoyhdistyksen säätiö ja sotavahinko-
säätiö 1954–2004 (Helsinki: Sotavahinkosäätiö, 2004), 349.

57 Ruotsalo interview 1996. 
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whereas an Oxbridge or Collège de France background was the gateway to elite sta-
tus, Finnish students, many of whom, due to the late formation of the industrial 
bourgeoisie, came from rural areas with most of them lacking any sort of aristocratic 
background, were able to gain access to the elite. 

The Finnish nobility never represented such a strong social class as the aristoc-
racy in many older European cultures. Moreover, the peasantry was one of the four 
cameral divisions of the Diet (together with the nobility, clergy and burghers) in the 
Grand Duchy of Finland under the Russian Empire before a new unicameral Parlia-
ment was formed in 1906. Thus, even before the baby boomers, the sons of peasants 
could join the elite by entering the University.

Unlike in many Western countries, the student elite have been close to the corridors 
of power throughout modern Finnish history. Moreover, this tradition was still mani-
fested in the 1970s leftist student movement in many ways. First, it was apparent in the 
activities of student organizations, which have historically operated as an elite subfield. 
They were influential and played an official role in Finnish political life and the public 
sphere. Moreover, this subfield did not just function within the university field; rather, 
its networks reached all the way to the political and economic fields. The student move-
ment enjoyed power that extended to the highest echelons of government, even to the 
President of the Republic and speculation over his successor.

Consequently, in addition to being a struggle between the main field (the profes-
soriate) and the subfield (the students) of the university, the question of university 
democracy was very much entangled with the hegemonic battle between two power 
fields, the political elite and university elite. The former wished to weaken the oth-
er and the latter wished to preserve its autonomy as an elite group. Moreover, the 
exceptionally strong student movement, again, operated not only in the university 
field, but also within the field of national politics.

The most revealing example of this influence within the political field is the case 
of Ulf Sundqvist: he was appointed Minister of Education only a few short years after 
leaving his position as a student leader.58 In terms of the economic field, the Student 
Union of the University of Helsinki, with its remarkable real estate holdings, as well 
as the student unions of the Helsinki School of Economics, prepared students to take 
rather short steps into business life. In short and, again, with Bourdieuan terminol-
ogy, the students networked effectively to gain “social capital.”59 This tradition partly 
explains why the influences of international political student activism, with its strong 
leftist flavour, shook the old establishment. The threat of a leftist uprising did not 
shock the old elite only because of the left’s support for Finland’s problematic WWII 
enemy neighbour, but also because of its proximity to the power centres of society.

Although (global) reforms in higher education since the 1980s are beyond the 
scope of this article, both the Finnish higher education authorities and Finnish pol-
iticians learned a lesson from the reforms of the 1970s. While university professors 
succeeded in resisting much of both the administrative reform and the degree re-
form in the 1970s, the same cannot be said for the marketization of higher education 

58 One of his successors during the university reforms of the 1970s was Paavo Väyrynen, similarly a 
young baby-boomer talent with a background at the Faculty of Social Sciences of the University of 
Helsinki.

59 Pierre Bourdieu, “The Forms of Capital,” 241–258, in Handbook of Theory and Research for the 
 Sociology of Education, ed. John G. Richardson (New York: Greenwood Press, 1986), 248–52.
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in recent decades. In remoulding Finnish universities according to the ideas of “ac-
ademic capitalism,”60 the strategy has been to introduce new ideas gradually rather 
than through sudden change. Consequently, both professors and students have only 
woken up to the reforms when it has already been too late to protest.
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Marxism 
after Deconstruction 

A "political-economic kernel" should 
by now have begun to emerge from the "philosophic shell." Deconstruc
tion deals for the most part with how we conceive the world. And how we 
conceive the world has broad implications for how we act in it. A dogmatic 
science of dialectical materialism, for example, is unlikely to give rise to 
anything but integrational and collaborationist politics and a central 
statist socialism. The question of method or of form or style in thought as 
in action, therefore, is essential to such more seemingly substantive issues 
as political organization and socialist construction. 

I shall now consider a number of problems in marxism to which de
construction might make a contribution, as well as certain points of 
articulation between the two. I will begin with the political implications 
of Lenin's method of reading Marx's text. Then, I will turn to Marx's 
analysis of the relationship between credit and capitalist crisis as it relates 
to more recent institutional developments. Next, I will attempt to bring 
deconstruction to bear on the question of models of socialist construction. 
And in the final chapter, I will address the question of the method of 

/ 

political organization in light of recent quasi-"deconstructive" critiques 
of leninism launched by socialist feminists and autonomists. 

Deconstructive philosophy suggests that seemingly neutral and self
evident modes of analysis are fraught with implications and presupposi
tions which the analytic system can never fully control. The choice of 
concepts and the strategies of inclusion and exclusion used in the determi
nation of the focus of analysis will reflect preanalytic decisions the 
examination of which can put in question the self-evident axioms of the 
system of analysis. Marxists understand the importance of an inquiry 
into ideological discursive systems, such as capitalist political economy, 
which strategically exclude, as exogenous to a neutral analysis, such 
categories as class or exploitation. But deconstructive inquiry can ( and 
should) be applied to marxist discourse as well, if it employs methods 
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inherited from metaphysics without submitting them to critique. Lenin's 
method of reading Marx, for example, can be said to be metaphysical. 

Lenin must be understood within the historical context of the Second 
International debates over the relationship between economic trade union 
struggle and socialism. A first deconstructive caution would be that words 
like "economic," "political," "state," and "democracy" have different 
meanings within that context than they do now. Yet the leninist left 
always applies Lenin's terms as if they were transhistorical and in no way 
shaped by those debates. To a certain degree, these leftists are simply 
being faithful to their master's own method. 

Lenin, from a reductive reading of fragmentary and heterogeneous 
texts by Marx and Engels, constructs a homogeneous and singular "Marx
ist theory of the state." The way Lenin's appropriative and manipulative 
reading of Marx's texts in State and Revolution (1917) has become a law 
instrumental in the oppression of state socialist working classes as well as 
a slogan for conservative communist parties all over the world is a lesson 
in why a critical deconstructive disposition has a salutary effect for leftist 
theory and practice, especially in that, more often than not, that theory 
and practice derives its working premises from texts and the interpreta
tion of texts, especially the texts of Marx. That tendency to locate a 
secular oracle in Marx is not condoned here. Yet, to rest content with a 
condemnation of the practice would be to ignore its pervasiveness. In
stead, I will argue that how we read a text, in this case Marx's, has 
political implications. In Lenin's way of reading Marx, one finds the 
outlines of all that is wrong with leninism. 

In State and Revolution, Lenin polemicizes against gradualist parlia
mentarianism (Karl Kautsky, Edward Bernstein), which believes the 
bourgeois state form must be preserved, and against anarchism, which 
believes the state must be eliminated altogether. Lenin's point, which 
mediates between the two, is that although the bourgeois state must be 
destroyed, the state form must be preserved, but controlled by the prole
tariat. From a deconstructive point of view, Lenin's argument is in
teresting because it is carried out in the name of the restoration of an 
absolute truth- "In view of the unprecedentedly widespread distortion 
of Marxism, our prime task is to re-establish what Marx really taught on 
the subject of the state" 1 - yet it proceeds by a series of interpretive dis
placements which move Marx's text toward conclusions Lenin himself 
proposes but Marx in fact contradicts. Lenin reads diverse texts, written 
in highly different situations for a variety of audiences, as if they merely 
expressed a preexisting, homogeneous "Marxist theory of the state," 
which Marx ·and Engels, without any of the differences that manifest 
themselves in the difference between their collaborative and autonomous 
efforts, had in mind, and concerning which they occasionally made state
ments. Lenin fosters this illusion by beginning with Engels rather than 
Marx, because he, more than Marx, did elaborate a theory of the state. 
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Lenin's first displacement is perhaps the most significant. He cites 
Marx's statement in the Communist Manifesto to the effect that "the first 
step in the revolution by the working class is to raise the proletariat to 
the position of ruling class" and "to centralize all instruments of produc
tion in the hands of the state, i.e., of the proletariat organized as a ruling 
class" (LCW, 402). Lenin uses this quote to argue against the kautskyites 
that the proletariat does not need the present bourgeois state, but instead 
a proletarian state: "The proletariat needs state power, a centralized 
organization of violence ... to lead the enormous mass of the population 
... in the work of organizing a socialist economy" (LCW, 404). The cru
cial displacement occurs in the next paragraph: "By educating the 
workers' party, Marxism educates the vanguard of the proletariat, capable 
of assuming power and leading the whole people to socialism, of directing 
and organizing the new system, of being the teacher, the guide, the 
leader of all the working and exploited people" (LCW, 404). After estab
lishing the "marxist" definition of the state as the "proletariat organized 
as a ruling class," Lenin substitutes the vanguard party for the prole
tariat. From this point on in the text, it can be assumed that whenever 
Lenin speaks of the political power of the proletariat, he means the 
power of the vanguard party. 

Marx's own thrust in the phrase "in the hands of the state, i.e., of the 
proletariat organized as a ruling class" is actually just the opposite of 
Lenin's. The explanatory apposition ("of the proletariat ... ") is tacked on 
because Marx obviously did not want the new temporary ruling organi
zation of the proletariat to be confused with the state in the bourgeois 
sense of the word, that is, a locus of alienated political power. By substi
tuting party for class and by emphasizing statism in Marx's antipolitical 
statist formulation, Lenin seems set on preserving political power in its 
alien character, that is, as something external and objective that tran
scends the subjective will of the participants and exercises a power that is 
not their power but, rather, belongs to a detached and autonomous elite. 

In this section of State and Revolution, Lenin limits the application of 
the notion that the state must be destroyed as such to the bourgeois state. 
He goes against Marx's argument that not only the bourgeois state but all 
state formations have to go. Lenin claims that "Marx's theory of the state" 
posits that the "culmination" of the "revolutionary role of the proletariat 
in history" is the "political rule of the proletariat" (that is, of the vanguard 
party). Lenin fails to emphasize that in the passage he cites from the 
Manifesto, proletarian rule is termed the ''first step" in the revolutionary 
process, and he does not quote a passage that follows immediately in the 
text: 

When, in the course of development, class distinctions have disappeared, 
and all production has been concentrated in the hands of associated indi
viduals [assoziierten lndividuen ], the public power will lose its political char-
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acter. Political power, properly so called, is merely the organized power of 
one class for oppressing another. If the proletariat during its contest with 
the bourgeoisie is compelled, by the force of circumstances , to organize 
itself as a class; if, by means of a revolution, it makes itself the ruling class, 
and, as such sublates [aujhebt] the old relations of production [produktions

verhiiltnisse] then it will, along with these relations, sublate [hebt ... au.I] the 
conditions for the existence of class antagonisms and of classes generally, 
and will thereby sublate its own supremacy as a class. In place of the old 
bourgeois society, with its classes and class antagonisms, we shall have an 
association [assoziation], in which the free development of each is the con
dition for the free development of all. 2 

There is no doubt, given the clear thematic and stylistic resemblances 
with earlier texts , that this particular passage was written by Marx, not 
Engels . Its call for an "association," as opposed to a central state power, is 
in keeping with Marx's statements concerning the Commune, as we shall 
see. It should be granted to Lenin that he may not have touched on this 
passage because it deals with an argument that he does mention, in a 
qualified way as we will see, in later sections . But it should be noted as 
well that its strategic avoidance (the first of many) permits Lenin to make 
it appear at this point that Marx supports without qualification Lenin's 
argument that the bourgeois state must be destroyed and replaced by 
another central state. 

In the two sections that follow in the text, Lenin shows an awareness of 
Marx's more expanded argument: "This proletarian state will begin to 
wither away immediately after its victory because the state is unnecessary 
and cannot exist in a society in which there are no class antagonisms" 
(LCW, 406). Lenin projects the destruction of the state as such into the 
future . During the period of transition, the dictatorship of the prole
tariat, that is, of the party, will still be exercised : "The essence of Marx 's 
theory of the state has been mastered only by those who realize that the 
dictatorship of a single class is necessary not only for every class society in 
general, not only for the proletariat which has overthrown the bour
geoisie, but also for entire histon·cal pen'ods which separates capitalism 
from 'classless society,' from communism" (LCW, 413). In the Cn"tique of 
the Catha Program Marx does indeed speak of the necessity of a transition 
period characterized by a "revolutionary dictatorship of the proletariat." 
By proletariat, however, he never meant a vanguard party whose role 
was to teach, to guide, and to lead . And it was around this time of the 
Cn'tique that Marx spoke out most strongly against the form of van
guardism that was so important to Lenin: 

What was new in the International was that it was established by the 
working-men themselves and for themselves. Before the foundation of the 
International all the different organizations had been societies founded by 
some radicals among the ruling classes for the working classes , but the 
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International was founded by the working men for themselves .... When 
the International was formed, we expressly formulated the battle-cry; the 
emancipation of the working class must be the work of the working class 
itself. We cannot ally ourselves, therefore, with people who openly declare 
that the workers are too uneducated to free themselves and must be liberated 
from above by philanthropic big bourgeois or petty bourgeois. 3 

If we can extrapolate from Marx's remarks concerning the organiza
tional form of the International to what conceivably might have been a 
workers' party or even a workers' state, then it is clear that Marx, had he 
lived, would have repudiated Lenin's claim that he was a centrist: "To 
talk of secret instructions from London, as of decrees in the matter of 
faith and morals from some centre of papal domination and intrigue, is 
wholly to misconceive the nature of the International. This would imply 
a centralized form of government for the International, whereas the real 
form is designedly that which gives the greatest play to local energy and 
independence. In fact, the International is not properly a government 
for the working class at all. It is a bond of union rather than a controlling 
force" (FIA, 394-95 ). 

It should be pointed out here that most of these texts were not available 
to Lenin. Therefore, he cannot be accused of deliberately ignoring them 
when he elaborated the "Marxist theory of the state." It should also be 
pointed out that, unlike Marx, Lenin was writing in a revolutionary 
situation. State and Revolution was literally written in the middle of the 
revolution, between August and September 1917. It concludes with the 
sentence: "It is more pleasant and useful to go through the 'experience of 
the revolution' than to write about it" (LCW, 492). The text (like all texts, 
and this is ultimately Lenin's failing in regard to Marx's text) is not 
purely theoretical, a set of ideas detached from history. It is shaped by 
the material exigencies, constraints, and forces at work in the specific 
practical situation of its writing. The deconstructive argument applies 
here: no text is a transparent medium for the communication of theoreti
cal ideas, meaning or a truth, which preexists and is "expressed" in the 
material practice of the text. No meaning is expressed; rather, it is pro
duced as an effect of the threading together of personal, social, historical, 
linguistic, and other strands. Therefore, Lenin's "theory" was not pro
duced in an ideal transhistorical realm. If he can be accused of over
emphasizing certain aspects of Marx's text in order to generate a much 
displaced reading, it is because such a prejudiced reading was necessary 
in the practical historical situation in which Lenin (whose personal life 
would also have to be taken into account) found himself. 

Lenin himself suppresses the heterogeneity that can be used partially 
to excuse him when he collapses disparate texts of Marx into an absolute 
theoretical truth-the "Marxist theory of the state." The deconstructive 
caution here would be that Marx's "text" is not homogeneous, and if one 
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tries to reduce it to a single theoretical meaning or ideal truth determina
tion, one is being antihistorical and risks being idealist. When Marx 
writes with Engels, he says different things than when he writes alone, 
and what he wrote in 1848 differs from what he wrote in 1844 or 1871. 
That heterogeneity does not lend itself easily to a or the marxist theory 
that does not take into account the practice of the text in the practical 
historical situation or the changing political and social class composition 
at the different times Marx wrote. The independent craft workers of the 
International could organize themselves; the professional workers of 
Lenin's time were organized according to the discipline and hierarchy of 
the factory. That difference makes necessary Lenin's displacement of 
Marx's text. The practice of reading is also a matter of material historical 
need, not of purely ideal cognition. I am not suggesting that Marx's text 
is sacred and inviolable and that Lenin is wrong to manipulate it for his 
own needs. The fact that he is obliged to manipulate it in order to derive 
a reading suitable to the conditions of his own time confirms the decon
structive hypothesis that interpretation is always a displacement rather 
than a restoration of truth (as Lenin believed). And if I point out things 
in Marx that Lenin ignores, it is not to restore a transcendental truth of 
Marx which can be applied to today's conditions. Rather, it is to restore 
the historical situation in which Marx wrote, in terms of a new situation 
that obtains today. I am graphing relations between points in history, 
rather than restoring a truth that has ideal validity for all three points 
-Marx's, Lenin's, and our own. The current social and political class 
composition requires different strategies from the ones proposed by both 
Marx and Lenin. If I point out how Lenin misreads Marx, it is with the 
recognition that his historical situation demanded it. But, now, given the 
obstacle leninism represents to the attainment of organizational forms 
and socialist institutions suited to the social and political class composition 
that now obtains, it is necessary to point out to what extent leninism is 
historical. This can be done in part by showing how Lenin's most funda
mental "marxist" theses are based on a practice of reading and quotation 
which deliberately displaces Marx's text. If this displacement is determined 
and made necessary by the constraints of Lenin's historical moment, my 
analysis of it relying on what Marx actually wrote and taking into account" 
his historical moment is itself made necessary by the requirements and 
constraints of this historical moment. 

I have already pointed to texts by Marx which explicitly contradict 
Lenin's "marxist theory." To fully demonstrate the deconstructive critique 
of the sort of absolute reading Lenin performs, it would be necessary to 
take into consideration the context of each one of Marx's statements 
concerning the state and to compare it to others that precede, follow, or 
in ;;ny way relate to it. By tracing such webs, one reduces the chances 
for an absolute reading, but one also constructs a more accurate account 
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of the historicity of Marx's statements. For one thing, Marx consistently 
revised his ideas. Between his early and his late works, he reversed his 
position on the classical theory of value. In the mid-1850s, he thought 
money was the necessary point of departure for an analysis of capitalism. 
By the early 1860s, after working his way through thousands of pages of 
notebooks, he concluded that the starting point should be the commodity. 
That habit of painstaking working through and revision is matched by 
Marx's opinions on political organization. If the parallel holds, one could 
argue that Lenin's political opinions are matched by his method of 
reading Marx, which is hasty to posit a transhistorical "essence," an un
distorted meaning, or a pretextual truth, to overlook distinctions and 
differences, and to fit the text into a preformed intepretive grid of all 
costs (to the text). The practice of interpretation and reading, in other 
words, has political and philosophical theoretical consequences. That, it 
could be argued, is the whole point of deconstruction. 

Marx argues against the metaphysical method in political economy, 
which isolates macroconcepts, like property, and ignores the web of 
interconnections that lie under the surface of the economic system and 
give rise to "things" like property. To posit a simple, unitary essence, 
like property, is to overlook the systematic nature of the system, that it is 
made up of differentially related parts that have no autonomous existence 
outside those relations. Deconstruction makes a similar argument about 
texts. To assign a single unitary meaning or essential truth to a text is to 
overlook the complex weave of threads which constitute it. Lenin's 
method in State and Revolution is open to attack from both points of view. 
He cites a letter in which Marx uses the phrase "the dictatorship of the 
proletariat," and Lenin calls this "the essence of [Marx's] theory of the 
state" (LCW, 411). Locating an essence always involves exclusion; some
thing has to be unessential in order for an essence to be determined. 
Lenin mentions "class struggle" as something focus on which entails 
"curtailing Marxism, distorting it, reducing it to something acceptable to 
the bourgeoisie." Essentialist exclusion in theory implies hierarchical 
exclusivism in political practice: "Only he is a marxist who extends the 
recognition of the class struggle to the recognition of the dictatorship of the 
proletariat" (LCW, 412). 

Marx never wrote a complete text on the theory of the state about 
which one could say "this is its essence." In different situations, at dif
ferent times, he wrote a series of texts in which he mentions the state, but 
these do not constitute a fully developed theory. Lenin isolates one point 
in that series-the thesis of the proletarian dictatorship-extracts it from 
the series, and transcendentalizes it as the central essence or paradigm of 
the series. He provides no logical argument to justify this suppression of 
all of Marx's other theses on the state and their subsumption under this 
essence. And Lenin hedges on making explicit his own implied argu-
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ment-the proletariat will exercise rule during the transition period 
through the party organized as a central state authority-an argument 
which is itself the result of historical necessity . Like property in Marx's 
analysis of capital, "the dictatorship of the proletariat" cannot be ex
tracted from the web of contextual relations and historical constraints 
that give it meaning. It has no meaning outside a context that situates it 
in relation to other events as a revolutionary moment of reversal leading 
to a displacement of all state power. 

One could make a strong argument, substantiated by more than just a 
brief quote from a letter, that, had Marx written a full-fledged theory of 
the postrevolutionary state, he would have given importance to the dic
tatorship of the proletariat only as a first step in the process, and that this 
"dictatorship" would not have been central statist, but political-economic 
in character. In numerous texts, some of which were not available to 
Lenin, Marx places more weight on the social character of the revolution; 
politics (and the state) will cease to lead an alienated existence over 
against civil society, and its function of power, in its abstract, purely 
objective form, will disappear and become a subjective activity of the 
people, an objectification of their will. In the Critique of Hegel\ Doctn'ne of 
the Stale; the abstraction that would be overcome through revolution 
takes the form of a separation between the political state and civil society: 
"The separation of the political state from civil society takes the form of a 
separation of the deputies from their electors. Society simply disputes 
elements of itself to become its political existence . ... In the state con
structed by Hegel the political convictions of civil society are mere opinion 
just because its political existence is an abstraction from its real existence; 
just because the state in its totality is not the objectification of those 
political convictions." 4 To delegate a vanguard party to run the state is 
to repeat Hegel's mistake and to constitute the political state as an ab
straction. Marx never revokes this early thesis, and it is reflected in his 
later belief in an "association" that has shed abstract, statist politics. 

At the time of the Critique, Marx called for an overcoming of political 
abstraction through direct universal suffrage and political/social revolu
tion: "There is no doubt about the rationality of a political revolution with 
a social soul. All revolution - the overthrow of the existing ruling power 
and the dissolution of the old order-is a political act. But without revolu
tion socialism cannot be made possible. It stands in need of this political 
act just as it stands in need of destruction and dissolution. But as soon as its 
organizing activity [ Tiittgkeit] begins and its end-in-itself [ selbstzweck ], its 
soul emerges, socialism throws its political mask aside" (EW, 420). This 
early thesis initiates a refrain we have already seen in the Manifesto that 
also occurs in Marx's later writings, especially The Civil War in France, in 
which he discusses the Commune. 

Lenin's treatment of that text in the section of State and Revolution 
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entitled "What Is to Replace the Smashed State Machine?" reflects his 
essentialist method of reducing disparate statements to a self-identical 
theme ("the essence will inevitably be the same: the dictatorship of the 
proletariat") and of filtering out statements that contradict his centralizing 
thesis that Marx was a "centralist." For example, Lenin leaves out explicit 
statements by Marx supporting the decentralization carried out by the 
Commune. Lenin cites almost an entire paragraph describing the social 
policy of the Commune, but skips one phrase- "Instead of continuing to 
be the agent of the state government [staatsregierung] [the police . . . ]"-and 
he leaves off the final two sentences: "Public functions ceased to be the 
private property of the tools of the central government [Zentralregierung]. 
Not only municipal administration, but the whole initiative hitherto 
exercised by the state was laid into the hands of the Commune" (FIA, 209; 
MEW, 17:339, my italics). He also leaves out the phrase, "Like the rest of 
the public servants," before the sentence "magistrates and judges were to 
be elective, responsible, and revocable," as well as two sentences implying 
the freeing of public processes from central state, bureaucratic control: 
"The whole of educational institutions were opened to the public gra
tuitously, and at the same time cleared of all interference of church and 
state. Thus ... science itself [was] freed from the fetters which class preju
dice and state power [Regierungsgewalt] had imposed upon it" (FIA, 210; 
MEW, 17 :339). Without these passages, Marx's text would seem to support 
Lenin's contention that a central bureaucracy will still be necessary under 
a communal form of society. It seems that Lenin can prove Marx was a 
centralist only by omitting those passages where Marx explicitly voices 
support for an anticentrist, antistatist position. 

Perhaps the most striking sentence that Lenin deliberately does not 
cite is the following: "The communal arrangement of things [Ordnung 
der Dinge] once established in Paris and the secondary centers, the old 
centralized government [zentralisierte Regierung] would in the provinces, 
too, have to give way to the self-government [selbstregierung] of the pro
ducers" (FIA, 210; MEW, 17 :339). The sentence lays to waste Lenin's 
entire argument that Marx's description of the Commune is pro-centralist, 
and Lenin 's omission of it is understandable. It makes somewhat ironic 
his remark, "Marx was a centralist. There is no departure whatever from 
centralism in his observations just quoted" (LCW, 492), because the anti
centrist passages are precisely the ones not quoted. 

Lenin also omits through paraphrase. He states, for example, that, 
according to Marx, the deputies of the National Assembly would be 
elected by universal suffrage. But the passage he paraphrases contains an 
explicitly anticentrist theme which he ignores: "The rural communes of 
every district were to administer their common affairs by an assembly of 
delegates in the central town, and these district assemblies were again to 
send deputies to the national delegation in Paris, each delegate to be 
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at any time revocable and bound by the mandat imperaltf (formal instruc
tions) of his constituents" (FIA, 211; MEW, 17 :340). 

Through selective quotation, Lenin constructs an argument that depicts 
Marx's description of the Commune as justifying subordination to the 
"armed vanguard" of the proletariat, a centralized bureaucratic state, 
and large-scale production on "strict, iron discipline backed up [read: 
enforced by] the state power of the armed workers" [read: the party] 
(LCW, 426). Every passage that Lenin leaves out contradicts these claims, 
especially the following: "Nothing could be more foreign to the spirit of 
the Commune than to supersede universal suffrage by hierarchic in
vestiture" (FIA, 211; MEW, 17 :340). 

The Commune promoted self-government; all the functions of the 
central state that were not to be transferred to the communes or to be 
abolished were to be performed by Communal agents, elected through 
universal suffrage at the local level. The central state was to become su
perfluous, but the "unity of the nation" was to be preserved by the 
national delegation. Lenin turns the argument for national unity into an 
argument for a centralized state. He does so by quoting a passage in such 
a way that an argument differentiating the nationally unified communes 
from a federation of separate small states becomes an argument for a 
central state and by unjustifiably ( on the basis of Marx's text) identifying 
"national unity" with "central authority." Again, Lenin must quote se
lectively. I italicize the passages he does cite: "The Communal constitu
tion has been mistaken for an attempt to break up into a federation of small 
states, as dreamt of by Montesquieu and the Girondins, that unity of great 
peoples [ volker] which, if originally brought about by political force, has 
now become a powerful coefficient of social production. The antagonism 
of the Commune against state power has been mistaken for an exaggerated 
form of the ancient struggle against over-centralization" (FIA, 211; MEW, 17: 
'.H0-41). By quoting selectively, Lenin makes it seem as if Marx were 
arguing for a nonfederal central authority, whereas he is actually dis
tinguishing a decentralized, yet nationally unified, communal social form 
from the federal political form and distinguishing the new cooperative 
form from a simple orthodox critique of "overcentralization." That 
critique would make the issue a question of degree, whereas the issue is a 
qualitatively different political form, one that, because it defines itself in 
opposition to all central state power ("the antagonism of the Commune 
against the state power," a line Lenin leaves out, significantly), radically 
surpasses the critique of overcentralization, which still adheres to a form 
of centralization. 

In addition, Lenin equates Marx's acknowledgment of the necessity of 
national unity through delegation with a belief in central state authority, 
a misequation that is contradicted by the passages criticizing central state 
authority which Lenin strategically avoids. The national delegation would 
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consist not of a "central authority" but of "servants" and "agents" of 
communally organized producers who would themselves exercise author
ity over the national delegation. Lenin reverses this equation. Whereas 
for Marx, the Commune means "really democratic institutions," "free 
and associated labor," and "united cooperative societies" that "regulate 
national production upon a common plan" (FIA, 211; MEW, 17:341-43), 
for Lenin it becomes an ideological justification for antidemocratic au

thoritarian centrism that subordinates workers to "strict discipline," ad
ministration, and coercive work control. 

How does a text that rejects centrist statism and celebrates decentralized 
communalism become a tool for supporting statist centrism? I have 
pointed to some unjustifiable equations Lenin makes, as well as to his 
deft editing job on Marx's text. The polemical situation in which State 
and Revolution was written and the form of argumentation that situation 
imposed on Lenin must also be considered. He needed to prove that 
Marx supported his position that the bourgeois state had to be smashed 
(against the leftists and the anarchists), at least during the period of 
transition, to "suppress" any remaining bourgeois opposition and to 
consolidate proletarian power. Whenever Marx speaks of the state in 
general, Lenin interprets him to mean only the bourgeois state. He then 
twists the national unity argument (with appropriate omissions) to make 
Marx appear to be arguing for a new centralized state authority to replace 
the old. The answer to the question, What is to replace the smashed state 
machine? then becomes: the state. He speaks of the ultimate "withering 
away" of the state, but he couples these remarks with such a pertinacious 
argument for centrism, discipline, and administrative authority that one 
suspects his sense of a stateless society would have little in common with 
that of Marx. 

The significance of Lenin's suppression of passages critical of state 
centrism becomes clearer when one considers Lenin's argument that the 
Commune "only appears to have replaced the smashed state machine ... 
by fuller democracy." In fact, what occurred was a "gigantic replacement 
of certain institutions by other institutions of a fundamentally different 
type." Because "it is still necessary to suppress the bourgeoisie," the state 
only "begins to wither away." Lenin, the great critic of gradualism, 
transforms the radical rupture with orthodox centrist statism in the 
Commune into a gradual transition: "The more the functions of state 
power are performed by the people as a whole, the less need there is for 
the existence of this power" (LCW, 419). 

Marx celebrates the Commune's immediate break with centrism; Lenin 
neutralizes that argument and transforms it into an argument for centrism. 
By the end of the section, he has turned an antistatist revolution into a 
"reorganization of the state." By the end of the next section, he describes 
the "task" of the Commune as "building up the state" (LCW, 427). In this 
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same section he speaks of the necessity of subordination to the "armed 
vanguard" and of workers' discipline "backed by state power." 

All of this is a far cry from the suppressed passages in Marx. I suspect 
there may be grounds for distinguishing between marxism and leninism. 
In many ways, Lenin is an antimarxist, at least in the sense that the prin
ciples of political and social organization which he proposes run counter 
to those of Marx, especially with regard to work organization, which 
Marx sees as a free association, but which Lenin sees as a hyperdisciplined 
central state factory . Lenin excuses the necessity of the centralized state 
by having recourse to the notion of a "transitional form" of the disap
pearance of the state in which the proletariat would be "organized as a 
ruling class." For Lenin, of course, that means a dictatorship of the van
guard party- "the dictatorship of the proletariat, i.e., the organization of 
the vanguard of the oppressed as the ruling class" (LCW, 461). Even 
though Marx argued that "the proletariat still acts, during the period of 
struggle for the overthrow of the old society, on the basis of that old 
society, and hence also still moves within political forms which more or 
less belong to it" (FIA , 338; MEW, 18:636), he argues in the same text that 
"the whole thing begins with the self-government of the commune" (FIA, 
338; MEW, 18:634). Given his remarks against centralization and hierar
chical investiture in The Civil War, it is highly unlikely that Marx would 
have been very tolerant of Lenin's disciplinary centrism. 

What most pitches Lenin against Marx is Lenin's privileging of the 
political over the. economic struggles. This emphasis leads Lenin to focus 
his treatise exclusively on political questions and to treat the economic 
as a neutral sphere that can be left intact in its capitalist form as long as 
private ownership is transferred into "social ownership." The privilege 
given the political carries with it a reduction of the economic to the de
velopment of productive forces, without any consideration for the sociali
zation of productive relations. Lenin fails to see that the economic is shot 
through with politics and that it cannot be isolated as a neutral mech
anism . That was one of the major points of Marx's analysis of capitalism, 
and to the extent that he flies in the face of it, Lenin once again falls into 
an antimarxist position. Lenin thus enthuses over the "splendidly 
equipped mechanism " of "social management"; it never strikes him that 
management, subordination, adminstration, and control, as well as the 
coercive work situation itself may be alien to communism. All the texts in 
which Marx projects a society free from coercive labor, one in which the 
revolution is described in economic as well as political terms-especially 
the Grundrisse-were unavailable to Lenin. 

Lenin even speaks of socialism as "a purely political reorganization of 
society" ( LCW, 421 ). The contrasting marxist position is reflected in 
Marx's "Speech on the Seventh Anniversary of the International," in 
which he states "that in the militant state of the working class, its eco-
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nomical movement and its political action are indissolubly united" (FIA, 
270). A slightly different version of the same point occurs in The Civil 
War. As one would expect by now, Lenin cites everything up to the 
beginning of this passage: "The political rule of the producer cannot 
coexist without the perpetuation of his social slavery. The Commune was 
therefore to serve as a lever for uprooting the economical foundations 
upon which rests the existence of classes, and therefore of class rule. With 
labor emancipated, every man becomes a working man, and productive 
labor ceases to be a class attribute" (FIA, 211; MEW, l 7 :342). 

The trouble with Lenin is that his concept of socialism, putting aside 
the question of social-in fact, state-ownership, is entirely political. 
Otherwise, his economic projections (and subsequent actions) merely 
exacerbate capitalist work forms. The concept of transition does not 
compensate the overemphasis on the political. There is no concept of 
emancipated labor in Lenin which holds the promise of a posttransitional 
transformation of the economic process beyond increased discipline for 
increased productivity. Given his political bias, Lenin could not help but 
ignore Marx's passage describing the social and economic revolution, 
the absolute transformation of productive relations, which the Commune 
marked: 

The Commune intended to abolish that class property which makes the 
labor of the many the wealth of the few. It aimed at the expropriation of the 
expropriators. It wanted to make individual property a truth by trans
forming the means of production, land and capital, now chiefly the means 
of enslaving and exploiting labor, into mere instruments of free and associ
ated labor. But this is communism, "impossible" communism! [Is it relevant 
that Lenin chastises students who demand the "impossible"?] Why, those 
members of the ruling classes who are intelligent enough to perceive the 
impossibility of continuing the present system ... have become the ob
strusive and full-mouthed apostles of cooperative production. If cooperative 
production is not to remain a sham and a snare; if it is to supersede the 
capitalist system; if united cooperative societies are to regulate national 
production upon a common plan, thus taking it under their own control, 
and putting an end to the constant anarchy and periodical convulsions 
which are the fatality of the capitalist production-what else, gentlemen, 
would it be but communism, "possible" communism. [FIA, 213; MEW, 342-
43] 

Lenin's discipline, control, and order in the factory are far removed 
from freely associated cooperative production. Lenin thinks of the 
economy in political terms, rather than thinking, as Marx did, of politics 
in economic terms because he places the political party before and above 
the economic class. That strategy is, of course, partly a reaction to Second 
International economism, but it also derives from Lenin's lack of a sense 
of the significance of labor. Marx recog;nized that human beings are 
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active and productive, traits he described philosophically as the inter
twining of subject and object, human creative activity and concrete his
torical materiality. Lenin, in Materialism and Empin·co-Cn"ticism, describes 
the "marxist" concept of materiality as a simple "outside" of human con
sciousness, and he separates subject from object. He thus demonstrates 
an ignorance (understandable, because he lacked access to the pertinent 
manuscripts of Marx which explained the "marxist" position that the 
social world was a product of past human labor and thus not a simple 
objective outside in the feuerbachian sense) of the dialectical relationship, 
in Marx's work, between labor and materiality as technology in a his
torically developed social world. He understands "practice," the word 
which in part describes that productive interaction, simply as a means of 
validating passive subjective knowledge in an "objective" world. 

The point of communism, according to Marx, is the emancipation of 
labor, that is, of creative and productive human life activity, from the 
capitalist relations of production. It cannot, in other words, simply entail 
a transfer of titles of ownership through a purely political revolution. 
The process of labor and production must be transformed. Ultimately, 
this can be done only by workers themselves, and they are unlikely to 
promote a "communism" based on increased work discipline and iron 
control in the workplace. The structure of power and the system of co
ercion in the workplace will be broken only by those oppressed by it. A 
nonworker such as Lenin would not be likely to have a concrete sense of 
the emancipation needed. Power-under (as opposed to power-over) is a 
negative power, but it is the only power on the scene with sufficient 
leverage to operate a break of the sort that will reverse and displace the 
entire logic of power. Lenin shows that the logic of power needs to be 
broken as much on the level of theory-intellectual work-as on that of 
practice-workplace, farm, family, school, and the like. 

For there is an analogy in Lenin between his practice of reading and 
theorizing-locating the center, the paradigm, the master theme, the 
essence through exclusion, manipulation, and suppression- and his 
theory of socialist practice-order, discipline, central authority, exclusive
ness. Marx, I think, understood this relationship more than Lenin ever 
could, just as he understood that only the oppressed could make their 
own revolution. Here is one last passage from The Civil War, which, by 
now it goes without saying, Lenin ignores: 

The working class did not expect miracles from the Commune. They have 
no ready-made utopias to introduce par decret du peuple. They know that in 
order to work out their own emancipation, and along with it that higher 
form to which present society is irresistibly tending by its own economical 
agencies, they will have to pass through long struggles, through a series of 
historic processes, transforming circumstances and men. They have no 
ideals to realize, but to set free the elements of the new society with which 
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old collapsing bourgeois society itself is pregnant. In the full consciousness 
of their historic mission, and with the heroic resolve to act up to it, the 
working class can afford to smile at the coarse invective of the gentlemen's 
gentlemen with the pen and inkhorn, and at the didactic patronage of well
wishing bourgeois doctrinaires, pouring forth their ignorant platitudes 
and sectarian crotchets [ sektierermarotten] in the oracular tone of scientific 
infallibility. [FIA, 213; MEW, 343] 

Breaking the logic of power in theory (which is also in the practice of 
reading, interpreting, and knowing) is where the immediate effectivity 
of deconstruction resides. Deconstruction makes one aware of how theory 
is determined by practice, as well as of how practice can be produced by 
theory. The fact that Lenin's theory more or less became the norm for 
Soviet practice, and that his theory was in part influenced by practical 
necessities of his historical situation, provides a confirmation of the prin
ciple. It also prevents one from too hastily pinning down the decided 
truth of Lenin's text without taking into account the practical situation of 
revolutionary Russia. Lenin's own excessive haste in pinning down an 
absolute truth of (an edited version of) Marx's text must be understood in 
light of the need for a theoretical anchor in a highly djsequilibrated 
situation. But that deconstructive caution against critical judgment apart 
from history should also be brought to bear on the leninist movement, 
which transcendentalizes Lenin's "truths" apart from the historical situa
tion in which they arose. The necessity of a salutary skepsis concerning 
the possibility of "undistorted" truths, which exist apart from practical 
historical situations that imply the inevitability of displacement or the 
impossibility of a purely transcendental, undistorted truth, is demon
strated by the way Soviet practice is based on a theory that claims to 
restore the absolutely undistorted truth of Marx's text, but is constructed 
through strategies, displacement, misrepresentation, misquotation, and 
omission. Soviet practice is leninist but not marxist if The Civil War is any 
indication of what Marx's marxism would have been like in a situation 
similar to Lenin's. 

Deconstruction would, at this point, reach the following conclusion: 
Lenin's desire for the absolute, undistorted truth of Marx's theory of the 
state reflects a metaphysical aspiration for a pure theoretical realm, which 
detaches itself from and pretends to transcend textual practice and his
torical situational inscription. No ultimately decidable truth of Marx's 
text can be determined apart from the textual and historical system in 
which the ideas are embedded. The reconstruction of the "theory" is 
ultimately only the construction of another text, another practice. There 
is no realm of purely ideal theory, then, apart from practice, in this case, 
interpretive practice. And there will always be some distortion in that 
practice, simply because it pertains to the realm of displacement, change, 
and alteration in history and can never be the revelation of a purely 
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ideal theory. In the first place, the theory cannot be "revealed" without 
practice, a textual practice of representation. Therefore, distortion is 
"original," not an accident that occurs to an already pure theory. Strictly 
speaking, the theory was never undistorted. To try to restore an absolute 
undistorted truth of a theory, apart from its practical inscription, is 
idealist because it overlooks both history and practice. 

Lenin consistently overlooks (literally) Marx's text and goes straight 
for the undistorted truth. But in seeking homogeneous truth, he is obliged 
to distort the text, which is not of the same nature as an "essence," but 
instead is crosshatched with strands of reference linked to a specific 
history (itself highly complex) which do not resolve into an ideal meaning 
or essence. Lenin reduces out the situation of each text as well as its 
performative character- the fact that each text was addressed to a dif
ferent audience and designed to produce different effects. All of this 
modifies the possibility of a theory, separable from historical situationality 
and textual practice, which would be purified of all distortions and fixed 
once and for all as a homogeneous entity. Lenin falls prey to the thematic 
fallacy: that books reflect homogeneous theories existing apart from and 
prior to historical situations and textual practices. His aspiration sup
poses that Marx's finalized version of a theory of the state can be resur
rected intact from the textual ruins left behind. It is more likely that 
Marx constructed bits and pieces of a theory through the practice of his 
writing. That practice, tied as it was to changes in history and in Marx's 
life, resulted in inevitable contradictions. What Marx wrote about uni
versal suffrage in 1843 is not compatible with what he wrote thirty years 
later. And even in "mature" texts, he sometimes praised suffrage, some
times dismissed it, depending on the situation and the audience. The 
homogeneous essence becomes difficult to pin down if one begins to 
attend to these specific differences. 

For example, at the end of the Communist Manifesto ( 1848), Marx 
emphasizes state centralization as a means of attaining socialism: "5. Cen
tralization of credit in the hands of the state, by means of a national bank 
with state capital and an exclusive monopcily. 6. Centralization of the 
means of communication and transport in the hands of the state." 5 In 
1872, however, Marx reconsidered this emphasis on state centralization 
in light of the experience of the Commune. He wrote in a new preface to 
the Manifesto: 

The practical application of the principles will depend, as the Manifesto 
itself states, everywhere and at all times, on the historical conditions for the 
time being existing, and, for that reason, no special stress is laid on the 
revolutionary measures proposed at the end of section II. That passage 
would, in many respects, be very differently worded today. In view of the 
gigantic strides of modern industry since 1848, and of the accompanying 
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improved and extended organization of the working class; in view of the 
practical experience gained, first in the February revolution, and then, 
still more, in the Paris Commune, where the proletariat for the first time 
held political power for two whole months, this programme has in some 
details become antiquated. One thing especially was proved by the Com
mune, viz., that "the working class cannot simply lay hold of the ready
made state machinery, and wield it for its own purposes." [Rev., 66] 

It should be clear that it is not altogether legitimate for Lenin to cite the 
Manifesto, especially the end of section II, which Marx said would need 
to be revised, as the "Marxist theory of the state" or of socialism, for that 
matter. And the passage just cited demonstrates that Marx himself was 
aware of the problems of historical specificity and difference Lenin so 
resolutely ignored. 

A politicized use of deconstruction would suggest a link between 
Lenin's manipulative practice of textual interpretation, with its idealist 
bias, and the political theory in whose service it operates. The practice 
and the theory are founded on a privileging of consciousness, hence 
legislative control, and the decisive, indisputable determination of truth. 
The world is not internal to the mind in a material continuum of dialecti
cal interrelation, but instead, external as a simple object to be known by 
consciousness and manipulated from a detached position of contempla
tion. That attitude of common sense perception reacts against the search 
after nonempirical relations (Marx's method); in Lenin, it proceeds pre
dictably to the ignoring of productive relations and the emphasis on 
purely "objective" productive forces. If Lenin's practice of interpretation 
is any indication, a socialist construction based on similar principles is 
likely to be exclusivist, hierarchial, teleological, so idealist that it dis
misses the practical, material domain of productive labor as politically 
neutral, and objectivist to the extent that the world will not be something 
in which one is practically inscribed, but something to be manipulated. If 
one can predict, on the basis of what Lenin ignores in his practice of 
textual interpretation (in the reading of The Civil War), what will be 
privileged or marginalized in a practice of socialist construction derived 
from Lenin, then it is clear that the possibility of initiative by workers in 
the construction of the new society will be disallowed. Anything that 
contradicts state centrism, especially the possibility of "free and associated 
labor" in "united cooperative societies" or communes, will be excluded. 
Marginalized will be such inessential things to the central state as the 
"antagonism ... against the state power," "really democratic institutions," 
and a police that is no longer "the agent to the central government." And 
finally, there will be no sense of the contradiction between "the political 
rule of the producer" and "the perpetuation of his social slavery" in the 
capitalist form of work. 
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Essential meaning , the proper theory detached from and elevated 
above the work and the practice of the text as of the factory, will be the 
property first of the Party and then of the State. 

The major point of articulation between marxism and deconstruction 
is in the analysis of capitalist crisis and its implications. The focus here is 
credit. 

Marx's account of credit reflects a heterogeneous dialectic that in 
many ways coincides with the deconstructive account of the world . It 
justifies Derrida's own caution in calling metaphysical only that dialectic 
operative "from Plato down to Hegel." 

Metaphysical dialectics operates on a principle of equivalence, gov
erned by a norm of identity which reduces out difference and the pos
sibility of a radical alterity, that is, of a becoming other which is irre
ducible to a system of simple selfsameness and simple negation, simple 
equivalence and simple nonequivalence, and is instead the possibility of 
plural proliferation . In that system, equivalence and identity are the 
norms, of which differentiality and alterity are mere derivations or 
deviations that ultimately resolve themselves back into identity. Con
tradiction, for example, in Hegel 's dialectic marks a merely momentary 
break with the norm of equivalence which soon resolves itself back into 
equivalence (the identity of two things which are the same yet different). 
The self-identity of Mind absorbs all contradictions into its system of 
self-identity. Contradiction is not characterized by a radical alterity that 
breaks the circle of identity. Being and Non-Being contradict each other, 
but only in order to be equated as Becoming, something which itself falls 
into contradiction, subsequent equivalence, and so on until the entire 
process is subsumed under the logos, which equates subject and object, 
ideality and materiality. 

Derrida calls this a "restrained economy," because it is defined as 
equivalence, the identification of difference, and exchange, the law of the 
return of the same. He calls "general" an economy or logic founded on a 
heterogeneous dialectic that breaks with the system of equivalence and 
exchange. Its principle is "expenditure without reserve," that is, without 
the return of the same which is the basis of equivalence and exchange. It 
is antilogocentric, because the logos is the principle of absolute self
identity and property; for it, all alterity is merely a moment in its own 
system of self-equivalence, all other-relations return to the same point of 
departure in the logos. There can be no loss; exchange guarantees owner
ship at the end of the temporary alienation of property. The general 
economy permits conceiving contradictions that do not resolve and dif
ferential relations that are not moments of self-identity, but are precisely 
that which removes all possibility of absolute self-identity once and for 
all. Rather than logocentric property, the general economy points toward 
interdependence, interrelationality, and communal nonownership. With 
regard to political economy, it signals a logic that is "social" or relational. 
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And it programs a disposition toward social change that would make 
revolutions interminable, because it would put in question the logocentric 
desire to resolve all contradictions. 

Beyond the logic of equivalence and exchange, then, is a logic more 
suitable to socialism that takes as its point of departure the principle of 
expenditure without reserve or exchange. The logic implicit in Marx's 
analysis of credit already points toward such a principle, inasmuch as it 
describes the emergence of a radical alterity or difference in capitalism 
that indicates a crisis for the law of exchange. 

Crisis arises because of irresolvable antagonisms within the capitalist 
system. Marx's notion of contradiction is therefore not theological or 
resolutive in the hegelian sense. Capital and labor, the antagonistic 
classes, will not resolve themselves into a third that will move the develop
ment harmoniously on toward a telos of self-identity. Instead, according 
to Marx, the negative power of labor will break open the circle of 
equivalence (in which, according to the metaphysical dialectic, non
equivalence is merely a moment of ultimate equivalence) that now pits 
capital and labor against each other in a relation of nonequivalence that 
is regulated and controlled by an appearance of equivalence and ex
change: equal wage for equal work. The system of equivalence is meta
physical; it contains (in both senses of the word-to harbor and to control) 
a contradiction, an antagonism of differential force, because it always 
already is nonequivalence. Equal exchange in the market derives from 
unequal exchange in the workplace (the source of surplus value, because 
surplus labor is unpaid). A radical disequilibrium inhabits the supposedly 
selfsame as its very principle of operation. To that extent, the system is 
"undecidable," that is, it contradicts its own axiom of equivalent exchange, 
and therefore, it can be extended-as crisis and transition. The restrained 
ec~nomy is always already general, just as mature capitalism is a sup
pressed, deferred, and delayed socialism. 

Ab~olute logocentric self-sufficiency, translated into ethico-political 
terms, implies freedom and independence. In political economy, it 
assumes the form of the capitalist entrepreneur or the corporation. In the 
doctrine of individual liberty, in ethics as in economics, the contiguity of 
logocentric metaphysics and bourgeois ideology is perhaps most clear. 
Equally clear is the necessity of an antilogocentric social and economic 
philosophy if socialism is to exist fully, as institutions of nonexchange 
and nonproperty. Such a philosophy would, like deconstruction, need to 
be based on radical alterity, rather than identity, the possibility of non
equivalence, rather than equivalence, and expenditure without reserve 
rather than equal exchange. Marx's term for an economy beyond ex
change was "to each according to his needs." 

His theory of credit both points the way toward such an economy and 
demonstrates the work of a dialectic of radical alterity, of a becoming 
other that no longer adheres to the logic of identity, whereby the other is 
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simply the outside of an essentially intact inside, rather than that which 
disrupts all such selfsameness and equivalence. That dialectic of equiva
lence would see labor as simply a negative other of capital, a necessary 
counterpart in an essentially self-identical system, whereas Marx posits 
labor as a potentially disruptive, antagonistic force within a system that 
cannot dispense with that radical other and that has to contain its negative 
force. 

Credit operates on a different register. It has none of the antagonistic 
charge of labor. Nonetheless, it constitutes a condition of possibility for 
the system, which opens the system to its crisis. It is both necessary and 
beneficial, as well as dangerous, to capital. It is the condition of the 
economy beyond exchange value: "If we did not find concealed in society 
as it is the material conditions of production and the corresponding 
relations of exchange prerequisite for a classless society, then all attempts 
to explode it would be quixotic" (Grun, 159; 77). 

Credit, Marx argues, is a historically produced result of capitalism, 
not one of its natural conditions, yet it becomes a necessary condition of 
capitalist production. Credit thus represents a high degree of social 
control over natural processes. It is an artificial contrivance that enables 
capitalism to overcome natural boundaries to production. Yet at the 
same time, it gives rise to the conditions that bring the downfall of 
capitalism. Credit is one of those productive forces which, as it develops, 
shakes the foundations of the productive relations within whose context 
it operates. 

The natural barrier which credit overcomes is the time of circulation. 
"Economy of time, to this all economy ultimately reduces itself" ( Grun, 
173; 89). The separation between purchase (for production) and sale (in 
circulation) contains the "germ of crises," because the value inserted into 
the commodity in production cannot be realized until the commodity is 
sold. In the Grundrisse, Marx first mentions credit as something which 
guarantees that the money necessary for the sale to occur will be in the 
buyer's hands: "The entire credit system ... rests on the necessity of ex
panding and leaping over the barrier to circulation and the sphere of 
exchange .... The English forced to lend to foreign nations in order to 
have them as customers" (Grun, 416; 319). More important, credit "arti
ficially" shortens the circulation time of commodities by providing the 
capitalist with the money now that at a future point, after sales will occur, 
will be his. Credit thus guarantees the continuity of the production 
process: it enables reproduction of the production process, which would 
collapse after one cycle if money were blocked or took too long in circula
tion, and it staves off the crisis that would occur if the potential value of 
commodities was not realized and transformed into money: "While the 
necessity of this continuity [ of the production and circulation processes] 
is given, its phases are separate in time and space .... It thus appears as a 
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matter of chance for production based on capital whether or not its 
essential condition, the continuity of the different processes which con
stitute its process as a whole, is actually brought about. The sublation 
[Aufhebung] of this chance element by capital itself is credit" (Grun, 535; 
434). Capital's recourse to "credit contrivances" in order to achieve 
"circulation without circulation time" and thus to overcome the "barrier" 
to the realization of value leads necessarily to an expansion of capitalism: 
"If we now return to the circulation time of capital, then its abbreviation 
... means in part the creation of a continuous and hence an ever more 
extensive market; and in part the development of economic relations, 
development of forms of capital, by means of which it artificially [kunst
lich] abbreviates the circulation time. (All forms of credit.)" (Grun, 542; 
440). The abbreviation of circulation time through credit extends the 
market, thus making necessary more credit, because a "more extensive 
market" means that more time and space must be passed through before 
the realization of value. Credit combines two undecidably exclusive 
functions: it abbreviates and it helps expand; it aids and it also produces 
something that ultimately damages capital-overproduction. 

Credit becomes an even more compelling necessity to fixed capital, 
such as plant, machines, and equipment. Fixed capital necessarily in
creases as capitalism develops, but "through disuse it loses its use value 
without passing it on to the product": "Hence, the greater the scale on 
which fixed capital develops, in the sense in which we regard it here, the 
more does the continuity of the production process or the constant flow of 
reproduction become an externally compelling condition for the mode 
of _production founded on capital" ( Grun, 703; 591). Because only credit 
can provide that continuity, credit becomes a necessary condition of 
capitalist production. 

Marx's most extensive analysis of credit occurs in Capital Volume Three. 
Credit aids the realization of value, extends production, and makes 
necessary more credit: "Credit is, therefore, indispensable here; credit, 
whose volume grows with the growing value of production and whose 
time duration grows with the increasing distances of the markets. A 
mutual interaction takes place here. The development of the productive 
process extends the credit, and credit leads to an extension of industrial 
and commercial operations. "6 Credit becomes a productive force, a motor 
for expanded reproduction: "The maximum of credit is here identical 
with the fullest employment of industrial capital, that is, the utmost 
exertion of its reproductive power without regard to the limits of con
sumption. These limits of consumption are extended by the exertions of 
the preproduction process itself" ( Cap 3, 482; MEW, 499). But this "arti
ficial system of forced expansion of the reproductive process" leads in
evitably to that which credit was in part designed to avoid-an inability 
to realize value because too many commodities have been produced: 
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In the system of production, where the entire continuity of the reproduction 
process rests upon credit, a crisis rnust obviously occur-a tremendous 
rush for means of payment-when credit suddenly ceases and only cash 
payments have validity. At first glance, therefore, the whole crisis seems to 
be merely a credit and money crisis. And in fact it is only a question of the 
convertibility of bills of exchange into money. But the majority of these 
bills represent actual sales and purchases, whose extension far beyond the 
needs of society is, after all, the basis of the whole crisis .... That is over
production promoted by credit and the general inflation of prices that goes 
with it. [Cap 3, 490-91; MEW, 507] 

The expansion of credit necessary to capitalist reproduction also neces
sarily drives "the production process beyond its capitalist limits ... : 
over-trade, over-production, and excessive credit" (Cap 3, 508; MEW, 
524). 

The crisis which credit helps bring about leads to an increased centrali
zation of capital; some are obliged to sell out, and other capitalists (with 
credit-giving finance capitalists leading the pack) buy them out. While 
reducing the number of those who own social property, credit also con
tributes directly to the increasing socialization of property in the form of 
stock companies: "The _credit system is not only the principal basis for 
the gradual transformation of capitalist private enterprises into capitalist 
stock companies, but equally offers the means for the gradual extension 
of co-operative enterprises on a more or less national scale" ( Cap 3, 440; 
MEW, 456). Credit, then, is a social form, because the banker lends other 
people's money to the industrialist, and it permits the formation of 
institutions which, because they socialize property, become a transitional 
mechanism that points from within the capitalist system to a socialist one: 

Success and failure both lead here to a centralization of capital, and thus to 
expropriation on the most enormous scale. Expropriation extends here 
from the direct producers to the smaller and the medium-sized capitalists 
themselves. It is the point of departure for the capitalist mode of produc
tion; its accomplishment is the goal of this production. In the last instance, 
it aims at the expropriation of the means of production from all individuals. 
With the development of social production the means of production cease 
to be means of private production, and can thereafter be only means of 
production in the hands of associated producers, i.e., the latter's social 
property, much as they are their social products. However, this expropria
tion appears within the capitalist system in a contradictory form, as appro
priation of social property by a few; and credit lends the latter more and 
more the aspect of pure adventurers. [Cap 3, 439-40; MEW, 455-56] 

Credit is both "indispensable" to the capitalist mode of production 
and a lever that works to tip over the immense edifice and send it crashing 
into another, more social mode. Credit sketches the outlines of socialism 
within capitalism. Marx sums up his chapter on the role of credit in this 
way: 
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The credit system appears as the main lever of over-production and over
speculation in commerce .... This simply demonstrates the fact that the 
self-expansion of capital based on the contradictory nature of capitalist 
production permits an actual free development only up to a certain point, 
so that in fact it constitutes an immanent fetter and barrier to production, 
which are continually broken through by the credit system. Hence, the 
credit system accelerates the material development of the productive forces 
and the establishment of the world-market. It is the historical mission of 
the capitalist system of production to raise these material foundations of 
the new mode of production to a certain degree of perfection. At the same 
time credit accelerates the violent eruptions of this contradiction-crises 
-and thereby the elements of disintegration of the old mode of production. 
The two characteristics immanent in the credit system are, on the one 
hand, to develop the incentive of capitalist production, enrichment through 
exploitation of the labor of others, to the purest and most colossal form of 
gambling and swindling, and to reduce more and more the number of the 
few who exploit the social wealth; on the other hand, to constitute the form 
of transition to a new mode of production. It is this ambiguous nature 
[Doppelseitigkeit], which endows the principal spokesmen of credit ... with 
·the pleasant character mixture of swindler and prophet. [Cap 3, 441; MEW, 
457] 

Instead of "ambiguous nature," a deconstructionist might have said 
that credit constitutes a structure of "undecidability" or "radical alterity." 
It represents the necessary emergence of what is "outside" or radically 
other to capital on the "inside" of capitalism. In order to survive, capi
talism must remain the same, be self-identical, continuous, absolutely 
adequate to itself. That is the metaphysical dream as concrete economic 
necessity. Sameness and continuity, according to the deconstructive argu
ment concerning radical alterity, are possible only by a relay through 
what is absolutely other to both-difference and discontinuity, or punctu
ation. Sameness and continuity as such exist by virtue of what makes 
them impossible "as such." 

Credit allows capital to appear continuous, but only at the expense of 
making it even more discontinuous. And it is precisely the discontinuity 
of the crisis of overproduction which points toward socialism. That crisis 
shows plainly that scarcity, austerity, and the obligation to exchange 
labor for livelihood are all effects of the system of exchange which 
demands equivalence and forecloses expenditure without reserve. A 
system that can overproduce can satisfy all needs, but the necessity of 
value realization through exchange prevents that satisfaction, that so
cialist distribution, that unreserved expenditure from occurring. The 
ultimate capitalist fetter that prevents a socialized economy from emerg
ing is the principle of exchange, which imposes wage labor as the neces
sity of exchanging one's life for the money equivalent in order to live. A 
production that could put an end to scarcity becomes "overproduction" 
only because of the necessity of equal exchange and equivalent return. A 
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socialized economic system that fosters rather than forecloses such "over
production" could work only by eliminating the law of equivalent ex
change. Because credit, which in itself is already an expenditure without 
immediate return, encourages such "overproduction," it would be es
sential to and is prefigurative of that socialized economy. 

Credit allows marxism and deconstruction to be articulated in one 
other way. Credit, as Marx describes it, is in many ways an epitome of 
certain elements of metaphysics. Marx calls it the most "fetish-like form" 
of capitalism because "the social relation is consummated as a relation of 
things (money, commodities) to themselves" (TSV 3:455; MEW, 447). 
Capital appears as the "source of its own increase," "money creating 
money" (TSV 3:455; MEW, 447; Cap S, 391; MEW, 404). "It is therefore 
especially in the form that capital is imagined" by capitalist political' 
economists ( TSV3:455; MEW, 447). Capital is imagined as a collocation of 
material things, not as a necessary system of productive relations. Labor, 
the real source of surplus value and profit, is thus obscured: 

Thus it is interest, not profit, which appears to be the creation of value of 
capital as much as therefore from the mere ownership of capital. ... In this 
form all mediation [ Vennittlung] is obliterated, and the fetishistic Jann [Fetisch
gestalt] of capital, as also the concept of capital-fetish, is complete .... In 
M-C-M' mediation [ Vennittlung] is still retained. In M-M' we have the in
comprehensible form of capital, the most extreme inversion and materiali
sation [ Versachlichung] of production relations .... Capital more and more 
acquires a material form, is transformed more and more from a relationship 
into a thing, but a thing which embodies, which has absorbed, the social 
relationship. [TSV3:462, 483; MEW, 454-74) 

The transmutation of a social relation into a material thing sums up 
the crude materialist, positivist bias that Marx criticizes in classical 
political economy. That bias embodies the general bias Derrida locates 
in metaphysics, but he applies the critique to consciousness and ideal 
meaning, for example, which are fetishized, to use Marx's word, as present 
and self-relating. What occurs in metaphysics, according to Derrida's 
description, is in many ways what occurs in the classical conception of 
credit: "The movement is contracted. The mediating [Vermittelnde] 
omitted .... All its specific attributes are obliterated and its real enemies 
invisible" ( Cap 8, 393; MEW, 406). If we substitute "consciousness" for 
"capital" and "meaning" for "value" in the following passage from Marx, 
the relationship becomes clearer: "Consciousness appears as the inde
pendent source of meaning .... And it is indeed this source in itself in its 
thingly form [dinglicher Gestalt]. It must of cour_se enter into the produc
tion process in order to realize this property [Eigenschaft]" (TSV 3:499; 
MEW, 490). Meaning is dependent on the productive process of language, 
but metaphysics would obliterate that intervening process and constitute 
meaning as a "material" thing in relation to itself. Consciousness is then 
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supposed to produce meaning independently of the intervening pro
ductive process and of the system of differential relations which gives 
rise to both consciousness and meaning. Perhaps this analogy helps ex
plain why Marx constantly compares money to the process of conceptu
alization and why Derrida constantly compares conceptualization to 
money . The relationship between a metaphysics based on the principle 
of equivalence and a political economy based on the law of exchange may 
not, after all, be accidental. 

Derrida's concept of fetish differs from that of Marx, but it is coherent 
with Marx's description of credit as an artificial contrivance that is in
dispensable in the structuring of the "natural" reality of capital. For 
Derrida, in metaphysics, there is no pure nature of presence or of 
property prior to the fetish, which is not produced retroactively by the 
addition of a fetish. Like credit, fetish occupies the position of an effect, 
but is simultaneously a condition. Credit is an indispensable addition to 
that to which it is added on. It is unreal or artificial in comparison to 
"real capital" (actual money, commodities, or productive forces), but that 
reality, in advanced capitalism, could not exist without its "indispensable" 
supplement. 7 

In capitalism, what Derrida calls fetish is clear in ownership. Capitalist 
ownership is defined by the expropriation of the product of the labor of 
others. Such property is not natural, nor is it a material thing; it is con
stituted as the effect of a social juridical relation, something which is 
supposedly secondary and supplemental in relation to the primary, 
natural economy. That set of social relations, laws, codes, and institutions 
precedes property and produces its substance or nature as an effect, a 
representation, an artificial contrivance, a fetish. It is in the "nature" of 
something like property that Marx's and Derrida's concepts of fetishism 
intersect. 

It would be possible to continue on this level of analogy and to 
conclude by being as guilty of obliterating differences as the metaphy
sicians. My subject here is marxism, not Marx, however, and it is more 
relevant to ask how deconstruction relates to a marxist analysis of credit 
as it currently exists. 

The world monetary system, which was established after World War 
II, has moved from domination by a single currency-the U.S. dollar-to 
an exchange system defined by the differential interrelationship of many 
currencies. The "natural" material basis in gold has been given up. The 
system has become increasingly like a structure of relations with no 
outside, that is, no outside backing that permits conversion from the 
relational system to something objective and material whose "natural" 
value is not defined by relations to other elements of the system. Speaking 
metaphorically, the international monetary system has become m
creasingly "textual." At least, the concrete applicability of certain de-
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constructive arguments would seem to be confirmed by the current 
monetary structure. 

There is, of course, an outside to the monetary system which is the 
capitalist production process. Money and credit, Marx repeatedly re
minds the reader, are titles of ownership and tokens indicating command 
over labor. But he also repeatedly argues that to think of that process as 
consisting of material "things" rather than as a web of social relations 
would be to fetishize it. Outside the relational monetary system is not an 
extrarelational world of "things," but another relational system. 

The aspect of the monetary system that most remarkably reflects de
constructive principles in concrete form is the units of account, called 
Special Drawing Rights (SDR), which were created by the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) in 1968 as a reserve supplement to an unstable 
dollar and to the inadequate supplies of gold. SD Rs provide a means of 
enforcing balance of payments discipline and of controlling liquidity 
expansion and inflation. They do away once and for all with the "fiction 
of the central debtor" and the "myth of backing." For SDRs to work, all 
that is required is credibility, the acceptability or transferability of the 
unit among all participants in the IMF, so that any country can use its 
allocation of SDRs in the central account to acquire national currencies 
to the amount of SD Rs transferred. This does not constitute a loan in the 
traditiona·l sense, although each country must maintain a specified SDR 
level in the central account. But there is no "corresponding debt." 8 

From a deconstructive point of view, SDRs are interesting because 
they seem to break the principle of equivalence. Because they are only 
relationally defined entries in a book, without "material" existence, they 
open the possibility of a redistribution mechanism that operates without 
return, or equivalent exchange. The principles of equivalence, return, 
and exchange would need to be surpassed in a communist society based 
on the voluntary, noncoercive donation of labor and the distribution of 
products according to need. That society would have to operate as a 
diffusion not linked to the maintenance of identity as equal exchange or 
equivalent return. The notion of a unit of account without material 
backing and for which no material equivalent has to be given opens the 
possibility of production without previous accumulation as well as without 
the necessity of an unequal exchange with labor to secure surplus value. 
SDRs could lead to an immediate redistribution from developed to un
developed countries, simply through entries in a book. More important, 
that power of redistribution through units of account implies that an 
economy beyond exchange in which surplus labor would be liberated 
from the present structure of expropriation is conceivable. If the "claims" 
and "titles" required for production, now available only in money and 
credit, are available as units of account, then the appropriation of surplus 
labor without pay (the source of surplus value) is no longer either neces
sary or possible. 
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To achieve productivity, Marx placed his stakes on "industriousness," 
but that would have to be supplemented by a structure for the allocation 
of products in the manner of the market, but without the principle of 
exchange. A system similar to that of SD Rs would fill that function. In a 
communist society based on the model of the Commune, one Marx might 
have agreed to call "marxist," a commune would draw on its units of 
account to fill its needs and replenish its account through the creation of 
products allocated to fill other communes' needs. S~ch an advanced 
system of "credit" without corresponding debt would alleviate the ex
change market, and the absence of a law of exchange to regulate and 
curtail production according to the expectation of profitable return frees 
"overproduction" from its current negative status and turns it into a 
positive attribute. 

Such a system, even if possible, is very far off indeed, and a system like 
that of SDRs, no matter how much subversive potential it has for the 
exchange principle, will not bring down the economic system based on 
exchange. Nevertheless, in that SDRs represent the full socialization of 
finance, its development into a differential system without "material" 
backing, they represent what Marx called a "condition," posited by capital, 
of a higher socialist socioeconomic form. In that the SDR system also 
conforms to deconstructive principles, one can begin to think of the 
deconstructive emphasis on differential relationality as opposed to natural 
or ideal backing (in terms of meaning or being) as conforming to the 
necessities of socialism. 

I will conclude with a discussion of the relation of deconstruction to 
the question of what forms socialist economic and political organizations 
should take. If indeed deconstruction does promote radically "social" 
principles in the marxist sense-interrelationality as opposed to positive 
thinghood and historically and socially constructed institutionality as 
opposed to the immediate presence of a natural ground- then it should 
be possible to generalize deconstruction and to apply it to aspects of what 
passes for marxism to determine if they meet the exigencies of "socializa
tion" in principle, or if they are simply new versions of old corporate 
political or collectivist economic formalisms, which impose structures of 
formal communalism or corporatism without working out or constructing 
a fully socialized network of differential relations within civil society. 

Marx, of course, pointed out that such socialization was not possible 
without the full development of the necessary material conditions. But 
that would mean that real communism might be possible in his sense 
only in the so-called first world. At other times, Marx acknowledged the 
revolutionary imperative and suggested that socialism was possible with
out fully developed capitalism to serve as a prerequisite. The problem is 
not merely theoretical, because postrevolutionary third world countries 
today face the problem of how to develop socialism from underdeveloped 
capitalist or neofeudal conditions. As the experience of the Soviet Union 
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showed, a high degree of formalization (collectivization without real 
socialization) is one alternative under such conditions. As the society 
becomes more capitalistically developed, real socialization can become 
more possible. But all formal solutions (the party, the collective, the state 
plan) tend to become ends in themselves-"things." 

Deconstruction is relevant here in that it offers a critique of both 
centralization and formalization. The Paris Commune, as Marx describes 
it, represents a protodeconstructive organizational form. Communism as 
Marx foresaw it will be attained only if principles of the sort that decon
struction uses against the principles of capitalization in philosophy 
-equivalence, logocentrism, hierarchy, axiomatic priority, crude ma
terialism, positivism-are translated into social practice. Deconstruction 
promotes the social principle of differential relation against the capitaliza
tion of hierarchically superior centers, the absolutist totalism of formal 
systems, and the mediating abstraction of positive nonrelational "things." 
The differential interrelation of a series of consuming producers and 
their socialization in communes of the Paris type, without an absolute, 
nonprovisional, nonfunctional center or authoritative referent outside 
the series, must take precedence over the extraction of one group of 
social agents (the party) from the series and their elevation above the in
teractive process as a source of truth and authority. That formal, tran
scendental body by definition denies the social principle of nontran
scendable differential relation along a series or in a decentered structure, 
no longer functional, but dominant; no longer differentially related, but 
a "thing" apart. That political form is metaphysical in the deconstructive 
sense of the word. Like ideal truth elevated above the concatenated 
chains of language which in fact permit it to come into being, the party
planning state pretends to transcend and to dominate the relational social 
system and the mass of productive social agents. But socialization means 
the dissolution of all antidifferential hierarchy and the merging of all 
supposedly transcendental instances with the chains that situate "central 
authority" in a system it can never dominate or control and to which it is 
subordinate. 

The planning of future societies will entail a choice of models, and the 
concrete significance of which concept or model is chosen is clear today 
in China, where an idealist maoist model has been replaced by a more 
pragmatic and technocratic model. Charles Bettleheim is only partially 
right, then, when he claims: "This [materialist analysis] compels us to 
renounce any sort of idealistic approach claiming to 'expound' the history 
of the USSR as the 'realization' of a certain set of ideas."' 9 He is right to 
renounce the claim that this approach results only from ideas, whether 
those of Marx, Lenin, or Stalin; however, only a neopositivist materialism 
would overlook the dialectical relation between subjective activity (in
cluding intellectual labor) and objective world structures. The USSR did 
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not develop as it did because of purely "objective" laws of development. 
Its development was also, to a certain extent, planned, and the orientation 
of that planning was based on certain concepts of development held by 
the Bolsheviks. For example, it is possible to predict what Lenin's concept 
of socialist construction was going to be on the basis of an early text such 
as The Development of Capitalism in Russia. His belief (and his instituted 
policy) that socialism equals increased productivity was a reaction to the 
backward condition of the Russian economy, a reaction in the form of a 
belief in the "progressive" nature of capitalist development ( especially of 
"large-scale machine industry"): "The progressive historical role of 
capitalism may be summed up in two brief propositions: increase in the 
productive forces of social labor, and the socialisation of that labor." 10 

The move to a conception of socialist construction as a similarly "pro
gressive" increase in the productive forces was inevitable. Similarly, 
[enin's metaphysical separation, in What Is to Be Done?, between politics 
and economics already held the promise of what would be done once 
socialist planning was begun: an autonomous economic development, at 
the expense of political development, would be equated with socialism. 

Conscious socialist construction must rely on consciously conceived 
models or social plans, 11 and it is at this point of conceptualization that a 
deconstructive outlook can be relevant. I will now propose some ways in 
which deconstruction's critique of logocentric metaphysics might be useful 
in redefining the conceptual basis for model or plan formulation in 
socialist construction. 

Once the centrality of the logos or cogito is deprivileged, the planning 
models based on the individual mind also lose validity. The planned 
society would not be conceived as an integrated system with a central 
nervous system, a homogeneous whole whose unity and self-identity 
excludes all diversity and difference, but rather as a social collectivity, a 
heterogeneous aggregate. In the first instance, then, the determination of 
a plan model would be a collective, participatory undertaking, not the 
conception of a detached, central planning body whose theoretical knowl
edge of planning is used to establish a hierarchy of administrative, 
cognitive center and administered practical instrument, mental and 
manual laborer. That distinction is essential to the rationality being put 
in question. 

A second logocentric operation, which follows from the hierarchical 
distinction between mental and manual, theoretical center and practical 
periphery, is the process of synoptic formal abstraction. 12 This central 
operation of metaphysics permits the resolution of practical complexity 
into theoretical purity and clarity, the division of a differentially inter
related world system into determinate, isolated instances, the reduction 
of heterogeneous multiplicities into exclusive unities. Such processes lie 
behind the isolation of the synoptic, abstract, and formal concepts of 
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economic good-increase in GNP, utility maximization, Pareto opti
mality-as the sole telos of the entire social machinery. All qualitative 
questions are reduced out for the sake of an abstract quantity. The process 
of idealist sublation-the negation and consequent elevation of sub
stantive materiality into abstract, formal ideality-is concretely institu
tionalized as the principle that orients an entire social system. 

The obvious deconstructive counter to this practical idealism in the 
rationality of economistic planning would be to privilege substantive 
material needs and to situate the nonetheless necessary calculating opera
tion of formal abstraction within the domain of that practical, historical 
concern. This principle is best reflected in the "Basic Human Needs" 
approach. 13 Such a principle replaces the now dominant model of the 
single abstract ratio based on exchange ( input-output, cost-benefit) with a 
planning model based on multiple, diverse, differentially related targets, 
which resist subsumption under an idealist, teleological norm-equi
librium, balanced return, steady growth, an abstractly conceived "de
velopment," and the like. Synoptic rationality could never formally con
ceptualize a single factor model that would fulfill all basic needs. Multiple 
strategies, policies, and plans would have to be employed, all interrelated, 
with no one exclusively dominant. A principle of nonexclusion (which 
would integrate culture, politics, psychology) and nonisolation (which 
would not privilege economic optimality, abstractly conceived) follows 
from the deconstructive displacement of abstract formalism from the 
center of planning. 

Soviet planning claims to be multidimensional and participatory. 
There is space for "counterplanning" "from below" to increase initiative.1 4 

Nonetheless, the planning is dominated by the rationalist principles of 
proportionality, efficiency, optimality, and disciplinary management. 
Social needs are defined, like optimality, as a formal abstraction- "the 
needs of society as a single entity" (PSE, 28). Capitalist rationality claims 
the good of the whole will be fulfilled by the optimizing of every in
dividual's self-interest. Soviet socialist rationality inverts the capitalist 
rationale: "What typifies socialism is the principle that what benefits so
ciety and the economy as a whole benefits the individual enterprise and 
its workers" (PSE, 29). This is a classical dialectical argument, the sub
sumption of the parts into the whole. Needless to say, like classical dia
lectics, it also has a totalizing tendency inscribed in it which reflects an 
idealist impulse. The abstraction of the whole, "society," above the 
working participants, whose labor constructs the institutions that are 
abstracted into the formal concept "society," is matched by a similar 
abstraction in the economic sphere: "Conscious control of the economy 
by no means implies that people can behave in whatever way they like. 
The economic laws of socialism operate in accordance with their own 
internal objective logic, independently of people's wishes and desires" 
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(PSE, 33). The claim is idealist because it assumes a separation of subject 
and object (thus negating the labor theory of value) and ideological 
because it uses this false separation to enforce subservience to a planning 
arrangement that abstracts the setting of aims from the will of the produc
tive participants. 

The positing of "basic, stable relationships among economic phe
nomena" is antihistorical, essentialist, and, ultimately, antimarxist. To 
distinguish between "the essential nature of economic laws and the forms 
in which they appear" is to assume the existence of an ideal, quasi
Platonic realm of laws whose immaterial purity is "refracted" as they 
enter concrete existence in the "specific laws of socialism" (PSE, 35). The 
effect of this idealist postulate is to elevate, isolate, and esoterize the 
domain of economics, knowledge of which then becomes the privilege of 
an elite of technocratic experts and the ground for their authority in 
planning for "society" as a whole. Knowledge, as usual, is an instrument 
of power. 

The basis for Soviet planning is "the basic economic law of socialism 
... the greatest possible satisfaction of the ever-increasing needs of all 
members of society" (PSE, 36). Need is a practical, historical, and material 
concept. It necessitates input as well as impact planning, participation in 
determining plans as well as the inclusion of social variables. It would 
need to be distributional, not single factor optimizing, in orientation. 
Soviet planning does not seem to fill these requirements. It is, as I have 
suggested, based on rationalist principles that orient it toward rationalism 
and essentialism in theory and, hence, directional management in prac
tice: "Thus, the essential conditions for making conscious use of economic 
laws are: the theoretical elucidation of the nature of economic laws, the 
elaboration of a scientific methodology for taking them into account and 
using them in planning; and the establishment of some mechanism for 
economic management and economic stimulation" (PSE, 35). If economic 
laws are independent of the desires of economic agents, how then can a 
planning based on the "theoretical elucidation of the nature of economic 
laws" possibly be geared toward the needs of the economic agents? Are 
such laws themselves directed toward need satisfaction? Such would have 
to be the case, but it is hardly true, if we are to believe the Soviet authors: 

The achievement of complete balance in economic proportions on the 
basis of a highly efficient use of labour, material and financial resources is 
the chief requirement for the proper running of a socialist economy, starting 
from the law of planned development and the law of saving labour time . 
. . . The achievement of complete balance in developing the economy on an 
optimal basis is what is required by the laws of planned development and 
the saving of labour-time. Two basic methods for drawing up plans arise 
from these two laws-the method of balances (input-output) and the method 
of optimising planning decisions . (PSE, 38-39] 
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The primary goal of planning cannot be both need satisfaction and the 
maintenance of a "proper balance" or "proportionality," because broadly 
(or socialistically) defined needs would include the elimination of some 
of the prerequisites of "proportionality" -most important, the labor 
process regulated by a norm of efficiency. The emphasis on efficiency, 
proportion, and proper balance requires that such fundamental social 
needs be treated as "exogenous." 

The idealist premise of state socialist planning-abstract economic 
laws-leads to an idealist conclusion, a goal of ideal formal balance. 
Balance, proportionality, and optimality are idealist concepts in that 
their principle of operation is the satisfaction of formal equations, not the 
satisfaction of historical, material, situationally specific needs. From a 
practical ground level, such satisfaction requires not a ratio, but strategic 
imbalances that break the logic of formal proportion. It is argued that 
"planned proportional development" creates the material conditions for 
the satisfaction of needs. But in the meantime, the very real risk is run 
that the "essential" economic laws of proportionality and optimality 
become ends in themselves, as do all abstract ideals. 

The rationale for Soviet planning, then, is ideological from a marxist 
perspective and metaphysical from a deconstructive point of view. As is 
usually the case, the rationale for a social system is indistinguishable 
from the rationality operative in that system. The rationale of abstract 
formal idealism, such as proportion and optimality, is matched by the 
very real social process of rationalization in the labor process and in the 
management of the economy. Formal abstraction operates both as the 
positing of goals-efficiency-and as the formalizing of life, the channel
ing of human energy and labor power into a structure of economic 
production which makes it "one-sided" or "abstract." The attainment of 
proportion requires the formalization of the labor process. But the practi
cal contingency at work on the level of the labor process cannot be fully 
reduced to the necessity that operates as the laws of proper proportion. 
The world, as Marx remarked in The Poverty of Philosophy, does not 
function according to the pattern of logical categories . This noncoinci
dence of form and substance leads to the necessity of enforcing coinci
dence, of making practice cohere with theory, of making workers meet 
the efficiency conditions for optimality. The imposition of rational, 
formal ( in this case, mathematical) theories on the' world is· idealist. The 
world is structured according to rationalist conventions (proportionality, 
efficiency, optimality), and this process is made to appear natural through 
a recourse to "objective, scientific laws" and "a proper basis provided by 
standards." Such notions are theoretical fictions; they are constructed at 
the intersection of certain material political and economic interests in 
Soviet society and of certain principles-proper proportion-of material 
rationality operative structuring the social system . Such fictions justify 
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the social world, and they are of the same genre as the other theoretical 
fictions that are imposed on the economic world. Their shared value is 
organic proportion; it justifies the subsumption of practice under theory, 
the parts under the whole, and the hierarchical structure that ensues 
from the privileging of mental over manual labor. This new idealism 
ironically chooses a metaphor (which, as they use it, is not really meta
phoric, something which in itself demonstrates the extent to which the 
social system is structured by metaphors or fictions like natural hierarchy, 
proportionality, optimality, and proper standards) used by the German 
idealists, who also believed the world could be ordered according to the 
principles of formal logic: "It is advisable in this connection to construct 
a 'tree' of goals showing their hierarchy and interdependence .... Thus it 
is possible to show how the task of raising living standards is tackled in 
the form of a definite ·•tree' whose.crown represents the goal and whose 
lower branches represent the sub-goals or sets of goals ensuring that 
these sub-goals are attained" (PS£, 62). The "ultimate goal" remains "to 
satisfy the growing needs of the working people," but such formalism 
could never address the substantive question of work itself. It must take 
for granted that the people in the system are "working," and in order for 
its own goals of efficiency, optimality, and proportionality to be attained, 
people must have no say in the question of work. It must remain a 
constant. Because such formal idealism excludes contradiction, it could 
never take into account the contradiction between its "ultimate goal" and 
its fundamental premise. 15 

A socialist construction that took a lesson from deconstruction's critique 
of logocentric rationality would be dehierarchized only provisionally or 
functionally centralized; it would begin with participatory input, not 
with a centralizing, efficiency map, which, from the outset, focuses the 
social system toward the satisfaction of criteria of proportionality and 
optimality. Work would take on a different character, defined not by 
efficiency or inefficiency, but by how well it leads to the satisfaction of 
social needs, and the process of work would be included as a factor in 
planning. The telos of social activity would be defined not by an ideal 
formal ratio of exchange equilibria, which underwrites the administration 
of work toward satisfying that ideal goal, but rather by the material and 
practical interplay between productive activity (not "work" by piece, 
wage, discipline, and so on) and social need. Formal models would serve 
a coordinating, not an administrative, function. 

Andreas Papandreou and Uri Zohar propose an "impact approach" to 
planning 16 as the necessary correlative of participatory planning. Such 
an approach would deal explicitly with a multiplicity of social (not merely 
economic) goals. They contrast the approach with the cost-benefit prac
tice, which is exclusively oriented toward efficiency, which reinforces the 
status quo, and which cannot accommodate goals set by society as an 
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"organic chooser." These criticisms could in part be directed at the Soviet 
approach. The problem there is whether or not the criterion pf propor
tionality coincides with the criterion of social need satisfaction. Papan
dreou and Zohar offer the interesting suggestion that in a decentralized 
economy, there would be no justification for raising the question of the 
criteria of project selection. Some new criteria or "Socially Relevant 
Indicators" which they propose (and which are notoriously absent from 
Soviet planning) are "pollution," "consumption," and "environmental 
design." 17 The proposal is deconstructive in relation to classic econometric 
planning (the kind toward which the Soviets are increasingly attracted), 
which excludes such variables as "exogenous." The systematic inclusion 
of the exogeneous is bound to upset endogenous balance or ratio. But 
choosing the criterion of social need over metaphysical proportion 
already implies a commitment to the possibility of a regulated imbalance 
or strategic counterrationality. 

As in its critique of metaphysical philosophy, deconstruction, when 
plugged into the problem of socialist construction, comes out on the side 
of those who emphasize the necessity of "interactive adaptation," the role 
of uncertainty, the modifications imposed by diverse situations and dif
ferent contexts, the need for inclusion, rather than exclusion, of variables, 
the wisdom of choosing policies over monolithic programs, and the im
possibility of mapping a whole reality. In other words, planning, as the 
Soviets have discovered, cannot be a series of "instructions," as Stalin put 
it, based on a "scientific analysis" of problems. The necessary limits of 
knowledge place necessary limits on such "scientific" instructional 
planning. Frances Stewart seems closer to a model of differential planning 
when she remarks that planning is constitutively shaped by the past and 
by the world system, 18 one might say, using a deconstructive vocabulary, 
by a spatialization and temporalizing movement that cannot be reduced 
by a logocentric planning agency, based on the model of the rational, 
conscious mind which is supposedly present (in control or possession of) 
itself in all its thoughts and actions. The logocentric model, once institu
tionalized in human behavior, becomes the source of the hubris of social 
administration, instructional planning, and the teleology of efficiency, 
proportionality, optimality. As in the classical dialectic, materiality is 
subsumed under ideal formality. A model of the mind as inscribed in a 
field of practice and in a system of social relations from which it could 
never sufficiently extract itself to gain a position of transcendent knowl
edge and mastery (that is, both a marxist and a deconstructionist model) 
would call forth a planning that would be differentiaf and beyond ex
change. By differential, I mean a planning that entails multiple inputs 
based on needs, diversification of initiative, situational adaptation (a 
mechanism for accommodating an interplay between plan and environ
ment, both social and natural), an emphasis on diverse, microstructural, 
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"ground level" plans to counter the theoreticist tendency of macro
structural, singular, global planning, and finally, immediate interfacing 
between sectors, rather than mediated relaying through the "center." 
Such a micrological planning clearly could only work as the abolition of 
the law of value. 

A logocentric rationality that deals in equilibrium and identities, the 
basis of the law of value and of exchange, would be incapable of sustaining 
such planning. It would require equal compensation, whereas differential 
planning could afford "expenditure without reserve," that is, a social 
distribution which, because it is not universalist in character, and, there
fore, would not be based on an ideal average which equates all under the 
legislative norm of equal exchange, could take the counterrational, or 
unbalanced, special cases into account. The divergence of the particular 
rather than the abstractly mediated normativity of the general would be 
the constitutive principle (which is to say there would be no "constitutive 
principle" separable from the plurality of concrete needs). Sectors poorer 
in certain resources receive more, richer sectors less, regardless of pro
portion. The principle of differential distribution according to material 
need differs significantly from the idealist, logocentric models of formal 
equality, just exchange, and central directiveness. 

The deconstructive critique of centrism and its call to "keep the ques
tion open" in theoretical terms, not to close it off in an absolute, totalizing 
solution, can be appropriated for questionable political conclusions, either 
conservative liberalism or reactionary pessimism, the Yale School or the 
New Philosophers. Derrida himself argues against the reactionary pos
sibility, but his "open marxism" can easily succumb to liberalism. And 
the fear he expressed of political co-optation at the first meeting of the 
Estates General of Philosophy cuts as much against the left as the right, 
thus placing him in that middle ground of liberal, anti-"dogmatic" open
ness.19 

But there is another political alternative which assumes some of the 
same anticentrist, antiabsolutist principles that one finds emerging out of 
deconstructive philosophy-the critical marxism of the nonleninist left, 
a postleninist marxism. In the following chapter, I will discuss two of the 
most active wings of this movement: British socialist feminism and the 
Italian Autonomy Movement. 
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Hannah Arendt, National Socialism 
and the Project of Foundation 

Robert Mayer 

Foundation is a crucial concept in Hannah Arendt's work. She was especially 
interested in modern attempts, successful and unsuccessful, to found new bodies 
politic. Arendt maintained, however, that totalitarian movements were hostile to 
the project of foundation. Far from seeking to stabilize the world, totalitarianism 
set the world in motion and tried to keep it moving. But when we turn to National 
Socialist ideology itself we discover that foundation was vital to the Nazi project; 
Hitler understood himself as the founder of his people. Arendt's own interpreta- 
tion of Nazism is mistaken, but I believe that her general theory of foundation 
can help us to make sense of the National Socialist experience. This article exam- 
ines the project of foundation in Hitler's Weltanschauung and redeploys Arendt's 
concepts to explain his unsuccessful attempt to create a new body politic. 

Although Hannah Arendt described German National So- 
cialism as "totalitarian," she did not think that a longing for total 
power or monolithism per se were the decisive traits of this "novel 
form of government." Rather, what distinguished totalitarianism 
from all other types of regimes was that it generated and thrived 
on impermanence. Traditionally governments and laws had been 
"designed to function as stabilizing factors for the ever-changing 
movements of men," but in the totalitarian party-state, Arendt 
claimed, "the essence of government itself has become motion."I 
Totalitarian regimes are driven by a kind of "perpetual-motion 
mania" and "can remain in power only so long as they keep moving 
and set everything around them in motion." They do not attempt 
to construct a durable world to protect individuals from the flux 
of nature and the unpredictability of action but seek instead "to set 
into motion a body politic" and "to keep the movement in constant 
motion."2 They use terror and coercion on an unprecedented scale 
to demolish the stabilizing structures of the world and plunge indi- 
viduals into an endless historical "process." 

It was for this reason that Arendt denied that the National So- 
cialist regime was "authoritarian," for according to Arendt the es- 
sential feature of authoritarian government is permanence and 

1. Hannah Arendt, The Origins of Totalitarianism (New York: Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich, 1973), pp. 463, 466. Arendt also said that "terror is the essence of 
totalitarian domination" (p. 464), but terror was used as a means to accelerate 
the motion on which totalitarianism thrived. 

2. Ibid., pp. 306, 467-68. 

469 
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continuity. Authoritarian regimes are tied back to a foundation, 
which they seek to preserve and renew in changing circumstances.3 
Totalitarian movements, on the other hand, reject the attempt to 
construct and preserve a durable foundation and seek instead to 
cut society loose from its traditional moorings so that it may flow 
with the inexorable forces of history or nature. In place of law as 
"the stabilizing source of authority for the actions of mortal men" 
they substitute the laws of nature or history, which are "laws of 
movement." Thus the higher law no longer serves to anchor the 
body politic but makes all permanence and stability impossible, 
and thereby prepares the way for "the transformation of human 
nature itself' in accordance with an ideology.4 Totalitarian regimes 
feed upon and intensify the "rootlessness" and "homelessness" gen- 
erated by the rise of what Arendt called "world alienation" in order 
to fabricate an entirely new humanity devoid of the potential for 
action. 

This interpretation of totalitarianism, however, contradicts the 
claims of the National Socialist movement itself. While Arendt 
explored the concept of foundation and the politics of stability and 
motion more carefully than any other contemporary theorist, she 
failed to see that foundation was central to the National Socialist 
project and to Hitler's Weltanschauung. National Socialism arose in 
opposition to the forces of movement unleashed in the modern age, 
and it claimed to preserve the Volk from decay by returning to the 
original foundation of the German people. Indeed, Hitler under- 
stood himself to be a founder or refounder, and he declared that 
"our true object is to set up our rule for all time, and to anchor it 
so firmly that it will stand firm for a thousand years."' The perver- 
sity of National Socialism, I believe, lay not in a rejection of founda- 
tion and a desire for endless motion as such, but rather in the 
peculiar character of its project of foundation. It was the National 
Socialist attempt to create stability, not to set the world in motion, 
that led to the German catastrophe. 

In this article I explore the curious project of foundation in 
Hitler's Weltanschauung through Arendtian categories. My aim here 
is not so much to refute Arendt but to redeploy her concepts to help 

3. Hannah Arendt, "What Is Authority?" in Between Past and Future (New York: 
Penguin, 1968), pp. 91-141. 

4. Arendt, Origins, pp. 463, 458-59. 
5. Quoted in Hermann Rauschning, The Voice of Destruction (New York: 

Putnam, 1940), p. 39. 
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make sense of the National Socialist experience.6 While Arendt's 
own interpretation of National Socialism is flawed, her analysis 
of the project of foundation can help us to understand the Nazi 
movement and its recourse to coercion and genocide. National 
Socialism, I will argue, is the clearest instance of the tendency 
Arendt noted in the modern age to substitute fabrication for action 
when laying the foundations of a body politic. 

The article is divided into three parts. The first explains Arendt's 
concept of foundation; the second explores the National Socialist 
project of foundation as expressed in Hitler's works; in the final 
part I use Arendt's theory to analyze Hitler's founding and his 
attempt to stabilize a world in motion. 

I 

Hannah Arendt both praised and feared motion in political 
affairs. She praised it because action is movement. To act is "to 
take an initiative, to begin ... to set something into motion." Those 
who act insert themselves into the world and begin a new line of 
direction. Rooted in natality, action is a kind of second birth, 
"the spontaneous beginning of something new" through which we 
disclose ourselves and manifest our freedom as undetermined be- 
ings.7 Motion in the form of action is therefore a vital part of the 
human condition. 

Yet Arendt also feared motion unchecked by a durable world. 
Action by its very nature is boundless and unpredictable, and 
it therefore needs "a framework that can reliably withstand the 
onslaught with which each new generation must insert itself." 
Boundaries, fences, and laws "are of such great importance to the 
stability of human affairs precisely because no such limiting and 
protecting principles rise out of the activities going on in the realm 
of human affairs itself."8 Action by itself can leave no trace or win 
the immortality it seeks; indeed, its tendency as a "new beginning" 

6. My aim is significantly different from Stephen Whitfield's in Into the Dark: 
Hannah Arendt and Totalitarianism (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1980). 
While Whitfield examines Arendt's empirical account of totalitarianism in light of 
recent historical studies, I am only interested in the adequacy of her philosophical 
interpretation of National Socialism. 

7. Hannah Arendt, The Human Condition (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1958), pp. 177, 234. 

8. Ibid., p. 191. 
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is to wipe away the memory of past deeds. Without the "stabilizing 
protection" of "the walls of the polis and the boundaries of the law," 
the public space in which individuals show themselves "could not 
endure, could not survive the moment of action and speech itself.  
The human condition would dissolve into the eternal and anony- 
mous cycle of birth and death that characterizes mere nature 
without a secure and enclosed space in which to act. 

But "if the world is to contain a public space, it cannot be erected 
for one generation and planned for the living only; it must tran- 
scend the life-span of mortal men.""0 This is the task of founda- 
tion - to establish a framework of laws and institutions that will 
serve as a bulwark against the forces of motion inherent in nature 
and in action and create a stable space of appearance. The founda- 
tion constitutes the body politic, and for this reason Arendt warned 
that it should not be thought of as a product of the will of its 
members, for the "will of a multitude ... is ever-changing by definition 
... and a structure built on it as its foundation is built on quick- 
sand."" The will is "the spring of action," but "the 'lawless' freedom 
the will seems to enjoy" would undercut the permanence of any 
boundaries it established.12 A constitution which is merely an ex- 
pression of the popular will may be changed at will and could not 
therefore serve as the foundation for an enduring structure. Thus, 
the constitution must be viewed as a higher law or absolute which 
stands above the will of the people, binding the community to a fixed 
point and anchoring it against the forces of change and motion. 

Arendt described two distinct models of foundation, one associ- 
ated with the Greeks and the other with the Romans. In the Greek 
poleis the foundation was considered a product of fabrication and 
not of political action itself. The founder or lawgiver was a 
"craftsman or architect," "the builder of the city wall, someone who 
had to do and finish his work before political activity could begin."'" 
The advantage of this model was that action and the popular will 

9. Ibid., p. 198. For a good account of motion and stability in Arendt's thought 
see Leroy Cooper, "Hannah Arendt's Political Philosophy: An Interpretation," 
Review of Politics 38 (1976): 161-71. 

10. Arendt, Human Condition, p. 55. 
11. Hannah Arendt, On Revolution (New York: Penguin, 1977), p. 163. Arendt 

attributed the calamities of the French Revolution to the failure to find an absolute 
above the popular will. 

12. Hannah Arendt, The Life of the Mind, 2 vols. (New York: Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich, 1978), 2: 6, 27. 

13. Arendt, Human Condition, pp. 194-195. 
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were disconnected from constitution-making and made dependent 
on it. Action went on inside the structure laid by the founder but 
did not concern itself with the building as such. 

In the Roman republic, on the other hand, foundation was not 
viewed as fabrication but as action itself, the beginning of a new 
story. The new beginning, however, escaped the boundlessness 
and mutability inherent in action by becoming authoritative to all 
succeeding generations. The Romans treated this first action of 
constituting the city as "the central, decisive, unrepeatable begin- 
ning of their whole history, a unique event."'4 

At the heart of Roman politics, from the beginning of the republic 
until virtually the end of the imperial era, stands the conviction of 
the sacredness of foundation, in the sense that once something has 
been founded it remains binding for all future generations. To be 
engaged in politics meant first and foremost to preserve the founding 
of the city of Rome."5 

The first action of founding the city was considered constitutive 
of all later action so that each new generation was bound to the 
initial project and had to act within the parameters established by 
the founders. The beginning became the source of authority or the 
absolute for succeeding generations, which remained tied back to 
the constitution of the ancestors despite changing circumstances. 
Their task was to renew the founding in each generation and pass 
it on uncorrupted to the newcomers who would enter the world 
after them. 

Arendt favored the Roman model of foundation because it cre- 
ated a sturdier structure to withstand the forces of motion without 
however abolishing the space for action. The Greek model was 
serviceable enough, but it lacked the principle of authority funda- 
mental to the stability of the Roman foundation and it "did not 
command the same loyalty we know from the Roman type of patri- 
otism."'6 A work of fabrication can be altered or discarded if it loses 
its utility, but the action or beginning which has given one life will 
always be reverenced. What is more, Arendt believed that the 
image of founding as fabrication held a great danger, for fabrication 
can become a substitute for action itself and abolish the public 

14. Arendt, "What Is Authority?" p. 121, and in general pp. 120-28. 
15. Ibid., p. 120. 
16. Arendt, Human Condition, p. 195. 
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space it ought to create. Plato, for instance, because he feared the 
unpredictable character of democratic action, tried "to substitute 
making for acting in order to bestow upon the realm of human 
affairs the solidity inherent in work and fabrication." "It is as though 
[he] had said that if men only renounce their capacity for action, 
with its futility, boundlessness and uncertainty, there could be a 
remedy for the frailty of human affairs."" Stability here is won at 
the expense of action, and such an effort is all too likely to devolve 
into despotism as the violence inherent in fabrication is turned 
against the members themselves in order to prevent them from 
acting or moving spontaneously. The founder as fabricator is apt 
to use individuals as means to an end and to treat them as stones 
to be hewn and fitted into an immovable structure that leaves no 
space for action. 

Totalitarianism differs from despotism, however, because it 
does not seek to stabilize the world but to set it into motion, and it 
therefore is opposed to the attempt to lay foundations. Totalitarian 
government rejects the notion that any laws, constitutions or au- 
thoritative principles can restrict its power or that it is tied back 
to a founding in the past.'8 Its goal is to abolish all action and even 
human spontaneity itself by eliminating the stability and solidity 
of a world. Totalitarianism only developed "against a background 
of a more or less general, more or less dramatic breakdown of all 
traditional authorities," and it merely sought to intensify the "world 
alienation" which preceded it and made it possible."9 

True enough, National Socialism claimed to obey and defend 
certain laws - the higher laws of nature - but Arendt argued that 
for the Nazis "the term 'law' itself changed its meaning: from ex- 
pressing the framework of stability within which human actions 
and motions can take place, it became the expression of motion 
itself." The National Socialists tried to realize "Darwin's idea of 
man as the product of a natural development which does not neces- 
sarily stop with the present species of human beings." By acceler- 
ating the laws of natural selection and allowing them "to race freely 
through mankind" the Nazi regime cast uprooted masses into the 
evolutionary flow of nature without the protection of a durable 
world.20 They consciously destroyed all fixed points so that the 

17. Ibid., pp. 225, 195. See also Arendt, "What Is Authority?" pp. 104-20. 
18. Arendt, "What Is Authority?" pp. 96-97. 
19. Ibid., pp. 91-92. 
20. Arendt, Origins, pp. 463-65. 
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movement inherent in nature could lead to the evolution of a new 
and higher man and the extermination of all lower races destined 
to perish in the eternal struggle for survival. The danger which the 
Nazis posed was "not that they might establish a permanent world" 
but that they would "ravage the world as we know it . . . before 
a new beginning . . . had time to assert itself."21 

II 

It is true that in the Darwinian schema nature is in constant 
evolutionary motion. Species are "doomed to an infinite progress 
without ever reaching any inherent telos or approaching any preor- 
dained idea.""22 With changes in the environment certain character- 
istics in a species will be favored over others in the struggle for 
reproductive success and will come to predominate. Since environ- 
mental change is continual species are in a constant state of evolu- 
tion and are never complete; as a part of nature they are always 
in flux. 

Arendt claimed that the National Socialist regime obeyed these 
Darwinian laws of motion and applied them to human communi- 
ties. It merely tried to accelerate their action by exterminating 
"races or individuals who are 'unfit to live.'"'23 The Jews were said 
to be a dying race, biologically unfit and destined to perish in 
the struggle for survival, and the Nazis were therefore executing 
nature's sentence against them. The victory of the higher Aryan 
race was said to be inevitable-just as Marx said that the victory 
of the proletariat was inevitable - and National Socialism therefore 
freed the evolutionary laws to race through the human condition. 

But just as Arendt failed to see the radical difference between 
Marx and Lenin on the politics of motion and the direction of 
history, she also failed to see the distinction between Darwinism 
and National Socialism." National Socialism was in no meaningful 
sense applied Darwinism. Hitler did not believe that natural selec- 
tion had already chosen the Aryans as the fittest race to rule the 

21. Ibid., p. 478. 
22. Arendt, Human Condition, p. 307. 
23. Arendt, Origins, p. 466. 
24. Robert Mayer, "Hannah Arendt, Leninism, and the Disappearance of 

Authority," Polity (forthcoming). 
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planet."2 He never argued that the triumph of the Aryan was histor- 
ically inevitable or that the Jew was destined to perish. Indeed, 
Hitler feared the direction history was taking, for he believed that 
unless it could be stopped the tendency of history would lead to the 
degeneration and ultimate destruction of the Aryan. For genera- 
tions the Aryan race had been dissolving into a "racial chaos," and 
only the intervention of National Socialism, it was hoped, "at the 
eleventh hour would halt the chariot of doom" (MK 373). 

Certainly Hitler believed that the Aryan was culturally superior 
to all other races. The Aryan was the "culture-founding race," the 
one responsible for all great works of art in human history (MK 
290). But this did not mean that the Aryan was biologically fitter 
than other races or that the "culture-destroying" Jew was a dying 
race. On the contrary, Hitler feared that "some day the world will 
... come into possession of the culturally inferior but more active 
men"(MK 135). TheJews, who had survived longer than any other 
people, were gaining power everywhere and appeared destined for 
victory: 

When over long periods of human history I scrutinized the activity 
of the Jewish people, suddenly there rose up in me the fearful question 
whether inscrutable Destiny ... did not with eternal and immutable 
resolve, desire the final victory of this little nation (MK 64). 

The cultured Aryan had thus far been less ruthless than other 
races and seemed to lack the will to preserve himself, and thus 
"more brutal and more natural peoples" threatened him with de- 
struction. What Hitler feared above all was the coming "domina- 
tion of the inferior being" (MK 135, 320). 

National Socialism therefore exterminated the Jews not because 
they were deemed a dying race, doomed by the law of evolution 
to perish, but because they were considered "a parasite in the body 
of other peoples" (MK 304). The Jews were categorized as lebens- 

25. References to Hitler's Mein Kampf, trans. R. Manheim (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin, 1943), are cited in parentheses (MK followed by page number) 
in the text of the article. While National Socialist ideology was by no means 
uniform, I concentrate solely on Hitler's thought because he was the founder and 
his self-understanding of the Nazi project is crucial. For general surveys of Hitler's 
thought see Eberhard Jaeckel, Hitler's Weltanschauung, trans. H. Arnold (Middle- 
town: Wesleyan University Press, 1972); Werner Maser, Hitlers Mein Kampf 
(Munich: Bechtle Verlag, 1966); Joachim Fest, Hitler, trans R. & C. Winston 
(New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1974), pp. 199-220; Hans Staudinger, 
The Inner Nazi (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1981). 
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unwertes Leben for the same reason that an infectious disease is 
considered "life unworthy of life."" Hitler believed that unless this 
"noxious bacillus" could be stamped out it "must ultimately result 
in the collapse of human civilization and the consequent devasta- 
tion of the world" (MK 64). "If, with the help of his Marxist creed, 
the Jew is victorious over the other peoples of the world, his crown 
will be the funeral wreath of humanity and this planet will, as it 
did thousands of years ago, move through the ether devoid of men" 
(MK 65). 

National Socialism understood itself as an attempt to intervene 
in the movement of history and reverse its direction.27 It sought to 
halt the otherwise inevitable degeneration of the Volk through "a 
national awakening of the German people." If left to itself the Aryan 
race would surely succumb to the "stronger enemy" because "our 
people's will for self-preservation vanished" (MK 327, 329). Hitler 
insisted that the Aryan people had lost the will or instinct to pre- 
serve itself and that only the National Socialist movement and its 
Weltanschauung could secure the "recovery of the inner unity of our 
people's will" (MK 334). 

This is a curiously un-Darwinian concept. In evolutionary 
theory life always has an "instinct" to preserve itself and pass on its 
genes. A species cannot lose this instinct or "forget" to struggle for 
its existence. And obviously the German people had not lost the 
basic biological drive to reproduce themselves. Hitler's point, 
rather, was that the Germans had lost their racial awareness and 
the will to preserve themselves as a race. Individuals continued to 
struggle and to reproduce themselves, but they had lost their racial 
identity and mixed their Aryan blood with other races, thereby 
defiling that blood and destroying the race. Individuals may sur- 
vive in the resulting offspring, but the race itself will be lost in a 
chaos of alien peoples and become extinct. Hitler claimed that 
leaving such vital decisions to the will of the individual had already 

26. On the concept of "life unworthy of life" and the medical justification for 
genocide see RobertJay Lifton, The Nazi Doctors (New York: Basic Books, 1986). 
See also Alexander Bein, "Der Jildische Parasit," Vierteljahrsheftefiir Zeitgeschichte 
13 (1965): 121-49. 

27. Joachim Fest notes that "What linked Hitler with the leading Fascists of 
other countries was the resolve to halt this process of degeneration." Anxiety and 
"fear of the future" characterized the era of fascism. See Fest, Hitler, pp. 101-104. 
Similarly Ernst Nolte argued that racist thought denied "the value of historical 
development" because it viewed it as "inescapable degeneration." See Ernst Nolte, 
Three Faces of Fascism, trans. L. Vennewitz (New York: Mentor, 1965), p. 363. 
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resulted in the degeneration of the race and that only guidance by 
the racially aware could prevent further decay. 

The task of National Socialism, then, was to "replace his [the 
Aryan's] lost instinct by perceptive knowledge; this knowledge 
must then perform the required work of compensation" (MK 401). 
Long ago the German people had mixed only with their own kind 
and had remained racially pure by instinct, but with the corruption 
of their blood this instinct had faded and now had to be replaced by 
a "race conscious" movement. Through its Weltanschauung National 
Socialism "strives to bring the German people to racial awareness" 
(MK 646). The Nazi party was a kind of a race conscious vanguard 
of the Volk, a body of the enlightened who would make the people 
"conscious of its blood" (MK 325).28 

"Man can defy the eternal laws of the will to conservation for a 
certain time, but sooner or later vengeance comes" (MK 132). 
According to Hitler, the decay of the German people had come 
about because they had sinned against the higher laws of nature 
which govern all life. The will of the individual had been the only 
law acknowledged, but Hitler warned that extinction is the inevi- 
table fate of all those who "forget that they owe their higher exis- 
tence . . . to the knowledge and ruthless application of Nature's 
stern and rigid laws" (MK 288). The will must be subordinated to 
the higher law, for "the right of personal freedom recedes before 
the duty to preserve the race" (MK 255). 

These laws of nature, however, were not laws of motion, as 
Arendt claimed. Indeed, the supreme law according to Hitler was 
not a Darwinian law at all. Arendt maintained that the funda- 
mental law for National Socialism was "to eliminate everything 
that is harmful and unfit to live," and thereby to enforce the law 
of evolutionary motion.29 But in fact this is not the law of nature 
that National Socialism placed above the will of the people and 
executed. Instead, its fundamental law demanded the preservation of 
the race and its blood. This was not a law of motion but a law to 
prevent motion - the corruption of the blood and the degeneration 
of the race. For Hitler, "Blood sin and desecration of the race are 

28. The influence of Lenin's vanguard party on National Socialism is obvious 
in Hitler's text. Just as the proletariat could not attain class consciousness without 
the guidance of the socialist intelligentsia, neither could the Volk achieve racial 
consciousness without the leadership of the nationalist intelligentsia. Both sought 
to place the law above the popular will. 

29. Arendt, Origins, p. 464. 
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the original sin in this world and the end of a humanity which 
surrenders to it" (MK 249). The task of National Socialism was 
to prevent the Aryan from sinning against the law of nature by 
enforcing blood purity. 

According to the Nazis, nature demanded "the inner segregation 
of the species" (MK 284), the inbreeding of the race and the purifi- 
cation of its blood. But this was in no sense a Darwinian law. 
Indeed, Darwin taught that variations in a species are good because 
they allow that species to adapt to changing conditions. A homoge- 
neous population is more likely to perish as the environment 
changes. In Darwinian theory no particular set of traits is good in 
itself; it can only be considered "good" if it is chosen by natural 
selection and leads to reproductive success. Species adapt by 
changing their traits or perish in the struggle for existence. The 
National Socialist law of nature, however, was not a law of adapta- 
tion but a breeding law.30 The Nazis did not believe that the threat 
to the Aryan race arose from changing environmental conditions 
that demanded racial evolution and adaptation. On the contrary, 
their vision of the environment was static. Their task was not to 
encourage mutation or evolution but to preserve the race from 
contamination and change; they did not want evolution because 
then the Aryan would lose the culture-founding traits he already 
possessed. Hitler drew his higher law not from Darwin but from 
the field of horticulture and animal breeding. To preserve the 
characteristics of the greyhound one must keep the breed pure. 
One must not bastardize it by breeding it with the poodle or other 
alien "races" for the greyhound will then lose its distinctive traits 
and degenerate. The National Socialists maintained that the same 
held true for the human races: in order to preserve the culture- 
building abilities of the Aryan race the purity of its blood must be 
preserved. Racial mixture and blood poisoning must be prevented 
through inbreeding, for "blood mixture and the resultant drop in 
the racial level is the sole cause of the dying out of old cultures" 
(MK 296). 

30. On the Nazi rejection of Darwin see George Mosse, The Crisis ofthe German 
Ideology (New York: Grosset and Dunlap, 1964), p. 103; George Mosse, Toward 
the Final Solution (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1985), pp. 72-73. 
Houston Stewart Chamberlain rejected Darwin's theory precisely because "one 
cannot ... speak of progression forwards or backwards, but only of motion." See 
Foundations of the Nineteenth Century, trans. J. Lees (New York: Fertig, 1968), 2: 
215. 
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All great cultures of the past perished only because the originally 
creative race died out from blood poisoning. The ultimate cause of 
such a decline was their forgetting . . . that to preserve a certain 
culture the man who creates it must be preserved (MK 289). 

Far from being a law of natural selection this is in fact a law of 
artificial selection.31 It is precisely natural, uncontrolled breeding 
which was destroying the Aryan race. The degenerative motion of 
racial mixture must be prevented by enforcing the higher "racial 
laws."32 

Hitler believed that the success of the Jews in "enslaving" other 
races resulted from their strict obedience to the law of racial preser- 
vation. The Jew "practices the severest segregation of his race" and 
thus keeps his blood pure (MK 315,306,312,316). And at first the 
Aryan did the same, refusing to mix with other races and thus 
triumphing over and enslaving culturally inferior peoples. 

In the end, however, the conquerors transgress against the principle 
of blood purity, to which they had first adhered; they begin to mix 
with the subjugated inhabitants and thus end their own existence; for 
the fall of man in paradise has always been followed by his expulsion 
(MK 292). 

The Aryan began to lose his racial purity, and this was followed 
by the eclipse of his creative abilities and the loss of mastery over 
the inferior peoples with whom he now mixed. The breed was 
becoming bastardized, and "with their lack of blood unity they also 
lack unity of will-power and determination to live" (MK 400, 338). 
With the increasing corruption of his blood the Aryan lost his racial 

31. Hans-Guenther Zmarzlik noted that Social Darwinism arose as "a will to 
assume responsibility for the future because men had lost confidence in a self- 
evident and automatic progress"; "it was necessary to complement natural selec- 
tion by a socially guided selection, for otherwise a ... qualitative deterioration 
of the human substance was inevitable." See "Social Darwinism in Germany" in 
Republic to Reich, ed. H. Holborn (New York: Pantheon, 1972), pp. 443-44. 

32. Etymologically and biologically Arendt would appear to be right that 
"racism is the belief that there is a motion inherent in the very idea of race" (Origins, 
p. 469), but George Mosse argues that "The consciousness of change, of the new 
speed of time, of the possible loss of control over one's life, were basic issues to 
which racism addressed itself. Through its appeal to history and nature it at- 
tempted to make time stand still, to provide men and women . .. with a piece 
of eternity that would give them support." For the racist, race is the fixed point 
that does not depend on the will for its existence-when everything else is taken 
from him the racist still has his blood and his white skin. See Mosse, Nationalism 
and Sexuality (New York: Fertig, 1985), p. 150. 
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awareness and therefore needed the leadership of the race conscious 
National Socialists to restore his health and purity. 

Hitler claimed that it was the Jews who were ultimately respon- 
sible for the degeneration of the Aryan. They sought to entice the 
German into corrupting his blood because they knew the value of 
racial purity and could easily dominate and enslave those who had 
weakened themselves through miscegenation. National Socialism 
therefore had the twofold task of restoring the health and racial 
purity of the Aryan and removing the pest which had caused the 
sickness. 

What is more, Hitler claimed that the law of nature commanded 
precisely the preservation of the racialfoundation (rassische Grundlage) 
of the German people. Hitler understood himself to be tied back 
to the original foundation of his race and to be engaged in a re- 
founding and restoration of that which had been neglected in the 
last centuries. Only a return to the racial foundations of the Volk 
could save it from destruction and enslavement by the Jew. 

Indeed, Hitler was obsessed by the need for "foundations," and 
that image is used repeatedly throughout Mein Kampf. Far from 
desiring to set the world in motion, Hitler craved stability and solid 
foundations, "a bulwark against approaching chaos." He be- 
moaned the fact that "Nothing is anchored any longer. Nothing is 
rooted within us any longer. Everything is superficial, flies away 
from us. The thinking of our people is becoming restless and hasty. 
All of life is being torn asunder."33 He clearly was affected deeply 
by his traumatic experience in Vienna as a young man and the 
"uncertainty of earning my daily bread" (MK 25). As a petty bour- 
geois threatened with proletarianization, Hitler acknowledged "the 
fear of a social group, which has but recently raised itself above the 
level of the manual worker, that it will sink back into the old 
despised class" (MK 23). Only "the creation of better foundations 
for our development" could allay this fear of falling and also prevent 
the complete "degeneration" of the proletariat through economic 
insecurity and unhealthy urban conditions (MK 29). Hitler there- 
fore claimed to have spent his youth "engaged in molding a general 
platform" and developing "unswerving firmness" in his views (MK 
66). Gradually "there took shape within me a world picture and a 
Weltanschauung which became the granite foundation of all my acts" 
(MK 22, 125, 155). On the basis of this intellectual foundation-- 

33. Quoted in Fest, Hitler, pp. 104, 207. 
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a knowledge of the eternal laws of nature- he set out to found a 
party which could save his people, and Hitler solemnly declared 
in Mein Kampf that "I myself knew that I should some day become 
an architect" (MK 20, 35).34 

The goal of National Socialism was to halt the decay of the Aryan 
people by returning to and preserving its racial foundation. Blood 
mixture had eroded that foundation and resulted in the defeat and 
decline of the Volk. 

As long as peoples do not recognize and give heed to the importance 
of their racial foundation, they are like men who would like to teach 
poodles the qualities of greyhounds, failing to realize that the speed 
of the greyhound like the docility of the poodle are not learned, but 
are qualities inherent in the race (MK 338). 

The Aryan is the "culture-founding" race: "from him originate 
the foundations and walls of all human creation"; "he provides the 
mightiest building stones and plans for all human progress" (MK 
290). But by mixing his blood with inferior peoples the Aryan has 
sinned against his ancestors, who are alive in racially pure blood. 
To save himself the Aryan must return to his beginnings, to his 
original racial constitution. The task of National Socialism was to 
remind the Volk that it was already constituted as a race. Individuals 
may not do as they please but must preserve their foundations or 
perish; they must subordinate their will to the higher law of the 
beginning, for "there is no freedom to sin at the cost of posterity 
and hence of the race" (MK 254). 

For Hitler the absolute was not a law of motion but the racial 
foundation of a people. To progress a people must remain tied back 
to its racial constitution and preserve it pure. Far from abolishing 
its moorings, Hitler spoke of "a single long development in which 
every generation contributed and fitted its stone." "A really benefi- 
cial renascence of humanity will always have to continue where the 
last good foundation stops." In the tradition of republican thought 
he declared that "the meaning and purpose of revolutions is not to 
tear down the whole building, but to remove what is bad or unsuit- 
able and to continue building on the sound spot that has been laid 

34. Hitler even used the image of foundation when it was completely inappro- 
priate. For instance: "With the formation of a parliamentary representative body 
. . the cornerstone had been laid for the end of German domination of the 
monarchy" (MK 74). 
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bare" (MK 261). Above all this required purging the Jew from 
the social body of the Aryan because "the Jew destroys the racial 
foundations of our existence and thus destroys our people for all 
time" (MK 565). 

It is true that Hitler spoke of "the work of higher breeding," the 
development of a superior man, but this did not mean that the 
Nazis wished to fabricate a totally new man or race. Superior 
beings could only be raised on the Aryan foundation. The blood 
must be purified, and this required not a goalless forward move- 
ment but a return to the foundation laid in the past. The racial 
tradition which had lapsed had to be restored by cleansing the 
blood of the ancestors. " We must once and for all time create the 
politically and biologically eternally valid foundations of a German 
Europe."35 

III 

Despite his republican language, however, Hitler's concept of 
"racial foundation" was unprecedented. At first glance his desire to 
return to the racial foundations of the Aryan people may seem to 
repeat a basic precept of the republican tradition of political 
thought, expressed for instance by Machiavelli in the Discourses: 

And those are the best-constituted bodies, and have the longest exis- 
tence, which possess the intrinsic means of frequently renewing them- 
selves. . . . And it is a truth clearer than light that, without such 
renovation, these bodies cannot continue to exist; and the means of 
renewing them is to bring them back to their original principles.36 

Hitler might appear to be a kind of Machiavellian prince 
bringing his people back to its beginnings, but we should note that 
the racial foundation Hitler claimed to restore was not a product 
of action. At Rome succeeding generations were tied back to the 
original act of foundation and constitution-making, which was 
deemed the authoritative source of all political wisdom. The racial 
foundation of the Aryan people, however, was not an act. No 

35. Quoted in Rauschning, Voice of Destruction, p. 39. Fest notes that the goal 
of fascism was "to reverse historical development and to return once more to the 
starting point, to those better, more nature-oriented, harmonious times before 
the human race began to go astray." See Fest, Hitler, p. 104. 

36. Machiavelli, The Prince and The Discourses, trans. M. Lerner (New York: 
Modern Library, 1950), p. 397 (Bk. 3. chap. 1). 
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discrete individual acted to found the Aryan race or to insert himself 
into history through word or deed. The National Socialists rever- 
enced no Romulus or Aeneas who was said to have founded the 
race and to have given it laws and institutions. Arendt is right that 
races are based on "a physical fact" and not "a historical deed.""7 
Races are purely natural creations; they arose gradually and un- 
consciously in the course of evolution. While it may be possible to 
speak of a genetic foundation of a race, no one chose to found it 
and interrupt the cyclical flow of nature. Hitler's project, then, 
turns out to be quite different from the Roman or republican 
model. 

This explains why no principle of authority (auctoritas) arose out 
of the National Socialist experience. For the Romans the act of 
foundation became the authoritative principle of the body politic, 
that which linked them back to the traditions of the ancestors with 
religious bonds. All change and amendment of the laws required 
the sanction of the authority of the ancestors to become valid, and 
a special institution (the Senate) was established to preserve the 
memory of the ancestors and their authoritative deeds."8 But unlike 
Leninism- which did recreate authority by sanctifying the begin- 
ning which Marx had made--auctoritas did not suffuse National 
Socialist politics. This was because the Nazis did not in fact have 
any founding deeds or ancestors whose memory had to be pre- 
served. The racial "founders" of the Aryan people were completely 
anonymous because they had never acted or shown themselves 
in a public space. Nor did the Nazis establish an authoritative 
institution to incarnate the founders. In the Leninist movement 
this role was filled by the Party, which preserved the purity of the 
Founder's principles, but the NSDAP did not fulfill an analogous 
function in the Nazi movement. The NSDAP never occupied the 
central position in the Nazi regime that the Senate did in the 
Roman constitution, or that the Party did in the Soviet system of 
power, in part because it had no ancestors or authoritative princi- 
ples to preserve."3 Its Weltanschauung, which was quite diffuse, was 
not the inherited wisdom of a founder. While there had been talk 

37. Arendt, Origins, pp. 163, 169, 192. Hitler spoke favorably of Frederick 
the Great and Bismarck, but these men were not described as founders and 
forebears. 

38. Arendt, "What Is Authority?" pp. 120-24. 
39. Mayer, "Hannah Arendt, Leninism, and the Disappearance of Au- 

thority." 
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in the early years of establishing a Party "senate" to provide counsel 
to the leader, nothing came of the plan and Hitler increasingly 
distanced himself from the NSDAP as his own power grew. 

While the racial foundation of the Aryan people had emerged 
naturally, the National Socialists believed that they could not rely 
on nature to restore it because the will to racial preservation had 
vanished. To refound the race, however, Hitler turned not to action 
but to fabrication. The image of a sick and poisoned race which 
he constantly painted required a founder-doctor to cure it, and as 
Arendt noted, the physician is like the craftsman who uses technical 
knowledge and violence to produce a result or object (in this case 
a healthy body).40 The image of the renovator or founder as a 
doctor is a common one, but unlike Lycurgus, who also described 
himself as a "wise physician," Hitler's treatment did not consist of 
lawgiving or constitution-making. What is striking about Hitler's 
understanding of foundation is that it was not concerned with the 
creation of institutions or laws. Speaking of the future National 
Socialist regime, Hitler claimed that "the question of the outward 
shaping of this state . . . is not of basic importance, but is deter- 
mined only by questions of practical expediency" (MK 346). Na- 
tional Socialism viewed the state as "only a means to an end and 
construes its end as the preservation of the racial existence of man" 
(MK 383). The constitution of the state and its laws were not 
considered the end-product of fabrication but the means or tools 
to a higher end, the fabrication of the race. Thus Hitler could 
declare that 

The movement . . sees its task, not in the restoration of a definite 
state form and in the struggle against another, but in the creation of 
those basic foundations without which neither republic nor monarchy 
can endure for any length of time (MK 346). 

The architect-founder neither abrogated the old Weimar consti- 
tution nor gave the German people a new one. While Nazi ideology 
tried to develop a theory of the Fiihrerstaat, in practice the regime 
was pieced together on an ad-hoc basis and was indeed a chaotic 
"polyarchy."41 

40. Arendt, "What Is Authority?" p. 111. 
41. On the polyarchal character of the Nazi regime see Martin Broszat, The 

Hitler-State, trans. J. Hiden (New York: Longman, 1981). 
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"To form a Volk is a mightier achievement than to erect a state. 
States come and states pass, but peoples are created for eternity."42 
By seeking to found a people directly, and not through the founda- 
tion of a state, National Socialism appears to have carried to an 
extreme a tendency of modern revolutionary movements. In On 
Revolution Arendt noted that "from the later stages of the French 
Revolution up to the revolutions of our own time it appeared to 
revolutionary men more important to change the fabric of society 
... than to change the structure of the political realm."43 Constitu- 
tion-making ceased to be the primary concern of revolutionary 
founders as attention turned to the solution of the "social question." 
This held true for National Socialism as well, but for the Nazis the 
social question was not economic but racial ("the Jewish question"). 
The founder had to restore the racial purity of his people and purge 
those poisons which had corrupted its blood. The Second Reich, 
seemingly stable and well-founded, had collapsed because it had 
"heedlessly ignor[ed] the question of the preservation of the racial 
foundations of our nation . .. the sole right which gives life in this 
world" (MK 327). The founder must not bother himself with mere 
constitutional questions but must act directly upon the body of the 
people and fabricate a pure race. Like the doctor performing rad- 
ical surgery, the founder must use violence and "brutal determina- 
tion in breaking down incurable tumors" (MK 29). But the founder 
must also fabricate in the sense that the animal breeder produces 
a pure stock, "so that in addition to breeding dogs, horses, and 
cats, they (the German people] will have mercy on their own blood" 
(MK 646). 

"My task is more difficult than Bismarck's or any other Ger- 
man's. I must first create the nation before even beginning to tackle 
the national tasks before us."44 National Socialism, I believe, was 
the clearest attempt to substitute making for acting and to found 
a people in the literal sense of fabricating it. This was done, how- 
ever, not to set the world in motion or to create a totally new people, 
but to revive an imaginary past and to flee the instability inherent 
in the human condition. By fabricating or refounding the Aryan 

42. The Speeches ofAdolfHitler, trans. N. Baynes (New York: Fertig, 1969), 1: 
939. 

43. Arendt, On Revolution, p. 25. I am suggesting that National Socialism is 
better explained by Arendt's argument in On Revolution, although Nazism is not 
mentioned in that work. 

44. Quoted in Rauschning, Voice of Destruction, p. 17. 
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race Hitler hoped to escape the uncertainty inherent in action, the 
ability to give birth to something new. Action, Arendt maintained, 
"corresponds to the human condition of plurality, to the fact that 
men, not Man, live on the earth and inhabit the world." But she 
added that "the calamities of action all arise from the human condi- 
tion of plurality."45 National Socialism made war on human plu- 
rality in order to abolish the uncertainty inherent in it and prevent 
"the spontaneous beginning of something new," a mixture of the 
"races" and the resulting "racial chaos."46 In a sense natality itself 
was the enemy of National Socialism; it was threatened above all 
by the movement and diversification inherent in natality, and tried 
to use genocide and "the iron band of terror" against it. 

Unlike the foundings of Aeneas and Romulus, which resulted 
in a reconciliation of different peoples (Trojans and Latins, Ro- 
mans and Sabines) under common institutions, Hitler founded in 
order to reduce the plurality of the human condition to undifferen- 
tiated unity and thus eliminate the source of change and motion. 
Like Plato, he wanted the community to reproduce the sheer one- 
ness of the individual. Arendt is right that National Socialism 
attacked "the very source of freedom which is given with the fact 
of the birth of man and resides in his capacity to make a new 
beginning," but this was done not because action "slowed down" 
the movement of history but precisely because it hastened it.47 
National Socialism suffered not from a "perpetual-motion mania" 
or an urge for goalless forward movement, but rather from the 
desire for too much stability.48 The quest for too sturdy a foundation, 
not its absence, was the cause of the German catastrophe. 

45. Arendt, Human Condition, pp. 7, 220. 
46. The attack on plurality is emphasized in Arendt, Eichmann in Jerusalem 

(New York: Penguin, 1977), "Epilogue." 
47. Arendt, Origins, p. 466. 
48. To be sure, the Nazi regime was internally dynamic, but its increasing 

radicalism after 1937 was directed towards reviving the racial foundation as 
quickly as possible since Hitler believed that he had little time to achieve his goal. 
The dynamism was a product of the hectic attempt to fabricate a people in just 
a few years. Furthermore, it is true that Nazism was externally expansive, but 
as Hitler noted, "at all times the surest foundation for the existence of a people 
has been its own soil." Blood and soil were the two foundation-stones of the Aryan 
people, but space does not permit me to discuss the latter here. See Hitler's Secret 
Book, trans. S. Attanasio (New York: Grove, 1961), p. 14. 
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Joseph Stalin
Иосиф Сталин
იოსებ სტალინი

Stalin in 1937

General Secretary of the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union

In office
3 April 1922 – 16 October 1952[a]

Preceded by Vyacheslav Molotov
(as Responsible
Secretary)

Succeeded by Georgy Malenkov
(de facto)[b]

Chairman of the Council of People's
Commissars of the Soviet Union

In office
6 May 1941 – 15 March 1946

Preceded by Vyacheslav Molotov

Joseph Stalin

Joseph Vissarionovich Stalin[g] (born Ioseb Besarionis dze
Jughashvili;[d] 18 December [O.S. 6 December] 1878[1] – 5
March 1953) was a Soviet politician, political theorist and
revolutionary who led the Soviet Union from 1924 until his
death in 1953. He held power as General Secretary of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (1922–1952) and
Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the Soviet Union
(1941–1953). Ideologically adhering to the Leninist
interpretation of Marxism, he formalised these ideas as
Marxism–Leninism, while his own policies are called Stalinism.

Born to a poor ethnic Georgian family in the town of Gori in the
Tiflis Governorate of the Russian Empire (now part of Georgia),
Stalin joined the Marxist Russian Social Democratic Labour
Party in 1901. He edited the party's newspaper, Pravda, and
raised funds for Vladimir Lenin's Bolshevik faction via
robberies, kidnappings and protection rackets. Repeatedly
arrested, he underwent several internal exiles to Siberia. After
the Bolsheviks seized power in the October Revolution and
created a one-party state under the new Communist Party in
1917, Stalin joined its governing Politburo. Serving in the
Russian Civil War before overseeing the Soviet Union's
establishment in 1922, Stalin assumed leadership over the
country following Lenin's death in 1924. Under Stalin,
socialism in one country became a central tenet of the party's
ideology. As a result of his Five-Year Plans, the country
underwent agricultural collectivisation and rapid
industrialisation, creating a centralised command economy.
Severe disruptions to food production contributed to the famine
of 1930–1933 that killed millions. To eradicate "enemies of the
working class", Stalin instituted the Great Purge, in which over
a million were imprisoned, largely in the Gulag system of forced
labour camps, and at least 700,000 executed by government
agents between 1936 and 1938.

Stalin promoted Marxism–Leninism abroad through the
Communist International and supported European anti-fascist
movements during the 1930s, particularly in the Spanish Civil
War. In 1939, his regime signed a non-aggression pact with
Nazi Germany, resulting in the Soviet invasion of Poland. In
1940, Stalin’s regime also entered into talks with Nazi Germany
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Succeeded by Himself (as
Chairman of the
Council of Ministers)

Chairman of the Council of
Ministers of the Soviet Union

In office
15 March 1946 – 5 March 1953

President Mikhail Kalinin

Nikolai Shvernik

First deputies Nikolai Voznesensky

Vyacheslav Molotov

Nikolai Bulganin
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In office
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Minister of Defence

In office

concerning a potential entry into the Axis powers alliance as a
fourth member in 1940. Germany ended the pact by invading
the Soviet Union in 1941, after which Stalin joined the Allies of
World War II as one of the Big Three. Despite initial
catastrophes, the Soviet Red Army repelled the German
invasion and captured Berlin in 1945, ending World War II in
Europe. Amid the war, the Soviets annexed the Baltic states and
Bessarabia and North Bukovina, subsequently establishing
Soviet-aligned governments throughout Central and Eastern
Europe and in parts of East Asia. The Soviet Union and the
United States emerged as global superpowers and entered a
period of tension, the Cold War. Stalin presided over the Soviet
post-war reconstruction and its development of an atomic bomb
in 1949. During these years, the country experienced another
major famine and an antisemitic campaign that culminated in the
doctors' plot. After Stalin's death in 1953, he was eventually
succeeded by Nikita Khrushchev, who subsequently denounced
his rule and initiated the de-Stalinisation of Soviet society.

Widely considered to be one of the 20th century's most
significant figures, Stalin was the subject of a pervasive
personality cult within the international Marxist–Leninist
movement, which revered him as a champion of the working
class and socialism. Since the dissolution of the Soviet Union in
1991, Stalin has retained popularity in Russia and Georgia as a
victorious wartime leader who cemented the Soviet Union's
status as a leading world power. Nevertheless, his regime has
been widely described as totalitarian and is condemned for
overseeing mass repression, ethnic cleansing, wide-scale
deportation, hundreds of thousands of executions, and famines
that killed millions.

Stalin was born in Georgia in the town of Gori,[2] then part of
the Tiflis Governorate of the Russian Empire and home to a mix
of Georgians, Azerbaijanis, Armenians, Russians, and Jews.[3]

He was born on 18 December [O.S. 6 December] 1878[4][h]

and baptised on 29 December.[6] His birth name was Ioseb
Besarionis dze Jughashvili,[d] and he was nicknamed "Soso", a
diminutive of "Ioseb".[7] His parents were Besarion Jughashvili
and Ekaterine Geladze.[8] He was their only child to survive
past infancy.[9]

Besarion was a cobbler who was employed in a workshop
owned by another man;[10] it was initially a financial success
but later fell into decline,[11] and the family found itself living in
poverty.[12] Besarion became an alcoholic[13] and drunkenly

Early life

1878–1899: Childhood to young adulthood
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15 March 1946 – 3 March 1947

Preceded by Himself (as People's
Commissar of
Defense of the
Soviet Union)

Succeeded by Nikolai Bulganin

People's Commissar for
Nationalities of the RSFSR

In office
8 November 1917 – 7 July 1923

Preceded by Position established
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People's Commissar of Defense of
the Soviet Union

In office
19 July 1941 – 25 February 1946

Preceded by Semyon Timoshenko

Succeeded by Himself (as People's
Commissar of the
Armed Forces of the
Soviet Union)

Personal details

Born Ioseb Besarionis dze
Jughashvili[d]

18 December [O.S.

6] 1878[e]

Gori, Tiflis
Governorate,
Russian Empire
(now Georgia)

Died 5 March 1953
(aged 74)
Moscow, Russian
SFSR, Soviet Union

Resting place Lenin's Mausoleum,
Moscow
(1953–1961)

Kremlin Wall
Necropolis, Moscow
(from 1961)

Political party RSDLP (1898–1903)

RSDLP (Bolsheviks)
(1903–1918)

beat his wife and son.[14] Ekaterine and Stalin left the home by
1883 and began a wandering life, moving through nine different
rented rooms over the next decade.[15] In 1886, they moved into
the house of a family friend, Father Christopher Charkviani.[16]

Ekaterine worked as a house cleaner and launderer and was
determined to send her son to school.[17] In September 1888,
Stalin enrolled at the Orthodox Gori Church School,[18] a place
secured by Charkviani.[19] Although he got into many
fights,[20] Stalin excelled academically,[21] displaying talent in
painting and drama classes,[22] writing his own poetry,[23] and
singing as a choirboy.[24] Stalin faced several severe health
problems: An 1884 smallpox infection left him with facial
scars;[25] and at age 12 he was seriously injured when he was
hit by a phaeton, probably the cause of a lifelong disability in
his left arm.[26]

In August 1894, Stalin enrolled in the Orthodox Theological
Seminary in Tiflis, enabled by a scholarship that allowed him to
study at a reduced rate.[27] He joined 600 trainee priests who
boarded there,[28] and he achieved high grades.[29] He
continued writing poetry; five of his poems, on themes such as
nature, land and patriotism, were published under the
pseudonym of "Soselo" in Ilia Chavchavadze's newspaper
Iveria (Georgia).[30] According to Stalin's biographer Simon
Sebag Montefiore, they became "minor Georgian classics"[31]

and were included in various anthologies of Georgian poetry
over the coming years.[31] As he grew older, Stalin lost interest
in priestly studies, his grades dropped,[32] and he was
repeatedly confined to a cell for his rebellious behaviour.[33]

The seminary's journal noted that he declared himself an atheist,
stalked out of prayers and refused to doff his hat to monks.[34]

Stalin joined a forbidden book club at the school;[35] he was
particularly influenced by Nikolay Chernyshevsky's 1863 pro-
revolutionary novel What Is To Be Done?[36] Another
influential text was Alexander Kazbegi's The Patricide, with
Stalin adopting the nickname "Koba" from that of the book's
bandit protagonist.[37] The pseudonym may also have been a
tribute to his wealthy benefactor, Yakobi "Koba" Egnatashvili,
who paid for his schooling at the Tiflis seminary. ("Koba" is the
Georgian diminutive of Yakobi, or Jacob, and Stalin later named
his first-born son in Egnatashvili's honour.)[38] He also read Das
Kapital, the 1867 book by German sociological theorist Karl
Marx.[39] Stalin devoted himself to Marx's socio-political
theory, Marxism,[40] which was then on the rise in Georgia, one
of various forms of socialism opposed to the empire's governing
Tsarist authorities.[41] At night, he attended secret workers'
meetings[42] and was introduced to Silibistro "Silva" Jibladze,
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RCP (Bolsheviks)
(1918–1925)

AUCP (Bolsheviks)
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Vasily Stalin
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Occupation Politician

Signature

Nickname Koba

Military service

Allegiance Russian Empire

Soviet Russia

Soviet Union

Branch/service Imperial Russian
Army

Red Army

Soviet Armed Forces

Years of
service

1916–1917

1918–1921

1941–1953

Rank Marshal (1943)

Generalissimus
(proposed)

Commands Southern Front
(1918–1920)
(commissar)

the Marxist founder of Mesame Dasi ("Third Group"), a
Georgian socialist group.[43] Stalin left the seminary in April
1899 and never returned.[44]

In October 1899, Stalin began work as a meteorologist at the
Tiflis observatory.[45] He had a light workload and therefore
had plenty of time for revolutionary activity. He attracted a
group of supporters through his classes in socialist theory[46]

and co-organised a secret workers' mass meeting for May Day
1900,[47] at which he successfully encouraged many of the men
to take strike action.[48] By this point, the empire's secret police,
the Okhrana, were aware of Stalin's activities in Tiflis'
revolutionary milieu.[48] They attempted to arrest him in March
1901, but he escaped and went into hiding,[49] living off the
donations of friends and sympathisers.[50] Remaining
underground, he helped plan a demonstration for May Day
1901, in which 3,000 marchers clashed with the authorities.[51]

He continued to evade arrest by using aliases and sleeping in
different apartments.[52] In November 1901, he was elected to
the Tiflis Committee of the Russian Social Democratic Labour
Party (RSDLP), a Marxist party founded in 1898.[53]

That month, Stalin travelled to the port city of Batum.[54] His
militant rhetoric proved divisive among the city's Marxists, some
of whom suspected that he might be an agent provocateur
working for the government.[55] He found employment at the
Rothschild refinery storehouse, where he co-organised two
workers' strikes.[56] After several strike leaders were arrested, he
co-organised a mass public demonstration which led to the
storming of the prison; troops fired upon the demonstrators, 13
of whom were killed.[57] Stalin organised another mass
demonstration on the day of their funeral,[58] before being
arrested in April 1902.[59] Held first in Batumi Prison[60] and
then Kutaisi Prison,[61] in mid-1903 he was sentenced to three
years of exile in eastern Siberia.[62]

Stalin left Batum in October, arriving at the small Siberian town
of Novaya Uda in late November 1903.[63] There, he lived in a
two-room peasant's house, sleeping in the building's larder.[64]

He made two escape attempts: On the first, he made it to
Balagansk before returning due to frostbite.[65] His second
attempt, in January 1904, was successful and he made it to
Tiflis.[66] There, he co-edited a Georgian Marxist newspaper,
Proletariatis Brdzola ("Proletarian Struggle"), with Philip
Makharadze.[67] He called for the Georgian Marxist movement
to split from its Russian counterpart, resulting in several RSDLP

1899–1904: Russian Social-Democratic
Labour Party
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Southwestern Front
(1920) (commissar)

Soviet Armed Forces
(1941–1953)
(Supreme

Commander)

Battles/wars Russian Revolution
October

Revolution
Russian Civil War

Battle of
Tsaritsyn
Soviet-Georgian

war

Polish–Soviet
War

August uprising
Sino-Soviet War
Xinjiang Wars

Kumul Rebellion
Soviet invasion
Islamic Revolt

First Soviet-

Japanese War
Winter War
World War II (Great
Patriotic War)

Operation
Barbarossa
Anglo-Soviet

invasion of Iran
Battle of

Moscow
Battle of

Stalingrad
Continuation

War
Berlin Offensive
Second Soviet-

Japanese War
Iran Crisis
Xinjiang Wars

Ili Rebellion
Eastern European
anti-Communist
insurgencies

members accusing him of holding views contrary to the ethos of
Marxist internationalism and calling for his expulsion from the
party; he soon recanted his opinions.[68] During his exile, the
RSDLP had split between Vladimir Lenin's "Bolsheviks" and
Julius Martov's "Mensheviks".[69] Stalin detested many of the
Mensheviks in Georgia and aligned himself with the
Bolsheviks.[70] Although he established a Bolshevik stronghold
in the mining town of Chiatura,[71] Bolshevism remained a
minority force in the Menshevik-dominated Georgian
revolutionary scene.[72]

In January 1905, government troops massacred protesters in
Saint Petersburg. Unrest soon spread across the Russian Empire
in what came to be known as the Revolution of 1905.[74]

Georgia was particularly affected.[75] Stalin was in Baku in
February when ethnic violence broke out between Armenians
and Azeris; at least 2,000 were killed.[76] He publicly lambasted
the "pogroms against Jews and Armenians" as being part of
Tsar Nicholas II's attempts to "buttress his despicable
throne".[77] Stalin formed a Bolshevik Battle Squad which he
used to try to keep Baku's warring ethnic factions apart; he also
used the unrest as a cover for stealing printing equipment.[77]

Amid the growing violence throughout Georgia he formed
further Battle Squads, with the Mensheviks doing the same.[78]

Stalin's squads disarmed local police and troops,[79] raided
government arsenals,[80] and raised funds through protection
rackets on large local businesses and mines.[81] They launched
attacks on the government's Cossack troops and pro-Tsarist
Black Hundreds,[82] co-ordinating some of their operations with
the Menshevik militia.[83]

In November 1905, the Georgian Bolsheviks elected Stalin as
one of their delegates to a Bolshevik conference in Saint
Petersburg.[84] On arrival, he met Lenin's wife Nadezhda
Krupskaya, who informed him that the venue had been moved
to Tampere in the Grand Duchy of Finland.[85] At the
conference Stalin met Lenin for the first time.[86] Although
Stalin held Lenin in deep respect, he was vocal in his
disagreement with Lenin's view that the Bolsheviks should field
candidates for the forthcoming election to the State Duma;
Stalin saw the parliamentary process as a waste of time.[87] In
April 1906, Stalin attended the RSDLP Fourth Congress in
Stockholm; this was his first trip outside the Russian Empire.[88]

At the conference, the RSDLP — then led by its Menshevik
majority — agreed that it would not raise funds using armed

1905–1912: Revolution of 1905 and its
aftermath
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Korean War

Awards See list

Joseph Stalin's voice

Announcement of German capitulation
Recorded May 1945

Central institution membership
1917–1953: Full member, 6th–

19th Presidium

1922–1953: 11th–19th Secretariat

1920–1952: 9th–18th Orgburo

1912–1953: Full member, 5th–
19th Central Committee

1918: Full member, 2nd Central
Committee of CP(b)U

Other offices held

1941–1947: Minister of Defense

1941–1945: Chairman, State
Defense Committee

1920–1922: Chairman, Workers'
and Peasants' Inspectorate of the
Russian SFSR

1917–1922: People's Commissar,
Nationalities of the Russian SFSR

Leader of the Soviet Union
← Lenin · Malenkov[f]→

1893 class table of Gori Religious School including a photo of Stalin. Some of the photos may be from earlier
dates, but it is believed that this photo of Stalin was taken in 1893.

robbery.[89] Lenin and Stalin disagreed with this decision[90]

and later privately discussed how they could continue the
robberies for the Bolshevik cause.[91]

Stalin married Kato Svanidze in an Orthodox church ceremony
at Senaki in July 1906.[92] In March 1907 she bore a son,
Yakov.[93] By that year — according to the historian Robert
Service — Stalin had established himself as "Georgia's leading
Bolshevik".[94] He attended the Fifth RSDLP Congress, held at
the Brotherhood Church in London in May–June 1907.[95]

After returning to Tiflis, Stalin organised the robbing of a large
delivery of money to the Imperial Bank in June 1907. His gang
ambushed the armed convoy in Erivan Square with gunfire and
home-made bombs. Around 40 people were killed, but all of his
gang escaped alive.[96] After the heist, Stalin settled in Baku
with his wife and son.[97] There, Mensheviks confronted Stalin
about the robbery and voted to expel him from the RSDLP, but
he took no notice of them.[98]

In Baku, Stalin secured Bolshevik domination of the local
RSDLP branch[99] and edited two Bolshevik newspapers,
Bakinsky Proletary and Gudok ("Whistle").[100] In August
1907, he attended the Seventh Congress of the Second
International — an international socialist organisation — in
Stuttgart, Germany.[101] In November 1907, his wife died of
typhus,[102] and he left his son with her family in Tiflis.[103] In
Baku he had reassembled his gang, the Outfit,[104] which
continued to attack Black Hundreds and raised finances by
running protection rackets, counterfeiting currency, and carrying
out robberies.[105] They also kidnapped the children of several
wealthy figures to extract ransom money.[106] In early 1908, he
travelled to the Swiss city of Geneva to meet with Lenin and the

prominent Russian Marxist Georgi Plekhanov, although the latter exasperated him.[107]

Several Bolshevik figures accused Stalin of collaborating with the Okhrana police and betraying a number
of associates.[108][109] However, this remains a source of debate among historians due to the lack of
conclusive evidence, destroyed contents from his Okhrana file and the later policy of censorship under his
regime.[110][111][112][113][114][115][116]
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In 1894 Stalin began his studies at
the Tiflis Theological Seminary
(pictured here in the 1870s).

Police photograph of Stalin,
taken in 1902, when he was
23 years old

Stalin first met Vladimir Lenin at a
1905 conference in Tampere, in the
Grand Duchy of Finland. Lenin
became "Stalin's indispensable
mentor".[73]

A mugshot of Stalin made in 1911 by
the Tsarist secret police

In March 1908, Stalin was arrested and interned in Bailov Prison in
Baku.[117] There he led the imprisoned Bolsheviks, organised
discussion groups, and ordered the killing of suspected
informants.[118] He was eventually sentenced to two years exile in
the village of Solvychegodsk, Vologda Province, arriving there in
February 1909.[119] In June, he escaped the village and made it to
Kotlas disguised as a woman and from there to Saint
Petersburg.[120] In March 1910, he was arrested again and sent
back to Solvychegodsk.[121] There he had affairs with at least two
women; his landlady, Maria Kuzakova, later gave birth to his
second son, Konstantin.[122] In June 1911, Stalin was given
permission to move to Vologda, where he stayed for two
months,[123] having a relationship with Pelageya Onufrieva.[124]

He escaped to Saint Petersburg,[125] where he was arrested in
September 1911 and sentenced to a further three-year exile in
Vologda.[126]

In January 1912, while Stalin was in exile, the first Bolshevik Central
Committee was elected at the Prague Conference.[127] Shortly after the
conference, Lenin and Grigory Zinoviev decided to co-opt Stalin to the
committee.[127] Still in Vologda, Stalin agreed, remaining a Central
Committee member for the rest of his life.[128] Lenin believed that Stalin,
as a Georgian, would help secure support for the Bolsheviks from the
empire's minority ethnicities.[129] In February 1912, Stalin again escaped
to Saint Petersburg,[130] tasked with converting the Bolshevik weekly
newspaper, Zvezda ("Star") into a daily, Pravda ("Truth").[131] The new
newspaper was launched in April 1912,[132] although Stalin's role as
editor was kept secret.[132]

In May 1912, he was
arrested again and
imprisoned in the
Shpalerhy Prison, before
being sentenced to three
years exile in Siberia.[133]

In July, he arrived at the
Siberian village of
Narym,[134] where he
shared a room with a fellow
Bolshevik Yakov
Sverdlov.[135] After two
months, Stalin and
Sverdlov escaped back to
Saint Petersburg.[136] During a brief period back in Tiflis, Stalin

1912–1917: Rise to the Central Committee and
editorship of Pravda
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The first issue of Pravda, the
Bolshevik newspaper of which Stalin
was editor

Stalin in 1915

and the Outfit planned the ambush of a mail coach, during which
most of the group — although not Stalin — were apprehended by
the authorities.[137] Stalin returned to Saint Petersburg, where he
continued editing and writing articles for Pravda.[138]

After the October 1912 Duma
elections, where six Bolsheviks
and six Mensheviks were elected,
Stalin wrote articles calling for
reconciliation between the two
Marxist factions, for which Lenin
criticised him.[139] In late 1912,
Stalin twice crossed into the
Austro-Hungarian Empire to visit
Lenin in Cracow,[140] eventually bowing to Lenin's opposition to
reunification with the Mensheviks.[141] In January 1913, Stalin travelled
to Vienna,[142] where he researched the 'national question' of how the
Bolsheviks should deal with the Russian Empire's national and ethnic
minorities.[143] Lenin, who encouraged Stalin to write an article on the
subject,[144] wanted to attract those groups to the Bolshevik cause by
offering them the right of secession from the Russian state, but also hoped

they would remain part of a future Bolshevik-governed Russia.[145]

Stalin's article Marxism and the National Question[146] was first published in the March, April, and May
1913 issues of the Bolshevik journal Prosveshcheniye;[147] Lenin was pleased with it.[148] According to
Montefiore, this was "Stalin's most famous work".[145] The article was published under the pseudonym
"K. Stalin",[148] a name he had used since 1912.[149] Derived from the Russian word for steel (stal),[150]

this has been translated as "Man of Steel";[151] Stalin may have intended it to imitate Lenin's
pseudonym.[152] Stalin retained the name for the rest of his life, possibly because it was used on the article
that established his reputation among the Bolsheviks.[153]

In February 1913, Stalin was arrested while back in Saint Petersburg.[154] He was sentenced to four years
exile in Turukhansk, a remote part of Siberia from which escape was particularly difficult.[155] In August,
he arrived in the village of Monastyrskoe, although after four weeks was relocated to the hamlet of
Kostino.[156] In March 1914, concerned over a potential escape attempt, the authorities moved Stalin to the
hamlet of Kureika on the edge of the Arctic Circle.[157] In the hamlet, Stalin had a relationship with Lidia
Pereprygina, who was fourteen at the time but within the legal age of consent in Tsarist Russia.[158] In or
about December 1914, their child was born but the infant soon died.[159] Their second child, Alexander,
was born circa April 1917.[160][161]

In Kureika, Stalin lived among the indigenous Tunguses and Ostyak peoples,[162] and spent much of his
time fishing.[163]

While Stalin was in exile, Russia entered the First World War, and in October 1916 Stalin and other exiled
Bolsheviks were conscripted into the Russian Army, leaving for Monastyrskoe.[164] They arrived in
Krasnoyarsk in February 1917,[165] where a medical examiner ruled Stalin unfit for military service
because of his crippled arm.[166] Stalin was required to serve four more months of his exile, and he
successfully requested that he serve it in nearby Achinsk.[167] Stalin was in the city when the February

1917: Russian Revolution
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The existing government of landlords and capitalists
must be replaced by a new government, a
government of workers and peasants.
The existing pseudo-government which was not
elected by the people and which is not accountable
to the people must be replaced by a government
recognised by the people, elected by representatives
of the workers, soldiers and peasants and held
accountable to their representatives.

— Stalin's editorial in Pravda, October 1917[174]

Revolution took place; uprisings broke out in Petrograd — as Saint Petersburg had been renamed — and
Tsar Nicholas II abdicated to escape being violently overthrown. The Russian Empire became a de facto
republic, headed by a Provisional Government dominated by liberals.[168] In a celebratory mood, Stalin
travelled by train to Petrograd in March.[169] There, Stalin and a fellow Bolshevik Lev Kamenev assumed
control of Pravda,[170] and Stalin was appointed the Bolshevik representative to the Executive Committee
of the Petrograd Soviet, an influential council of the city's workers.[171] In April, Stalin came third in the
Bolshevik elections for the party's Central Committee; Lenin came first and Zinoviev came second.[172]

This reflected his senior standing in the party at the time.[173]

Stalin helped organise the July Days uprising,
an armed display of strength by Bolshevik
supporters.[175] After the demonstration was
suppressed, the Provisional Government
initiated a crackdown on the Bolsheviks, raiding
Pravda.[176] During this raid, Stalin smuggled
Lenin out of the newspaper's office and took
charge of the Bolshevik leader's safety, moving
him between Petrograd safe houses before
smuggling him to Razliv.[177] In Lenin's
absence, Stalin continued editing Pravda and
served as acting leader of the Bolsheviks,
overseeing the party's Sixth Congress, which
was held covertly.[178] Lenin began calling for
the Bolsheviks to seize power by toppling the

Provisional Government in a coup d'état. Stalin and a fellow senior Bolshevik Leon Trotsky both endorsed
Lenin's plan of action, but it was initially opposed by Kamenev and other party members.[179] Lenin
returned to Petrograd and secured a majority in favour of a coup at a meeting of the Central Committee on
10 October.[180]

On 24 October, police raided the Bolshevik newspaper offices, smashing machinery and presses; Stalin
salvaged some of this equipment to continue his activities.[181] In the early hours of 25 October, Stalin
joined Lenin in a Central Committee meeting in the Smolny Institute, from where the Bolshevik coup —
the October Revolution — was directed.[182] Bolshevik militia seized Petrograd's electric power station,
main post office, state bank, telephone exchange, and several bridges.[183] A Bolshevik-controlled ship, the
Aurora, opened fire on the Winter Palace; the Provisional Government's assembled delegates surrendered
and were arrested by the Bolsheviks.[184] Although he had been tasked with briefing the Bolshevik
delegates of the Second Congress of Soviets about the developing situation, Stalin's role in the coup had
not been publicly visible.[185] Trotsky and other later Bolshevik opponents of Stalin used this as evidence
that his role in the coup had been insignificant, although later historians reject this.[186] According to the
historian Oleg Khlevniuk, Stalin "filled an important role [in the October Revolution]... as a senior
Bolshevik, member of the party's Central Committee, and editor of its main newspaper";[187] the historian
Stephen Kotkin similarly noted that Stalin had been "in the thick of events" in the build-up to the coup.[188]

In Lenin's government

1917–1918: Consolidating power
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Joseph Stalin in 1917 as a
young People's Commissar

The Moscow Kremlin, which Stalin
moved into in 1918

On 26 October 1917, Lenin declared himself chairman of a new
government, the Council of People's Commissars ("Sovnarkom").[189]

Stalin backed Lenin's decision not to form a coalition with the
Mensheviks and Socialist Revolutionary Party, although they did form a
coalition government with the Left Socialist Revolutionaries.[190] Stalin
became part of an informal foursome leading the government, alongside
Lenin, Trotsky, and Sverdlov;[191] of these, Sverdlov was regularly
absent and died in March 1919.[192] Stalin's office was based near to
Lenin's in the Smolny Institute,[193] and he and Trotsky were the only
individuals allowed access to Lenin's study without an appointment.[194]

Although not so publicly well known as Lenin or Trotsky,[195] Stalin's
importance among the Bolsheviks grew.[196] He co-signed Lenin's
decrees shutting down hostile newspapers,[197] and along with Sverdlov,
he chaired the sessions of the committee drafting a constitution for the
new Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic.[198] He strongly
supported Lenin's formation of the Cheka security service and the

subsequent Red Terror that it initiated; noting that state violence had proved an effective tool for capitalist
powers, he believed that it would prove the same for the Soviet government.[199] Unlike senior Bolsheviks
like Kamenev and Nikolai Bukharin, Stalin never expressed concern about the rapid growth and expansion
of the Cheka and Red Terror.[199]

Having dropped his editorship of Pravda,[200] Stalin was
appointed the People's Commissar for Nationalities.[201] He took
Nadezhda Alliluyeva as his secretary[202] and at some point
married her, although the wedding date is unknown.[203] In
November 1917, he signed the Decree on Nationality, according
ethnic and national minorities living in Russia the right of secession
and self-determination.[204] The decree's purpose was primarily
strategic; the Bolsheviks wanted to gain favour among ethnic
minorities but hoped that the latter would not actually desire
independence.[205] That month, he travelled to Helsinki to talk with
the Finnish Social-Democrats, granting Finland's request for
independence in December.[205] His department allocated funds for
establishment of presses and schools in the languages of various ethnic minorities.[206] Socialist
revolutionaries accused Stalin's talk of federalism and national self-determination as a front for Sovnarkom's
centralising and imperialist policies.[198]

Because of the ongoing First World War, in which Russia was fighting the Central Powers of Germany and
Austria-Hungary, Lenin's government relocated from Petrograd to Moscow in March 1918. Stalin, Trotsky,
Sverdlov, and Lenin lived at the Kremlin.[207] Stalin supported Lenin's desire to sign an armistice with the
Central Powers regardless of the cost in territory.[208] Stalin thought it necessary because — unlike Lenin
— he was unconvinced that Europe was on the verge of proletarian revolution.[209] Lenin eventually
convinced the other senior Bolsheviks of his viewpoint, resulting in signing of the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk
in March 1918.[210] The treaty gave vast areas of land and resources to the Central Powers and angered
many in Russia; the Left Socialist Revolutionaries withdrew from the coalition government over the
issue.[211] The governing RSDLP party was soon renamed, becoming the Russian Communist Party.[212]

1918–1921: Military command
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Joseph Stalin in 1920

After the Bolsheviks seized power, both right and left-wing armies rallied against them, generating the
Russian Civil War.[213] To secure access to the dwindling food supply, in May 1918 Sovnarkom sent Stalin
to Tsaritsyn to take charge of food procurement in southern Russia.[214] Eager to prove himself as a
commander,[215] once there he took control of regional military operations.[216] He befriended two military
figures, Kliment Voroshilov and Semyon Budyonny, who would form the nucleus of his military and
political support base.[217] Believing that victory was assured by numerical superiority, he sent large
numbers of Red Army troops into battle against the region's anti-Bolshevik White armies, resulting in heavy
losses; Lenin was concerned by this costly tactic.[218] In Tsaritsyn, Stalin commanded the local Cheka
branch to execute suspected counter-revolutionaries, sometimes without trial[219] and — in contravention
of government orders — purged the military and food collection agencies of middle-class specialists, some
of whom he also executed.[220] His use of state violence and terror was at a greater scale than most
Bolshevik leaders approved of;[221] for instance, he ordered several villages to be torched to ensure
compliance with his food procurement program.[222]

In December 1918, Stalin was sent to Perm to lead an inquiry into how Alexander Kolchak's White forces
had been able to decimate Red troops based there.[223] He returned to Moscow between January and
March 1919,[224] before being assigned to the Western Front at Petrograd.[225] When the Red Third
Regiment defected, he ordered the public execution of captured defectors.[224] In September he was
returned to the Southern Front.[224] During the war, he proved his worth to the Central Committee,
displaying decisiveness, determination, and willingness to take on responsibility in conflict situations.[215]

At the same time, he disregarded orders and repeatedly threatened to resign when affronted.[226] He was
reprimanded by Lenin at the 8th Party Congress for employing tactics which resulted in far too many
deaths of Red Army soldiers.[227] In November 1919, the government nonetheless awarded him the Order
of the Red Banner for his wartime service.[228]

The Bolsheviks won the Russian civil war by the end of 1919.[229] By that time, Sovnarkom had turned its
attention to spreading proletarian revolution abroad, to this end forming the Communist International in
March 1919; Stalin attended its inaugural ceremony.[230] Although Stalin did not share Lenin's belief that
Europe's proletariat were on the verge of revolution, he acknowledged that as long as it stood alone, Soviet
Russia remained vulnerable.[231] In December 1918, he drew up decrees recognising Marxist-governed
Soviet republics in Estonia, Lithuania, and Latvia;[232] during the civil war these Marxist governments
were overthrown and the Baltic countries became fully independent of Russia, an act Stalin regarded as
illegitimate.[233] In February 1920, he was appointed to head the Workers' and Peasants' Inspectorate;[234]

that same month he was also transferred to the Caucasian Front.[235]

Following earlier clashes between Polish and Russian troops, the Polish–
Soviet War broke out in early 1920, with the Poles invading Ukraine and
taking Kiev on 7 May.[236] On 26 May, Stalin was moved to Ukraine, on
the Southwest Front.[237] The Red Army retook Kiev on 10 June and
soon forced the Polish troops back into Poland.[238] On 16 July, the
Central Committee decided to take the war into Polish territory.[239]

Lenin believed that the Polish proletariat would rise up to support the
Russians against Józef Piłsudski's Polish government.[239] Stalin had
cautioned against this; he believed that nationalism would lead the Polish
working-classes to support their government's war effort.[239] He also
believed that the Red Army was ill-prepared to conduct an offensive war
and that it would give White Armies a chance to resurface in Crimea,
potentially reigniting the civil war.[239] Stalin lost the argument, after
which he accepted Lenin's decision and supported it.[235] Along the
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Stalin wearing an Order of the Red
Banner. According to info published
in Pravda (Pravda. 24 December
1939. No: 354 (8039)), this
photograph was taken in
Ordzhonikidze's house in 1921.

Southwest Front, he became determined to conquer Lvov; in focusing on this goal he disobeyed orders in
early August to transfer his troops to assist Mikhail Tukhachevsky's forces that were attacking Warsaw.[240]

In mid-August 1920, the Poles repulsed the Russian advance, and Stalin returned to Moscow to attend the
Politburo meeting.[241] In Moscow, Lenin and Trotsky blamed him for his behaviour in the Polish–Soviet
war.[242] Stalin felt humiliated and under-appreciated; on 17 August, he demanded demission from the
military, which was granted on 1 September.[243] At the 9th Bolshevik Conference in late September,
Trotsky accused Stalin of "strategic mistakes" in his handling of the war.[244] Trotsky claimed that Stalin
sabotaged the campaign by disobeying troop transfer orders.[245] Lenin joined Trotsky in criticising him,
and nobody spoke on his behalf at the conference.[246] Stalin felt disgraced and increased his antipathy
toward Trotsky.[227] The Polish-Soviet War ended on 18 March 1921, when a peace treaty was signed in
Riga.[247]

The Soviet government sought to bring neighbouring states under
its domination; in February 1921 it invaded the Menshevik-
governed Georgia,[248] while in April 1921, Stalin ordered the Red
Army into Turkestan to reassert Russian state control.[249] As
People's Commissar for Nationalities, Stalin believed that each
national and ethnic group should have the right to self-
expression,[250] facilitated through "autonomous republics" within
the Russian state in which they could oversee various regional
affairs.[251] In taking this view, some Marxists accused him of
bending too much to bourgeois nationalism, while others accused
him of remaining too Russocentric by seeking to retain these
nations within the Russian state.[250]

Stalin's native Caucasus posed a particular problem because of its
highly multi-ethnic mix.[252] Stalin opposed the idea of separate
Georgian, Armenian, and Azeri autonomous republics, arguing that
these would likely oppress ethnic minorities within their respective territories; instead he called for a
Transcaucasian Socialist Federative Soviet Republic.[253] The Georgian Communist Party opposed the
idea, resulting in the Georgian affair.[254] In mid-1921, Stalin returned to the southern Caucasus, there
calling on Georgian Communists to avoid the chauvinistic Georgian nationalism which marginalised the
Abkhazian, Ossetian, and Adjarian minorities in Georgia.[255] On this trip, Stalin met with his son Yakov,
and brought him back to Moscow;[256] Nadezhda had given birth to another of Stalin's sons, Vasily, in
March 1921.[256]

After the civil war, workers' strikes and peasant uprisings broke out across Russia, largely in opposition to
Sovnarkom's food requisitioning project; as an antidote, Lenin introduced market-oriented reforms: the
New Economic Policy (NEP).[257] There was also internal turmoil in the Communist Party, as Trotsky led
a faction calling for abolition of trade unions; Lenin opposed this, and Stalin helped rally opposition to
Trotsky's position.[258] Stalin also agreed to supervise the Department of Agitation and Propaganda in the
Central Committee Secretariat.[259] At the 11th Party Congress in 1922, Lenin nominated Stalin as the
party's new General Secretary. Although concerns were expressed that adopting this new post on top of his
others would overstretch his workload and give him too much power, Stalin was appointed to the
position.[260] For Lenin, it was advantageous to have a key ally in this crucial post.[261]

1921–1923: Lenin's final years
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Stalin is too crude, and this defect which is entirely
acceptable in our milieu and in relationships among
us as communists, becomes unacceptable in the
position of General Secretary. I therefore propose to
comrades that they should devise a means of
removing him from this job and should appoint to
this job someone else who is distinguished from
comrade Stalin in all other respects only by the
single superior aspect that he should be more
tolerant, more polite and more attentive towards
comrades, less capricious, etc.

— Lenin's Testament, 4 January 1923;[262] this
was possibly composed by Krupskaya rather than
Lenin himself.[263]

Stalin (right) confers with an ailing
Lenin at Gorki in September 1922.

In May
1922, a
massive
stroke
left
Lenin
partially

paralysed.[264] Residing at his Gorki dacha,
Lenin's main connection to Sovnarkom was through Stalin, who was a regular visitor.[265] Lenin twice
asked Stalin to procure poison so that he could commit suicide, but Stalin never did so.[266] Despite this
comradeship, Lenin disliked what he referred to as Stalin's "Asiatic" manner and told his sister Maria that
Stalin was "not intelligent".[267] Lenin and Stalin argued on the issue of foreign trade; Lenin believed that
the Soviet state should have a monopoly on foreign trade, but Stalin supported Grigori Sokolnikov's view
that doing so was impractical at that stage.[268] Another disagreement came over the Georgian affair, with
Lenin backing the Georgian Central Committee's desire for a Georgian Soviet Republic over Stalin's idea
of a Transcaucasian one.[269]

They also disagreed on the nature of the Soviet state. Lenin called for establishment of a new federation
named the "Union of Soviet Republics of Europe and Asia", reflecting his desire for expansion across the
two continents and insisted that the Russian state should join this union on equal terms with the other Soviet
states.[270] Stalin believed this would encourage independence sentiment among non-Russians, instead
arguing that ethnic minorities would be content as "autonomous republics" within the Russian Soviet
Federative Socialist Republic.[271] Lenin accused Stalin of "Great Russian chauvinism"; Stalin accused
Lenin of "national liberalism".[272] A compromise was reached, in which the federation would be renamed
the "Union of Soviet Socialist Republics" (USSR).[270] The USSR's formation was ratified in December
1922; although officially a federal system, all major decisions were taken by the governing Politburo of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union in Moscow.[273]

Their differences also became personal; Lenin was particularly angered when Stalin was rude to his wife
Krupskaya during a telephone conversation.[274] In the final years of his life, Krupskaya provided
governing figures with Lenin's Testament, a series of increasingly disparaging notes about Stalin. These
criticised Stalin's rude manners and excessive power, suggesting that Stalin should be removed from the
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(From left to right) Stalin, Alexei
Rykov, Lev Kamenev, and Grigori
Zinoviev in 1925. The latter three
later all fell out with Stalin and were
executed during the Great Purge

position of general secretary.[275] Some historians have questioned whether Lenin ever produced these,
suggesting instead that they may have been written by Krupskaya, who had personal differences with
Stalin;[263] Stalin, however, never publicly voiced concerns about their authenticity.[276]

Lenin died in January 1924.[277] Stalin took charge of the funeral
and was one of its pallbearers; against the wishes of Lenin's widow,
the Politburo embalmed his corpse and placed it within a
mausoleum in Moscow's Red Square.[278] It was incorporated into
a growing personality cult devoted to Lenin, with Petrograd being
renamed "Leningrad" that year.[279] To bolster his image as a
devoted Leninist, Stalin gave nine lectures at Sverdlov University
on the "Foundations of Leninism", later published in book
form.[280] During the 13th Party Congress in May 1924, "Lenin's
Testament" was read only to the leaders of the provincial
delegations.[281] Embarrassed by its contents, Stalin offered his
resignation as General Secretary; this act of humility saved him and
he was retained in the position.[282] Initially governing the country
as part of a collective leadership, he consolidated power to become
a dictator.

As General Secretary, Stalin had a free hand in making
appointments to his own staff, implanting his loyalists throughout
the party and administration.[283] Favouring new Communist Party
members from proletarian backgrounds, to the "Old Bolsheviks"
who tended to be middle class university graduates,[284] he ensured he had loyalists dispersed across the
country's regions.[285] Stalin had much contact with young party functionaries,[286] and the desire for
promotion led many provincial figures to seek to impress Stalin and gain his favour.[287] Stalin also
developed close relations with the trio at the heart of the secret police (first the Cheka and then its
replacement, the State Political Directorate): Felix Dzerzhinsky, Genrikh Yagoda, and Vyacheslav
Menzhinsky.[288] In his private life, he divided his time between his Kremlin apartment and a dacha at
Zubalova;[289] his wife gave birth to a daughter, Svetlana, in February 1926.[290]

In the wake of Lenin's death, various protagonists emerged in the struggle to become his successor:
alongside Stalin was Trotsky, Zinoviev, Kamenev, Bukharin, Alexei Rykov, and Mikhail Tomsky.[291]

Stalin saw Trotsky — whom he personally despised[292] — as the main obstacle to his dominance within
the party.[293] While Lenin had been ill Stalin had forged an anti-Trotsky alliance with Kamenev and
Zinoviev.[294] Although Zinoviev was concerned about Stalin's growing authority, he rallied behind him at
the 13th Congress as a counterweight to Trotsky, who now led a party faction known as the Left
Opposition.[295] The Left Opposition believed the NEP conceded too much to capitalism; Stalin was called
a "rightist" for his support of the policy.[296] Stalin built up a retinue of his supporters in the Central
Committee,[297] while the Left Opposition were gradually removed from their positions of influence.[298]

He was supported in this by Bukharin, who, like Stalin, believed that the Left Opposition's proposals
would plunge the Soviet Union into instability.[299]

Consolidation of power

1924–1927: Succeeding Lenin
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Stalin and his close associates
Anastas Mikoyan and Sergo
Ordzhonikidze in Tbilisi, 1925

We have fallen behind the advanced countries by
fifty to a hundred years. We must close that gap in
ten years. Either we do this or we'll be crushed.

This is what our obligations before the workers and
peasants of the USSR dictate to us.

— Stalin, February 1931[318]

In late 1924, Stalin moved against Kamenev and Zinoviev,
removing their supporters from key positions.[300] In 1925, the two
moved into open opposition to Stalin and Bukharin.[301] At the
14th Party Congress in December, they launched an attack against
Stalin's faction, but it was unsuccessful.[302] Stalin in turn accused
Kamenev and Zinoviev of reintroducing factionalism — and thus
instability — into the party.[302] In mid-1926, Kamenev and
Zinoviev joined with Trotsky's supporters to form the United
Opposition against Stalin;[303] in October they agreed to stop
factional activity under threat of expulsion, and later publicly
recanted their views under Stalin's command.[304] The factionalist
arguments continued, with Stalin threatening to resign in October
and then December 1926 and again in December 1927.[305] In

October 1927, Zinoviev and Trotsky were removed from the Central Committee;[306] the latter was exiled
to Kazakhstan and later deported from the country in 1929.[307] Some of those United Opposition members
who were repentant were later rehabilitated and returned to government.[308]

Stalin was now the party's supreme leader,[309] although he was not the head of government, a task he
entrusted to his key ally Vyacheslav Molotov.[310] Other important supporters on the Politburo were
Voroshilov, Lazar Kaganovich, and Sergo Ordzhonikidze,[311] with Stalin ensuring his allies ran the
various state institutions.[312] According to Montefiore, at this point "Stalin was the leader of the oligarchs
but he was far from a dictator".[313] His growing influence was reflected in naming of various locations
after him; in June 1924 the Ukrainian mining town of Yuzovka became Stalino,[314] and in April 1925,
Tsaritsyn was renamed Stalingrad on the order of Mikhail Kalinin and Avel Enukidze.[315]

In 1926, Stalin published On Questions of Leninism.[316] Here, he argued for the concept of "Socialism in
One Country", which he presented as an orthodox Leninist perspective. It nevertheless clashed with
established Bolshevik views that socialism could not be established in one country but could only be
achieved globally through the process of world revolution.[316] In 1927, there was some argument in the
party over Soviet policy regarding China. Stalin had called for the Chinese Communists to ally themselves
with Kuomintang (KMT) nationalists, viewing a Communist-Kuomintang alliance as the best bulwark
against Japanese imperial expansionism. Instead, the KMT repressed the Communists and a civil war broke
out between the two sides.[317]

The Soviet Union lagged behind the industrial
development of Western countries,[319] and
there had been a shortfall of grain; 1927
produced only 70% of grain produced in
1926.[320] Stalin's government feared attack
from Japan, France, the United Kingdom,
Poland, and Romania.[321] Many Communists,
including in Komsomol, OGPU, and the Red
Army, were eager to be rid of the NEP and its
market-oriented approach;[322] they had

1927–1931: Dekulakisation, collectivisation, and industrialisation
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Aleksei Grigorievich Stakhanov with
a fellow miner; Stalin's government
initiated the Stakhanovite movement
to encourage hard work. It was partly
responsible for a substantial rise in

production during the 1930s.[332]

concerns about those who profited from the policy: affluent peasants known as "kulaks" and small business
owners or "Nepmen".[323] At this point, Stalin turned against the NEP, which put him on a course to the
"left" even of Trotsky or Zinoviev.[324]

In early 1928 Stalin travelled to Novosibirsk, where he alleged that kulaks were hoarding their grain and
ordered that the kulaks be arrested and their grain confiscated, with Stalin bringing much of the area's grain
back to Moscow with him in February.[325] At his command, grain procurement squads surfaced across
Western Siberia and the Urals, with violence breaking out between these squads and the peasantry.[326]

Stalin announced that both kulaks and the "middle peasants" must be coerced into releasing their
harvest.[327] Bukharin and several other Central Committee members were angry that they had not been
consulted about this measure, which they deemed rash.[328] In January 1930, the Politburo approved the
liquidation of the kulak class; accused kulaks were rounded up and exiled to other parts of the country or to
concentration camps.[329] Large numbers died during the journey.[330] By July 1930, over 320,000
households had been affected by the de-kulakisation policy.[329] According to Stalin biographer Dmitri
Volkogonov, de-kulakisation was "the first mass terror applied by Stalin in his own country."[331]

In 1929, the Politburo announced the mass collectivisation of
agriculture,[333] establishing both kolkhozy collective farms and
sovkhoz state farms.[334] Stalin barred kulaks from joining these
collectives.[335] Although officially voluntary, many peasants
joined the collectives out of fear they would face the fate of the
kulaks; others joined amid intimidation and violence from party
loyalists.[336] By 1932, about 62% of households involved in
agriculture were part of collectives, and by 1936 this had risen to
90%.[337] Many of the collectivised peasants resented the loss of
their private farmland,[338] and productivity slumped.[339] Famine
broke out in many areas,[340] with the Politburo frequently ordering
distribution of emergency food relief to these regions.[341]

Armed peasant uprisings against dekulakisation and collectivisation
broke out in Ukraine, northern Caucasus, southern Russia, and
central Asia, reaching their apex in March 1930; these were

suppressed by the Red Army.[342] Stalin responded to the uprisings with an article insisting that
collectivisation was voluntary and blaming any violence and other excesses on local officials.[343]

Although he and Stalin had been close for many years,[344] Bukharin expressed concerns about these
policies; he regarded them as a return to Lenin's old "war communism" policy and believed that it would
fail. By mid-1928 he was unable to rally sufficient support in the party to oppose the reforms.[345] In
November 1929 Stalin removed him from the Politburo.[346]

Officially, the Soviet Union had replaced the "irrationality" and "wastefulness" of a market economy with a
planned economy organised along a long-term, precise, and scientific framework; in reality, Soviet
economics were based on ad hoc commandments issued from the centre, often to make short-term
targets.[347] In 1928, the first five-year plan was launched, its main focus on boosting heavy industry;[348]

it was finished a year ahead of schedule, in 1932.[349] The USSR underwent a massive economic
transformation.[350] New mines were opened, new cities like Magnitogorsk constructed, and work on the
White Sea-Baltic Canal began.[350] Millions of peasants moved to the cities, although urban house building
could not keep up with the demand.[350] Large debts were accrued purchasing foreign-made
machinery.[351]
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Photograph taken of the 1931
demolition of the Cathedral of Christ
the Saviour in Moscow in order to
make way for the planned Palace of
the Soviets

Many of major construction projects, including the White Sea-Baltic Canal and the Moscow Metro, were
constructed largely through forced labour.[352] The last elements of workers' control over industry were
removed, with factory managers increasing their authority and receiving privileges and perks;[353] Stalin
defended wage disparity by pointing to Marx's argument that it was necessary during the lower stages of
socialism.[354] To promote intensification of labour, a series of medals and awards as well as the
Stakhanovite movement were introduced.[332] Stalin's message was that socialism was being established in
the USSR while capitalism was crumbling amid the Wall Street crash.[355] His speeches and articles
reflected his utopian vision of the Soviet Union rising to unparalleled heights of human development,
creating a "new Soviet person".[356]

In 1928, Stalin declared that class war between the proletariat and their enemies would intensify as
socialism developed.[357] He warned of a "danger from the right", including in the Communist Party
itself.[358] The first major show trial in the USSR was the Shakhty Trial of 1928, in which several middle-
class "industrial specialists" were convicted of sabotage.[359] From 1929 to 1930, further show trials were
held to intimidate opposition:[360] these included the Industrial Party Trial, Menshevik Trial, and Metro-
Vickers Trial.[361] Aware that the ethnic Russian majority may have concerns about being ruled by a
Georgian,[362] he promoted ethnic Russians throughout the state hierarchy and made the Russian language
compulsory throughout schools and offices, albeit to be used in tandem with local languages in areas with
non-Russian majorities.[363] Nationalist sentiment among ethnic minorities was suppressed.[364]

Conservative social policies were promoted to enhance social discipline and boost population growth; this
included a focus on strong family units and motherhood, re-criminalisation of homosexuality, restrictions
placed on abortion and divorce, and abolition of the Zhenotdel women's department.[365]

Stalin desired a "cultural revolution",[366] entailing both creation of
a culture for the "masses" and wider dissemination of previously
elite culture.[367] He oversaw proliferation of schools, newspapers,
and libraries, as well as advancement of literacy and numeracy.[368]

Socialist realism was promoted throughout arts,[369] while Stalin
personally wooed prominent writers, namely Maxim Gorky,
Mikhail Sholokhov, and Aleksey Nikolayevich Tolstoy.[370] He
also expressed patronage for scientists whose research fitted within
his preconceived interpretation of Marxism; for instance, he
endorsed research of an agrobiologist Trofim Lysenko despite the
fact that it was rejected by the majority of Lysenko's scientific peers
as pseudo-scientific.[371] The government's anti-religious campaign
was re-intensified,[372] with increased funding given to the League
of Militant Atheists.[364] Priests, imams, and Buddhist monks faced
persecution.[360] Many religious buildings were demolished, most
notably Moscow's Cathedral of Christ the Saviour, destroyed in

1931 to make way for the (never completed) Palace of the Soviets.[373] Religion retained an influence over
much of the population; in the 1937 census, 57% of respondents were willing to admit to being
religious.[374]

Throughout the 1920s and beyond, Stalin placed a high priority on foreign policy.[375] He personally met
with a range of Western visitors, including George Bernard Shaw and H. G. Wells, both of whom were
impressed with him.[376] Through the Communist International, Stalin's government exerted a strong
influence over Marxist parties elsewhere in the world;[377] initially, Stalin left the running of the
organisation largely to Bukharin.[378] At its 6th Congress in July 1928, Stalin informed delegates that the

Cultural and foreign policy
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Soviet famine of 1930–33. Areas of
most disastrous famine marked with
black.

main threat to socialism came not from the right but from non-Marxist socialists and social democrats,
whom he called "social fascists";[379] Stalin recognised that in many countries, the social democrats were
the Marxist-Leninists' main rivals for working-class support.[380] This preoccupation with opposing rival
leftists concerned Bukharin, who regarded the growth of fascism and the far right across Europe as a far
greater threat.[378] After Bukharin's departure, Stalin placed the Communist International under the
administration of Dmitry Manuilsky and Osip Piatnitsky.[377]

Stalin faced problems in his family life. In 1929, his son Yakov unsuccessfully attempted suicide; his failure
earned Stalin's contempt.[381] His relationship with Nadezhda was also strained amid their arguments and
her mental health problems.[382] In November 1932, after a group dinner in the Kremlin in which Stalin
flirted with other women, Nadezhda shot herself.[383] Publicly, the cause of death was given as
appendicitis; Stalin also concealed the real cause of death from his children.[384] Stalin's friends noted that
he underwent a significant change following her suicide, becoming emotionally harder.[385]

Within the Soviet Union, there was widespread civic
disgruntlement against Stalin's government.[386] Social unrest,
previously restricted largely to the countryside, was increasingly
evident in urban areas, prompting Stalin to ease on some of his
economic policies in 1932.[387] In May 1932, he introduced a
system of kolkhoz markets where peasants could trade their surplus
produce.[388] At the same time, penal sanctions became more
severe; at Stalin's instigation, in August 1932 a decree was
introduced wherein the theft of even a handful of grain could be a
capital offence.[389] The second five-year plan had its production
quotas reduced from that of the first, with the main emphasis now
being on improving living conditions.[387] It therefore emphasised
the expansion of housing space and the production of consumer
goods.[387] Like its predecessor, this plan was repeatedly amended
to meet changing situations; there was for instance an increasing
emphasis placed on armament production after Adolf Hitler became
German chancellor in 1933.[390]

The Soviet Union experienced a major famine which peaked in the
winter of 1932–33;[391] between five and seven million people
died.[392] The worst affected areas were Ukraine and the North Caucasus, although the famine also
affected Kazakhstan and several Russian provinces.[393] Historians have long debated whether Stalin's
government had intended the famine to occur or not;[394] there are no known documents in which Stalin or
his government explicitly called for starvation to be used against the population.[395] The 1931 and 1932
harvests had been poor ones because of weather conditions[396] and had followed several years in which
lower productivity had resulted in a gradual decline in output.[392] Government policies—including the
focus on rapid industrialisation, the socialisation of livestock, and the emphasis on sown areas over crop
rotation—exacerbated the problem;[397] the state had also failed to build reserve grain stocks for such an
emergency.[398] Stalin blamed the famine on hostile elements and sabotage within the peasantry;[399] his
government provided small amounts of food to famine-struck rural areas, although this was wholly
insufficient to deal with the levels of starvation.[400] The Soviet government believed that food supplies
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Review of Soviet armoured fighting
vehicles used to equip the
Republican People's Army during the
Spanish Civil War

should be prioritised for the urban workforce;[401] for Stalin, the fate of Soviet industrialisation was far
more important than the lives of the peasantry.[402] Grain exports, which were a major means of Soviet
payment for machinery, declined heavily.[400] Stalin would not acknowledge that his policies had
contributed to the famine,[389] the existence of which was kept secret from foreign observers.[403]

In 1935–36, Stalin oversaw a new constitution; its dramatic liberal features were designed as propaganda
weapons, for all power rested in the hands of Stalin and his Politburo.[404] He declared that "socialism,
which is the first phase of communism, has basically been achieved in this country".[404] In 1938, The
History of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (Bolsheviks), colloquially known as the Short Course,
was released;[405] biographer Robert Conquest later referred to it as the "central text of Stalinism".[406] A
number of authorised Stalin biographies were also published,[407] although Stalin generally wanted to be
portrayed as the embodiment of the Communist Party rather than have his life story explored.[408] During
the later 1930s, Stalin placed "a few limits on the worship of his own greatness".[408] By 1938, Stalin's
inner circle had gained a degree of stability, containing the personalities who would remain there until
Stalin's death.[409]

Seeking improved international relations, in 1934 the Soviet Union
secured membership of the League of Nations, from which it had
previously been excluded.[410] Stalin initiated confidential
communications with Hitler in October 1933, shortly after the latter
came to power in Germany.[411] Stalin admired Hitler, particularly
his manoeuvres to remove rivals within the Nazi Party in the Night
of the Long Knives.[412] Stalin nevertheless recognised the threat
posed by fascism and sought to establish better links with the liberal
democracies of Western Europe;[413] in May 1935, the Soviets
signed a treaty of mutual assistance with France and
Czechoslovakia.[414] At the Communist International's 7th
Congress, held in July–August 1935, the Soviet government
encouraged Marxist-Leninists to unite with other leftists as part of a
popular front against fascism.[415] In turn, the anti-communist governments of Nazi Germany, Fascist Italy,
and Imperial Japan signed the Anti-Comintern Pact of 1936.[416]

When the Spanish Civil War broke out in July 1936, the Soviets sent 648 aircraft and 407 tanks to the left-
wing Republican faction; these were accompanied by 3,000 Soviet troops and 42,000 members of the
International Brigades set up by the Communist International.[417] Stalin took a strong personal
involvement in the Spanish situation.[418] Germany and Italy backed the Nationalist faction, which was
ultimately victorious in March 1939.[419] With the outbreak of the Second Sino-Japanese War in July 1937,
the Soviet Union and China signed a non-aggression pact the following August.[420] Stalin aided the
Chinese as the KMT and the Communists had suspended their civil war and formed the desired United
Front.[421]

Stalin often gave conflicting signals regarding state repression.[422] In May 1933, he released from prison
many convicted of minor offences, ordering the security services not to enact further mass arrests and
deportations.[423] In September 1934, he launched a commission to investigate false imprisonments; that
same month he called for the execution of workers at the Stalin Metallurgical Factory accused of spying for
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Exhumed mass grave of the
Vinnitsia massacre

Victims of Stalin's Great Terror in the
Bykivnia mass graves

Japan.[422] This mixed approach began to change in December
1934, after prominent party member Sergey Kirov was
murdered.[424] After the murder, Stalin became increasingly
concerned by the threat of assassination, improved his personal
security, and rarely went out in public.[425] State repression
intensified after Kirov's death;[426] Stalin instigated this, reflecting
his prioritisation of security above other considerations.[427] Stalin
issued a decree establishing NKVD troikas which could mete out
rulings without involving the courts.[428] In 1935, he ordered the
NKVD to expel suspected counter-revolutionaries from urban
areas;[390] in early 1935, over 11,000 were expelled from
Leningrad.[390] In 1936, Nikolai Yezhov became head of the
NKVD.[429]

Stalin orchestrated the arrest of many former opponents in the Communist Party as well as sitting members
of the Central Committee: denounced as Western-backed mercenaries, many were imprisoned or exiled
internally.[430] The first Moscow Trial took place in August 1936; Kamenev and Zinoviev were among
those accused of plotting assassinations, found guilty in a show trial, and executed.[431] The second
Moscow Show Trial took place in January 1937,[432] and the third in March 1938, in which Bukharin and
Rykov were accused of involvement in the alleged Trotskyite-Zinovievite terrorist plot and sentenced to
death.[433] By late 1937, all remnants of collective leadership were gone from the Politburo, which was
controlled entirely by Stalin.[434] There were mass expulsions from the party,[435] with Stalin commanding
foreign communist parties to also purge anti-Stalinist elements.[436]

Repressions further intensified in December 1936 and remained at
a high level until November 1938, a period known as the Great
Purge.[427] By the latter part of 1937, the purges had moved
beyond the party and were affecting the wider population.[437] In
July 1937, the Politburo ordered a purge of "anti-Soviet elements"
in society, targeting anti-Stalin Bolsheviks, former Mensheviks and
Socialist Revolutionaries, priests, ex-White Army soldiers, and
common criminals.[438] That month, Stalin and Yezhov signed
Order No. 00447, listing 268,950 people for arrest, of whom
75,950 were executed.[439] He also initiated "national operations",
the ethnic cleansing of non-Soviet ethnic groups—among them
Poles, Germans, Latvians, Finns, Greeks, Koreans, and Chinese—
through internal or external exile.[440] During these years, approximately 1.6 million people were
arrested,[441] 700,000 were shot, and an unknown number died under NKVD torture.[441]

During the 1930s and 1940s, NKVD groups assassinated defectors and opponents abroad;[442] in August
1940, Trotsky was assassinated in Mexico, eliminating the last of Stalin's opponents among the former
Party leadership.[443] In May, this was followed by the arrest of most members of the military Supreme
Command and mass arrests throughout the military, often on fabricated charges.[444] These purges replaced
most of the party's old guard with younger officials who did not remember a time before Stalin's leadership
and who were regarded as more personally loyal to him.[445] Party functionaries readily carried out their
commands and sought to ingratiate themselves with Stalin to avoid becoming the victim of the purge.[446]

Such functionaries often carried out a greater number of arrests and executions than their quotas set by
Stalin's central government.[447]
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Stalin greeting the German
foreign minister Joachim von
Ribbentrop in the Kremlin,
1939

Stalin initiated all key decisions during the Terror, personally directing many of its operations and taking an
interest in their implementation.[448] His motives in doing so have been much debated by historians.[441]

His personal writings from the period were — according to Khlevniuk — "unusually convoluted and
incoherent", filled with claims about enemies encircling him.[449] He was particularly concerned at the
success that right-wing forces had in overthrowing the leftist Spanish government,[450] fearing a domestic
fifth column in the event of future war with Japan and Germany.[451] The Great Terror ended when Yezhov
was removed as the head of the NKVD, to be replaced by Lavrentiy Beria,[452] a man totally devoted to
Stalin.[453] Yezhov was arrested in April 1939 and executed in 1940.[454] The Terror damaged the Soviet
Union's reputation abroad, particularly among sympathetic leftists.[455] As it wound down, Stalin sought to
deflect responsibility from himself,[456] blaming its "excesses" and "violations of law" on Yezhov.[457]

According to historian James Harris, contemporary archival research shows that the motivation behind the
purges was not Stalin attempting to establish his own personal dictatorship; evidence suggests he was
committed to building the socialist state envisioned by Lenin. The real motivation for the terror, according
to Harris, was an excessive fear of counterrevolution.[458]

As a Marxist–Leninist, Stalin considered conflict between competing capitalist powers inevitable; after
Nazi Germany annexed Austria and then part of Czechoslovakia in 1938, he recognised a war was
looming.[459] He sought to maintain Soviet neutrality, hoping that a German war against France and Britain
would lead to Soviet dominance in Europe.[460] Militarily, the Soviets also faced a threat from the east,
with Soviet troops clashing with the expansionist Japanese in the latter part of the 1930s.[461] Stalin
initiated a military build-up, with the Red Army more than doubling between January 1939 and June 1941,
although in its haste to expand many of its officers were poorly trained.[462] Between 1940 and 1941 he
also purged the military, leaving it with a severe shortage of trained officers when war broke out.[463]

As Britain and France seemed unwilling to commit to an alliance with the
Soviet Union, Stalin saw a better deal with the Germans.[464] On 3 May
1939, Stalin replaced his western-oriented foreign minister Maxim
Litvinov with Vyacheslav Molotov.[465] Germany began negotiations
with the Soviets, proposing that Eastern Europe be divided between the
two powers.[466] Stalin saw this as an opportunity both for territorial
expansion and temporary peace with Germany.[467] In August 1939, the
Soviet Union signed the Molotov-Ribbentrop pact with Germany, a non-
aggression pact negotiated by Molotov and German foreign minister
Joachim von Ribbentrop.[468] A week later, Germany invaded Poland,
sparking the UK and France to declare war on Germany.[469] On 17
September, the Red Army entered eastern Poland, officially to restore
order amid the collapse of the Polish state.[470] On 28 September,
Germany and the Soviet Union exchanged some of their newly
conquered territories; Germany gained the linguistically Polish-dominated
areas of Lublin Province and part of Warsaw Province while the Soviets
gained Lithuania.[471] A German–Soviet Frontier Treaty was signed
shortly after, in Stalin's presence.[472] The two states continued trading,

undermining the British blockade of Germany.[473]

World War II

1939–1941: Pact with Nazi Germany
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With all the men at the front, women
dig anti-tank trenches around
Moscow in 1941.

The Soviets further demanded parts of eastern Finland, but the Finnish government refused. The Soviets
invaded Finland in November 1939, yet despite numerical inferiority, the Finns kept the Red Army at
bay.[474] International opinion backed Finland, with the Soviets being expelled from the League of
Nations.[475] Embarrassed by their inability to defeat the Finns, the Soviets signed an interim peace treaty,
in which they received territorial concessions from Finland.[476] In June 1940, the Red Army occupied the
Baltic states, which were forcibly merged into the Soviet Union in August;[477] they also invaded and
annexed Bessarabia and northern Bukovina, parts of Romania.[478] The Soviets sought to forestall dissent
in these new East European territories with mass repressions.[479] One of the most noted instances was the
Katyn massacre of April and May 1940, in which around 22,000 members of the Polish armed forces,
police, and intelligentsia were executed.[480]

The speed of the German victory over and occupation of France in mid-1940 took Stalin by surprise.[481]

He increasingly focused on appeasement with the Germans to delay any conflict with them.[482] After the
Tripartite Pact was signed by Axis Powers Germany, Japan, and Italy in October 1940, Stalin proposed that
the USSR also join the Axis alliance.[483] To demonstrate peaceful intentions toward Germany, in April
1941 the Soviets signed a neutrality pact with Japan.[484] Although de facto head of government for a
decade and a half, Stalin concluded that relations with Germany had deteriorated to such an extent that he
needed to deal with the problem as de jure head of government as well: on 6 May, Stalin replaced Molotov
as Premier of the Soviet Union.[485]

In June 1941, Germany invaded the Soviet Union, initiating the
war on the Eastern Front.[486] Despite intelligence agencies
repeatedly warning him of Germany's intentions, Stalin was taken
by surprise.[487] He formed a State Defense Committee, which he
headed as Supreme Commander,[488] as well as a military Supreme
Command (Stavka),[489] with Georgy Zhukov as its Chief of
Staff.[490] The German tactic of blitzkrieg was initially highly
effective; the Soviet air force in the western borderlands was
destroyed within two days.[491] The German Wehrmacht pushed
deep into Soviet territory;[492] soon, Ukraine, Byelorussia, and the
Baltic states were under German occupation, and Leningrad was
under siege;[493] and Soviet refugees were flooding into Moscow
and surrounding cities.[494] By July, Germany's Luftwaffe was bombing Moscow,[493] and by October the
Wehrmacht was amassing for a full assault on the capital. Plans were made for the Soviet government to
evacuate to Kuibyshev, although Stalin decided to remain in Moscow, believing his flight would damage
troop morale.[495] The German advance on Moscow was halted after two months of battle in increasingly
harsh weather conditions.[496]

Going against the advice of Zhukov and other generals, Stalin emphasised attack over defence.[497] In June
1941, he ordered a scorched earth policy of destroying infrastructure and food supplies before the Germans
could seize them,[498] also commanding the NKVD to kill around 100,000 political prisoners in areas the
Wehrmacht approached.[499] He purged the military command; several high-ranking figures were demoted
or reassigned and others were arrested and executed.[500] With Order No. 270, Stalin commanded soldiers
risking capture to fight to the death describing the captured as traitors;[501] among those taken as a prisoner
of war by the Germans was Stalin's son Yakov, who died in their custody.[502] Stalin issued Order No. 227
in July 1942, which directed that those retreating unauthorised would be placed in "penal battalions" used
as cannon fodder on the front lines.[503] Amid the fighting, both the German and Soviet armies disregarded
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The centre of Stalingrad after
liberation, 2 February 1943

the law of war set forth in the Geneva Conventions;[504] the Soviets heavily publicised Nazi massacres of
communists, Jews, and Romani.[505] Stalin exploited Nazi anti-Semitism, and in April 1942 he sponsored
the Jewish Anti-Fascist Committee (JAC) to garner Jewish and foreign support for the Soviet war
effort.[506]

The Soviets allied with the United Kingdom and United
States;[507] although the U.S. joined the war against Germany in
1941, little direct American assistance reached the Soviets until late
1942.[504] Responding to the invasion, the Soviets intensified their
industrial enterprises in central Russia, focusing almost entirely on
production for the military.[508] They achieved high levels of
industrial productivity, outstripping that of Germany.[505] During
the war, Stalin was more tolerant of the Russian Orthodox Church,
allowing it to resume some of its activities and meeting with
Patriarch Sergius in September 1943.[509] He also permitted a
wider range of cultural expression, notably permitting formerly
suppressed writers and artists like Anna Akhmatova and Dmitri

Shostakovich to disperse their work more widely.[510] The Internationale was dropped as the country's
national anthem, to be replaced with a more patriotic song.[511] The government increasingly promoted
Pan-Slavist sentiment,[512] while encouraging increased criticism of cosmopolitanism, particularly the idea
of "rootless cosmopolitanism", an approach with particular repercussions for Soviet Jews.[513] Comintern
was dissolved in 1943,[514] and Stalin encouraged foreign Marxist–Leninist parties to emphasise
nationalism over internationalism to broaden their domestic appeal.[512]

In April 1942, Stalin overrode Stavka by ordering the Soviets' first serious counter-attack, an attempt to
seize German-held Kharkov in eastern Ukraine. This attack proved unsuccessful.[515] That year, Hitler
shifted his primary goal from an overall victory on the Eastern Front, to the goal of securing the oil fields in
the southern Soviet Union crucial to a long-term German war effort.[516] While Red Army generals saw
evidence that Hitler would shift efforts south, Stalin considered this to be a flanking move in a renewed
effort to take Moscow.[517] In June 1942, the German Army began a major offensive in Southern Russia,
threatening Stalingrad; Stalin ordered the Red Army to hold the city at all costs.[518] This resulted in the
protracted Battle of Stalingrad.[519] In December 1942, he placed Konstantin Rokossovski in charge of
holding the city.[520] In February 1943, the German troops attacking Stalingrad surrendered.[521] The
Soviet victory there marked a major turning point in the war;[522] in commemoration, Stalin declared
himself Marshal of the Soviet Union.[523]

By November 1942, the Soviets had begun to repulse the important German strategic southern campaign
and, although there were 2.5 million Soviet casualties in that effort, it permitted the Soviets to take the
offensive for most of the rest of the war on the Eastern Front.[524] Germany attempted an encirclement
attack at Kursk, which was successfully repulsed by the Soviets.[525] By the end of 1943, the Soviets
occupied half of the territory taken by the Germans from 1941 to 1942.[526] Soviet military industrial
output also had increased substantially from late 1941 to early 1943 after Stalin had moved factories well to
the east of the front, safe from German invasion and aerial assault.[527]

In Allied countries, Stalin was increasingly depicted in a positive light over the course of the war.[528] In
1941, the London Philharmonic Orchestra performed a concert to celebrate his birthday,[529] and in 1942,
Time magazine named him "Man of the Year".[528] When Stalin learned that people in Western countries

1942–1945: Soviet counter-attack
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The Big Three: Stalin, U.S. President
Franklin D. Roosevelt, and British
Prime Minister Winston Churchill at
the Tehran Conference, November
1943

Soviet soldiers in Polotsk, 4 July
1944

affectionately called him "Uncle Joe" he was initially offended,
regarding it as undignified.[530] There remained mutual suspicions
between Stalin, British Prime Minister Winston Churchill, and
U.S. President Franklin D. Roosevelt, who were together known
as the "Big Three".[531] Churchill flew to Moscow to visit Stalin
in August 1942 and again in October 1944.[532] Stalin scarcely left
Moscow throughout the war,[533] with Roosevelt and Churchill
frustrated with his reluctance to travel to meet them.[534]

In November 1943, Stalin met with Churchill and Roosevelt in
Tehran, a location of Stalin's choosing.[535] There, Stalin and
Roosevelt got on well, with both desiring the post-war dismantling
of the British Empire.[536] At Tehran, the trio agreed that to
prevent Germany rising to military prowess yet again, the German
state should be broken up.[537] Roosevelt and Churchill also
agreed to Stalin's demand that the German city of Königsberg be declared Soviet territory.[537] Stalin was
impatient for the UK and U.S. to open up a Western Front to take the pressure off of the East; they
eventually did so in mid-1944.[538] Stalin insisted that, after the war, the Soviet Union should incorporate
the portions of Poland it occupied pursuant to the Molotov–Ribbentrop Pact with Germany, which
Churchill opposed.[539] Discussing the fate of the Balkans, later in 1944 Churchill agreed to Stalin's
suggestion that after the war, Bulgaria, Rumania, Hungary, and Yugoslavia would come under the Soviet
sphere of influence while Greece would come under that of the West.[540]

In 1944, the Soviet Union made significant advances across
Eastern Europe toward Germany,[541] including Operation
Bagration, a massive offensive in the Byelorussian SSR against the
German Army Group Centre.[542] In 1944, the German armies
were pushed out of the Baltic states (with the exception of the
Ostland), which were then re-annexed into the Soviet Union.[543]

As the Red Army reconquered the Caucasus and Crimea, various
ethnic groups living in the region—the Kalmyks, Chechens,
Ingushi, Karachai, Balkars, and Crimean Tatars—were accused of
having collaborated with the Germans. Using the idea of collective
responsibility as a basis, Stalin's government abolished their
autonomous republics and between late 1943 and 1944 deported
the majority of their populations to Central Asia and Siberia.[544]

Over one million people were deported as a result of the policy.[545]

In February 1945, the three leaders met at the Yalta Conference.[546] Roosevelt and Churchill conceded to
Stalin's demand that Germany pay the Soviet Union 20 billion dollars in reparations, and that his country be
permitted to annex Sakhalin and the Kuril Islands in exchange for entering the war against Japan.[547] An
agreement was also made that a post-war Polish government should be a coalition consisting of both
communist and conservative elements.[548] Privately, Stalin sought to ensure that Poland would come fully
under Soviet influence.[549] The Red Army withheld assistance to Polish resistance fighters battling the
Germans in the Warsaw Uprising, with Stalin believing that any victorious Polish militants could interfere
with his aspirations to dominate Poland through a future Marxist government.[550] Although concealing his
desires from the other Allied leaders, Stalin placed great emphasis on capturing Berlin first, believing that
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British Prime Minister Clement
Attlee, U.S. President Harry S.
Truman and Joseph Stalin at the
Potsdam Conference, July 1945

this would enable him to bring more of Europe under long-term Soviet control. Churchill was concerned
that this was the case and unsuccessfully tried to convince the U.S. that the Western Allies should pursue
the same goal.[551]

In April 1945, the Red Army seized Berlin, Hitler committed
suicide, and Germany surrendered in May.[552] Stalin had wanted
Hitler captured alive; he had his remains brought to Moscow to
prevent them becoming a relic for Nazi sympathisers.[553] As the
Red Army had conquered German territory, they discovered the
extermination camps that the Nazi administration had run.[551]

Many Soviet soldiers engaged in looting, pillaging, and rape, both
in Germany and parts of Eastern Europe.[554] Stalin refused to
punish the offenders.[551] After receiving a complaint about this
from Yugoslav communist Milovan Djilas, Stalin asked how after
experiencing the traumas of war a soldier could "react normally?
And what is so awful in his having fun with a woman, after such
horrors?"[555]

With Germany defeated, Stalin switched focus to the war with Japan, transferring half a million troops to
the Far East.[556] Stalin was pressed by his allies to enter the war and wanted to cement the Soviet Union's
strategic position in Asia.[557] On 8 August, in between the U.S. atomic bombings of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, the Soviet army invaded Japanese-occupied Manchuria and defeated the Kwantung Army.[558]

These events led to the Japanese surrender and the war's end.[559] Soviet forces continued to expand until
they occupied all their territorial concessions, but the U.S. rebuffed Stalin's desire for the Red Army to take
a role in the Allied occupation of Japan.[560]

Stalin attended the Potsdam Conference in July–August 1945, alongside his new British and U.S.
counterparts, Prime Minister Clement Attlee and President Harry Truman.[561] At the conference, Stalin
repeated previous promises to Churchill that he would refrain from a "Sovietization" of Eastern
Europe.[562] Stalin pushed for reparations from Germany without regard to the base minimum supply for
German citizens' survival, which worried Truman and Churchill who thought that Germany would become
a financial burden for Western powers.[563] He also pushed for "war booty", which would permit the
Soviet Union to directly seize property from conquered nations without quantitative or qualitative
limitation, and a clause was added permitting this to occur with some limitations.[563] Germany was
divided into four zones: Soviet, U.S., British, and French, with Berlin itself—located within the Soviet area
—also subdivided thusly.[564]

After the war, Stalin was—according to Service—at the "apex of his career".[565] Within the Soviet Union
he was widely regarded as the embodiment of victory and patriotism.[566] His armies controlled Central
and Eastern Europe up to the River Elbe.[565] In June 1945, Stalin adopted the title of Generalissimus,[567]

and stood atop Lenin's Mausoleum to watch a celebratory parade led by Zhukov through Red Square.[568]

At a banquet held for army commanders, he described the Russian people as "the outstanding nation" and

1945: Victory

Post-war era

1945–1947: Post-war reconstruction and famine
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Banner of Stalin in Budapest
in 1949

"leading force" within the Soviet Union, the first time that he had unequivocally endorsed the Russians
over other Soviet nationalities.[569] In 1946, the state published Stalin's Collected Works.[570] In 1947, it
brought out a second edition of his official biography, which eulogised him to a greater extent than its
predecessor.[571] He was quoted in Pravda on a daily basis and pictures of him remained pervasive on the
walls of workplaces and homes.[572]

Despite his strengthened international position, Stalin was cautious about
internal dissent and desire for change among the population.[573] He was
also concerned about his returning armies, who had been exposed to a
wide range of consumer goods in Germany, much of which they had
looted and brought back with them. In this he recalled the 1825
Decembrist Revolt by Russian soldiers returning from having defeated
France in the Napoleonic Wars.[574] He ensured that returning Soviet
prisoners of war went through "filtration" camps as they arrived in the
Soviet Union, in which 2,775,700 were interrogated to determine if they
were traitors. About half were then imprisoned in labour camps.[575] In
the Baltic states, where there was much opposition to Soviet rule, de-
kulakisation and de-clericalisation programs were initiated, resulting in
142,000 deportations between 1945 and 1949.[543] The Gulag system of
forced labour camps was expanded further. By January 1953, three per
cent of the Soviet population was imprisoned or in internal exile, with
2.8 million in "special settlements" in isolated areas and another
2.5 million in camps, penal colonies, and prisons.[576]

The NKVD were ordered to catalogue the scale of destruction during the
war.[577] It was established that 1,710 Soviet towns and 70,000 villages had been destroyed.[578] The
NKVD recorded that between 26 and 27 million Soviet citizens had been killed, with millions more being
wounded, malnourished, or orphaned.[579] In the war's aftermath, some of Stalin's associates suggested
modifications to government policy.[580] Post-war Soviet society was more tolerant than its pre-war phase
in various respects. Stalin allowed the Russian Orthodox Church to retain the churches it had opened
during the war.[581] Academia and the arts were also allowed greater freedom than they had prior to
1941.[582] Recognising the need for drastic steps to be taken to combat inflation and promote economic
regeneration, in December 1947 Stalin's government devalued the rouble and abolished the ration-book
system.[583] Capital punishment was abolished in 1947 but re-instituted in 1950.[584]

Stalin's health was deteriorating, and heart problems forced a two-month vacation in the latter part of
1945.[585] He grew increasingly concerned that senior political and military figures might try to oust him;
he prevented any of them from becoming powerful enough to rival him and had their apartments bugged
with listening devices.[586] He demoted Molotov,[587] and increasingly favoured Beria and Malenkov for
key positions.[588] In 1949, he brought Nikita Khrushchev from Ukraine to Moscow, appointing him a
Central Committee secretary and the head of the city's party branch.[589] In the Leningrad Affair, the city's
leadership was purged amid accusations of treachery; executions of many of the accused took place in
1950.[590]

In the post-war period there were often food shortages in Soviet cities,[591] and the USSR experienced a
major famine from 1946 to 1947.[592] Sparked by a drought and ensuing bad harvest in 1946, it was
exacerbated by government policy towards food procurement, including the state's decision to build up
stocks and export food internationally rather than distributing it to famine-hit areas.[593] Current estimates
indicate that between one million and 1.5 million people died from malnutrition or disease as a result.[594]
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Joseph Stalin at his 71st birthday
celebration with (left to right) Mao
Zedong, Nikolai Bulganin, Walter
Ulbricht and Yumjaagiin Tsedenbal

While agricultural production stagnated, Stalin focused on a series of major infrastructure projects,
including the construction of hydroelectric plants, canals, and railway lines running to the polar north.[595]

Much of this was constructed by prison labour.[595]

In the aftermath of the Second World War, the British Empire
declined, leaving the U.S. and USSR as the dominant world
powers.[596] Tensions among these former Allies grew,[566]

resulting in the Cold War.[597] Although Stalin publicly described
the British and U.S. governments as aggressive, he thought it
unlikely that a war with them would be imminent, believing that
several decades of peace was likely.[598] He nevertheless secretly
intensified Soviet research into nuclear weaponry, intent on
creating an atom bomb.[565] Still, Stalin foresaw the undesirability
of a nuclear conflict, saying in 1949 that "atomic weapons can
hardly be used without spelling the end of the world."[599] He
personally took a keen interest in the development of the
weapon.[600] In August 1949, the bomb was successfully tested in
the deserts outside Semipalatinsk in Kazakhstan.[601] Stalin also initiated a new military build-up; the
Soviet army was expanded from 2.9 million soldiers, as it stood in 1949, to 5.8 million by 1953.[602]

The U.S. began pushing its interests on every continent, acquiring air force bases in Africa and Asia and
ensuring pro-U.S. regimes took power across Latin America.[603] It launched the Marshall Plan in June
1947, with which it sought to undermine Soviet hegemony throughout Eastern Europe. The U.S. also
offered financial assistance to countries as part of the Marshall Plan on the condition that they opened their
markets to trade, aware that the Soviets would never agree.[604] The Allies demanded that Stalin withdraw
the Red Army from northern Iran. He initially refused, leading to an international crisis in 1946, but one
year later Stalin finally relented and moved the Soviet troops out.[605] Stalin also tried to maximise Soviet
influence on the world stage, unsuccessfully pushing for Libya—recently liberated from Italian occupation
—to become a Soviet protectorate.[606][607] He sent Molotov as his representative to San Francisco to take
part in negotiations to form the United Nations, insisting that the Soviets have a place on the Security
Council.[597] In April 1949, the Western powers established the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation
(NATO), an international military alliance of capitalist countries.[608] Within Western countries, Stalin was
increasingly portrayed as the "most evil dictator alive" and compared to Hitler.[609] According to his
daughter, Svetlana Alliluyeva she “remembered her father saying after [the war]: Together with the
Germans we would have been invincible” [610]

In 1948, Stalin edited and rewrote sections of Falsifiers of History, published as a series of Pravda articles
in February 1948 and then in book form. Written in response to public revelations of the 1939 Soviet
alliance with Germany, it focused on blaming the Western powers for the war.[611] He also erroneously
claimed that the initial German advance in the early part of the war, during Operation Barbarossa, was not a
result of Soviet military weakness, but rather a deliberate Soviet strategic retreat.[612] In 1949, celebrations
took place to mark Stalin's seventieth birthday (although he was 71 at the time,) at which Stalin attended an
event in the Bolshoi Theatre alongside Marxist–Leninist leaders from across Europe and Asia.[613]

1947–1950: Cold War policy

Eastern Bloc
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The Eastern Bloc until 1989

After the war, Stalin sought to retain Soviet dominance across
Eastern Europe while expanding its influence in Asia.[543]

Cautiously regarding the responses from the Western Allies, Stalin
avoided immediately installing Communist Party governments
across Eastern Europe, instead initially ensuring that Marxist-
Leninists were placed in coalition ministries.[607] In contrast to his
approach to the Baltic states, he rejected the proposal of merging
the new communist states into the Soviet Union, rather recognising
them as independent nation-states.[614] He was faced with the
problem that there were few Marxists left in Eastern Europe, with
most having been killed by the Nazis.[615] He demanded that war
reparations be paid by Germany and its Axis allies Hungary,
Romania, and the Slovak Republic.[566] Aware that these countries
had been pushed toward socialism through invasion rather than by
proletarian revolution, Stalin referred to them not as "dictatorships
of the proletariat" but as "people's democracies", suggesting that in
these countries there was a pro-socialist alliance combining the
proletariat, peasantry, and lower middle-class.[616]

Churchill observed that an "Iron Curtain" had been drawn across
Europe, separating the east from the west.[617] In September 1947,
a meeting of East European communist leaders was held in Szklarska Poręba, Poland, from which was
formed Cominform to co-ordinate the Communist Parties across Eastern Europe and also in France and
Italy.[618] Stalin did not personally attend the meeting, sending Zhdanov in his place.[564] Various East
European communists also visited Stalin in Moscow.[619] There, he offered advice on their ideas; for
instance he cautioned against the Yugoslav idea for a Balkan Federation incorporating Bulgaria and
Albania.[619] Stalin had a particularly strained relationship with Yugoslav leader Josip Broz Tito due to the
latter's continued calls for a Balkan federation and for Soviet aid for the communist forces in the ongoing
Greek Civil War.[620] In March 1948, Stalin launched an anti-Tito campaign, accusing the Yugoslav
communists of adventurism and deviating from Marxist–Leninist doctrine.[621] At the second Cominform
conference, held in Bucharest in June 1948, East European communist leaders all denounced Tito's
government, accusing them of being fascists and agents of Western capitalism.[622] Stalin ordered several
assassination attempts on Tito's life and contemplated invading Yugoslavia.[623]

Stalin suggested that a unified, but demilitarised, German state be established, hoping that it would either
come under Soviet influence or remain neutral.[624] When the U.S. and UK remained opposed to this,
Stalin sought to force their hand by blockading Berlin in June 1948.[625] He gambled that the Western
powers would not risk war, but they airlifted supplies into West Berlin until May 1949, when Stalin
relented and ended the blockade.[608] In September 1949 the Western powers transformed Western
Germany into an independent Federal Republic of Germany; in response the Soviets formed East Germany
into the German Democratic Republic in October.[624] In accordance with their earlier agreements, the
Western powers expected Poland to become an independent state with free democratic elections.[626] In
Poland, the Soviets merged various socialist parties into the Polish United Workers' Party (PZPR), and vote
rigging was used to ensure that the PZPR secured office.[621] The 1947 Hungarian elections were also
rigged by Stalin, with the Hungarian Working People's Party taking control.[621] In Czechoslovakia, where
the communists did have a level of popular support, they were elected the largest party in 1946.[627]
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1950 Chinese stamp depicting Stalin
and Mao shaking hands,
commemorating the signing of the
new Sino-Soviet Treaty

Monarchy was abolished in Bulgaria and Romania.[628] Across Eastern Europe, the Soviet model was
enforced, with a termination of political pluralism, agricultural collectivisation, and investment in heavy
industry.[622] It was aimed at establishing economic autarky within the Eastern Bloc.[622]

In October 1949, Chinese communist leader Mao Zedong took
power in China.[629] With this accomplished, Marxist governments
now controlled a third of the world's land mass.[630] Privately,
Stalin revealed that he had underestimated the Chinese Communists
and their ability to win the civil war, instead encouraging them to
make another peace with the KMT.[631] In December 1949, Mao
visited Stalin. Initially Stalin refused to repeal the Sino-Soviet
Treaty of 1945, which significantly benefited the Soviet Union over
China, although in January 1950 he relented and agreed to sign a
new treaty between the two countries.[632] Stalin was concerned
that Mao might follow Tito's example by pursuing a course
independent of Soviet influence, and made it known that if
displeased he would withdraw assistance from China; the Chinese
desperately needed said assistance after decades of civil war.[633]

At the end of the Second World War, the Soviet Union and the United States divided up the Korean
Peninsula, formerly a Japanese colonial possession, along the 38th parallel, setting up a communist
government in the north and a pro-Western, anti-communist government in the south.[634] North Korean
leader Kim Il Sung visited Stalin in March 1949 and again in March 1950; he wanted to invade the south
and although Stalin was initially reluctant to provide support, he eventually agreed by May 1950.[635] The
North Korean Army launched the Korean War by invading South Korea in June 1950, making swift gains
and capturing Seoul.[636] Both Stalin and Mao believed that a swift victory would ensue.[636] The U.S.
went to the UN Security Council—which the Soviets were boycotting over its refusal to recognise Mao's
government—and secured international military support for the South Koreans. U.S. led forces pushed the
North Koreans back.[637] Stalin wanted to avoid direct Soviet conflict with the U.S., convincing the
Chinese to aid the North.[638]

The Soviet Union was one of the first nations to extend diplomatic recognition to the newly created state of
Israel in 1948, in hopes of obtaining an ally in the Middle East.[639] When the Israeli ambassador Golda
Meir arrived in the USSR, Stalin was angered by the Jewish crowds who gathered to greet her.[640] He
was further angered by Israel's growing alliance with the U.S.[641] After Stalin fell out with Israel, he
launched an anti-Jewish campaign within the Soviet Union and the Eastern Bloc.[616] In November 1948,
he abolished the JAC,[642] and show trials took place for some of its members.[643] The Soviet press
engaged in vituperative attacks on Zionism, Jewish culture, and "rootless cosmopolitanism",[644] with
growing levels of anti-Semitism being expressed across Soviet society.[645] Stalin's increasing tolerance of
anti-Semitism may have stemmed from his increasing Russian nationalism or from the recognition that anti-
Semitism had proved a useful mobilising tool for Hitler and that he could do the same;[646] he may have
increasingly viewed the Jewish people as a "counter-revolutionary" nation whose members were loyal to
the U.S.[647] There were rumours, although they have never been substantiated, that Stalin was planning
on deporting all Soviet Jews to the Jewish Autonomous Region in Birobidzhan, eastern Siberia.[648]

Asia

1950–1953: Final years
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20 January 1953. Soviet
ukaz awarding Lydia
Timashuk the Order of Lenin
for "unmasking doctors-
killers." Revoked after
Stalin's death later that year.

Stalin's casket on howitzer carriage
drawn by horses, caught on camera
by U.S. assistant army attaché
Major Martin Manhoff from the
embassy balcony

In his later years, Stalin was in poor health.[649] He took increasingly long
holidays; in 1950 and again in 1951 he spent almost five months on holiday
at his Abkhazian dacha.[650] Stalin nevertheless mistrusted his doctors; in
January 1952 he had one imprisoned after they suggested that he should
retire to improve his health.[649] In September 1952, several Kremlin
doctors were arrested for allegedly plotting to kill senior politicians in what
came to be known as the Doctors' Plot; the majority of the accused were
Jewish.[651] He instructed the arrested doctors to be tortured to ensure
confession.[652] In November, the Slánský trial took place in
Czechoslovakia as 13 senior Communist Party figures, 11 of them Jewish,
were accused and convicted of being part of a vast Zionist-American
conspiracy to subvert Eastern Bloc governments.[653] That same month, a
much publicised trial of accused Jewish industrial wreckers took place in
Ukraine.[654] In 1951, he initiated the Mingrelian affair, a purge of the
Georgian branch of the Communist Party which resulted in over 11,000
deportations.[655]

From 1946 until his death, Stalin only gave three public speeches, two of
which lasted only a few minutes.[656] The amount of written material that
he produced also declined.[656] In 1950, Stalin issued the article "Marxism
and Problems of Linguistics", which reflected his interest in questions of Russian nationhood.[657] In 1952,
Stalin's last book, Economic Problems of Socialism in the USSR, was published. It sought to provide a
guide to leading the country after his death.[658] In October 1952, Stalin gave an hour and a half speech at
the Central Committee plenum.[659] There, he emphasised what he regarded as leadership qualities
necessary in the future and highlighted the weaknesses of various potential successors, particularly Molotov
and Mikoyan.[660] In 1952, he also eliminated the Politburo and replaced it with a larger version which he
called the Presidium.[661] Cybernetics was also marginalised during the Stalinist period and received a
hostile public campaign in 1951, although the discipline was rehabilitated following his death.[662]

On 1 March 1953, Stalin's staff found him semi-conscious on the
bedroom floor of his Kuntsevo Dacha.[663] He had suffered a
cerebral haemorrhage.[664] He was moved onto a couch and
remained there for three days.[665] He was hand-fed using a spoon,
given various medicines and injections, and leeches were applied to
him.[664] Svetlana and Vasily were called to the dacha on 2 March;
the latter was drunk and angrily shouted at the doctors, as a result
of which he was sent home.[666] Stalin died on 5 March 1953.[667]

According to Svetlana, it had been "a difficult and terrible
death".[668] An autopsy revealed that he had died of a cerebral
haemorrhage and also that his cerebral arteries were severely
damaged by atherosclerosis.[669] It has been conjectured that Stalin
was murdered;[670] Beria has been suspected of murdering him, but
no firm evidence has ever appeared.[664] According to a report published in The New York Times, Stalin
was poisoned with warfarin by his own Politburo members.[671]

Stalin's death was announced on 6 March.[672] His body was embalmed,[673] and then placed on display in
Moscow's House of Unions for three days.[674] The crowds of people coming to view the body were so
large and disorganised that many people were killed in a crowd crush.[675] At the funeral on 9 March,

Death, funeral and aftermath
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A mourning parade in honour
of Stalin in Dresden, East
Germany

Stalin’s body was laid to rest in Lenin's Mausoleum in Red Square; hundreds of thousands attended.[676]

That month featured a surge in arrests for "anti-Soviet agitation," as those celebrating Stalin's death came to
police attention.[677] The Chinese government instituted a period of official mourning for Stalin's
death.[678] A memorial service in his honour was also held at St George the Martyr, Holborn in
London.[679]

Stalin left neither a designated successor nor a framework within which a peaceful transfer of power could
take place.[680] The Central Committee met on the day of his death, after which Malenkov, Beria, and
Khrushchev emerged as the party's dominant figures.[681] The system of collective leadership was restored,
and measures introduced to prevent any one member from attaining autocratic domination.[682] The
collective leadership included the following eight senior members of the Presidium of the Central
Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, listed according to the order of precedence
presented formally on 5 March 1953: Georgy Malenkov, Lavrentiy Beria, Vyacheslav Molotov, Kliment
Voroshilov, Nikita Khrushchev, Nikolai Bulganin, Lazar Kaganovich and Anastas Mikoyan.[683] Reforms
to the Soviet system were immediately implemented.[684] Economic reform scaled back the mass
construction projects, placed a new emphasis on house building, and eased the levels of taxation on the
peasantry to stimulate production.[685] The new leaders sought rapprochement with Yugoslavia and a less
hostile relationship with the U.S.,[686] pursuing a negotiated end to the Korean War in July 1953.[687] The
doctors who had been imprisoned were released and the anti-Semitic purges ceased.[688] A mass amnesty
for certain categories of convicts was issued, halving the country's inmate population, while the state
security and Gulag systems were reformed, with torture being banned in April 1953.[685]

Stalin claimed to have embraced Marxism at the age of fifteen,[689] and it
served as the guiding philosophy throughout his adult life;[690] according
to Kotkin, Stalin held "zealous Marxist convictions",[691] while
Montefiore suggested that Marxism held a "quasi-religious" value for
Stalin.[692] Although he never became a Georgian nationalist,[693] during
his early life elements from Georgian nationalist thought blended with
Marxism in his outlook.[694] The historian Alfred J. Rieber noted that he
had been raised in "a society where rebellion was deeply rooted in
folklore and popular rituals".[693] Stalin believed in the need to adapt
Marxism to changing circumstances; in 1917, he declared that "there is
dogmatic Marxism and there is creative Marxism. I stand on the ground of
the latter".[695] Volkogonov believed that Stalin's Marxism was shaped by
his "dogmatic turn of mind", suggesting that this had been instilled in the
Soviet leader during his education in religious institutions.[696] According
to scholar Robert Service, Stalin's "few innovations in ideology were
crude, dubious developments of Marxism".[690] Some of these derived
from political expediency rather than any sincere intellectual
commitment;[690] Stalin would often turn to ideology post hoc to justify his decisions.[697] Stalin referred to
himself as a praktik, meaning that he was more of a practical revolutionary than a theoretician.[698]

As a Marxist and an anti-capitalist, Stalin believed in an inevitable "class war" between the world's
proletariat and bourgeoisie.[699] He believed that the working classes would prove successful in this
struggle and would establish a dictatorship of the proletariat,[700] regarding the Soviet Union as an example
of such a state.[701] He also believed that this proletarian state would need to introduce repressive measures
against foreign and domestic "enemies" to ensure the full crushing of the propertied classes,[702] and thus
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A statue of Joseph Stalin in Grūtas
Park near Druskininkai, Lithuania. It
originally stood in Vilnius, Lithuania.

the class war would intensify with the advance of socialism.[703] As a propaganda tool, the shaming of
"enemies" explained all inadequate economic and political outcomes, the hardships endured by the
populace, and military failures.[704] The new state would then be able to ensure that all citizens had access
to work, food, shelter, healthcare, and education, with the wastefulness of capitalism eliminated by a new,
standardised economic system.[705] According to Sandle, Stalin was "committed to the creation of a society
that was industrialised, collectivised, centrally planned and technologically advanced."[706]

Stalin adhered to the Leninist variant of Marxism.[707] In his book, Foundations of Leninism, he stated that
"Leninism is the Marxism of the epoch of imperialism and of the proletarian revolution".[708] He claimed to
be a loyal Leninist,[709] although was—according to Service—"not a blindly obedient Leninist".[705] Stalin
respected Lenin, but not uncritically,[710] and spoke out when he believed that Lenin was wrong.[705]

During the period of his revolutionary activity, Stalin regarded some of Lenin's views and actions as being
the self-indulgent activities of a spoiled émigré, deeming them counterproductive for those Bolshevik
activists based within the Russian Empire itself.[711] After the October Revolution, they continued to have
differences. Whereas Lenin believed that all countries across Europe and Asia would readily unite as a
single state following proletariat revolution, Stalin argued that national pride would prevent this, and that
different socialist states would have to be formed; in his view, a country like Germany would not readily
submit to being part of a Russian-dominated federal state.[712] Stalin biographer Oleg Khlevniuk
nevertheless believed that the pair developed a "strong bond" over the years,[713] while Kotkin suggested
that Stalin's friendship with Lenin was "the single most important relationship in Stalin's life".[714] After
Lenin's death, Stalin relied heavily on Lenin's writings—far more so than those of Marx and Engels—to
guide him in the affairs of state.[715] Stalin adopted the Leninist view on the need for a revolutionary
vanguard who could lead the proletariat rather than being led by them.[700] Leading this vanguard, he
believed that the Soviet peoples needed a strong, central figure—akin to a Tsar—whom they could rally
around.[716] In his words, "the people need a Tsar, whom they can worship and for whom they can live
and work".[717] He read about, and admired, two Tsars in particular: Ivan the Terrible and Peter the
Great.[718] In the personality cult constructed around him, he was known as the vozhd, an equivalent to the
Italian duce and German führer.[719]

Stalinism was a development of Leninism,[720] and while Stalin
avoided using the term "Marxism-Leninism-Stalinism", he allowed
others to do so.[721] Following Lenin's death, Stalin contributed to
the theoretical debates within the Communist Party, namely by
developing the idea of "Socialism in One Country". This concept
was intricately linked to factional struggles within the party,
particularly against Trotsky.[722] He first developed the idea in
December 1924 and elaborated upon in his writings of 1925–
26.[723] Stalin's doctrine held that socialism could be completed in
Russia but that its final victory there could not be guaranteed
because of the threat from capitalist intervention. For this reason, he
retained the Leninist view that world revolution was still a necessity
to ensure the ultimate victory of socialism.[723] Although retaining
the Marxist belief that the state would wither away as socialism

transformed into pure communism, he believed that the Soviet state would remain until the final defeat of
international capitalism.[724] This concept synthesised Marxist and Leninist ideas with nationalist
ideals,[706] and served to discredit Trotsky—who promoted the idea of "permanent revolution"—by
presenting the latter as a defeatist with little faith in Russian workers' abilities to construct socialism.[725]
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Stalin viewed nations as contingent entities which were formed by capitalism and could merge into
others.[726] Ultimately he believed that all nations would merge into a single, global human
community,[726] and regarded all nations as inherently equal.[727] In his work, he stated that "the right of
secession" should be offered to the ethnic-minorities of the Russian Empire, but that they should not be
encouraged to take that option.[728] He was of the view that if they became fully autonomous, then they
would end up being controlled by the most reactionary elements of their community; as an example he cited
the largely illiterate Tatars, whom he claimed would end up dominated by their mullahs.[728] Stalin argued
that the Jews possessed a "national character" but were not a "nation" and were thus unassimilable. He
argued that Jewish nationalism, particularly Zionism, was hostile to socialism.[729] According to
Khlevniuk, Stalin reconciled Marxism with great-power imperialism and therefore expansion of the empire
makes him a worthy to the Russian tsars.[704] Service argued that Stalin's Marxism was imbued with a
great deal of Russian nationalism.[690] According to Montefiore, Stalin's embrace of the Russian nation was
pragmatic, as the Russians were the core of the population of the USSR; it was not a rejection of his
Georgian origins.[730] Stalin's push for Soviet westward expansion into eastern Europe resulted in
accusations of Russian imperialism.[731]

Ethnically Georgian,[732] Stalin grew up speaking the Georgian language,[733] and did not begin learning
Russian until the age of eight or nine.[734] It has been argued that his ancestry was Ossetian, because his
genetic haplotype (G2a-Z6653) is considered typical of the Ossetians, but he never acknowledged an
Ossetian identity.[735] He remained proud of his Georgian identity,[736] and throughout his life retained a
heavy Georgian accent when speaking Russian.[737] According to Montefiore, despite Stalin's affinity for
Russia and Russians, he remained profoundly Georgian in his lifestyle and personality.[738] Some of
Stalin's colleagues described him as "Asiatic", and he supposedly once told a Japanese journalist that "I am
not a European man, but an Asian, a Russified Georgian".[739] Service also noted that Stalin "would never
be Russian", could not credibly pass as one, and never tried to pretend that he was.[740] Montefiore was of
the view that "after 1917, [Stalin] became quadri-national: Georgian by nationality, Russian by loyalty,
internationalist by ideology, Soviet by citizenship."[741]

Stalin had a soft voice,[742] and when speaking Russian did so slowly, carefully choosing his phrasing.[732]

In private he often used coarse language and profanity, although avoided doing so in public.[743] Described
as a poor orator,[744] according to Volkogonov, Stalin's speaking style was "simple and clear, without
flights of fancy, catchy phrases or platform histrionics".[745] He rarely spoke before large audiences, and
preferred to express himself in written form.[746] His writing style was similar, being characterised by its
simplicity, clarity, and conciseness.[747] Throughout his life, he used various nicknames and pseudonyms,
including "Koba", "Soselo", and "Ivanov",[113] adopting "Stalin" in 1912; it was based on the Russian
word for "steel" and has often been translated as "Man of Steel".[152]

In adulthood, Stalin measured 1.70 m (5 feet 7 inches).[748][749] His mustached face was pock-marked
from smallpox during childhood; this was airbrushed from published photographs.[750] He was born with a
webbed left foot, and his left arm had been permanently injured in childhood which left it shorter than his
right and lacking in flexibility,[751] which was probably the result of being hit, at the age of 12, by a horse-
drawn carriage.[752]

During his youth, Stalin cultivated a scruffy appearance in rejection of middle-class aesthetic values.[753]

By 1907, he grew his hair long and often wore a beard; for clothing, he often wore a traditional Georgian
chokha or a red satin shirt with a grey coat and black fedora.[754] From mid-1918 until his death he
favoured military-style clothing, in particular long black boots, light-coloured collarless tunics, and a

Personal life and characteristics
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Lavrenti Beria with Stalin's daughter,
Svetlana, on his lap and Stalin with
Nestor Lakoba seated in the
background smoking a pipe. The
photo was taken at Stalin's dacha
near Sochi in the mid-1930s.

Chinese Marxists celebrate Stalin's
seventieth birthday in 1949.

gun.[755] He was a lifelong smoker, who smoked both a pipe and
cigarettes.[756] He had few material demands and lived plainly,
with simple and inexpensive clothing and furniture;[757] his
interest was in power rather than wealth.[758] Stalin founded the
Outfit, a criminal gang that were involved with armed robberies,
racketeering, assassinations, arms procurement and child
couriering.[759] According to Montefiore, Stalin socialised with
hitmen “Kamo and Tsintsadze" but issued formal commands to the
rest of the Outfit members through his bodyguard.[760]

As leader of the Soviet Union, Stalin typically awoke around
11 am,[761] with lunch being served between 3 and 5 pm and
dinner no earlier than 9 pm;[762] he then worked late into the
evening.[763] He often dined with other Politburo members and
their families.[764] As leader, he rarely left Moscow unless to go to
one of his dachas for holiday;[765] he disliked travel,[766] and

refused to travel by plane.[767] His choice of favoured holiday house changed over the years,[768] although
he holidayed in southern parts of the USSR every year from 1925 to 1936 and again from 1945 to
1951.[769] Along with other senior figures, he had a dacha at Zubalova, 35 km outside Moscow,[770]

although ceased using it after Nadezhda's 1932 suicide.[771] After 1932, he favoured holidays in Abkhazia,
being a friend of its leader, Nestor Lakoba.[772] In 1934, his new Kuntsevo Dacha was built; 9 km from the
Kremlin, it became his primary residence.[773] In 1935, he began using a new dacha provided for him by
Lakoba at Novy Afon;[774] in 1936, he had the Kholodnaya Rechka dacha built on the Abkhazian coast,
designed by Miron Merzhanov.[775]

Trotsky and several other Soviet figures promoted the idea that
Stalin was a mediocrity.[776] This gained widespread acceptance
outside the Soviet Union during his lifetime but was
misleading.[777] According to biographer Montefiore, "it is clear
from hostile and friendly witnesses alike that Stalin was always
exceptional, even from childhood".[777] Stalin had a complex
mind,[778] great self-control,[779] and an excellent memory.[780] He
was a hard worker,[781] and displayed a keen desire to learn;[782]

when in power, he scrutinised many details of Soviet life, from film
scripts to architectural plans and military hardware.[783] According
to Volkogonov, "Stalin's private life and working life were one and
the same"; he did not take days off from political activities.[784]

Stalin could play different roles to different audiences,[785] and was adept at deception, often deceiving
others as to his true motives and aims.[786] Several historians have seen it as appropriate to follow Lazar
Kaganovich's description of there being "several Stalins" as a means of understanding his multi-faceted
personality.[787] He was a good organiser,[788] with a strategic mind,[789] and judged others according to
their inner strength, practicality, and cleverness.[790] He acknowledged that he could be rude and
insulting,[791] but he rarely raised his voice in anger;[792] as his health deteriorated in later life he became
increasingly unpredictable and bad-tempered.[793] Despite his tough-talking attitude, he could be very
charming;[794] when relaxed, he cracked jokes and mimicked others.[782] Montefiore suggested that this
charm was "the foundation of Stalin's power in the Party".[795]

Personality
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Stalin was ruthless,[796] temperamentally cruel,[797] and had a propensity for violence high even among the
Bolsheviks.[792] He lacked compassion,[798] something Volkogonov suggested might have been
accentuated by his many years in prison and exile,[799] although he was capable of acts of kindness to
strangers, even amid the Great Terror.[800] He was capable of self-righteous indignation,[801] and was
resentful,[802] and vindictive,[803] holding on to grudges for many years.[804] By the 1920s, he was also
suspicious and conspiratorial, prone to believing that people were plotting against him and that there were
vast international conspiracies behind acts of dissent.[805] He never attended torture sessions or
executions,[806] although Service thought Stalin "derived deep satisfaction" from degrading and
humiliating people and enjoyed keeping even close associates in a state of "unrelieved fear".[731]

Montefiore thought Stalin's brutality marked him out as a "natural extremist";[807] Service suggested he had
tendencies toward a paranoid and sociopathic personality disorder.[778] According to historian Geoffrey
Roberts, Stalin wasn't a psychopath.[808] He was instead an emotionally intelligent and feeling
intellectual.[808] Other historians linked his brutality not to any personality trait, but to his unwavering
commitment to the survival of the Soviet Union and the international Marxist–Leninist cause.[809]

Conversely, historian E.A. Rees believed that there was a strong argument in the case of Stalin "that it was
psychopathy that breed tyranny". Rees cited a diagnosis performed by neuropathologist Vladimir
Bekhterev on Stalin in 1927 and who had described him as a "typical case of severe paranoia".[810]

Keenly interested in the arts,[811] Stalin admired artistic talent.[812] He protected several Soviet writers from
arrest and prosecution, such as Mikhail Bulgakov, even when their work was labelled harmful to his
regime.[813] He enjoyed listening to classical music,[814] owning around 2,700 records,[815] and frequently
attending the Bolshoi Theatre during the 1930s and 1940s.[816] His taste in music and theatre was
conservative, favouring classical drama, opera, and ballet over what he dismissed as experimental
"formalism".[734] He also favoured classical forms in the visual arts, disliking avant-garde styles like
cubism and futurism.[817] He was a voracious reader and kept a personal library of over 20,000 books.[818]

Little of this was fiction,[819] although he could cite passages from Alexander Pushkin, Nikolay Nekrasov,
and Walt Whitman by heart.[812] Stalin's favourite subject was history, closely followed by Marxist theory
and then fiction.[808] He favoured historical studies, keeping up with debates in the study of Russian,
Mesopotamian, ancient Roman, and Byzantine history.[656] He was very interested in the reigns of Ivan the
Terrible, Peter the Great and Catherine the Great.[808] An autodidact,[820] he claimed to read as many as
500 pages a day,[821] with Montefiore regarding him as an intellectual.[822] Lenin was his favourite author
but he also read, and sometimes appreciated, a great deal of writing by Leon Trotsky and other arch-
enemies.[808] Like all Bolshevik leaders, Stalin believed that reading could help transform not just people's
ideas and consciousness, but human nature itself.[808] Stalin also enjoyed watching films late at night at
cinemas installed in the Kremlin and his dachas.[823] He liked the Western genre,[824] although his
favourite films were Volga Volga and Circus (both directed by Grigori Alexandrov and starring Lyubov
Orlova).[825]

Stalin was a keen and accomplished billiards player,[826] and collected watches.[827] He also enjoyed
practical jokes; for instance, he would place a tomato on the seat of Politburo members and wait for them to
sit on it.[828] When at social events, he encouraged singing,[829] as well as alcohol consumption; he hoped
that others would drunkenly reveal their secrets to him.[830] As an infant, Stalin displayed a love of
flowers,[831] and later in life he became a keen gardener.[831] His Volynskoe suburb had a 20-hectare (50-
acre) park, with Stalin devoting much attention to its agricultural activities.[832]

Stalin publicly condemned anti-Semitism,[833] although he was repeatedly accused of it.[834] People who
knew him, such as Khrushchev, suggested he long harboured negative sentiments toward Jews,[835] and it
has been argued that anti-Semitic trends in his policies were further fuelled by Stalin's struggle against
Trotsky.[836] After Stalin's death, Khrushchev claimed that Stalin encouraged him to incite anti-Semitism in
Ukraine, allegedly telling him that "the good workers at the factory should be given clubs so they can beat
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Stalin carrying his daughter, Svetlana

the hell out of those Jews."[837] In 1946, Stalin allegedly said privately that "every Jew is a potential
spy."[838] Conquest stated that although Stalin had Jewish associates, he promoted anti-Semitism.[839]

Service cautioned that there was "no irrefutable evidence" of anti-Semitism in Stalin's published work,
although his private statements and public actions were "undeniably reminiscent of crude antagonism
towards Jews";[840] he added that throughout Stalin's lifetime, the Georgian "would be the friend, associate
or leader of countless individual Jews".[841] Additionally, according to Beria, Stalin had affairs with several
Jewish women.[842]

Friendship was important to Stalin,[843] and he used it to gain and
maintain power.[844] Kotkin observed that Stalin "generally
gravitated to people like himself: parvenu intelligentsia of humble
background".[845] He gave nicknames to his favourites, for
instance referring to Yezhov as "my blackberry".[846] Stalin was
sociable and enjoyed a joke.[847] According to Montefiore, Stalin's
friendships "meandered between love, admiration, and venomous
jealousy".[848] While head of the Soviet Union he remained in
contact with many of his old friends in Georgia, sending them
letters and gifts of money.[849]

Stalin was no womanizer.[850] According to Boris Bazhanov, Stalin's one-time secretary, "Women didn't
interest him. His own woman [Alliluyeva] was enough for him, and he paid scant attention to her."[851]

However, Montefiore noted that in his early life Stalin "rarely seems to have been without a girlfriend."[852]

Montefiore described Stalin's favoured types as "young, malleable teenagers or buxom peasant
women,"[853] who would be supportive and unchallenging toward him.[854] According to Service, Stalin
"regarded women as a resource for sexual gratification and domestic comfort."[855] Stalin married twice
and had several children.[856]

Stalin married his first wife, Ekaterina Svanidze, in 1906. According to Montefiore, theirs was "a true love
match";[857] Volkogonov suggested that she was "probably the one human being he had really loved".[858]

When she died, Stalin allegedly said: "This creature softened my heart of stone."[859] They had a son,
Yakov, who often frustrated and annoyed Stalin.[860] Yakov had a daughter, Galina, before fighting for the
Red Army in the Second World War. He was captured by the German Army and then committed
suicide.[861]

In 1914, Stalin, circa age 35, had a relationship with Lidia Pereprygina, then 14-years-old, who
subsequently fell pregnant with Stalin's child.[158] [862][863] Circa December 1914, Pereprygia gave birth
to Stalin's child, although the infant died soon after.[159] In 1916, Lidia - now 15-years-old - was pregnant
again. She gave birth to a son, named Alexander, in around April 1917. Stalin, then absent, later came to
know of the child's existence but showed no apparent interest in him.[160]

Stalin's second wife was Nadezhda Alliluyeva; theirs was not an easy relationship, and they often
fought.[864] They had two biological children—a son, Vasily, and a daughter, Svetlana, and adopted
another son, Artyom Sergeev, in 1921.[865] It is unclear if Stalin ever had a mistress during or after his
marriage to Alliluyeva.[866] In any event, she suspected that he was unfaithful with other women,[867] and
committed suicide in 1932.[868] Stalin regarded Vasily as spoiled and often chastised his behaviour; as
Stalin's son, Vasily nevertheless was swiftly promoted through the ranks of the Red Army and allowed a
lavish lifestyle.[869] Conversely, Stalin had an affectionate relationship with Svetlana during her
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A poster of Stalin at the 3rd World
Festival of Youth and Students in
East Berlin, East Germany, 1951

Interior of the Joseph Stalin Museum
in Gori, Georgia

childhood,[870] and was also very fond of Artyom.[865] In later life, he disapproved of Svetlana's various
suitors and husbands, putting a strain on his relationship with her.[871] After the Second World War, he
made little time for his children and his family played a decreasingly important role in his life.[872] After
Stalin's death, Svetlana changed her surname from Stalin to Alliluyeva,[686] and defected to the U.S.[873]

After Nadezhda's death, Stalin became increasingly close to his sister-in-law Zhenya Alliluyeva;[874]

Montefiore believed that they were lovers.[875] There are unproven rumours that from 1934 onward he had
a relationship with his housekeeper Valentina Istomina.[876] Montefiore also claimed that Stalin had at least
two illegitimate children,[877] although he never recognised them as being his.[878] One of them,
Konstantin Kuzakov, later taught philosophy at the Leningrad Military Mechanical Institute, but never met
Stalin.[879] The other, Alexander, was the son of Lidia Pereprygina; he was raised as the son of a peasant
fisherman and the Soviet authorities made him swear never to reveal that Stalin was his biological
father.[880]

The historian Robert Conquest stated that Stalin perhaps
"determined the course of the twentieth century" more than any
other individual.[881] Biographers like Service and Volkogonov
have considered him an outstanding and exceptional politician;[882]

Montefiore labelled Stalin as "that rare combination: both
'intellectual' and killer", a man who was "the ultimate politician"
and "the most elusive and fascinating of the twentieth-century
titans".[883] According to historian Kevin McDermott,
interpretations of Stalin range from "the sycophantic and adulatory
to the vitriolic and condemnatory."[884] For most Westerners and
anti-communist Russians, he is viewed overwhelmingly negatively
as a mass murderer;[884] for significant numbers of Russians and
Georgians, he is regarded as a great statesman and state-builder.[884]

Stalin strengthened and stabilised the Soviet Union.[885] Service suggested that the country might have
collapsed long before 1991 without Stalin.[885] In under three decades, Stalin transformed the Soviet Union
into a major industrial world power,[886] one which could "claim impressive achievements" in terms of
urbanisation, military strength, education and Soviet pride.[887] Under his rule, the average Soviet life
expectancy grew due to improved living conditions, nutrition and medical care[888] as mortality rates also
declined.[889] Although millions of Soviet citizens despised him, support for Stalin was nevertheless
widespread throughout Soviet society.[887]

Stalin's necessity for the Soviet Union's economic development has
been questioned, and it has been argued that Stalin's policies from
1928 onwards may have only been a limiting factor.[890] Stalin's
Soviet Union has been characterised as a totalitarian state,[891] with
Stalin its authoritarian leader.[892] Various biographers have
described him as a dictator,[893] an autocrat,[894] or accused him of
practising Caesarism.[895] He has also been labelled a "red
fascist".[896] Montefiore argued that while Stalin initially ruled as
part of a Communist Party oligarchy, the Soviet government
transformed from this oligarchy into a personal dictatorship in
1934,[897] with Stalin only becoming "absolute dictator" between
March and June 1937, when senior military and NKVD figures
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A contingent from the Communist
Party of Great Britain (Marxist–
Leninist) carrying a banner of Stalin
at a May Day march through London
in 2008

were eliminated.[898] According to Kotkin, Stalin "built a personal dictatorship within the Bolshevik
dictatorship."[899] In both the Soviet Union and elsewhere he came to be portrayed as an "Oriental
despot".[900] Dmitri Volkogonov characterised him as "one of the most powerful figures in human
history."[901] McDermott stated that Stalin had "concentrated unprecedented political authority in his
hands."[902] Service stated that Stalin "had come closer to personal despotism than almost any monarch in
history" by the late 1930s.[903]

McDermott nevertheless cautioned against "over-simplistic
stereotypes"—promoted in the fiction of writers like Aleksandr
Solzhenitsyn, Vasily Grossman, and Anatoly Rybakov—that
portrayed Stalin as an omnipotent and omnipresent tyrant who
controlled every aspect of Soviet life through repression and
totalitarianism.[904] Service similarly warned of the portrayal of
Stalin as an "unimpeded despot", noting that "powerful though he
was, his powers were not limitless", and his rule depended on his
willingness to conserve the Soviet structure he had inherited.[905]

Kotkin observed that Stalin's ability to remain in power relied on
him having a majority in the Politburo at all times.[906] Khlevniuk
noted that at various points, particularly when Stalin was old and
frail, there were "periodic manifestations" in which the party
oligarchy threatened his autocratic control.[793] Stalin denied to
foreign visitors that he was a dictator, stating that those who
labelled him such did not understand the Soviet governance
structure.[907]

A vast literature devoted to Stalin has been produced.[908] During Stalin's lifetime, his approved
biographies were largely hagiographic in content.[909] Stalin ensured that these works gave very little
attention to his early life, particularly because he did not wish to emphasise his Georgian origins in a state
numerically dominated by Russians.[910] Since his death many more biographies have been written,[911]

although until the 1980s these relied largely on the same sources of information.[911] Under Mikhail
Gorbachev's Soviet administration various previously classified files on Stalin's life were made available to
historians,[911] at which point Stalin became "one of the most urgent and vital issues on the public agenda"
in the Soviet Union.[912] After the dissolution of the Union in 1991, the rest of the archives were opened to
historians, resulting in much new information about Stalin coming to light,[913] and producing a flood of
new research.[908]

Leninists remain divided in their views on Stalin; some view him as Lenin's authentic successor, while
others believe he betrayed Lenin's ideas by deviating from them.[731] The socio-economic nature of Stalin's
Soviet Union has also been much debated, varyingly being labelled a form of state socialism, state
capitalism, bureaucratic collectivism, or a totally unique mode of production.[914] Socialist writers like
Volkogonov have acknowledged that Stalin's actions damaged "the enormous appeal of socialism
generated by the October Revolution".[915]

With a high number of excess deaths occurring under his rule, Stalin has been labelled "one of the most
notorious figures in history."[885] These deaths occurred as a result of collectivisation, famine, terror
campaigns, disease, war and mortality rates in the Gulag. As the majority of excess deaths under Stalin
were not direct killings, the exact number of victims of Stalinism is difficult to calculate due to lack of
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Interior of the Gulag Museum in
Moscow

consensus among scholars on which deaths can be attributed to the regime.[916] Stalin has also been
accused of genocide in the cases of forced population transfer of ethnic minorities in the Soviet Union and
the famine in Ukraine.[917]

Official records reveal 799,455 documented executions in the
Soviet Union between 1921 and 1953; 681,692 of these were
carried out between 1937 and 1938, the years of the Great
Purge.[918] According to Michael Ellman, the best modern estimate
for the number of repression deaths during the Great Purge is
950,000–1.2 million, which includes executions, deaths in
detention, or soon after their release.[919] In addition, while archival
data shows that 1,053,829 perished in the Gulag from 1934 to
1953,[920] the current historical consensus is that of the 18 million
people who passed through the Gulag system from 1930 to 1953,
between 1.5 and 1.7 million died as a result of their
incarceration.[921] Historian and archival researcher Stephen G.
Wheatcroft and Michael Ellman attribute roughly 3 million deaths
to the Stalinist regime, including executions and deaths from criminal negligence.[922] Wheatcroft and
historian R. W. Davies estimate famine deaths at 5.5–6.5 million[923] while scholar Steven Rosefielde gives
a number of 8.7 million.[924]

In 2011, historian Timothy D. Snyder summarised modern data made after the opening of the Soviet
archives in the 1990s and states that Stalin's regime was responsible for 9 million deaths, with 6 million of
these being deliberate killings. He further states that estimates of 20 million or above, which were made
before access to the archives, are not credible.[925]

Shortly after his death, the Soviet Union went through a period of de-Stalinization. Malenkov denounced
the Stalin personality cult,[926] which was subsequently criticised in Pravda.[927] In 1956, Khrushchev
gave his "Secret Speech", titled "On the Cult of Personality and Its Consequences", to a closed session of
the Party's 20th Congress. There, Khrushchev denounced Stalin for both his mass repression and his
personality cult.[928] He repeated these denunciations at the 22nd Party Congress in October 1962.[929] In
October 1961, Stalin's body was removed from the mausoleum and buried in the Kremlin Wall Necropolis,
the location marked by a bust.[930] Stalingrad was renamed Volgograd.[931]

Khrushchev's de-Stalinisation process in Soviet society ended when he was replaced as leader by Leonid
Brezhnev in 1964; the latter introduced a level of re-Stalinisation within the Soviet Union.[932] In 1969 and
again in 1979, plans were proposed for a full rehabilitation of Stalin's legacy but on both occasions were
halted due to fears of damaging the USSR's public image.[933] Gorbachev saw the total denunciation of
Stalin as necessary for the regeneration of Soviet society.[934] After the fall of the Soviet Union in 1991, the
first President of the new Russian Federation, Boris Yeltsin, continued Gorbachev's denunciation of Stalin
but added to it a denunciation of Lenin.[934] His successor Vladimir Putin did not seek to rehabilitate Stalin
but emphasised the celebration of Soviet achievements under Stalin's leadership rather than the Stalinist
repressions.[935] In October 2017, Putin opened the Wall of Grief memorial in Moscow, noting that the
"terrible past" would neither be "justified by anything" nor "erased from the national memory."[936] In a
2017 interview, Putin added that while "we should not forget the horrors of Stalinism", the excessive
demonization of Stalin "is a means to attack [the] Soviet Union and Russia".[937] In recent years, the
government and general public of Russia has been accused of rehabilitating Stalin.[938]

In the Soviet Union and post-Soviet states
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Marxist–Leninist activists from the
Communist Party of the Russian
Federation laying wreaths at Stalin's
Moscow grave in 2009

Amid the social and economic turmoil of the post-Soviet period,
many Russians viewed Stalin as having overseen an era of order,
predictability, and pride.[939] He remains a revered figure among
many Russian nationalists, who feel nostalgic about the Soviet
victory over Nazi Germany in World War II,[940] and he is
regularly invoked approvingly within both Russia's far-left and far-
right.[941]

Polling by the Levada Center suggest Stalin's popularity has grown
since 2015, with 46% of Russians expressing a favourable view of
him in 2017 and 51% in 2019.[942] In a 2021 poll, a record 70% of
Russians indicated they had a mostly/very favourable view of
Stalin.[943] The same year, a survey by the Center showed that
Joseph Stalin was named by 39% of Russians as the "most
outstanding national figure of all time" and, while nobody received

an absolute majority, Stalin was very clearly in first place, followed by another Soviet leader Vladimir
Lenin with 30% and Russian poet Alexander Pushkin with 23%.[944][945] At the same time, there was a
growth in pro-Stalinist literature in Russia, much relying upon the misrepresentation or fabrication of source
material.[946] In this literature, Stalin's repressions are regarded either as a necessary measure to defeat
"enemies of the people" or the result of lower-level officials acting without Stalin's knowledge.[946]

The only other part of the former Soviet Union other than Russia where admiration for Stalin has remained
consistently widespread is Georgia, although Georgian attitudes have been very divided.[947] A number of
Georgians resent criticism of Stalin, the most famous figure from their nation's modern history.[940] A 2013
survey by Tbilisi State University found 45% of Georgians expressing "a positive attitude" to him.[948] A
2017 Pew Research survey had 57% of Georgians saying he played a positive role in history, compared to
18% of those expressing the same for Mikhail Gorbachev.[949]

Some positive sentiment can also be found elsewhere in the former Soviet Union. A 2012 survey
commissioned by the Carnegie Endowment found 38% of Armenians concurring that their country "will
always have need of a leader like Stalin."[950][951] In early 2010, a new monument to Stalin was erected in
Zaporizhzhia, Ukraine.[952] In December 2010, unknown persons decapitated it and it was destroyed in a
bomb attack in 2011.[953] In a 2016 Kyiv International Institute of Sociology poll, 38% of respondents had
a negative attitude to Stalin, 26% a neutral one and 17% a positive, with 19% refusing to answer.[954]

Yevstafy Zhakov, a pastor of St. Olga Strelna near St. Petersburg, caused an uproar after he hung a portrait
of Stalin among sacred images, stating: "I remember him [Stalin] on appropriate occasions, the day of his
birthday, his death and that of Victory. He was a true believer". Some weeks after the controversy, the
Patriarchate of Moscow forced Zhakov to remove the icon of Stalin from his parish. Despite calls of "some
Russians" to "beatify" Stalin, the Russian Orthodox Church has stood its ground in refusing to do so.[955]

There have also been requests by communist officials to canonize Stalin as an official saint, although these
requests were never implemented – the author referencing the church's suffering under Stalin's rule.[956]

Nonetheless, some churches have kept religious icons showing Stalin since at least 2008.[957]

Anti-Stalinist left

Religion
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Bibliography of Stalinism and the Soviet Union
Cybernetics in the Soviet Union
De-Stalinization
European interwar dictatorships
Everyday Stalinism: Ordinary Life in Extraordinary Times: Soviet Russia in the 1930s
Foreign relations of the Soviet Union
German-Soviet Axis talks
Index of Soviet Union-related articles
List of places named after Joseph Stalin
List of statues of Joseph Stalin
List of awards and honours bestowed upon Joseph Stalin
Lysenkoism
Neo-Stalinism
History of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (Bolsheviks)
Stalin's Peasants: Resistance and Survival in the Russian Village after Collectivization
Stalin and the Scientists
Stalin: Paradoxes of Power, 1878–1928
Stalin: Waiting for Hitler, 1929–1941
The Stalinist Legacy

a. Despite abolishing the office of General Secretary in 1952, Stalin continued to exercise its
powers as the Secretariat's highest-ranking member.

b. After Stalin's death, Georgy Malenkov succeeded him as both head of government and the
highest-ranking member of the party apparatus.

c. The Constituent Assembly was declared dissolved by the Bolshevik-Left SR Soviet
government, rendering the end the term served.

d. Stalin's original Georgian name was Ioseb Besarionis dze Jughashvili (Georgian: იოსებ

ბესარიონის ძე ჯუღაშვილი). The Russian equivalent of this is Iosif Vissarionovich
Dzhugashvili (Russian: Иосиф Виссарионович Джугашвили (pre-1918: Іосифъ
Виссаріоновичъ Джугашвили)). During his years as a revolutionary, he adopted the alias
"Stalin", and after the October Revolution he made it his legal name.

e. 21 December [O.S. 9] 1879 (Soviet records)
f. While forced to give up control of the Secretariat almost immediately after succeeding Stalin

as the body's de facto head, Malenkov was still recognised as "first among equals" within
the regime for over a year. As late as March 1954, he remained listed as first in the Soviet
leadership and continued to chair meetings of the Politburo.

g. Russian: Иосиф Виссарионович Сталин (pre-1918: Іосифъ Виссаріоновичъ
Сталинъ), romanized: Iosif Vissarionovich Stalin Russian pronunciation: [ɪˈosʲɪf vʲɪsərʲɪ
ˈonəvʲɪt͡ɕ ˈstalʲɪn]
Georgian: იოსებ ბესარიონის ძე სტალინი

h. Although there is inconsistency among published sources about Stalin's exact date of birth,
Ioseb Jughashvili is found in the records of the Uspensky Church in Gori, Georgia as born
on 18 December (Old Style: 6 December) 1878. This birth date is maintained in his school
leaving certificate, his extensive Okhrana file, a police arrest record from 18 April 1902 which
gave his age as 23 years, and all other surviving pre-Revolution documents. As late as
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1921, Stalin himself listed his birthday as 18 December 1878 in a curriculum vitae in his own
handwriting. After coming to power in 1922, Stalin gave his birth date as 21 December 1879
(Old Style date 9 December 1879). That became the day his birthday was celebrated in the
Soviet Union.[5]
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Leon Trotsky
Лев Троцкий (Russian)

Trotsky in 1924

People's Commissar of Military and Naval
Affairs of the Soviet Union

In office
14 March 1918 – 12 January 1925

Premier Vladimir Lenin

Alexei Rykov

Preceded by Nikolai Podvoisky

Succeeded by Mikhail Frunze

People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs of
the Russian SFSR

In office
8 November 1917 – 13 March 1918

Premier Vladimir Lenin

Preceded by Mikhail Tereshchenko

Succeeded by Georgy Chicherin

Member of the Russian Constituent
Assembly
In office

25 November 1917 – 20 January 1918[a]

Leon Trotsky

Lev Davidovich Bronstein[b] (7 November [O.S. 26
October] 1879 – 21 August 1940), better known as Leon
Trotsky[c] (/ˈtrɒtski/),[3] was a Russian revolutionary,
politician, and political theorist. He was a central figure in
the establishment of Soviet Russia and the Soviet Union.
Ideologically a Marxist, Trotsky's writings and thought
inspired a major school of the ideology known as
Trotskyism.

Born to a wealthy Russian Jewish family in Yanovka
(now Bereslavka, Ukraine), Trotsky embraced Marxism
after moving to Nikolayev in 1896. He briefly enrolled at
Odessa University to study mathematics before
abandoning his formal education to support political
agitation among workers.[2] In 1898, he was arrested for
revolutionary activities and exiled to Siberia, but escaped
to London and befriended Vladimir Lenin. Trotsky
initially sided with Julius Martov's Mensheviks against
Lenin's Bolsheviks during the Russian Social Democratic
Labour Party's 1903 organisational split. Trotsky returned
to Russia and led the Saint Petersburg Soviet in the failed
1905 Revolution. He was again exiled to Siberia,
escaping and spending time in Austria, Switzerland,
France, and New York. After the 1917 February
Revolution brought an end to the Russian Empire,
Trotsky returned to Russia as chairman of the Petrograd
Soviet and joined the Bolsheviks, playing a key role in
the October Revolution of November 1917 which
overthrew the Provisional Government and marked the
opening of the Russian Civil War (1917–1922).

In Lenin's first government, Trotsky held the post of
People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs and became
involved in the 1917–1918 Brest-Litovsk negotiations
with the German Empire as Russia pulled out of the First
World War. From 1918 to 1925, Trotsky served as the
People's Commissar for Military and Naval Affairs, in this
position founding and leading the Red Army to victory in
the civil war. Trotsky was also nominated for the position
of Deputy Chairman of the Council of People's
Commissars by Lenin but declined the position.[4][5][6] In
1922, Trotsky formed a bloc alliance with Lenin to
counter the bureaucratisation of the party and the growing
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Served
alongside

Gukovsky, Kobyakov,
Leontiev, Sokolov,
Ermakov, Pashin, Moisei
Uritsky, Valentinov

Preceded by Constituency established

Succeeded by Constituency abolished

Constituency Novgorod

Chairman of the Petrograd Soviet
In office

20 September – 26 December 1917

Preceded by Nikolay Chkheidze

Succeeded by Grigory Zinoviev

Full member of the 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th,
11th, 12th, 13th, 14th Politburo

In office
10 October 1917 – 23 October 1926

Personal details

Born Lev Davidovich Bronstein
7 November 1879 (N.S.)
Yanovka,
Yelisavetgradsky Uyezd,
Kherson Governorate,
Russian Empire (now
Bereslavka, Ukraine)

Died 21 August 1940
(aged 60)
Mexico City, Mexico

Manner of death Assassination by axe
attack

Resting place Leon Trotsky House
Museum

Citizenship Russia (1879–1917)

Russian SFSR, Soviet

Union (1917–1932)

Stateless (1932–1937)

Mexico (1937–1940)

Political party Russian Social
Democratic Labour Party
(1898–1917)

Mezhraiontsy (1917)[1]

Russian Communist
Party (Bolsheviks)

influence of Joseph Stalin.[7] Trotsky opposed Stalin as
leader of the Left Opposition, which advocated a
programme of mass industrialisation with an extension of
worker's democracy, which preceded the establishment of
the First Five-Year Plan in the Soviet Union.[8][9][10]

Trotsky was outmaneuvered after Lenin's death in 1924
and gradually lost his positions: he was expelled from the
Politburo in 1926, exiled to Alma Ata in Soviet Central
Asia in 1927, and in 1929 was deported to Turkey. He
spent the rest of his life in exile, finding refuge in France,
Norway, and Mexico.

Trotsky wrote extensively and polemically against
Stalinism. His proletarian internationalism was opposed to
Stalin's theory of "socialism in one country". Trotsky's
own theory of "permanent revolution" posited (1) that in
countries such as Russia, where world capitalism had
created a small bourgeoisie, only the proletariat could
carry out the tasks of the bourgeois revolution and build
socialism (as opposed to the two-stage theory), and (2)
that the Soviet Union could not survive surrounded by
hostile capitalist states, and that revolutions in the
advanced Western countries were required. In his book
The Revolution Betrayed (1937), Trotsky argued that the
Soviet Union had become a "degenerated workers' state"
as a consequence of its isolation, and called for a new
political revolution to end bureaucratic dictatorship and
restore the democratic values of 1917. In 1938, Trotsky
founded the Fourth International as an alternative to the
Comintern. In 1940, a Soviet NKVD agent, Ramón
Mercarder, assassinated Trotsky at his home in Mexico.[d]

Written out of Soviet history under Stalin, Trotsky was
one of his rivals who did not receive political
rehabilitation from later Soviet leaders.[12]

Leon Trotsky was born Lev Davidovich Bronstein to
David Leontyevich Bronstein (1847–1922) and Anna
Lvovna (née Zhivotovskaya, 1850–1910) on 7 November
1879, the fifth child of a wealthy Jewish landowner[13]

family in Yanovka, Kherson governorate, Russian Empire
(now Bereslavka, Ukraine). His father, David
Leontyevich, had lived in Poltava, and later moved to
Bereslavka, as it had a large Jewish community.[14][15]

Trotsky's younger sister, Olga, who also grew up to be a
Bolshevik and a Soviet politician, married the prominent
Bolshevik Lev Kamenev.[16]

Childhood and family (1879–1895)
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(1918–1927)

Spouses Aleksandra Sokolovskaya
(m. 1899; div. 1902)

Natalia Sedova (m. 1903)

Children Zinaida · Nina · Lev ·
Sergei

Education Odessa University[2]

(briefly attended)

Signature

8-year-old Lev Bronstein,
1888

Some authors, notably
Robert Service, have
claimed that Trotsky's
childhood first name was
the Yiddish Leiba.[17] The
American Trotskyist
David North said that this
was an assumption based
on Trotsky's Jewish birth,
but, contrary to Service's
claims, there is no
documentary evidence to
support his using a
Yiddish name, when that
language was not spoken
by his family.[18] Both North and political historian Walter Laqueur wrote
that Trotsky's childhood name was Lyova, a standard Russian diminutive of
the name Lev.[19] North has compared the speculation on Trotsky's given
name to the undue emphasis given to his having a Jewish surname.[18][19]

The language spoken at home was not Yiddish[20] but a mixture of Russian and Ukrainian (known as
Surzhyk).[21]

When Trotsky was eight,[22] his father sent him to Odessa to be educated. He was enrolled in a Lutheran
German-language school (Realschule zum Heiligen Paulus or school of the Lutheran St. Pauls Cathedral, a
school of Black Sea Germans which also admitted students of other faiths and backgrounds,[23]) which
became Russified during his years in Odessa as a result of the Imperial government's policy of
Russification.[24] Trotsky and his wife Natalia later registered their children as Lutheran, since Austrian law
at the time required children to be given religious education "in the faith of their parents".[25] As Isaac
Deutscher notes in his biography of Trotsky, Odessa was then a bustling cosmopolitan port city, very unlike
the typical Russian city of the time. This environment contributed to the development of the young man's
international outlook.[26]

Although Trotsky spoke French, English, and German to a good standard, he said in his autobiography My
Life that he was never perfectly fluent in any language but Russian.[27] Raymond Molinier wrote that
Trotsky spoke French fluently.[28]

Trotsky became involved in revolutionary activities in 1896 after moving to the harbor town of Nikolayev
on the Ukrainian coast of the Black Sea.[29] At first a narodnik (revolutionary agrarian socialist populist),
he initially opposed Marxism but was won over to Marxism later that year by his future first wife,
Aleksandra Sokolovskaya.

Instead of pursuing a mathematics degree at Odessa University,[2] Trotsky helped organize the South
Russian Workers' Union in Nikolayev in early 1897. Using the name "Lvov",[30] he wrote and printed
leaflets and proclamations, distributed revolutionary pamphlets, and popularized socialist ideas among
industrial workers and revolutionary students.[31]

Early political activities and life (1896–1917)

Revolutionary activity and imprisonment (1896–1898)
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Lev Davidovich Bronstein, 1897

Trotsky's first wife Aleksandra
Sokolovskaya with her brother
(sitting on the left) and Trotsky
(sitting on the right) in 1897

In January 1898, more than 200 members of the union, including
Trotsky, were arrested. He was held for the next two years in prison
awaiting trial, first in Nikolayev, then Kherson, then Odessa, and
finally in Moscow.[32] In the Moscow prison, he came into contact
with other revolutionaries, heard about Lenin and read Lenin's book,
The Development of Capitalism in Russia.[33] Two months into his
imprisonment, on 1–3 March 1898, the first Congress of the newly
formed Russian Social Democratic Labor Party (RSDLP) was
held.[34] From then on Trotsky identified as a member of the party.

While in the prison in Moscow, in the summer of 1899, Trotsky
married Aleksandra Sokolovskaya (1872–1938), a fellow Marxist. The
wedding ceremony was performed by a Jewish chaplain.[35]

In 1900, he was sentenced to four years in exile in Siberia. Because of
their marriage, Trotsky and his wife were allowed to be exiled to the
same location in Siberia. They were exiled to Ust-Kut and the
Verkholensk in the Baikal Lake region of Siberia. They had two
daughters, Zinaida (1901–1933) and Nina (1902–1928), both born in
Siberia.

In Siberia, Trotsky studied philosophy.[36] He became aware of the
differences within the party, which had been decimated by arrests in
1898 and 1899. Some social democrats known in Leninist
phraseology as "economists" argued that the party should focus on
helping industrial workers improve their lot in life and were not so
worried about changing the government.[37] They believed that
societal reforms would grow out of the worker's struggle for higher
pay and better working conditions. Others argued that overthrowing
the monarchy was more important and that a well-organized and
disciplined revolutionary party was essential. The latter position was
expressed by the London-based newspaper Iskra (The Spark), which
was founded in 1900. Trotsky quickly sided with the Iskra position
and began writing for the paper.[38]

In the summer of 1902, at the urging of his wife, Aleksandra, Trotsky escaped from Siberia hidden in a load
of hay on a wagon.[39] Aleksandra later escaped from Siberia with their daughters.[36] Both daughters
married, and Zinaida had children, but the daughters died before their parents. Nina Nevelson died from
tuberculosis in 1928, cared for in her last months by her older sister. Zinaida Volkova followed her father
into exile in Berlin, taking her son by her second marriage but leaving behind a daughter in Russia.
Suffering also from tuberculosis and depression, Zinaida committed suicide in 1933. Aleksandra
disappeared in 1935 during the Great Purges in the Soviet Union under Stalin and was murdered by Soviet
forces three years later.

First marriage and Siberian exile (1899–1902)

First emigration and second marriage (1902–1903)
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Until this point in his life, Trotsky had used his birth name: Lev (Leon) Bronstein.[40] He changed his
surname to "Trotsky", the name he would use for the rest of his life. It is said he adopted the name of a
jailer of the Odessa prison in which he had earlier been held.[41] This became his primary revolutionary
pseudonym. After his escape from Siberia, Trotsky moved to London, joining Georgi Plekhanov, Vladimir
Lenin, Julius Martov and other editors of Iskra. Under the pen name Pero ("feather" or "pen"), Trotsky
soon became one of the paper's leading writers.[15]

Unknown to Trotsky, the six editors of Iskra were evenly split between the "old guard" led by Plekhanov
and the "new guard" led by Lenin and Martov. Plekhanov's supporters were older (in their 40s and 50s),
and had spent the previous 20 years together in exile in Europe. Members of the new guard were in their
early 30s and had only recently emigrated from Russia. Lenin, who was trying to establish a permanent
majority against Plekhanov within Iskra, expected Trotsky, then 23, to side with the new guard. In March
1903 Lenin wrote:

I suggest to all the members of the editorial board that they co-opt 'Pero' as a member of the
board on the same basis as other members. [...] We very much need a seventh member, both as
a convenience in voting (six being an even number) and as an addition to our forces. 'Pero' has
been contributing to every issue for several months now; he works, in general, most
energetically for the Iskra; he gives lectures (in which he has been very successful). In the
section of articles and notes on the events of the day, he will not only be very useful, but
absolutely necessary. Unquestionably a man of rare abilities, he has conviction and energy, and
he will go much farther.[42]

Because of Plekhanov's opposition, Trotsky did not become a full member of the board. But from then on,
he participated in its meetings in an advisory capacity, which earned him Plekhanov's enmity.

In late 1902, Trotsky met Natalia Sedova (1882–1962), who soon became his companion. They married in
1903, and she was with him until his death. They had two children together, Lev Sedov (1906–1938) and
Sergei Sedov (1908–1937), both of whom would predecease their parents. Regarding his sons' surnames,
Trotsky later explained that after the 1917 revolution:

In order not to oblige my sons to change their name, I, for "citizenship" requirements, took on
the name of my wife.[43]

Trotsky never used the name "Sedov" either privately or publicly. Natalia Sedova sometimes signed her
name "Sedova-Trotskaya".

In the meantime, after a period of secret police repression and internal confusion that followed the First
Congress of the Russian Social Democratic Labour Party in 1898, Iskra succeeded in convening the party's
Second Congress in London in August 1903. Trotsky and other Iskra editors attended. The first congress
went as planned, with Iskra supporters handily defeating the few "economist" delegates. Then the congress
discussed the position of the Jewish Bund, which had co-founded the RSDLP in 1898 but wanted to
remain autonomous within the party.[44]

Split with Lenin (1903–1904)
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Trotsky in 1902

Shortly after that, the pro-Iskra delegates unexpectedly split into
two factions. The split was initially over an organisational issue.
Lenin and his supporters, the Bolsheviks, argued for a smaller but
highly organized party where only party members would be seen as
members, while Martov and his supporters, the Mensheviks, argued
for a bigger and less disciplined party where people who assisted
the party would also be seen as members. In a surprise
development, Trotsky and most of the Iskra editors supported
Martov and the Mensheviks, while Plekhanov supported Lenin and
the Bolsheviks. During 1903 and 1904, many members changed
sides in the factions. Plekhanov soon parted ways with the
Bolsheviks. Trotsky left the Mensheviks in September 1904 over
their insistence on an alliance with Russian liberals and their
opposition to a reconciliation with Lenin and the Bolsheviks.[45]

From 1904 until 1917, Trotsky described himself as a "non-
factional social democrat". He worked between 1904 and 1917,
trying to reconcile different groups within the party, which resulted in many clashes with Lenin and other
prominent party members. Trotsky later maintained that he had been wrong in opposing Lenin on the issue
of the party. During these years, Trotsky began developing his theory of permanent revolution and
developed a close working relationship with Alexander Parvus in 1904–07.[46]

During their split, Lenin referred to Trotsky as "Little Judas" (Iudushka, based on the character from
Mikhail Saltykov-Shchedrin's novel The Golovlyov Family),[47][48] a "scoundrel"[49] and a "swine".[50]

The unrest and agitation against the Russian government came to a head in Saint Petersburg on 3 January
1905 (Julian Calendar), when a strike broke out at the Putilov Works in the city. This single strike grew into
a general strike, and by 7 January 1905, there were 140,000 strikers in Saint Petersburg.[51]

On Sunday, 9 January 1905, Father Georgi Gapon knowingly led a procession of radicals mixed within
larger groups of ordinary working citizens through the streets to the Winter Palace to supposedly beseech
the Tsar for food and relief from the government. According to Gapon himself, he led the people into a
Palace Guard already on the defensive due to the crowd instigating violence against them. They eventually
fired on the demonstration, resulting in the deaths of an unknown number of violent radicals, peaceful
demonstrators and police caught within the melee. Although Sunday, 9 January 1905, became known as
Bloody Sunday, Gapon's own biography points to a conspiracy. This was later confirmed by Russian
police records listing the number of known militant radicals found among the dead.[52] [53]

Following the events of Bloody Sunday, Trotsky secretly returned to Russia in February 1905, by way of
Kiev.[54] At first he wrote leaflets for an underground printing press in Kiev, but soon moved to the capital,
Saint Petersburg. There he worked with both Bolsheviks, such as Central Committee member Leonid
Krasin, and the local Menshevik committee, which he pushed in a more radical direction. The latter,
however, were betrayed by a secret police agent in May, and Trotsky had to flee to rural Finland. There he
worked on fleshing out his theory of permanent revolution.[55]

On 19 September 1905, the typesetters at the Ivan Sytin's printing house in Moscow went out on strike for
shorter hours and higher pay. By the evening of 24 September, the workers at 50 other printing shops in
Moscow were also on strike. On 2 October 1905, the typesetters in printing shops in Saint Petersburg
decided to strike in support of the Moscow strikers. On 7 October 1905, the railway workers of the

1905 revolution and trial (1905–1906)
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Police mugshots of Trotsky in 1905 after Soviet
members were arrested during a meeting in the Free
Economic Society building

Trotsky in prison, awaiting trial, 1906

Moscow–Kazan Railway went out on strike.[56]

Amid the resulting confusion, Trotsky returned
from Finland to Saint Petersburg on 15 October
1905. On that day, Trotsky spoke before the Saint
Petersburg Soviet Council of Workers Deputies,
which was meeting at the Technological Institute
in the city. Also attending were some 200,000
people crowded outside to hear the speeches—
about half of all workers in Saint Petersburg.[57]

After his return, Trotsky and Parvus took over the newspaper
Russian Gazette, increasing its circulation to 500,000. Trotsky also
co-founded, together with Parvus and Julius Martov and other
Mensheviks, "Nachalo" ("The Beginning"), which also proved to
be a very successful newspaper in the revolutionary atmosphere of
Saint Petersburg in 1905.[58]

Just before Trotsky's return, the Mensheviks had independently
come up with the same idea that Trotsky had: an elected non-party
revolutionary organization representing the capital's workers, the
first Soviet ("Council") of Workers. By the time of Trotsky's
arrival, the Saint Petersburg Soviet was already functioning, headed
by Khrustalyev-Nosar (Georgy Nosar, alias Pyotr Khrustalyov).
Khrustalyev-Nosar had been a compromise figure when elected as
the head of the Saint Petersburg Soviet. He was a lawyer that stood
above the political factions contained in the Soviet.[59]

However, since his election, he proved to be very popular with the workers in spite of the Bolsheviks'
original opposition to him. Khrustalev-Nosar became famous in his position as spokesman for the Saint
Petersburg Soviet.[60] Indeed, to the outside world, Khrustalev-Nosar was the embodiment of the Saint
Petersburg Soviet.[59] Trotsky joined the Soviet under the name "Yanovsky" (after the village he was born
in, Yanovka) and was elected vice-chairman. He did much of the actual work at the Soviet and, after
Khrustalev-Nosar's arrest on 26 November 1905, was elected its chairman. On 2 December, the Soviet
issued a proclamation which included the following statement about the Tsarist government and its foreign
debts:[61]

The autocracy never enjoyed the confidence of the people and was never granted any
authority by the people. We have therefore decided not to allow the repayment of such loans as
have been made by the Tsarist government when openly engaged in a war with the entire
people.
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Trotsky with Alexander Parvus (left)
and Leo Deutsch (right) in Saint
Peter and Paul Fortress prison at
Saint Petersburg in 1906

Trotsky reading Pravda in Vienna,
circa 1910

The following day, on 3 December 1905, the Soviet was surrounded by troops loyal to the government and
the deputies were arrested.[62] Trotsky and other Soviet leaders were tried in 1906 on charges of supporting
an armed rebellion. On 4 October 1906 he was convicted and sentenced to internal exile to Siberia.

While en route to exile in Obdorsk, Siberia, in January 1907,
Trotsky escaped at Berezov[63] and once again made his way to
London. He attended the 5th Congress of the RSDLP. In October,
he moved to Vienna, Austria-Hungary. For the next seven years, he
often took part in the activities of the Austrian Social Democratic
Party and, occasionally, of the German Social Democratic Party.[44]

In Vienna, Trotsky became close to Adolph Joffe, his friend for the
next 20 years, who introduced him to psychoanalysis.[64]

In October 1908 he was
asked to join the editorial
staff of Pravda ("Truth"), a
bi-weekly, Russian-
language social democratic
paper for Russian workers, which he co-edited with Adolph Joffe
and Matvey Skobelev. It was smuggled into Russia.[65] The paper
appeared very irregularly; only five issues were published in its first
year.[65]

Avoiding factional politics, the paper proved popular with Russian
industrial workers. Both the Bolsheviks and the Mensheviks split
multiple times after the failure of the 1905–1907 revolution. Money
was very scarce for the publication of Pravda. Trotsky approached
the Russian Central Committee to seek financial backing for the
newspaper throughout 1909.[66]

A majority of Bolsheviks controlled the Central Committee in
1910. Lenin agreed to the financing of "Pravda", but required a
Bolshevik to be appointed as co-editor of the paper.[66] When
various Bolshevik and Menshevik factions tried to re-unite at the

January 1910 RSDLP Central Committee meeting in Paris over Lenin's objections,[67] Trotsky's Pravda
was made a party-financed 'central organ'. Lev Kamenev, Trotsky's brother-in-law, was added to the
editorial board from the Bolsheviks, but the unification attempts failed in August 1910. Kamenev resigned
from the board amid mutual recriminations. Trotsky continued publishing Pravda for another two years
until it finally folded in April 1912.[26]

The Bolsheviks started a new workers-oriented newspaper in Saint Petersburg on 22 April 1912 and also
called it Pravda. Trotsky was so upset by what he saw as a usurpation of his newspaper's name that in
April 1913, he wrote a letter to Nikolay Chkheidze, a Menshevik leader, bitterly denouncing Lenin and the
Bolsheviks. Though he quickly got over the disagreement, the message was intercepted by the Russian
police, and a copy was put into their archives. Shortly after Lenin's death in 1924, the letter was found and
publicized by Trotsky's opponents within the Communist Party to portray him as Lenin's enemy.[15]

Second emigration (1907–1914)
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Trotsky in Vienna

The 1910s were a period of heightened tension within the RSDLP, leading to numerous frictions between
Trotsky, the Bolsheviks and the Mensheviks. The most serious disagreement that Trotsky and the
Mensheviks had with Lenin at the time was over the issue of "expropriations",[68] i.e., armed robbery of
banks and other companies by Bolshevik groups to procure money for the Party. These actions had been
banned by the 5th Congress, but were continued by the Bolsheviks.

In January 1912, the majority of the Bolshevik faction, led by
Lenin, as well as a few defecting Mensheviks, held a conference in
Prague and decided to break away from the Russian Social
Democratic Labour Party, and formed a new party, the Russian
Social Democratic Labour Party (Bolsheviks). In response, Trotsky
organized a "unification" conference of social democratic factions
in Vienna in August 1912 (a.k.a. "The August Bloc") and tried to
re-unite the Bolsheviks and Mensheviks into one party. The attempt
was generally unsuccessful.[44]

In Vienna, Trotsky continuously published articles in radical
Russian and Ukrainian newspapers, such as Kievskaya Mysl, under

a variety of pseudonyms, often using "Antid Oto".[69] In September 1912, Kievskaya Mysl sent him to the
Balkans as its war correspondent, where he covered the two Balkan Wars for the next year. While there,
Trotsky chronicled the ethnic cleansing carried out by the Serbian army against the Albanian civilian
population.[70] He became a close friend of Christian Rakovsky, later a leading Soviet politician and
Trotsky's ally in the Soviet Communist Party. On 3 August 1914, at the outbreak of World War I, in which
Austria-Hungary fought against the Russian Empire, Trotsky was forced to flee Vienna for neutral
Switzerland to avoid arrest as a Russian émigré.[30]

The outbreak of World War I caused a sudden realignment within the RSDLP and other European social
democratic parties over the issues of war, revolution, pacifism and internationalism, redividing the party into
defeatists and defencists. Within the RSDLP, Lenin, Trotsky and Martov advocated various internationalist
anti-war positions that saw defeat for your own country's ruling class imperialists as the "lesser evil" in the
war, while they opposed all imperialists in the imperialist war. These anti-war believers were known as
"defeatists". Those who supported one side over the other in the war were known as "defencists".
Plekhanov and many other defencist social democrats (both Bolsheviks and Mensheviks) supported the
Russian government to some extent and wanted them to win the war, while Trotsky's ex-colleague Parvus,
now a defencist, sided against Russia so strongly that he wanted Germany to win the war. In Switzerland,
Trotsky briefly worked within the Swiss Socialist Party, prompting it to adopt an internationalist resolution.
He wrote a book opposing the war, The War and the International,[71] and the pro-war position taken by
the European social democratic parties, primarily the German party.

As a war correspondent for the Kievskaya Mysl, Trotsky moved to France on 19 November 1914. In
January 1915 in Paris, he began editing (at first with Martov, who soon resigned as the paper moved to the
left) Nashe Slovo ("Our Word"), an internationalist socialist newspaper. He adopted the slogan of "peace
without indemnities or annexations, peace without conquerors or conquered." Lenin advocated Russia's
defeat in the war and demanded a complete break with the Second International.[72]

Trotsky attended the Zimmerwald Conference of anti-war socialists in September 1915 and advocated a
middle course between those who, like Martov, would stay within the Second International at any cost and
those who, like Lenin, would break with the Second International and form a Third International. The

World War I (1914–1917)
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Leon Trotsky with his
daughter Nina in 1915

Trotsky arriving in Petrograd by train
in May 1917

conference adopted the middle line proposed by Trotsky. At first opposed,
in the end Lenin voted for Trotsky's resolution to avoid a split among anti-
war socialists.[73]

In September 1916,[74] Trotsky was deported from France to Spain for his
anti-war activities. Spanish authorities did not want him and deported him
to the United States on 25 December 1916. He arrived in New York City
on 13 January 1917. He stayed for nearly three months at 1522 Vyse
Avenue in The Bronx. In New York he wrote articles for the local Russian
language socialist newspaper, Novy Mir, and the Yiddish-language daily,
Der Forverts (The Jewish Daily Forward), in translation. He also made
speeches to Russian émigrés.[75]

Trotsky was living in New York City when the February Revolution of
1917 led to the abdication of Tsar Nicholas II. He left New York on 27
March 1917, but his ship, the SS Kristianiafjord, was intercepted by British naval officials in Canada at
Halifax, Nova Scotia. He was detained for a month at Amherst Internment Camp in Nova Scotia. While
imprisoned in the camp, Trotsky established an increasing friendship with the workers and sailors amongst
his fellow inmates, describing his month at the camp as "one continual mass meeting".[76]

Trotsky's speeches and agitation incurred the wrath of German officer inmates who complained to the
British camp commander, Colonel Morris, about Trotsky's "anti-patriotic" attitude.[76] Morris then forbade
Trotsky to make any more public speeches, leading to 530 prisoners protesting and signing a petition
against Morris' order.[76] Back in Russia, after initial hesitation and facing pressure from the workers' and
peasants' Soviets, the Russian foreign minister Pavel Milyukov was compelled to demand the release of
Trotsky as a Russian citizen, and the British government freed him on 29 April 1917.[76]

He reached Russia on 17 May 1917. After his return, Trotsky
substantially agreed with the Bolshevik position, but did not join
them right away. Russian social democrats were split into at least
six groups, and the Bolsheviks were waiting for the next party
Congress to determine which factions to merge with. Trotsky
temporarily joined the Mezhraiontsy, a regional social democratic
organization in Petrograd, and became one of its leaders. At the
First Congress of Soviets in June, he was elected a member of the
first All-Russian Central Executive Committee ("VTsIK") from the
Mezhraiontsy faction.[77]

After an unsuccessful pro-Bolshevik uprising in Petrograd, Trotsky
was arrested on 7 August 1917. He was released 40 days later in
the aftermath of the failed counter-revolutionary uprising by Lavr
Kornilov. After the Bolsheviks gained a majority in the Petrograd
Soviet, Trotsky was elected chairman on 8 October [O.S. 25
September] 1917.[78] He sided with Lenin against Grigory
Zinoviev and Lev Kamenev when the Bolshevik Central
Committee discussed staging an armed uprising, and he led the
efforts to overthrow the Russian Provisional Government headed
by socialist Aleksandr Kerensky.

The following summary of Trotsky's role in 1917 was written by Joseph Stalin in Pravda, 6 November
1918.[79] Although this passage was quoted in Stalin's book The October Revolution (1934),[79] it was
expunged from Stalin's Works (1949).[80]
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The dissolution of the Constituent
Assembly on 6 January 1918. The
Tauride Palace is locked and
guarded by Trotsky, Sverdlov,
Zinoviev and Lashevich.

Leon Trotsky and Lev Kamenev at
the Brest-Litovsk negotiations (c.
1917–1918)

All practical work in connection with the organization of the uprising was done under the
immediate direction of Comrade Trotsky, the President of the Petrograd Soviet. It can be stated
with certainty that the Party is indebted primarily and principally to Comrade Trotsky for the
rapid going over of the garrison to the side of the Soviet and the efficient manner in which the
work of the Military Revolutionary Committee was organized.

After the success of the Bolshevik coup on 7–8 November 1917, Trotsky led the efforts to repel a counter-
attack by Cossacks under General Pyotr Krasnov and other troops still loyal to the overthrown Provisional
Government at Gatchina. Allied with Lenin, he defeated attempts by other Bolshevik Central Committee
members (Zinoviev, Kamenev, Rykov, etc.) to share power with other socialist parties. By the end of 1917,
Trotsky was unquestionably the second man in the Bolshevik Party after Lenin. He overshadowed the
ambitious Zinoviev, who had been Lenin's top lieutenant over the previous decade, but whose star
appeared to be fading. This reversal of position contributed to continuing competition and enmity between
the two men, which lasted until 1926 and did much to destroy them both.

After the Bolsheviks came to power, Trotsky became the People's
Commissar for Foreign Affairs and published the secret treaties
previously signed by the Triple Entente that detailed plans for post-
war reallocation of colonies and redrawing state borders. On 23
November 1917, Trotsky revealed the secret treaty arrangements
which had been made between the Tsarist government, Britain and
France, causing them considerable embarrassment.

In preparation for peace
talks with the
representatives of the
Imperial German
government and the representatives of the other Central Powers
leading up to the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk, Leon Trotsky appointed
his old friend Joffe to represent the Bolsheviks. When the Soviet
delegation learned that Germans and Austro-Hungarians planned to
annex slices of Polish territory and to set up a rump Polish state
with what remained, while the Baltic provinces were to become
client states ruled by German princes, the talks were recessed for 12
days. The Soviets' only hopes were that, given time, their allies
would agree to join the negotiations or that the western European
proletariat would revolt, so their best strategy was to prolong the
negotiations. As Foreign Minister Leon Trotsky wrote, "To delay

negotiations, there must be someone to do the delaying".[81] Therefore, Trotsky replaced Joffe as the leader
of the Soviet delegation during the peace negotiations in Brest-Litovsk from 22 December 1917 to 10
February 1918.[82] At that time the Soviet government was split on the issue. Left Communists, led by

Russian Revolution and aftermath

Commissar for Foreign Affairs and Brest-Litovsk (1917–1918)

Brest-Litovsk
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Territory lost under the
Treaty of Brest-Litovsk

Nikolai Bukharin, continued to believe that there could be no peace between a Soviet republic and a
capitalist empire, and that only a revolutionary war leading to a pan-European Soviet republic would bring
a durable peace.[83][84]

They cited the successes of the newly formed (15 January 1918) voluntary Red Army against Polish forces
of Gen. Józef Dowbor-Muśnicki in Belarus, White forces in the Don region, and newly independent
Ukrainian forces as proof that the Red Army could repel German forces, especially if propaganda and
asymmetrical warfare were used.[83]

They were willing to hold talks with the Germans as a means of exposing German imperial ambitions
(territorial gains, reparations, etc.) in the hope of accelerating the hoped−for Soviet revolution in the West.
Still, they were dead set against signing any peace treaty. In the case of a German ultimatum, they
advocated proclaiming a revolutionary war against Germany to inspire Russian and European workers to
fight for socialism. This opinion was shared by Left Socialist Revolutionaries, who were then the
Bolsheviks' junior partners in a coalition government.[85]

Lenin, who had earlier hoped for a speedy Soviet revolution in Germany
and other parts of Europe, quickly decided that the Imperial government of
Germany was still firmly in control and that, without a strong Russian
military, an armed conflict with Germany would lead to a collapse of the
Soviet government in Russia. He agreed with the Left Communists that
ultimately a pan-European Soviet revolution would solve all problems, but
until then the Bolsheviks had to stay in power. Lenin did not mind
prolonging the negotiating process for maximum propaganda effect, but,
from January 1918 on, advocated signing a separate peace treaty if faced
with a German ultimatum. Trotsky's position was between these two
Bolshevik factions. Like Lenin, he admitted that the old Russian military,
inherited from the monarchy and the Provisional Government and in
advanced stages of decomposition, was unable to fight:[86]

That we could no longer fight was perfectly clear to me and
that the newly formed Red Guard and Red Army detachments
were too small and poorly trained to resist the Germans.

But he agreed with the Left Communists that a separate peace treaty with an imperialist power would be a
terrible morale and material blow to the Soviet government, negate all its military and political successes of
1917 and 1918, resurrect the notion that the Bolsheviks secretly allied with the German government, and
cause an upsurge of internal resistance. He argued that any German ultimatum should be refused, and that
this might well lead to an uprising in Germany, or at least inspire German soldiers to disobey their officers
since any German offensive would be a naked land grab for territories. Trotsky wrote in 1925:[87]

We began peace negotiations in the hope of arousing the workmen's party of Germany and
Austria-Hungary as well as of the Entente countries. For this reason we were obliged to delay
the negotiations as long as possible to give the European workman time to understand the main
fact of the Soviet revolution itself and particularly its peace policy. But there was the other
question: Can the Germans still fight? Are they in a position to begin an attack on the
revolution that will explain the cessation of the war? How can we find out the state of mind of
the German soldiers, how to fathom it?
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Trotsky, in a letter he wrote to Lenin during the negations, must have been written before January 18, 1918,
described its policy, summarily, as follows:[88][89][90]

Dear Vladimir Ilyich
It is impossible to sign their peace. They already have agreed with fictitious Governments of
Poland, Lithuania, Courland and others concerning territorial concessions and military and
customs treaties. (...)
We cannot sign their peace. My plan is this:
We announce the termination of the war and demobilization without signing any peace. We
declare we cannot participate in the looting war of the Allies nor can we sign a looting peace.
Poland's, Lithuania's and Courland's fate we place upon the responsibility of the German
working people.
The Germans will be unable to attack us after we declare the war ended. At any rate, it would
be very difficult for Germany to attack us, because of her internal condition. The
Scheidemannites adopted a formal resolution to break with the Government if it makes
annexationist demands of the Russian revolution.
The Berliner Tageblatt and the Vossische Zeitung demand an understanding with Russia by all
means. The Centrists favor an agreement. (...)
We declare we end the war but do not sign a peace. They will be unable to make an offensive
against us. If they attack us, our position will be no worse than now (...)
We must have your decision. We can still drag on negotiations for one or two or three or four
days. Afterward they must be broken off. I see no other solution than that proposed. I clasp
your hand.
Yours,
TROTZKY.
Answer by direct wire: "I agree to your plan" or "I don't agree."

However, even though Lenin was in favour of a peace, due to party opposition, he basically responded
with these messages from January 18, 1918:[91]

Message to Trotsky.
Stalin has just arrived; we will look into the matter with him and let you have a joint answer
right away.
Lenin

Pass the following on to Trotsky: please adjourn proceedings and leave for Petrograd.
Send a reply; I will wait.
Lenin, Stalin

As it was remarked by Trotsky that, "[... p]ossibly this answer already showed that he did not agree with
my proposition (...)", Trotsky returned to Petrograd to debate with Lenin.[92] During his debate with
Trotsky, Lenin concluded: "(...) In any case, I stand for the immediate signing of peace; it is safer."[93]

However, after debates with the German delegation, Trotsky and Russian delegation withdraw themselves
from peace talks in 10 February 1918, by declaring ending the war on the side of Soviet Russia, and not
signing a peace treaty.[94] Contrary to one-sided ending the war, Germany resumed military operations on
18 February. Within a day, it became clear that the German army was capable of conducting offensive
operations and that Red Army detachments, which were relatively small, poorly organized and poorly led,
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Leon Trotsky speaks from his
armoured train during the Russian
Civil War in 1920

were no match for it. On the evening of 18 February 1918, Trotsky and his supporters in the committee
abstained, and Lenin's proposal was accepted 7–4. The Soviet government sent a radiogram to the German
side, taking the final Brest-Litovsk peace terms.[95]

Germany did not respond for three days and continued its offensive, encountering little resistance. The
response arrived on 21 February, but the proposed terms were so harsh that even Lenin briefly thought that
the Soviet government had no choice but to fight. But in the end, the committee again voted 7–4 on 23
February 1918; the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk was signed on 3 March and ratified on 15 March 1918. Since
Trotsky was so closely associated with the policy previously followed by the Soviet delegation at Brest-
Litovsk, he resigned from his position as Commissar for Foreign Affairs to remove a potential obstacle to
the new policy.

On 13 March 1918, Trotsky's resignation as Commissar for Foreign
Affairs was officially accepted, and he was appointed People's
Commissar of Army and Navy Affairs—in place of Podvoisky—
and chairman of the Supreme Military Council. The post of
commander-in-chief was abolished, and Trotsky gained full control
of the Red Army, responsible only to the Communist Party
leadership, whose Left Socialist Revolutionary allies had left the
government over the controversial treaty of Brest-Litovsk.[85]

The entire Bolshevik leadership of the Red Army, including
People's Commissar (defence minister) Nikolai Podvoisky and
commander-in-chief Nikolai Krylenko, protested vigorously against
Trotsky's appointment and eventually resigned. They believed that
the Red Army should consist only of dedicated revolutionaries, rely
on propaganda and force, and have elected officers. They viewed
former imperial officers and generals as potential traitors who
should be kept out of the new military, much less put in charge of
it. Their views continued to be popular with many Bolsheviks
throughout most of the Russian Civil War, and their supporters,
including Podvoisky, who became one of Trotsky's deputies, were
a constant thorn in Trotsky's side. The discontent with Trotsky's
policies of strict discipline, forced conscription and reliance on
carefully supervised non-Communist military experts eventually led to the Military Opposition, which was
active within the Communist Party in late 1918–1919.[96]

The military situation soon tested Trotsky's managerial and organization-building skills. In May–June 1918,
the Czechoslovak Legions en route from European Russia to Vladivostok rose against the Soviet
government. This left the Bolsheviks with the loss of most of the country's territory, an increasingly well-
organized resistance by Russian anti-Communist forces (usually referred to as the White Army after their
best-known component) and widespread defection by the military experts whom Trotsky relied on.[98]

Head of the Red Army (spring 1918)

Civil War (1918–1920)

1918
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An antisemitic[97] 1919
White Army propaganda
poster depicting Trotsky as
Satan wearing a pentagram
and portraying the
Bolsheviks' Chinese
supporters as mass
murderers. The caption
reads, "Peace and Liberty in
Sovdepiya".

European theatre of the Russian Civil
War in 1918–19

Trotsky and the government responded with a full-fledged mobilisation,
which increased the size of the Red Army from fewer than 300,000 in May
1918 to one million in October, and an introduction of political commissars
into the army. The latter had the task of ensuring the loyalty of military
experts (mostly former officers in the Imperial Army) and co-signing their
orders. Trotsky regarded the organisation of the Red Army as built on the
ideas of the October Revolution. As he later wrote in his autobiography:[99]

An army cannot be built without reprisals. Masses of men
cannot be led to death unless the army command has the
death-penalty in its arsenal. So long as those malicious tailless
apes that are so proud of their technical achievements—the
animals that we call men—will build armies and wage wars,
the command will always be obliged to place the soldiers
between the possible death in the front and the inevitable one
in the rear. And yet armies are not built on fear. The Tsar's
army fell to pieces not because of any lack of reprisals. In his
attempt to save it by restoring the death-penalty, Kerensky
only finished it. Upon the ashes of the great war, the
Bolsheviks created a new army. These facts demand no
explanation for any one who has even the slightest knowledge
of the language of history. The strongest cement in the new
army was the ideas of the October revolution, and the train
supplied the front with this cement.

In December 1917, Felix Dzerzhinsky was appointed to the duty of
rooting out counterrevolutionary threats to the Soviet government.
He was the director of the All-Russian Extraordinary Commission
(aka Cheka), a predecessor of the KGB that served as the secret
police for the Soviets.[100]

From early 1918, the Bolsheviks started physical elimination of
opposition and other socialist and revolutionary fractions, anarchists
among the first.[101] On 11 August 1918, prior to the events that
would officially catalyze the Terror, Vladimir Lenin had sent
telegrams "to introduce mass terror" in Nizhny Novgorod in
response to a suspected civilian uprising there, and to "crush"
landowners in Penza who resisted, sometimes violently, the
requisitioning of their grain by military detachments.[102]

Leonid Kannegisser, a young military cadet of the Imperial Russian
Army, assassinated Moisey Uritsky on August 17, 1918, outside
the Petrograd Cheka secret police headquarters in retaliation for the
execution of his friend and other officers.[103]

On August 30, Socialist Revolutionary Fanny Kaplan
unsuccessfully attempted to assassinate Vladimir Lenin.[104][100]

Red Terror
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During interrogation by the Cheka, she made the following statement:

"My name is Fanya Kaplan. Today I shot Lenin. I did it on my own. I will not say from whom
I obtained my revolver. I will give no details. I had resolved to kill Lenin long ago. I consider
him a traitor to the Revolution. I was exiled to Akatui for participating in an assassination
attempt against a Tsarist official in Kiev [now Kyiv]. I spent 11 years at hard labour. After the
Revolution, I was freed. I favoured the Constituent Assembly and am still for it".[105]

In September 1918, Trotsky rushed back from the far-eastern front of the civil war to reach Moscow after
the second day of the shooting and Stalin remained in Tsaritsyn.[106]

Kaplan referenced the Bolsheviks' growing authoritarianism, citing their forcible shutdown of the
Constituent Assembly in January 1918, the elections to which they had lost. When it became clear that
Kaplan would not implicate any accomplices, she was executed in Alexander Garden. The order was
carried out by the commander of the Kremlin, the former Baltic sailor P. D. Malkov and a group of Latvian
Bolsheviks[107] on September 3, 1918 with a bullet to the back of the head.[108] Her corpse was bundled
into a barrel and set alight. The order came from Yakov Sverdlov, who only six weeks earlier had ordered
the murder of the Tsar and his family.[109][110]: 442 

These events persuaded the government to heed Dzerzhinsky's lobbying for greater terror against
opposition. The campaign of mass repressions would officially begin thereafter.[104][100] The Red Terror is
considered to have officially begun between 17 and 30 August 1918.[104][100] Regarding the Red Terror
Trotsky wrote:

The bourgeoisie today is a falling class... We are forced to tear it off, to chop it away. The Red
Terror is a weapon utilized against a class, doomed to destruction, which does not wish to
perish. If the White Terror can only retard the historical rise of the proletariat, the Red Terror
hastens the destruction of the bourgeoisie.[111]

In dealing with deserters, Trotsky often appealed to them politically, arousing them with the ideas of the
Revolution.

In the provinces of Kaluga, Voronezh, and Ryazan, tens of thousands of young peasants had
failed to answer the first recruiting summons by the Soviets ... The war commissariat of
Ryazan succeeded in gathering in some fifteen thousand of such deserters. While passing
through Ryazan, I decided to take a look at them. Some of our men tried to dissuade me.
"Something might happen," they warned me. But everything went off beautifully. The men
were called out of their barracks. "Comrade-deserters—come to the meeting. Comrade Trotsky
has come to speak to you." They ran out excited, boisterous, as curious as schoolboys. I had
imagined them much worse, and they had imagined me as more terrible. In a few minutes, I
was surrounded by a huge crowd of unbridled, utterly undisciplined, but not at all hostile men.
The "comrade-deserters" were looking at me with such curiosity that it seemed as if their eyes
would pop out of their heads. I climbed on a table there in the yard, and spoke to them for
about an hour and a half. It was a most responsive audience. I tried to raise them in their own
eyes; concluding, I asked them to lift their hands in token of their loyalty to the revolution. The
new ideas infected them before my very eyes. They were genuinely enthusiastic; they
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Trotsky with Demyan Bedny near
Kazan, 1918

followed me to the automobile, devoured me with their eyes, not fearfully, as before, but
rapturously, and shouted at the tops of their voices. They would hardly let me go. I learned
afterward, with some pride, that one of the best ways to educate them was to remind them:
"What did you promise Comrade Trotsky?" Later on, regiments of Ryazan "deserters" fought
well at the fronts.

The first use of the punitive barrier troops by the Red Army occurred in the late summer and fall of 1918 in
the Eastern front during the Russian Civil War, when People's Commissar of Military and Naval Affairs
(War Commissar) Leon Trotsky of the Communist Bolshevik government authorized Mikhail
Tukhachevsky, the commander of the 1st Army, to station blocking detachments behind unreliable Red
Army infantry regiments in the 1st Red Army, with orders to shoot if front-line troops either deserted or
retreated without permission. The barrier troops comprised personnel drawn from Cheka punitive
detachments or from regular Red Army infantry regiments.[112]

In December 1918 Trotsky ordered that detachments of additional barrier troops be raised for attachment to
each infantry formation in the Red Army. On December 18 he cabled:

How do things stand with the blocking units? As far as I am aware they have not been
included in our establishment and it appears they have no personnel. It is absolutely essential
that we have at least an embryonic network of blocking units and that we work out a
procedure for bringing them up to strength and deploying them.[112]

The barrier troops were also used to enforce Bolshevik control over food supplies in areas controlled by the
Red Army, a role which soon earned them the hatred of the Russian civilian population.[113]

Given the lack of manpower and the 16 opposing foreign armies,
Trotsky also insisted on the use of former Tsarist officers as military
specialists within the Red Army, in combination with Bolshevik
political commissars to ensure the revolutionary nature of the Red
Army. Lenin commented on this:

When Comrade Trotsky informed me recently that the
number of officers of the old army employed by our
War Department runs into several tens of thousands, I
perceived concretely where the secret of using our
enemy lay, how to compel those who had opposed
communism to build it, how to build communism with
the bricks which the capitalists had chosen to hurl
against us! We have no other bricks! And so, we must
compel the bourgeois experts, under the leadership of
the proletariat, to build up our edifice with these
bricks. This is what is difficult; but this is the pledge of
victory.[114]

In September 1918, the Bolshevik government, facing continuous military difficulties, declared what
amounted to martial law and reorganized the Red Army. The Supreme Military Council was abolished, and
the position of commander-in-chief was restored, filled by the commander of the Latvian Riflemen, Loakim
Vatsetis (a.k.a. Jukums Vācietis), who had formerly led the Eastern Front against the Czechoslovak
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Trotsky with Lenin and Kamenev

Vladimir Lenin, Leon Trotsky, Lev
Kamenev motivate the troops to fight
in the Soviet-Polish war, 1 May 1920

Trotsky addressing soldiers of the
Red Army during the Polish-Soviet
War

Legions. Vatsetis took charge of the day-to-day operations of the
army. At the same time, Trotsky became chairman of the newly
formed Revolutionary Military Council of the Republic and
retained overall control of the military. Trotsky and Vatsetis had
clashed earlier in 1918, while Vatsetis and Trotsky's adviser
Mikhail Bonch-Bruevich were also on unfriendly terms.
Nevertheless, Trotsky eventually established a working relationship
with the often prickly Vatsetis.

The reorganization caused yet another conflict, this time between
Trotsky and Stalin, in late September. Trotsky appointed former
imperial general Pavel Pavlovich Sytin to command the Southern
Front, but in early October 1918 Stalin refused to accept him and so he was recalled from the front. Lenin
and Yakov Sverdlov tried to make Trotsky and Stalin reconcile, but their meeting proved unsuccessful.

Throughout late 1918 and early 1919, there were a number of
attacks on Trotsky's leadership of the Red Army, including veiled
accusations in newspaper articles inspired by Stalin and a direct
attack by the Military Opposition at the VIIIth Party Congress in
March 1919. On the surface, he weathered them successfully and
was elected one of only five full members of the first Politburo after
the Congress. But he later wrote:[96]

It is no wonder that my military work created so many
enemies for me. I did not look to the side, I elbowed
away those who interfered with military success, or in
the haste of the work trod on the toes of the unheeding
and was too busy even to apologize. Some people
remember such things. The dissatisfied and those
whose feelings had been hurt found their way to Stalin
or Zinoviev, for these two also nourished hurts.

In mid-1919, the dissatisfied had an opportunity to mount a serious
challenge to Trotsky's leadership: the Red Army grew from
800,000 to 3,000,000 and fought simultaneously on sixteen
fronts.[115]

At the 3–4 July Central Committee meeting, after a heated
exchange, the majority supported Kamenev and Smilga against
Vācietis and Trotsky. Trotsky's plan was rejected, and he was much
criticized for various alleged shortcomings in his leadership style, much of it of a personal nature. Stalin
used this opportunity to pressure Lenin[116] to dismiss Trotsky from his post.

However, some significant changes to the leadership of the Red Army were made. Trotsky was temporarily
sent to the Southern Front, while Smilga informally coordinated the work in Moscow. Most members of the
Revolutionary Military Council who were not involved in its day-to-day operations were relieved of their
duties on 8 July, and new members, including Smilga, were added. The same day, while Trotsky was in the
south, Vācietis was suddenly arrested by the Cheka on suspicion of involvement in an anti-Soviet plot, and
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Béla Kun, Alfred Rosmer, Leon
Trotsky, Mikhail Frunze and Sergey
Gusev, Kharkov, Ukraine, 1920

Mikhail Kalinin and Leon Trotsky
greet Red Army troops. Polish–
Soviet War.

replaced by Sergey Kamenev. After a few weeks in the south, Trotsky returned to Moscow and resumed
control of the Red Army. A year later, Smilga and Tukhachevsky were defeated during the Battle of
Warsaw, but Trotsky refused this opportunity to pay Smilga back, which earned him Smilga's friendship
and later his support during the intra-Party battles of the 1920s.[117]

By October 1919, the government was in the worst crisis of the Civil War: Denikin's troops approached
Tula and Moscow from the south, and General Nikolay Yudenich's troops approached Petrograd from the
west. Lenin decided that since it was more important to defend Moscow, Petrograd would have to be
abandoned. Trotsky argued[118] that Petrograd needed to be defended, at least in part to prevent Estonia
and Finland from intervening. In a rare reversal, Trotsky was supported by Stalin and Zinoviev, and
prevailed against Lenin in the Central Committee.

With the defeat of Denikin and Yudenich in late 1919, the Soviet
government's emphasis shifted to the economy. Trotsky spent the
winter of 1919–20 in the Urals region trying to restart its economy.
A false rumor of his assassination circulated in Germany and the
international press on New Year's Day 1920.[119] Based on his
experiences, he proposed abandoning the policies of War
Communism,[120] which included confiscating grain from peasants,
and partially restoring the grain market. Still committed to War
Communism, Lenin rejected his proposal.

In early 1920, Soviet–
Polish tensions eventually led to the Polish–Soviet War. In the run-
up and during the war, Trotsky argued[116] that the Red Army was
exhausted and the Soviet government should sign a peace treaty
with Poland as soon as possible. He did not believe that the Red
Army would find much support in Poland proper. Lenin later wrote
that he and other Bolshevik leaders believed the Red Army's
successes in the Russian Civil War and against the Poles meant
"The defensive period of the war with worldwide imperialism was
over, and we could, and had the obligation to, exploit the military
situation to launch an offensive war."[121]

Poland defeated the Red Army, and the offensive was turned back
during the Battle of Warsaw in August 1920. Back in Moscow,
Trotsky again argued for a peace treaty, and this time prevailed.

Trotsky's position formed while he led a special commission on the Soviet transportation system, Tsektran.
He was appointed there to rebuild the rail system ruined by the Civil War. Being the Commissar of War and
a revolutionary military leader, he saw a need to create a militarized "production atmosphere" by
incorporating trade unions directly into the State apparatus. His unyielding stance was that in a worker's
state, the workers should have nothing to fear from the State, and the State should fully control the unions.
In the Ninth Party Congress, he argued for:

1920

Trade union debate (1920–1921)
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Trotsky on an anti-Soviet Polish
poster titled "Bolshevik freedom"
which depicts him on a pile of skulls
and holding a bloody knife, during the
Polish–Soviet War of 1920. Small
caption in the lower right corner
reads:
The Bolsheviks promised:
We'll give you peace
We'll give you freedom
We'll give you land
Work and bread
Despicably they cheated
They started a war
With Poland
Instead of freedom they brought
The fist
Instead of land – confiscation
Instead of work – misery
Instead of bread – famine.

Trotsky with Vladimir Lenin and Klim
Voroshilov among soldiers in
Petrograd in 1921.Red Army troops attack Kronstadt

sailors in March 1921.

"....a regime in which every worker feels himself a
soldier of labour, who cannot dispose of himself freely;
if the order is given to transfer him, he must carry it
out; if he does not carry it out, he will be a deserter
who is punished. Who looks after this? The trade
unions. It creates the new regime. This is the
militarisation of the working class."[122]

Lenin sharply criticized Trotsky and accused him of
"bureaucratically nagging the trade unions" and of staging
"factional attacks." His view did not focus on State control as much
as the concern that a new relationship was needed between the
State and the rank-and-file workers. He said, "Introduction of
genuine labour discipline is conceived only if the whole mass of
participants in productions takes a conscious part in the fulfillment
of these tasks. Bureaucratic methods and orders from above cannot
achieve this." This was a debate that Lenin thought the party could
not afford. His frustration with Trotsky was used by Stalin and
Zinoviev with their support for Lenin's position, to improve their
standing within the Bolshevik leadership at Trotsky's expense.

Disagreements threatened to get out of hand, and many Bolsheviks,
including Lenin, feared that the party would splinter. The Central
Committee was split almost evenly between Lenin's and Trotsky's
supporters, with all three Secretaries of the Central Committee
(Krestinsky, Yevgeny Preobrazhensky and Leonid Serebryakov)
supporting Trotsky.

At a meeting of his faction at the Tenth Party Congress in March
1921, Lenin's faction won a decisive victory, and a number of
Trotsky's supporters (including all three secretaries of the Central
Committee) lost their leadership positions. Krestinsky was replaced
as a member of the Politburo by Zinoviev, who had supported
Lenin. Krestinsky's place in the secretariat was taken by
Vyacheslav Molotov. The congress also adopted a secret resolution
on "Party unity", which banned factions within the Party except
during pre-Congress discussions. The resolution was later
published and used by Stalin against Trotsky and other opponents.

Disappointed in the
direction of the Bolshevik
government, the rebels
from Kronstadt—whom
Leon Trotsky himself had
praised earlier as
"adornment and pride of
the revolution"—demanded
a series of reforms:
reduction in Bolshevik
power, newly elected soviet
councils to include socialist
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Leon Trotsky, the People's
Commissar for Military and Naval
Affairs, as the Guard of the October
revolution on 14 May 1923

and anarchist groups, economic freedom for peasants and workers, dissolution of the bureaucratic
governmental organs created during the civil war, and the restoration of civil rights for the working
class.[123]

Convinced of the popularity of the reforms they were fighting for (which they partially tried to implement
during the revolt), the Kronstadt seamen waited in vain for the support of the population in the rest of the
country and rejected aid from emigrants. Although the council of officers advocated a more offensive
strategy, the rebels maintained a passive attitude as they waited for the government to take the first step in
negotiations. By contrast, the authorities took an uncompromising stance, presenting an ultimatum
demanding unconditional surrender on March 5. Once this period expired, the Bolsheviks raided the island
several times and suppressed the revolt on March 18 after killing several thousand people.

At the end of the Tenth Congress, Trotsky himself gave the order for the suppression of the Kronstadt
rebellion, which was the last major revolt against Bolshevik rule.[124] Trotsky presented alleged French
press articles announcing the revolt two weeks before its outbreak as proof that the rebellion was a plan
devised by the emigre and the forces of the Entente. Lenin used the same tactic to accuse the rebels a few
days later at the 10th Party Congress.[125] Trotsky's role was questioned by other socialists, including ex-
Trotskyists. In the United States, Dwight Macdonald broke with Trotsky and left the Trotskyist Socialist
Workers Party by noting the Kronstadt rebellion.[126] A similar critique of Trotsky's role in the Kronstadt
rebellion was raised by American anarchist Emma Goldman. In her essay "Trotsky Protests Too Much",
she states, "I admit, the dictatorship under Stalin's rule has become monstrous. That does not, however,
lessen the guilt of Leon Trotsky as one of the actors in the revolutionary drama of which Kronstadt was one
of the bloodiest scenes".[127][128][129] Some Trotskyists, most notably Abbie Bakan, have argued that the
claim that the Kronstadt rebels were "counterrevolutionary" has been supported by evidence of White
Army and French government support for the Kronstadt sailors' March rebellion.[130] Other historians,
most notably Paul Avrich, claimed the evidence did not point towards this conclusion, and saw the
Kronstadt Rebellion as spontaneous.[131]

Vladimir Cherniaev, a leading Russian historian, sums up Trotsky's
main contributions to the Russian Revolution:

Trotsky bears a great deal of responsibility both for the
victory of the Red Army in the civil war, and for the
establishment of a one-party authoritarian state with its
apparatus for ruthlessly suppressing dissent... He was
an ideologist and practitioner of the Red Terror. He
despised "bourgeois democracy"; he believed that
spinelessness and soft-heartedness would destroy the
revolution, and that the suppression of the propertied
classes and political opponents would clear the
historical arena for socialism. He was the initiator of
concentration camps, compulsory "labour camps", and
the militarization of labour, and the state takeover of
trade unions. Trotsky was implicated in many practices
which would become standard in the Stalin era,
including summary executions.[132]

Trotsky's contribution to the Russian Revolution
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Trotsky with Red Army soldiers in
Moscow, 1922

Historian Geoffrey Swain argues that:

The Bolsheviks triumphed in the Civil War because of Trotsky's ability to work with military
specialists, because of the style of work he introduced where widescale consultation was
followed through by swift and determined action.[133]

Lenin said in 1921 that Trotsky was "in love with organisation," but in working politics, "he has not got a
clue." Swain explains the paradox by arguing that Trotsky was not good at teamwork; he was a loner who
had mostly worked as a journalist, not as a professional revolutionary like the others.[134]

In late 1921, Lenin's health deteriorated and he was absent from
Moscow for longer periods of time. He had three strokes between
25 May 1922 and 9 March 1923, which caused paralysis, loss of
speech and finally death on 21 January 1924. With Lenin
increasingly sidelined throughout 1922, Stalin was elevated to the
newly created position of the Central Committee general
secretary.[e] Zinoviev and Lev Kamenev[f] became part of the
troika (triumvirate) formed by Stalin to ensure that Trotsky, publicly
the number-two man in the country and Lenin's heir presumptive,
would not succeed Lenin.

The rest of the recently expanded Politburo (Rykov, Mikhail
Tomsky, Bukharin) was at first uncommitted, but eventually joined
the troika. Stalin's power of patronage[g] in his capacity as general
secretary clearly played a role, but Trotsky and his supporters later
concluded that a more fundamental reason was the process of slow
bureaucratisation of the Soviet regime once the extreme conditions
of the Civil War were over. Much of the Bolshevik elite wanted

'normality,' while Trotsky was personally and politically personified as representing a turbulent
revolutionary period that they would much rather leave behind.

Although the exact sequence of events is unclear, evidence suggests that at first the troika nominated
Trotsky to head second-rate government departments (e.g., Gokhran, the State Depository for
Valuables).[135] In mid-July 1922, Kamenev wrote a letter to the recovering Lenin to the effect that "(the
Central Committee) is throwing or is ready to throw a good cannon overboard". Lenin was shocked and
responded:[136]

Throwing Trotsky overboard—surely you are hinting at that, it is impossible to interpret it
otherwise—is the height of stupidity. If you do not consider me already hopelessly foolish,
how can you think of that????

From then until his final stroke, Lenin spent much of his time trying to devise a way to prevent a split
within the Communist Party leadership, which was reflected in Lenin's Testament. As part of this effort, on
11 September 1922 Lenin proposed that Trotsky become his deputy at the Council of People's Commissars

Lenin's illness (1922–1923)
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Trotsky with Rakovsky, circa 1924

(Sovnarkom). The Politburo approved the proposal, but Trotsky "categorically refused". Lenin's proposal
has been interpreted by various scholars as evidence that he designated Trotsky as a successor as head of
government.[137][138][139][140][141]

In late 1922, Trotsky secured an alliance with Lenin against Stalin
and the emerging Soviet bureaucracy.[142] Stalin had recently
engineered the creation of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
(USSR), further centralising state control. The alliance proved
effective on the issue of foreign trade[h] but was hindered by
Lenin's progressing illness.

In January 1923, Lenin amended his Testament to suggest that
Stalin should be removed as the party's general secretary, while also
mildly criticising Trotsky and other Bolshevik leaders. The
relationship between Stalin and Lenin had broken down completely
by this time, as was demonstrated during an event where Stalin
crudely insulted Lenin's wife, Nadezhda Krupskaya. In March
1923, days before his third stroke, Lenin asked Trotsky to
denounce Stalin and his so-called "Great-Russian nationalistic
campaign" at the XIIth Party Congress.

At the XIIth Party Congress in April 1923, however, just after
Lenin's final stroke, Trotsky did not raise the issue.[143] Instead, he
made a speech about intra-party democracy while avoiding any
direct confrontation of the troika.[i] Stalin had prepared for the
congress by replacing many local party delegates with those loyal
to him, mostly at the expense of Zinoviev and Kamenev's backers.[144]

The delegates, most of whom were unaware of the divisions within the Politburo, gave Trotsky a standing
ovation. This upset the troika, already infuriated by Karl Radek's article, "Leon Trotsky – Organiser of
Victory"[j] published in Pravda on 14 March 1923. Stalin delivered the key reports on organisational
structure and questions of nationality; while Zinoviev delivered the Central Committee political report,
traditionally Lenin's prerogative. Among the resolutions adopted by the XIIth Congress were those calling
for greater democracy within the Party, but these were vague and remained unimplemented.

Starting in mid-1923, the Soviet economy ran into significant difficulties, which led to numerous strikes
countrywide. Two secret groups within the Communist Party, "Workers' Truth" and "Workers' Group",
were uncovered and suppressed by the Soviet secret police. On 8 October 1923 Trotsky sent a letter to the
Central Committee and the Central Control Commission, attributing these difficulties to lack of intra-Party
democracy. Trotsky wrote:

In the fiercest moment of War Communism, the system of appointment within the party did not
have one tenth of the extent that it has now. Appointment of the secretaries of provincial
committees is now the rule. That creates for the secretary a position essentially independent of
the local organization. [...] The bureaucratization of the party apparatus has developed to
unheard-of proportions by means of the method of secretarial selection. [...] There has been
created a very broad stratum of party workers, entering into the apparatus of the government of
the party, who completely renounce their own party opinion, at least the open expression of it,

Left opposition (1923–1924)
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Trotsky in a 1922 cubist
portrait by Yury Annenkov –
a version of this appeared
on one of the earliest covers
of Time magazine.

as though assuming that the secretarial hierarchy is the
apparatus which creates party opinion and party decisions.
Beneath this stratum, abstaining from their own opinions, there
lies the broad mass of the party, before whom every decision
stands in the form of a summons or a command.[146]

Other senior communists who had similar concerns sent The Declaration of
46 to the Central Committee on 15 October, in which they wrote:

[...] we observe an ever progressing, barely disguised division
of the party into a secretarial hierarchy and into "laymen", into
professional party functionaries, chosen from above, and the
other party masses, who take no part in social life. [...] free
discussion within the party has virtually disappeared, party
public opinion has been stifled. [...] it is the secretarial
hierarchy, the party hierarchy which to an ever greater degree
chooses the delegates to the conferences and congresses,
which to an ever greater degree are becoming the executive
conferences of this hierarchy.

Although the text of these letters remained secret at the time, they had a significant effect on the Party
leadership and prompted a partial retreat by the troika and its supporters on the issue of intra-Party
democracy, notably in Zinoviev's Pravda article published on 7 November. Throughout November, the
troika tried to come up with a compromise to placate, or at least temporarily neutralise, Trotsky and his
supporters. (Their task was made easier by the fact that Trotsky was sick in November and December.) The
first draft of the resolution was rejected by Trotsky, which led to the formation of a special group consisting
of Stalin, Trotsky and Kamenev, which was charged with drafting a mutually acceptable compromise. On 5
December, the Politburo and the Central Control Commission unanimously adopted the group's final draft
as its resolution. On 8 December, Trotsky published an open letter, in which he expounded on the recently
adopted resolution's ideas. The troika used his letter as an excuse to launch a campaign against Trotsky,
accusing him of factionalism, setting "the youth against the fundamental generation of old revolutionary
Bolsheviks"[147] and other sins.

Trotsky defended his position in a series of seven letters which were collected as The New Course in
January 1924.[148] The illusion of a "monolithic Bolshevik leadership" was thus shattered and a lively
intra-Party discussion ensued, both in local Party organizations and in the pages of Pravda. The discussion
lasted most of December and January until the XIIIth Party Conference of 16–18 January 1924. Those who
opposed the Central Committee's position in the debate were thereafter referred to as members of the Left
Opposition.[149] In 1924, in a series of conferences at Sverdlov University; Stalin cited several times, in a
critical way 'the Permanentists', as the followers of Trotsky 'Permanent revolution'.

Since the troika controlled the Party apparatus through Stalin's Secretariat and Pravda through its editor
Bukharin, it was able to direct the discussion and the process of delegate selection. Although Trotsky's
position prevailed within the Red Army and Moscow universities and received about half the votes in the
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Leon Trotsky with Soviet leaders
write the letter of defiance to British
Foreign Secretary Marquess Curzon
of Kedleston in 1923, in a parody of
Ilya Repin's Reply of the Zaporozhian
Cossacks

Andrei Bubnov, Kliment Voroshilov,
Leon Trotsky, Mikhail Kalinin and
Mikhail Frunze attend The October
Revolution parade on The Red
Square on 7 November 1924

Moscow Party organisation, it was defeated elsewhere, and the
Conference was packed with pro-troika delegates. In the end, only
three delegates voted for Trotsky's position, and the Conference
denounced "Trotskyism"[k] as a "petty bourgeois deviation".

There was little overt political disagreement within the Soviet
leadership throughout most of 1924. On the surface, Trotsky
remained the most prominent and popular Bolshevik leader,
although his "mistakes" were often alluded to by troika partisans.
Behind the scenes, he was completely cut off from the decision-
making process. Politburo meetings were pure formalities since all
key decisions were made ahead of time by the troika and its
supporters. Trotsky's control over the military was undermined by

reassigning his deputy, Ephraim Sklyansky, and appointing Mikhail Frunze, who was being groomed to
take Trotsky's place.

At the thirteenth Party Congress in May, Trotsky delivered a conciliatory speech:[150]

None of us desires or is able to dispute the will of the Party. Clearly, the Party is always right...
We can only be right with and by the Party, for history has provided no other way of being in
the right. The English have a saying, "My country, right or wrong", whether it is in the right or
in the wrong, it is my country. We have much better historical justification in saying whether it
is right or wrong in certain individual concrete cases, it is my party... And if the Party adopts a
decision which one or other of us thinks unjust, he will say, just or unjust, it is my party, and I
shall support the consequences of the decision to the end.[151]

In the meantime, the Left Opposition, which had coagulated
somewhat unexpectedly in late 1923 and lacked a definite platform
aside from general dissatisfaction with the intra-Party "regime",
began to crystallise. It lost some less dedicated members to the
harassment by the troika, but it also began formulating a program.

Economically, the Left Opposition and its theoretician Yevgeni
Preobrazhensky came out against further development of capitalist
elements in the Soviet economy and in favour of faster
industrialisation. That put them at odds with Bukharin and Rykov,
the "Right" group within the Party, who supported the troika at the
time. On the question of world revolution, Trotsky and Karl Radek
saw a period of stability in Europe while Stalin and Zinoviev
confidently predicted an "acceleration" of revolution in Western Europe in 1924. On the theoretical plane,
Trotsky remained committed to the Bolshevik idea that the Soviet Union could not create a true socialist
society in the absence of the world revolution, while Stalin gradually came up with a policy of building
'Socialism in One Country'. These ideological divisions provided much of the intellectual basis for the
political divide between Trotsky and the Left Opposition on the one hand and Stalin and his allies on the
other.

After Lenin's death (1924)
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Leon Trotsky and Leonid
Serebryakov attend the Congress of
Soviets of the Soviet Union in May
1925

At the thirteenth Congress Kamenev and Zinoviev helped Stalin defuse Lenin's Testament, which belatedly
came to the surface. But just after the congress, the troika, always an alliance of convenience, showed signs
of weakness. Stalin began making poorly veiled accusations about Zinoviev and Kamenev. Yet in October
1924, Trotsky published Lessons of October,[152] an extensive summary of the events of the 1917
revolution.

In it, he described Zinoviev's and Kamenev's opposition to the Bolshevik seizure of power in 1917,
something that the two would have preferred be left unmentioned. This started a new round of intra-party
struggle, which became known as the Literary Discussion, with Zinoviev and Kamenev again allied with
Stalin against Trotsky. Their criticism of Trotsky was concentrated in three areas:

Trotsky's disagreements and conflicts with Lenin and the Bolsheviks prior to 1917.
Trotsky's alleged distortion of the events of 1917 in order to emphasise his role and diminish
the roles played by other Bolsheviks.
Trotsky's harsh treatment of his subordinates and other alleged mistakes during the Russian
Civil War.

Trotsky was again sick and unable to respond while his opponents mobilised all of their resources to
denounce him. They succeeded in damaging his military reputation so much that he was forced to resign as
People's Commissar of Army and Fleet Affairs and Chairman of the Revolutionary Military Council on 6
January 1925. Zinoviev demanded Trotsky's expulsion from the Communist Party, but Stalin refused to go
along and played the role of a moderate. Trotsky kept his Politburo seat, but was effectively put on
probation.

For Trotsky, 1925 was a difficult year. After the bruising Literary
Discussion and losing his Red Army posts, he was effectively
unemployed throughout the winter and spring. In May 1925, he
was given three posts: chairman of the Concessions Committee,
head of the electro-technical board, and chairman of the scientific-
technical board of industry. Trotsky wrote in My Life[75] that he
"was taking a rest from politics" and "naturally plunged into the
new line of work up to my ears".[153]Trotsky would also deliver a
tribute to Lenin in his 1925 short book, "Lenin".[154][155]

Some contemporary accounts paint a picture of a remote and
distracted man.[156] Later in the year, Trotsky resigned his two
technical positions (maintaining Stalin-instigated interference and

sabotage) and concentrated on his work in the Concessions Committee.[157]

In one of the few political developments that affected Trotsky in 1925, the circumstances of the controversy
over Lenin's Testament were described by American Marxist Max Eastman in his book Since Lenin Died
(1925). Trotsky denied these statements made by Eastman in an article he wrote.[158]

In the meantime, the troika finally broke up. Bukharin and Rykov sided with Stalin while Krupskaya and
Soviet Commissar of Finance Grigory Sokolnikov aligned with Zinoviev and Kamenev. The struggle
became open at the September 1925 meeting of the Central Committee and came to a head at the XIV

A year in the wilderness (1925)
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Leon Trotsky addresses a meeting in
the House of the Unions in March
1926

Party Congress in December 1925. With only the Leningrad Party organization behind them, Zinoviev and
Kamenev, dubbed The New Opposition, were thoroughly defeated, while Trotsky refused to get involved
in the fight and did not speak at the Congress.

In early 1926, Zinoviev, Kamenev and their supporters in the "New
Opposition" gravitated closer to Trotsky's supporters, and the two
groups soon formed an alliance, which also incorporated some
smaller opposition groups within the Communist Party. The
alliance became known as the United Opposition.

The United Opposition was repeatedly threatened with sanctions
by the Stalinist leadership of the Communist Party, and Trotsky had
to agree to tactical retreats, mostly to preserve his alliance with
Zinoviev and Kamenev. The opposition remained united against
Stalin throughout 1926 and 1927, especially on the issue of the
Chinese Revolution. The methods used by the Stalinists against the
Opposition became more and more extreme. At the XV Party
Conference in October 1926, Trotsky could barely speak because
of interruptions and catcalls, and at the end of the Conference he
lost his Politburo seat. In 1927, Stalin started using the GPU
(Soviet secret police) to infiltrate and discredit the opposition.
Rank-and-file oppositionists were increasingly harassed, sometimes
expelled from the Party and even arrested.

Soviet policy toward the Chinese Revolution became the ideological line of demarcation between Stalin
and the United Opposition. The Chinese Revolution began on 10 October 1911,[159] resulting in the
abdication of the Chinese Emperor, Puyi, on 12 February 1912.[160] Sun Yat-sen established the Republic
of China. In reality, however, the Republic controlled very little of the country. Much of China was divided
between various regional warlords. The Republican government established a new "nationalist people's
army and a national people's party"—the Kuomintang. In 1920, the Kuomintang opened relations with
Soviet Russia. With Soviet help, the Republic of China built up the nationalist people's army. With the
development of the nationalist army, a Northern Expedition was planned to smash the power of the
warlords of the northern part of the country. This Northern Expedition became a point of contention over
foreign policy by Stalin and Trotsky. Stalin tried to persuade the small Chinese Communist Party to merge
with the Kuomintang (KMT) Nationalists to bring about a bourgeois revolution before attempting to bring
about a Soviet-style working class revolution.[161]

Trotsky wanted the Communist Party to complete an orthodox proletarian revolution and have clear class
independence from the KMT. Stalin funded the KMT during the expedition.[162] Stalin countered
Trotskyist criticism by making a secret speech in which he said that Chiang Kai-shek's right-wing
Kuomintang were the only ones capable of defeating the imperialists, that Chiang had funding from the rich
merchants, and that his forces were to be utilized until squeezed for all usefulness like a lemon before being
discarded. However, Chiang quickly reversed the tables in the Shanghai massacre of 12 April 1927 by
massacring the Communist Party in Shanghai midway through the Northern Expedition.[163][164]

United Opposition (1926–1927)

Defeat and exile (1927–1928)
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Kalinin and Stalin bearing the coffin
of Felix Dzerzhinsky on 22 July
1926. Trotsky can be seen over
Kalinin's left shoulder.

Trotsky with his wife Natalia and son
Lev in Alma Ata, 1928

The publication of Trotsky's
autobiography My Life as reported in
the Soviet Union in August 1929,
with the editors of Projector titled the
publication: "On the service of
bourgeoisie"

Trotsky gave the eulogy at
the funeral of his friend, the
Soviet diplomat Adolph
Joffe, in November 1927. It
would be the last speech
that Trotsky would give in
the Soviet Union. When the
XV Party Congress made
United Opposition views
incompatible with
membership in the
Communist Party,
Zinoviev, Kamenev and
their supporters capitulated
and renounced their alliance with the Left Opposition. Trotsky and

most of his followers, on the other hand, refused to surrender and stayed the course. Trotsky was exiled to
Alma Ata, Kazakhstan on 31 January 1928. He was expelled from the Soviet Union to Turkey in February
1929, accompanied by his wife Natalia Sedova and their eldest son, Lev.[165]

After Trotsky's expulsion from the Soviet Union, Trotskyists within
the Soviet Union began to waver. Between 1929 and 1932, most
leading members of the Left Opposition surrendered to Stalin,
"admitted their mistakes" and were reinstated in the Communist
Party. One initial exception to this was Christian Rakovsky, who
inspired Trotsky between 1929 and 1934 with his refusal to
capitulate as state suppression of any remaining opposition to Stalin
increased by the year. In late 1932, Rakovsky had failed with an
attempt to flee the Soviet Union and was exiled to Yakutia in March
1933. Answering Trotsky's request, the French mathematician and
Trotskyist Jean Van Heijenoort, together with his fellow activist
Pierre Frank, unsuccessfully called on the influential Soviet author
Maxim Gorky to intervene in favor of Christian Rakovsky, and
boarded the ship he was traveling on near Constantinople.[166]

According to Heijenoort, they only managed to meet Gorky's son,
Maxim Peshkov, who reportedly told them that his father was
indisposed, but promised to pass on their request.[166] Rakovsky
was the last prominent Trotskyist to capitulate to Stalin in April
1934, when Rakovsky formally "admitted his mistakes" (his letter
to Pravda, titled There Should Be No Mercy, depicted Trotsky and his supporters as "agents of the German
Gestapo").[167] Rakovsky was appointed to high office in the Commissariat for Health and allowed to
return to Moscow, also serving as Soviet ambassador to Japan in 1935.[168] However, Rakovsky was cited
in allegations involving the killing of Sergey Kirov, and was arrested and imprisoned in late 1937, during
the Great Purge.[169]

Fate of Left Oppositionists after Trotsky's exile (1929–1941)
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Trotsky's house, the Yanaros
mansion on the island of Büyükada
in Turkey, as it appears today.
Trotsky lived at the house from April
1929 until July 1933.

Almost all Trotskyists who were still within the Soviet Union's borders were executed in the Great Purges
of 1936–1938, although Rakovsky survived until the Medvedev Forest massacre of September 1941,
where he was shot dead along with 156 other prisoners on Stalin's orders, less than three months into the
Axis invasion of the Soviet Union. Also among the Medvedev Forest victims was Trotsky's
sister/Kamenev's first wife, Olga Kameneva.[16]

After being deported from the Soviet Union, in February 1929, Trotsky arrived in Turkey. During his first
two months in Turkey, Trotsky lived with his wife and eldest son at the Soviet Union Consulate in Istanbul
and then at a nearby hotel in the city. In April 1929, Trotsky, his wife and son were moved to the island of
Büyükada by the Turkish authorities. On Büyükada, they were moved into a house called the Yanaros
mansion.[170] During his exile in Turkey, Trotsky was under the surveillance of the Turkish police forces of
Mustafa Kemal Pasha. Trotsky was also at risk from the many former White Army officers who lived on
Prinkipo, officers who had opposed the October Revolution and who had been defeated by Trotsky and the
Red Army in the Russian Civil War. However, Trotsky's European supporters volunteered to serve as
bodyguards and assured his safety.[171] At this time, he made requests to enter Belgium, France, Norway,
Germany, and the United Kingdom,[172] but all refused access.

In 1931, Trotsky wrote a letter to a friend entitled "What is
Fascism" in which he attempted to define fascism and asserted that
the Comintern was wrong to describe the Dictatorship of Primo de
Rivera as "fascist" because it was not a mass movement arising
from a base in the lower classes.[173]

On 20 February 1932, Trotsky and all of his family lost their Soviet
citizenship and were forbidden to enter the Soviet Union.[174][175]

In 1932, Trotsky entered via a port into the fascist Kingdom of
Italy[176][177] on his way to a socialist conference in Denmark.[178]

By the end of 1932, Trotsky had joined a conspiratorial political
bloc with the anti-Stalin opposition inside the USSR.[179] There
was no evidence of any alliance with Nazi Germany or Japan, as
the Soviet Union government claimed. The alleged members of the
anti-Stalin bloc were Zinovievites, rightists and Trotskyists who

"capitulated" to Stalin. Kamenev and Zinoviev were also alleged members of the bloc. Trotsky wanted by
no means that the alliance became a fusion, and he was afraid of the right gaining much power inside the
bloc. Historian Pierre Broué concluded that the bloc dissolved in early 1933, since some of its members like
Zinoviev and Kamenev joined Stalin again, and because there were no letters in the Trotsky Harvard
archive mentioning the bloc after 1932.[180]

In July 1933, Trotsky was offered asylum in France by Prime Minister Édouard Daladier. Trotsky accepted
the offer, but he was forbidden to live in Paris and soon found himself under the surveillance of the French
police. From July 1933 to February 1934, Trotsky and his wife lived in Royan. The philosopher and
activist Simone Weil also arranged for Trotsky and his bodyguards to stay for a few days at her parents'
house.[171] Following the 6 February 1934 crisis in France, the French minister of internal affairs, Albert

Exile (1929–1940)

Turkey

France
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Trotsky's house in Mexico City from
April 1939 until his assassination in
August 1940

Sarraut, signed a decree to deport Trotsky from France.[171] However, no foreign government was found
willing to accept Trotsky within its borders. Accordingly, the French authorities instructed Trotsky to move
to a residence in the tiny village of Barbizon under the strict surveillance of the French police, where
Trotsky found his contact with the outside world to be even worse than during his exile in Turkey.[171]

In May 1935, soon after the French government had agreed to the Franco-Soviet Treaty of Mutual
Assistance with the Soviet Union government, Trotsky was officially told that he was no longer welcome
in France. After weighing his options, Trotsky applied to move to Norway.

After obtaining permission from Justice Minister Trygve Lie to enter the country, Trotsky and his wife
became a guest of Konrad Knudsen at Norderhov, near Hønefoss, and spent over a year living at
Knudsen's house, from 18 June 1935 to 2 September 1936. Trotsky was hospitalized for a few weeks at the
nearby Oslo Community Hospital, from 19 September 1935.[181] 

Following French media complaints about Trotsky's role in encouraging the mass strikes in France in May
and June 1936 with his articles, the Johan Nygaardsvold-led Norwegian government began to exhibit
disquiet about Trotsky's actions. In the summer of 1936, Trotsky's asylum was increasingly made a political
issue by the fascist Nasjonal Samling, led by Vidkun Quisling,[181] along with an increase in pressure from
the Soviet government on the Norwegian authorities. On 5 August 1936, Knudsen's house was burgled by
fascists from the Nasjonal Samling while Trotsky and his wife were out on a seashore trip with Knudsen
and his wife. The burglars targeted Trotsky's works and archives for vandalism. The raid was largely
thwarted by Knudsen's daughter, Hjørdis, although the burglars did take a few papers from the nearest table
as they left.[182] Although the perpetrators were caught and put on trial, the "evidence" obtained in the
burglary was used by the government to make claims against Trotsky.[181] 

On 14 August 1936, the Soviet Press Agency TASS announced the
discovery of a "Trotskyist–Zinovievist" plot and the imminent start
of the Moscow Trials of the accused. Trotsky demanded a complete
and open enquiry into Moscow's accusations. The accused were
sentenced to death, including Grigory Zinoviev and Lev Kamenev,
and executed on 25 August 1936. On 26 August 1936, eight
policemen arrived at Knudsen's house demanding that Trotsky sign
new conditions for residing in Norway. These conditions included
agreeing to write no more about current political matters, to give no
interviews, and to have all his correspondence (incoming and
outgoing) inspected by the police. Trotsky categorically refused the
conditions, and Trotsky was then told that he and his wife would
soon be moved to another residence.[182] The following day
Trotsky was interrogated by the police about his political activities, with the police officially citing Trotsky
as a "witness" to the fascist raid of 5 August 1936.[183]

On 2 September 1936, four weeks after the break-in at Knudsen's house, Trygve Lie ordered that Trotsky
and his wife be transferred to a farm in Hurum,[184] where they were under house arrest.[181] The treatment
of Trotsky and his wife at Hurum was harsh, as they were forced to stay indoors for 22 hours per day under
the constant guard of thirteen policemen, with only one hour permitted twice a day for a walk on the
farm.[181] Trotsky was prevented from posting any letters and prevented from arguing back against his
critics in Norway and beyond. Only Trotsky's lawyers and the Norwegian Labour Party Parliamentary
leader, Olav Scheflo, were permitted to visit.[181] From October 1936, even the outdoor walks were
prohibited for Trotsky and his wife.[181] Trotsky did eventually manage to smuggle out one letter on 18

Norway
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Trotsky arrives in Mexico, January
1937 with his wife. Artist Frida Kahlo
behind them.

A speech of Trotsky in Mexico,
where he thanks Mexico and
President Lázaro Cárdenas for
receiving him, and says that Stalin's
trial against him is based on false
evidence

December 1936, titled The Moscow "Confessions".[185] On 19 December 1936, Trotsky and his wife were
deported from Norway after being put on the Norwegian oil tanker Ruth, under guard by Jonas Lie. When
later living in Mexico, Trotsky was utterly scathing about the treatment he received during his 108 days at
Hurum, and accused the Norwegian government of trying to prevent him from publicly voicing his strong
opposition to the Moscow Trials and other show trials, saying:

When I look back today on this period of internment, I must say that never, anywhere, in the
course of my entire life—and I have lived through many things—was I persecuted with as
much miserable cynicism as I was by the Norwegian "Socialist" government. For four months,
these ministers, dripping with democratic hypocrisy, gripped me in a stranglehold to prevent
me from protesting the greatest crime history may ever know.[181] 

The Ruth arrived in Mexico on 9 January 1937.[181] On Trotsky's
arrival, the Mexican president, Lázaro Cárdenas, welcomed
Trotsky to Mexico and arranged for his special train The Hidalgo to
bring Trotsky to Mexico City from the port of Tampico.[186]

From January 1937 to April 1939, Trotsky and his wife lived in the
Coyoacán area of Mexico City at La Casa Azul (The Blue House),
the home of the painter Diego Rivera and Rivera's wife and fellow
painter, Frida Kahlo, with whom Trotsky had an affair.[187][188]

His final move was a few blocks away to a residence on Avenida
Viena in April 1939, following a break with Rivera.[188]

Trotsky wrote prolifically while in exile, penning several key
works, including his History of the Russian Revolution (1930) and
The Revolution Betrayed (1936), a critique of the Soviet Union
under Stalinism. He argued that the Soviet state had become a
"degenerated workers' state" controlled by an undemocratic
bureaucracy, which would eventually either be overthrown via a
political revolution establishing a workers' democracy, or
degenerate into a capitalist class.[189]

While in Mexico, Trotsky also worked closely with James P.
Cannon, Joseph Hansen, and Farrell Dobbs of the Socialist
Workers Party of the United States, and other supporters.[190]

Cannon, a long-time leading member of the American communist
movement, had supported Trotsky in the struggle against Stalinism
since he had first read Trotsky's criticisms of the Soviet Union in 1928. Trotsky's critique of the Stalinist
regime, though banned, was distributed to leaders of the Comintern. Among his other supporters was Chen
Duxiu, founder of the Chinese Communist Party.[191]
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James Cannon and Felix
Morrow with a bust of
Trotsky

While in Mexico, Trotsky worked with André Breton and Diego Rivera to
write the Manifesto for an Independent Revolutionary Art, which inspired
the creation of the organization, the International Federation of Independent
Revolutionary Art (FIARI) in 1938. This organization was short-lived and
ended before 1940.

In August 1936, the first Moscow show trial of the so-called "Trotskyite–
Zinovievite Terrorist Center" was staged in front of an international
audience. During the trial, Zinoviev, Kamenev and 14 other accused, most
of them prominent Old Bolsheviks, confessed to having plotted with
Trotsky to kill Stalin and other members of the Soviet leadership. The court
found every defendant guilty, in absentia, including Trotsky, sentencing
them to death. The second show trial of Karl Radek, Grigori Sokolnikov, Yuri Pyatakov and 14 others,
took place in January 1937, during which more alleged conspiracies and crimes were linked to Trotsky.
The findings were published in the book "Not Guilty".[192]

The Moscow trials are perpetuated under the banner of socialism. We will not concede this
banner to the masters of falsehood! If our generation happens to be too weak to establish
Socialism over the earth, we will hand the spotless banner down to our children. The struggle
which is in the offing transcends by far the importance of individuals, factions and parties. It is
the struggle for the future of all mankind. It will be severe, it will be lengthy. Whoever seeks
physical comfort and spiritual calm let him step aside. In time of reaction it is more convenient
to lean on the bureaucracy than on the truth. But all those for whom the word 'Socialism' is not
a hollow sound but the content of their moral life—forward! Neither threats nor persecutions
nor violations can stop us! Be it even over our bleaching bones the future will triumph! We
will blaze the trail for it. It will conquer! Under all the severe blows of fate, I shall be happy as
in the best days of my youth; because, my friends, the highest human happiness is not the
exploitation of the present but the preparation of the future."

— Leon Trotsky, 'I Stake My Life', opening address to the Dewey Commission, 9

February 1937[193][194]

For fear of splitting the Communist movement, Trotsky initially opposed the idea of establishing parallel
Communist parties or a parallel international Communist organization that would compete with the Third
International. In mid-1933, after the Nazi takeover in Germany and the Comintern's response to it, he
changed his mind. He said:[195]

An organization which was not roused by the thunder of fascism and which submits docilely
to such outrageous acts of the bureaucracy demonstrates thereby that it is dead and that nothing
can ever revive it... In all our subsequent work it is necessary to take as our point of departure
the historical collapse of the official Communist International.[196]

Moscow show trials

Fourth International
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Trotsky with American comrades,
including Harry DeBoer (left) in
Mexico, shortly before his
assassination, 1940

In 1938, Trotsky and his supporters founded the Fourth International, which was intended to be a
revolutionary and internationalist alternative to the Stalinist Comintern.

Towards the end of 1939, Trotsky agreed to go to the United States
to appear as a witness before the Dies Committee of the House of
Representatives, a forerunner of the House Committee on Un-
American Activities. Representative Martin Dies Jr., chairman of
the committee, demanded the suppression of the American
Communist Party. Trotsky intended to use the forum to expose the
NKVD's activities against him and his followers.

He made it clear that he also intended to argue against the
suppression of the American Communist Party and to use the
committee as a platform for a call to transform World War II into a
world revolution. Many of his supporters argued against his
appearance. When the committee learned the nature of the
testimony Trotsky intended to present, it refused to hear him, and he was denied a visa to enter the United
States. On hearing about it, the Communist Party of the Soviet Union immediately accused Trotsky of
being in the pay of the oil magnates and the Federal Bureau of Investigation.[197]

After quarreling with Diego Rivera, Trotsky moved to his final residence on Avenida Viena in April
1939.[198] On 27 February 1940, Trotsky wrote a document known as "Trotsky's Testament", in which he
expressed his final thoughts and feelings for posterity. He was suffering from high blood pressure, and
feared that he would suffer a cerebral haemorrhage.[199] After forcefully denying Stalin's accusations that
he had betrayed the working class, he thanked his friends and above all his wife, Natalia Sedova, for their
loyal support:

In addition to the happiness of being a fighter for the cause of socialism, fate gave me the
happiness of being her husband. During the almost forty years of our life together she
remained an inexhaustible source of love, magnanimity, and tenderness. She underwent great
sufferings, especially in the last period of our lives. But I find some comfort in the fact that she
also knew days of happiness. For forty-three years of my conscious life I have remained a
revolutionist; for forty-two of them I have fought under the banner of Marxism. If I had to
begin all over again I would of course try to avoid this or that mistake, but the main course of
my life would remain unchanged. I shall die a proletarian revolutionist, a Marxist, a dialectical
materialist, and, consequently, an irreconcilable atheist. My faith in the communist future of
mankind is not less ardent, indeed it is firmer today, than it was in the days of my youth.
Natasha has just come up to the window from the courtyard and opened it wider so that the air
may enter more freely into my room. I can see the bright green strip of grass beneath the wall,
and the clear blue sky above the wall, and sunlight everywhere. Life is beautiful. Let the future
generations cleanse it of all evil, oppression and violence, and enjoy it to the full.

The Dies Committee

Final months
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The study where Leon Trotsky was
assassinated with an ice axe on 20
August 1940

L. Trotsky
27 February 1940
Coyoacán.[199]

After a failed attempt to have Trotsky murdered in March 1939,
Stalin assigned the overall organization of implementing the task to
the NKVD officer Pavel Sudoplatov, who, in turn, co-opted
Nahum Eitingon. According to Sudoplatov's Special Tasks, the
NKVD proceeded to set up three NKVD agent networks to carry
out the murder; these three networks were designed to operate
entirely autonomously from the NKVD's hitherto-established spy
networks in the U.S. and Mexico.[200]

On 24 May 1940, Trotsky survived a raid on his villa by armed
assassins led by the NKVD agent Iosif Grigulevich and Mexican
painter David Alfaro Siqueiros.[201] Trotsky's 14-year-old
grandson, Vsevolod Platonovich "Esteban" Volkov (born 7 March
1926), was shot in the foot. A young assistant and bodyguard of
Trotsky, Robert Sheldon Harte, disappeared with the attackers and was later found murdered; it is probable
that he was an accomplice who granted them access to the villa.[202] Trotsky's other guards fended off the
attackers.[203] Following the failed assassination attempt, Trotsky wrote an article titled "Stalin Seeks My
Death" on 8 June 1940, in which he stated that another assassination attempt was certain.[204][205]

On 20 August 1940, Trotsky was attacked in his study by Spanish-born NKVD agent Ramón Mercader,
who used an ice axe[206] as a weapon.[207][l]

A mountaineering ice axe has a narrow end, called the pick, and a flat wide end called the adze. The adze
of the axe wounded Trotsky, fracturing his parietal bone and penetrating 7 cm (2.8 in) into his brain.[208]

The blow to his head was bungled and failed to kill Trotsky instantly. Witnesses stated that Trotsky spat on
Mercader and began struggling fiercely with him, which resulted in Mercader's hand being broken. Hearing
the commotion, Trotsky's bodyguards burst into the room and nearly beat Mercader to death, but Trotsky
stopped them, laboriously stating that the assassin should be made to answer questions.[209] Trotsky was
then taken to a hospital and operated on, surviving for more than a day, but dying, at the age of 60, on 21
August 1940 from exsanguination and shock.[210][208] Mercader later testified at his trial:

I laid my raincoat on the table in such a way as to be able to remove the ice axe which was in
the pocket. I decided not to miss the wonderful opportunity that presented itself. The moment
Trotsky began reading the article, he gave me my chance; I took out the ice axe from the
raincoat, gripped it in my hand and, with my eyes closed, dealt him a terrible blow on the
head.[209]

According to James P. Cannon, the Trotskyist secretary of the American Socialist Workers Party, Trotsky's
last words were "I will not survive this attack. Stalin has finally accomplished the task he attempted
unsuccessfully before."[211] Mercader was tried and convicted of the murder and spent the next 20 years in
a Mexican prison. Stalin wrote that the assassin of Trotsky was a dangerous Trotskyist. This is why
Mercader had no awards initially, though his mother was presented with the Order of Lenin for her own
part of the operation. Ramón Mercader could not be either assassinated or freed from prison by the Soviets.

Assassination
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Portrait of Leon Trotsky as
Commander of the Red Army, 1920

Had Trotsky won the struggle to succeed Lenin, the
character of the Soviet regime would almost
certainly have been substantially different,
particularly in foreign policy, cultural policy, and the
extent of terroristic repression. Trotsky’s failure,
however, seems to have been almost inevitable,
considering his own qualities and the conditions of
authoritarian rule by the Communist Party
organization.

—Historian Robert Vincent Daniels, 1993[233]

When he was released from jail in 1960 and arrived in the USSR in 1961, Leonid Brezhnev signed a
sentence to award Mercader the Order of Lenin, the Gold Star, and the title of the Hero of the Soviet Union
"for the special deed". The KGB boss Alexander Shelepin presented all these awards to Ramón Mercader
in person.[212][213]

In the aftermath of Trotsky's assassination, an estimated 300,000 people had passed by his funeral casket in
Mexico City over several days by 27 August 1940.[214][215][216]

Trotsky was regarded as an outstanding orator,[217] preeminent
theoretician[218] and organiser that “forged and directed the Red
Army”.[219] He was also considered to be the "prompter of [the]
planned economy and industrialization" during the early years of
the Soviet Union.[220]

Political theorist Ernest Mandel summarised the dominant image of
Trotsky as “self-confident”,[221] “unshakeable in the conviction of
his historic mission”,[222] “strict with others and himself”[223] and
“indifferent to material privileges and to the small joys and sorrows
of life”.[224] Mandel argued this image reflected “certain aspects of
Trotsky’s personality, strengths and weaknesses”.[225]

Historian Simon Sebag Montefiore described Trotsky as the
“genius of the revolution”[226] and biographer Dmitri Volkogonov
characterised him as a “vivid, complex, multi-faceted personality in
the gallery of world figures” who was remembered “with hatred
and respect, anger and admiration” decades after his assassination
in Mexico.[227]

Biographer Robert Service commented that he was a “volatile and
untrustworthy”,[228] “arrogant individual”[229] that impressed
supporters even during the periods of “personal adversity in the 1920s and 1930s”[230] but failed to “coax
and encourage them to the full”.[231] Service stated that Trotsky gave the “minimum time to the Jewish
question” and believed that “he ceased to be a Jew in any important sense because Marxism had burned out
the fortuitous residues of his origins”.[232]

Historian Robert Vincent Daniels expressed the
view that Trotsky was “undoubtedly the most
brilliant intellect brought to prominence by the
Russian Revolution, outdistancing Lenin and
other theoreticians both in the range of his
interests and in the imaginativeness of his
perceptions”. Yet, he emphasised his personal
arrogance as a underlying weakness which
antagonised other members of the communist
movement. Daniels also argued that had Trotsky
assumed the role of Lenin's successor then he
would have presided over an alternate Soviet
Union markedly distinct from Stalin's
regime.[233][234] Service asserted that the

Personality and characteristics
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succession of Trotsky would have increased the likelihood of conflict across the European continent.[235]

However, political theorist David North argued that Trotsky's military policies would have averted the
dismantlement of Soviet defenses alongside the high levels of human casualties associated with Operation
Barbarossa and the Second World War.[236] Biographer Geoffrey Swain believed that the Soviet Union
under the leadership of Trotsky would have been far more technocratic due to his reliance on "bourgeois
experts" in the planning process.[237]

According to several sources, Trotsky lacked the political acumen to succeed against Stalin’s
machinations.[238][239][240]Historian Martin McCauley commented that Trotsky “displayed a lamentable
lack of political judgement” on multiple occasions such as declining Lenin’s proposal to become deputy
chairman of Sovnarkom, failing to build a power base before forming a bloc with Lenin against the
Orgburo and not immediately recognising that a triumvirate had been established to prevent his
succession.[238] Rubenstein differed in his interpretation and attributed Trotsky's decision to decline Lenin’s
proposal because he believed the position had “little authority of its own" and overlapped with other
government and party officials.[241]

Historian Orlando Figes noted that Trotsky never held a party post and rarely attended party meetings
despite serving as a member of the Politburo. Figes also described him as having “too many characteristics
that made it extraordinarily hard to work collectively with him”. [242] Biographer Joshua Rubenstein
regarded Trotsky’s position among the Soviet elites as largely dependent on Lenin. Rubenstein also added
that he had an image of an outsider within party circles as he had previously been an “outspoken critic of
Lenin”.[243] Conversely, Volkongov stated that Trotsky had the support of many party intellectuals but this
was overshadowed by the huge apparatus which included the GPU and the party cadres whom were at the
disposal of Stalin.[244]

Trotsky himself ascribed his political defeat to external, objective conditions rather than the individual
qualities of Stalin. He specifically argued that the failed series of international insurrections as seen in
Bulgaria in 1923 and China in 1927 had diminished the prospect of world socialism and demoralised the
Russian working class which in turn strengthened the growth of an internal, Soviet bureaucracy.[245]

Trotsky had a diverse and profound range of interests which exceeded that of other Bolshevik theoreticians
such as Nikolai Bukharin.[246] He had a notable interest in literature and wrote on “everyday life and
cultural progress as well as on the more customary Marxism of the day”.[247] Trotsky and his second wife,
Natalia Sedova enjoyed Viennese galleries and made frequent visits to museums such as the Louvre and the
Tate Gallery across Europe to view specific art collections.[248]

His personal secretary and later historian of mathematical logic, Jean van Heijenoort, considered him to be
amicable, inquisitive and occasionally charming with new acquaintances during his final years in
Mexico.[249] His arch enemy, Stalin, even read and sometimes appreciated a great deal of his writings.[250]

According to Rubenstein, Stalin had even acknowledged that “after Lenin, Trotsky was the most popular
figure in the country” at the end of the Civil War.[251]

He spoke several European languages “with a markedly Russian accent”[252] and identified as a
cosmopolitan and internationalist.[253] In the course of his life, Trotsky wrote about 30,000 documents,
most of which are contained in various archives.[254] According to Mandel, Trotsky wrote the Zimmerwald
Manifesto for the Zimmerwald Conference because he was radically opposed to the First World War and
drafted the Appeal for the Convocation of the First Comintern Congress due to his active involvement with
the Third International.[255]

Legacy
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Leon Trotsky's grave in
Coyoacán, where his ashes
are buried

West German students holding a
placard of Trotsky in 1968

In 1923, the historic town of Gatchina in Petrograd Governorate (now
Leningrad Oblast) was renamed Trotsk (Russian: Троцк) by the Soviet
authorities after Lev Trotsky.[256] After Joseph Stalin became General
Secretary of the Russian Communist Party (b), Trotsky was gradually
exiled, and the town was renamed Krasnogvardeysk (Красногварде́йск,
Red Guard City) in 1929. In 1944, to increase the morale of Russian
troops, the town's historic name was restored.[257]

Trotsky's house in Coyoacán has been preserved in much the same
condition as it was on the day he was assassinated there, and is now the
Leon Trotsky House Museum in Mexico City, run by a board which
includes his grandson Esteban Volkov. Trotsky's grave is located on its
grounds. The foundation "International Friends of the Leon Trotsky
Museum" has been organized to raise funds to improve the museum further.

Shortly before his assassination, Trotsky agreed to sell the bulk of the
papers he still had to Harvard University. After his assassination, his
widow, Natalya Sedova collected his remaining papers and shipped them to
Harvard, and in the years following, Harvard managed to collect additional papers that had been hidden
from both Soviet and Nazi agents in Europe.[258] These papers now occupy 65 feet (20 m) of shelf space
in Harvard's Houghton Library.[259]

Trotsky was never rehabilitated during the rule of the Soviet government, despite the de-Stalinization-era
rehabilitation of most other Old Bolsheviks killed during the Great Purges. His son, Sergei Sedov, who
died in 1937, was rehabilitated in 1988, as was Nikolai Bukharin. Beginning in 1989, Trotsky's books,
forbidden until 1987, were published in the Soviet Union.

Trotsky was rehabilitated on 16 June 2001 by the General Prosecutor's Office of the Russian Federation
(Certificates of Rehabilitation No. 13/2182-90, No. 13-2200-99 in Archives Research Center
"Memorial").[260]

Historian Harold Shukman assessed the conflicting perspectives on
Trotsky’s legacy in the Soviet Union and the Western world. He
also commented on the lack of a balanced view. Specifically, he
stated:

“Trotky’s legacy, unlike Stalin and Lenin had long
been submerged and obliterated as a topic of debate,
and his place in Soviet history books had
correspondingly diminished to one of no importance.
For Western readers, however, Trotsky has always
been one of the most enigmatic and powerful
personalities of the Russian revolution, a
Mephistophelian figure whose life ended up in an
appropriately dramatic way.”[261]
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Trotsky reading The Militant, a
socialist newsweekly, circa 1936

A Diego Rivera mural depicts Trotsky with
Marx and Engels as a true champion of
the workers' struggle

In 2018, John Kelly wrote that “almost 80 years after Leon Trotsky founded the Fourth International, there
are now Trotskyite organisations in 57 countries, including most of Western Europe and Latin America”.
However, he also argued that no Trotskyite group had ever led a revolution or built an enduring mass
political party.[262]

Trotsky considered himself to be a "Bolshevik-Leninist,"[263]

arguing for the establishment of a vanguard party. He viewed
himself as an advocate of orthodox Marxism.[264]

His politics differed in some aspects from those of Stalin or Mao
Zedong, most importantly in his rejection of the theory of Socialism
in one country and his declaring of the need for an international
"permanent revolution." Numerous Fourth Internationalist groups
around the world continue to describe themselves as Trotskyists
and see themselves as standing in this tradition. However, they
have different interpretations of the conclusions to be drawn from
this. Supporters of the Fourth International echo Trotsky's
opposition to Stalinist totalitarianism, advocating political
revolution and arguing that socialism cannot sustain itself without
democracy.[265] Trotsky elaborated on the need for Soviet democracy in relation to the industrialisation
period when questioned by the Dewey Commission:

“The successes are very important, and I affirmed it every time. They are due to the abolition
of private property and to the possibilities inherent in planned economy. But, they - I cannot
say exactly - but I will say two or three times less than they could be under a regime of Soviet
democracy”.[266]

Trotsky also formulated a theory of fascism based on a dialectical interpretation of events to analyse the
manifestation of Italian fascism and the early emergence of Nazi Germany from 1930-33.[267]

The Permanent Revolution concept is the theory that the
bourgeois democratic tasks in countries with delayed
bourgeois democratic development can only be accomplished
through the establishment of a workers' state, and that the
creation of a workers' state would inevitably involve inroads
against capitalist property. Thus, the accomplishment of
bourgeois democratic tasks passes over into proletarian tasks.
Although most closely associated with Leon Trotsky, the call
for a "Permanent Revolution" is first found in the writings of
Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels in March 1850, in the
aftermath of the 1848 Revolution, in their Address (https://ww
w.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1847/communist-league/18
50-ad1.htm) of the Central Committee to the Communist
League:

Contributions to Marxist theory

Permanent Revolution
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It is our interest and our task to make the revolution permanent until all the more or less
propertied classes have been driven from their ruling positions, until the proletariat has
conquered state power and until the association of the proletarians has progressed sufficiently
far—not only in one country but in all the leading countries of the world—that competition
between the proletarians of these countries ceases and at least the decisive forces of production
are concentrated in the hands of the workers. ... Their battle-cry must be: The Permanent
Revolution.

Trotsky's conception of the Permanent Revolution is based on his understanding, drawing on the work of
the founder of Russian Marxism Georgy Plekhanov, that in 'backward' countries the tasks of the Bourgeois
Democratic Revolution could not be achieved by the bourgeoisie itself. Trotsky first developed this
conception in collaboration with Alexander Parvus in late 1904–1905. The relevant articles were later
collected in Trotsky's books 1905 and in "Permanent Revolution", which also contains his essay "Results
and Prospects." Some Trotskyists have argued that the state of the Third World shows that capitalism offers
no way forward for underdeveloped countries, thus again proving the central tenet of the theory.[268]

Trotsky was a central figure in the Comintern during its first four congresses. During this time, he helped to
generalize the strategy and tactics of the Bolsheviks to newly formed Communist parties across Europe and
further afield. From 1921 onwards, the united front, a method of uniting revolutionaries and reformists in
the common struggle while winning some of the workers to revolution, was the central tactic put forward
by the Comintern after the defeat of the German revolution.

After he was exiled and politically marginalized by Stalinism, Trotsky continued to argue for a united front
against fascism in Germany and Spain. According to Joseph Choonara of the British Socialist Workers
Party in International Socialism, his articles on the united front represent an essential part of his political
legacy.[269]

In the grand strategy game called Hearts of Iron IV, Trotsky can become the leader of either
the Soviet Union by rallying the Left Opposition and deposing Stalin though a civil war or a
communist Mexico, by giving him a government role when he first seeks exile in the country.

The comedic film, The Trotsky, centers around a protagonist named Leon Bronstein, played
by Jay Baruchel, who believes himself to be the reincarnation of Leon Trotsky.[270]

The 8-episode biographical drama Trotsky debuted on the Russian Channel One in 2017,
Netflix purchased the distribution rights to the series in 2018 and made it available on its
platform.[271]
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Left Opposition
Lenin's Testament
Leon Trotsky bibliography
List of Trotskyist internationals
List of Trotskyist organizations by country
Petrograd Soviet
Primitive socialist accumulation
Russian Revolution of 1905
Scissors Crisis
Uneven and combined development
World socialism
The Assassination of Trotsky, 1972 film
Variations on the Death of Trotsky, 1991 play
Frida, 2002 film
Trotsky, 2017 TV series

a. The Constituent Assembly was declared dissolved by the Bolshevik-Left SR Soviet
government, rendering the end of the term served.

b. Russian: Лев "Лейба" Давидович Бронштейн, tr. Lev "Leyba" Davidovich Bronshteyn,
IPA: [lʲef – lʲɪjbə – dɐˈvʲidəvʲɪtɕ brɐnʂˈtʲejn].

c. Russian: Лев Давидович Троцкий, tr. Lev Davidovich Trotskiy, IPA: [ˈlʲef ˈtrotskʲɪj] ( listen);
Ukrainian: Лев Давидович Троцький; also transliterated Lyev, Trotski, Trotskij, Trockij and
Trotzky.

d. The murder-weapon was a cut-down ice axe, not an ice pick. Many history and reference
books have confused the two.[11]

e. Yakov Sverdlov was the Central Committee's senior secretary responsible for personnel
affairs from 1917 and until his death in March 1919. He was replaced by Elena Stasova, and
in November 1919 by Nikolai Krestinsky. After Krestinsky's ouster in March 1921,
Vyacheslav Molotov became the senior secretary, but he lacked Krestinsky's authority, since
he was not a full Politburo member. Stalin took over the position as senior secretary, which
was formalized at the XIth Party Congress in April 1922, with Molotov becoming second
secretary.

f. It is not clear why Kamenev, a mild-mannered man with few leadership ambitions and who
was the brother-in-law of Trotsky, sided with Zinoviev and Stalin against Trotsky in 1922.
Trotsky later speculated that it may have been due to Kamenev's love of comfort, which
Trotsky found "repelled me." He expressed his feelings to Kamenev (https://www.marxists.or
g/archive/trotsky/1939/xx/kremlin.htm) in late 1920 or early 1921:

Our relations with Kamenev, which were very good in the first period after the
insurrection, began to become more distant from that day.
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g. The Central Committee's Secretariat became increasingly important during the Civil War
and especially in its aftermath, as the Party switched from elected officials to appointed
ones. The change was prompted by the need to allocate manpower quickly during the Civil
War as well as by the transformation of the party from a small group of revolutionaries into
the country's ruling party, with a corresponding increase in membership. New members
included career seekers and former members of banned socialist parties, who were viewed
with apprehension by Old Bolsheviks. To prevent a possible degeneration of the party,
various membership requirements were instituted for party officials, and the ultimate power
of appointment of local officials was reserved for the Secretariat of the Central Committee.
This put enormous power in the general secretary's hands.

h. Lenin's letter (https://www.marxists.org/archive/lenin/works/1922/dec/15.htm) to Stalin
dictated on 15 December 1922: "I am sure Trotsky will uphold my views as well as I." Faced
with a united opposition by Lenin and Trotsky, the Central Committee reversed its previous
decision and adopted the Lenin-Trotsky proposal.

i. Trotsky explained in Chapter 12 of his unfinished book Stalin (http://maximumred.blogspot.c
om/2005_08_01_maximumred_archive.html) that he refused to deliver the report because "it
seemed to me equivalent to announcing my candidacy for the role of Lenin's successor at a
time when Lenin was fighting a grave illness.

j. Radek wrote:[145]

The need of the hour was for a man who would incarnate the call to struggle, a
man who, subordinating himself completely to the requirements of the struggle,
would become the ringing summons to arms, the will which exacts from all
unconditional submission to a great, sacrificial necessity. Only a man with
Trotsky's capacity for work, only a man so unsparing of himself as Trotsky, only a
man who knew how to speak to the soldiers as Trotsky did—only such a man
could have become the standard bearer of the armed toilers. He was all things
rolled into one.

k. The term "Trotskyism" was first coined by the Russian liberal politician Pavel Milyukov, the
first foreign minister in the Provisional Government who, in April 1917, was forced to demand
that the British government release Trotsky.

l. The murder weapon was an ice axe (and not an ice pick—an awl-like bartender's tool); this
misnomer has been explained as being occasioned by the assassin's use of the French-
language term picolet—meaning the winter-mountaineering tool which resembles the pick
axes used in mining and other excavations, and by the multiple languages spoken by those
involved in reporting the details; many history and reference books have confused the two
tools.[11]

1. Cliff, Tony (2004) [1976]. "Lenin Rearms the Party". All Power to the Soviets: Lenin 1914-
1917 (https://books.google.com/books?id=f1OAgkcFbYAC). Vol. 2. Chicago: Haymarket
Books. p. 139. ISBN 9781931859103. Retrieved 17 December 2021. "Trotsky was a leader
of a small group, the Mezhraionts, consisting of almost four thousand members."

2. Renton 2004, p. 19.
3. "Trotsky" (https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/Trotsky). Merriam-Webster

Dictionary.
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Vladimir Lenin, whose policies and
politics allowed the Bolshevik
vanguard party to realise the October
Revolution in Russia in 1917

Leninism

Leninism is a political ideology developed by Russian Marxist
revolutionary Vladimir Lenin that proposes the establishment of the
dictatorship of the proletariat led by a revolutionary vanguard party
as the political prelude to the establishment of communism. The
function of the Leninist vanguard party is to provide the working
classes with the political consciousness (education and
organisation) and revolutionary leadership necessary to depose
capitalism.[1]

Leninist revolutionary leadership is based upon The Communist
Manifesto (1848), identifying the communist party as "the most
advanced and resolute section of the working class parties of every
country; that section which pushes forward all others." As the
vanguard party, the Bolsheviks viewed history through the
theoretical framework of dialectical materialism, which sanctioned
political commitment to the successful overthrow of capitalism, and
then to instituting socialism; and, as the revolutionary national
government, to realise the socio-economic transition by all
means.[2]

In the aftermath of the October Revolution in 1917, Leninism was
the dominant version of Marxism in Russia. In establishing the
socialist mode of production in Soviet Russia – with the 1917 Decree on Land, war communism (1918–
1921) and the New Economic Policy (1921–1928) – the revolutionary régime suppressed most political
opposition, including Marxists who opposed Lenin's actions, the anarchists and the Mensheviks, factions of
the Socialist Revolutionary Party and the Left Socialist-Revolutionaries.[3] The Russian Civil War (1917–
1922), which included the fight against the White Army, Entente intervention, left-wing uprisings against
the Bolsheviks and widespread peasant rebellions was an external and internal war which transformed
Bolshevik Russia into the Russian Socialist Federative Soviet Republic (RSFSR), the core and largest
republic that founded the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR).[4]

As revolutionary praxis, Leninism originally was neither a proper philosophy nor a discrete political theory.
Leninism comprises politico-economic developments of orthodox Marxism and Lenin's interpretations of
Marxism, which function as a pragmatic synthesis for practical application to the actual conditions
(political, social, economic) of the post-emancipation agrarian society of Imperial Russia in the early 20th
century.[1] As a political-science term, Lenin's theory of proletarian revolution entered common usage at the
fifth congress of the Communist International (1924), when Grigory Zinoviev applied the term Leninism to
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denote "vanguard-party revolution."[1] Leninism was accepted as part of Russian Communist Party (b)'s
vocabulary and doctrine around 1922, and in January 1923, despite objections from Lenin, it entered the
public vocabulary.[5]

In the 19th century, Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels wrote the Manifesto of the Communist Party (1848), in
which they called for the political unification of the European working classes in order to achieve
communist revolution; and proposed that because the socio-economic organisation of communism was of a
higher form than that of capitalism, a workers' revolution first would occur in the industrialised countries. In
Germany, Marxist social democracy was the political perspective of the Social Democratic Party of
Germany, inspiring Russian Marxists, such as Lenin.[6]

In the early 20th century, the socio-economic backwardness of Imperial Russia (1721–1917)—combined
and uneven economic development—facilitated rapid and intensive industrialisation, which produced a
united, working-class proletariat in a predominantly agrarian society. Moreover, because industrialisation
was financed chiefly with foreign capital, Imperial Russia did not possess a revolutionary bourgeoisie with
political and economic influence upon the workers and the peasants, as had been the case in the French
Revolution (1789–1799) in the 18th century. Although Russia's political economy was agrarian and semi-
feudal, the task of democratic revolution fell to the urban, industrial working class as the only social class
capable of effecting land reform and democratisation, in view that the Russian bourgeoisie would suppress
any revolution.

In the April Theses (1917), the political strategy of the October Revolution (7–8 November 1917), Lenin
proposed that the Russian revolution was not an isolated national event but a fundamentally international
event—the first socialist revolution in the world. Lenin's practical application of Marxism and proletarian
revolution to the social, political, and economic conditions of agrarian Russia motivated and impelled the
"revolutionary nationalism of the poor" to depose the absolute monarchy of the three-hundred-year dynasty
of the House of Romanov (1613–1917), as tsars of Russia.[7]

In Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism (1916), Lenin's economic analyses indicated that
capitalism would transform into a global financial system, by which industrialised countries exported
financial capital to their colonies and so realise the exploitation of the labour of the natives and the
exploitation of the natural resources of their countries. Such superexploitation allows wealthy countries to
maintain a domestic labour aristocracy with a slightly higher standard of living than most workers, ensuring
peaceful labour–capital relations in the capitalist homeland. Therefore, a proletarian revolution of workers
and peasants could not occur in capitalist countries whilst the imperialist global-finance system remained in
place. The first proletarian revolution would have to occur in an underdeveloped country, such as Imperial
Russia, the politically weakest country in the capitalist global-finance system in the early 20th century.[8] In
the United States of Europe Slogan (1915), Lenin wrote:

Workers of the world, unite!—Uneven economic and political development is an absolute law
of capitalism. Hence the victory of socialism is possible, first in several, or even in one
capitalist country taken separately. The victorious proletariat of that country, having
expropriated the capitalists and organised its own socialist production, would stand up against
the rest of the world, the capitalist world.

Historical background

Imperialism
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First edition Russian cover of Lenin's
1917 book Imperialism, the Newest
Stage of Capitalism

— Collected Works, vol. 18, p. 232[9]

In "Left-Wing" Communism: An Infantile Disorder (1920), Lenin
wrote:

The more powerful enemy can be vanquished only by
exerting the utmost effort, and by the most thorough,
careful, attentive, skillful and obligatory use of any,
even the smallest, rift between the enemies, any
conflict of interests among the bourgeoisie of the
various countries and among the various groups or
types of bourgeoisie within the various countries, and
also by taking advantage of any, even the smallest,
opportunity of winning a mass ally, even though this
ally is temporary, vacillating, unstable, unreliable and
conditional. Those who do not understand this reveal a
failure to understand even the smallest grain of
Marxism, of modern scientific socialism in general.
Those who have not proved in practice, over a fairly
considerable period of time and in fairly varied
political situations, their ability to apply this truth in
practice have not yet learned to help the revolutionary
class in its struggle to emancipate all toiling humanity
from the exploiters. And this applies equally to the
period before and after the proletariat has won political
power.

— Collected Works, vol. 31, p. 23[10]

In Chapter II, "Proletarians and Communists", of The Communist Manifesto (1848), Marx and Engels
present the communist party as the political vanguard solely qualified to lead the proletariat in revolution:

The Communists, therefore, are, on the one hand, practically the most advanced and resolute
section of the working-class parties of every country, that section which pushes forward all
others; on the other hand, theoretically, they have over the great mass of the proletariat the
advantage of clearly understanding the lines of march, the conditions, and the ultimate general
results of the proletarian movement. The immediate aim of the Communists is the same as that
of all other proletarian parties: Formation of the proletariat into a class, overthrow of the
bourgeois supremacy, conquest of political power by the proletariat.

The revolutionary purpose of the Leninist vanguard party is to establish the dictatorship of the proletariat
with the working class's support. The communist party would lead the popular deposition of the Tsarist
government and then transfer government power to the working class; that change of the ruling class—
from the bourgeoisie to the proletariat—makes establishing socialism possible.[11] In What Is To Be Done?

Leninist praxis

Vanguard party
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(1902), Lenin said that a revolutionary vanguard party, recruited from the working class, should lead the
political campaign because only in that way would the proletariat successfully realise their revolution;
unlike the economic campaign of trade-union-struggle advocated by other socialist political parties and the
anarcho-syndicalists. Like Marx, Lenin distinguished between the aspects of a revolution, the "economic
campaign" (labour strikes for increased wages and work concessions) that featured diffused plural
leadership; and the "political campaign" (socialist changes to society), which required the decisive,
revolutionary leadership of the Bolshevik vanguard party.

Based upon the First International (IWA, International Workingmen's Association, 1864–1876), Lenin
organised the Bolsheviks as a democratically centralised vanguard party; wherein free political speech was
recognised as legitimate until policy consensus; afterwards, every member of the party was expected to
abide by the agreed policy. Democratic debate was Bolshevik practice, even after Lenin banned factions
among the Party in 1921. Despite being a guiding political influence, Lenin did not exercise absolute power
and continually debated to have his points of view accepted as a course of revolutionary action. In Freedom
to Criticise and Unity of Action (1905), Lenin said:

Of course, the application of this principle in practice will sometimes give rise to disputes and
misunderstandings; but only on the basis of this principle can all disputes and all
misunderstandings be settled honourably for the Party. ... The principle of democratic
centralism and autonomy for local Party organisations implies universal and full freedom to
criticise, so long as this does not disturb the unity of a definite action; it rules out all criticism
which disrupts or makes difficult the unity of an action decided on by the Party.[12]

Before the October Revolution, despite supporting moderate political reform—including Bolsheviks elected
to the Duma when opportune—Lenin said that capitalism could only be overthrown with proletarian
revolution, not with gradual reforms—from within (Fabianism) and from without (social democracy)—
which would fail because the bourgeoisie's control of the means of production determined the nature of
political power in Russia.[13] As epitomised in the slogan "For a Democratic Dictatorship of the Proletariat
and Peasantry", a proletarian revolution in underdeveloped Russia required a united proletariat (peasants
and industrial workers) to assume government power in the cities successfully. Moreover, owing to the
middle-class aspirations of much of the peasantry, Leon Trotsky said that the proletarian leadership of the
revolution would ensure truly socialist and democratic socio-economic change.

In Bolshevik Russia, government by direct democracy was realised and effected by the soviets (elected
councils of workers), which Lenin said was the "democratic dictatorship of the proletariat" postulated in
orthodox Marxism.[14] The soviets comprised representative committees from the factories and the trade
unions but excluded the capitalist social class to establish a proletarian government by and for the working
class and the peasants. Concerning the political disenfranchisement of the capitalist social class in
Bolshevik Russia, Lenin said that "depriving the exploiters of the franchise is a purely Russian question,
and not a question of the dictatorship of the proletariat, in general. ... In which countries ...democracy for
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1970 French edition of Lenin's 1917
book The State and Revolution

the exploiters will be, in one or another form, restricted ...is a
question of the specific national features of this or that
capitalism."[2] In chapter five of The State and Revolution (1917),
Lenin describes the dictatorship of the proletariat as:

the organisation of the vanguard of the oppressed as
the ruling class for the purpose of crushing the
oppressors. ... An immense expansion of democracy,
which, for the first time, becomes democracy for the
poor, democracy for the people, and not democracy for
the rich ... and suppression by force, i.e. exclusion
from democracy, for the exploiters and oppressors of
the people—this is the change which democracy
undergoes during the 'transition' from capitalism to
communism.[15]

Concerning the disenfranchisement from democracy of the
capitalist social class, Lenin said: "Democracy for the vast majority
of the people, and suppression by force, i.e. exclusion from
democracy, of the exploiters and oppressors of the people—this is
the change democracy undergoes during the transition from capitalism to communism."[16] The dictatorship
of the proletariat was effected with soviet constitutionalism, a form of government opposite to the
dictatorship of capital (privately owned means of production) practised in bourgeois democracies. Under
soviet constitutionalism, the Leninist vanguard party would be one of many political parties competing for
election to government power.[1][14][17] Nevertheless, because of the Russian Civil War (1917–1924) and
the anti-Bolshevik terrorism of opposing political parties aiding the White Armies' counter-revolution, the
Bolshevik government banned all other political parties, which left the Leninist vanguard party as the only
political party in Russia. Lenin said that such political suppression was not philosophically inherent to the
dictatorship of the proletariat.[18][17][19]

The Bolshevik government nationalised industry and established a foreign-trade monopoly to allow the
productive coordination of the national economy and so prevent Russian national industries from
competing against each other. To feed the populaces of town and country, Lenin instituted war communism
(1918–1921) as a necessary condition—adequate supplies of food and weapons—for fighting the Russian
Civil War.[17] In March 1921, the New Economic Policy (NEP, 1921–1929) allowed limited local
capitalism (private commerce and internal free trade) and replaced grain requisitions with an agricultural tax
managed by state banks. The NEP was meant to resolve food-shortage riots by the peasantry and allowed
limited private enterprise; the profit motive encouraged farmers to produce the crops required to feed town
and country; and to economically re-establish the urban working class, who had lost many workers to fight
the counter-revolutionary Civil War.[20][21] The NEP nationalisation of the economy then would facilitate
the industrialisation of Russia, politically strengthen the working class, and raise the standards of living for
all Russians. Lenin said that the appearance of new socialist states was necessary for strengthening Russia's
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economy in establishing Russian socialism. Lenin's socio-economic perspective was supported by the
German Revolution of 1918–1919, the Italian insurrection and general strikes of 1920, and worker wage-
riots in the UK, France, and the US.

In recognising and accepting nationalism among oppressed peoples, Lenin advocated their national right to
self-determination and so opposed Russian chauvinism because such ethnocentrism was a cultural obstacle
to establishing the dictatorship of the proletariat in every territory of the deposed Russian Empire (1721–
1917).[22][23] In The Right of Nations to Self-determination (1914), Lenin said:

We fight against the privileges and violence of the oppressor nation, and do not in any way
condone strivings for privileges on the part of the oppressed nation. :... The bourgeois
nationalism of any oppressed nation has a general democratic content that is directed against
oppression, and it is this content that we unconditionally support. At the same time, we strictly
distinguish it from the tendency towards national exclusiveness. ... Can a nation be free if it
oppresses other nations? It cannot.[24]

The socialist internationalism of Marxism and Bolshevism is based upon class struggle and a people's
transcending nationalism, ethnocentrism, and religion—the intellectual obstacles to progressive class
consciousness—which are the cultural status quo that the capitalist ruling class manipulates in order to
divide the working classes and the peasant classes politically. To overcome that barrier to establishing
socialism, Lenin said that acknowledging nationalism, as a people's right of self-determination and right of
secession, naturally would allow socialist states to transcend the political limitations of nationalism to form a
federation.[18] In The Question of Nationalities, or 'Autonomisation' (1923), Lenin said:

[N]othing holds up the development and strengthening of proletarian class solidarity so much
as national injustice; "offended" nationals are not sensitive to anything, so much as to the
feeling of equality, and the violation of this equality, if only through negligence or jest – to the
violation of that equality by their proletarian comrades.[25]

The role of the Leninist vanguard party was to politically educate the workers and peasants to dispel the
societal false consciousness of religion and nationalism that constitute the cultural status quo taught by the
bourgeoisie to the proletariat to facilitate their economic exploitation of peasants and workers. Influenced
by Lenin, the Central Committee of the Bolshevik Party stated that the development of the socialist
workers' culture should not be "hamstrung from above" and opposed the Proletkult (1917–1925)
organisational control of the national culture.[26]
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Leninism after 1924

Stalinism
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Leon Trotsky was exiled from Russia
after losing to Stalin in the factional
politics of the Bolsheviks

In post-Revolutionary Russia, Stalinism (socialism in one country) and Trotskyism (permanent world
revolution) were the principal philosophies of communism that claimed legitimate ideological descent from
Leninism; thus, within the Communist Party, each ideological faction denied the political legitimacy of the
opposing faction.[27] Until shortly before his death, Lenin countered Stalin's disproportionate political
influence in the Communist Party and the bureaucracy of the Soviet government, partly because of abuses
he had committed against the populace of Georgia and partly because the autocratic Stalin had accumulated
administrative power disproportionate to his office of General Secretary of the Communist Party.[18][28]

The counter-action against Stalin aligned with Lenin's advocacy of the right of self-determination for the
national and ethnic groups of the deposed Tsarist Empire.[28] Lenin warned the Party that Stalin had
"unlimited authority concentrated in his hands, and I am not sure whether he will always be capable of
using that authority with sufficient caution" and formed a faction with Leon Trotsky to remove Stalin as the
General Secretary of the Communist Party.[19][29]

To that end followed proposals reducing the administrative powers of party posts to reduce bureaucratic
influence upon the policies of the Communist Party. Lenin advised Trotsky to emphasise Stalin's recent
bureaucratic alignment in such matters (e.g. undermining the anti-bureaucratic workers' and peasants'
Inspection) and argued to depose Stalin as General Secretary. Despite advice to refuse "any rotten
compromise", he did not heed Lenin's advice and General Secretary Stalin retained power over the
Communist Party and the bureaucracy of the Soviet government.[19]

After Lenin's death (21 January 1924), Trotsky ideologically
battled the influence of Stalin, who formed ruling blocs within the
Russian Communist Party (with Grigory Zinoviev and Lev
Kamenev, then with Nikolai Bukharin and then by himself) and so
determined soviet government policy from 1924 onwards. The
ruling blocs continually denied Stalin's opponents the right to
organise as an opposition faction within the party—thus, the
reinstatement of democratic centralism and free speech within the
Communist Party were key arguments of Trotsky's Left Opposition
and the later Joint Opposition.[19][30]

In instituting government policy, Stalin promoted the doctrine of
socialism in one country (adopted 1925),[31] wherein the Soviet
Union would establish socialism upon Russia's economic
foundations (and support socialist revolutions elsewhere).[32]

Conversely, Trotsky held that socialism in one country would
economically constrain the industrial development of the Soviet
Union and thus required assistance from the new socialist countries
in the developed world—which was essential for maintaining
soviet democracy—in 1924, much undermined by the Russian
Civil War of White Army counter-revolution. Trotsky's theory of
permanent revolution proposed that socialist revolutions in
underdeveloped countries would further dismantle feudal régimes and establish socialist democracies that
would not pass through a capitalist stage of development and government. Hence, revolutionary workers
should ally politically with peasant political organisations, not capitalist political parties. In contrast, Stalin
and his allies proposed that alliances with capitalist political parties were essential to realising a revolution
where communists were too few.[31] Said Stalinist practice failed, especially in the Northern Expedition
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portion of the Chinese Revolution (1926–1928), which resulted in the right-wing Kuomintang's massacre
of the Chinese Communist Party. Despite the failure, Stalin's policy of mixed-ideology political alliances
nonetheless became Comintern's policy.

Until exiled from Russia in 1929, Trotsky developed and led the Left Opposition (and the later Joint
Opposition) with members of the Workers' Opposition, the Decembrists and (later) the Zinovievists.[19]

Trotskyism predominated the politics of the Left Opposition, which demanded the restoration of soviet
democracy, the expansion of democratic centralism in the Communist Party, national industrialisation,
international permanent revolution and socialist internationalism. The Trotskyist demands countered Stalin's
political dominance of the Communist Party, which was officially characterised by the "cult of Lenin", the
rejection of permanent revolution, and advocated the doctrine of socialism in one country. The Stalinist
economic policy vacillated between appeasing the capitalist interests of the kulak in the countryside and
destroying them as a social class. Initially, the Stalinists also rejected the national industrialisation of Russia
but then pursued it in full, sometimes brutally. In both cases, the Left Opposition denounced the regressive
nature of Stalin's policy towards the wealthy kulak social class and the brutality of forced industrialisation.
Trotsky described Stalinist vacillation as a symptom of the undemocratic nature of a ruling bureaucracy.[33]

During the 1920s and the 1930s, Stalin fought and defeated the political influence of Trotsky and the
Trotskyists in Russia using slander, antisemitism, censorship, expulsions, exile (internal and external), and
imprisonment. The anti-Trotsky campaign culminated in the executions (official and unofficial) of the
Moscow Trials (1936–1938), which were part of the Great Purge of Old Bolsheviks who had led the
Revolution.[19][34]

Some historians such as Richard Pipes consider Stalinism as the natural consequence of Leninism, that
Stalin "faithfully implemented Lenin's domestic and foreign policy programs".[35] Robert Service notes that
"institutionally and ideologically Lenin laid the foundations for a Stalin ... but the passage from Leninism to
the worse terrors of Stalinism was not smooth and inevitable."[36] Historian and Stalin biographer Edvard
Radzinsky believes that Stalin was a genuine follower of Lenin, exactly as he claimed himself.[37]

Proponents of continuity cite a variety of contributory factors, in that it was Lenin, rather than Stalin, whose
civil war measures introduced the Red Terror with its hostage-taking and internment camps; that it was
Lenin who developed the infamous Article 58 and who established the autocratic system within the Russian
Communist Party.[38] Proponents also note that Lenin put a ban on factions within the party and introduced
the one-party state in 1921, a move that enabled Stalin to get rid of his rivals easily after Lenin's death and
cite Felix Dzerzhinsky, who exclaimed during the Bolshevik struggle against opponents in the Russian
Civil War: "We stand for organized terror—this should be frankly stated."[39]

Revisionist historians and some post-Cold War and otherwise dissident Soviet historians, including Roy
Medvedev, argue that "one could list the various measures carried out by Stalin that were actually a
continuation of anti-democratic trends and measures implemented under Lenin", but that "in so many ways,
Stalin acted, not in line with Lenin's clear instructions, but in defiance of them."[40] In doing so, some
historians have tried to distance Stalinism from Leninism to undermine the totalitarian view that the
negative facets of Stalin were inherent in communism from the start.[41] Critics include anti-Stalinist
communists such as Leon Trotsky, who pointed out that Lenin attempted to persuade the Russian
Communist Party to remove Stalin from his post as its General Secretary. Lenin's Testament, the document
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which contained this order, was suppressed after Lenin's death. In his biography of Trotsky, British
historian Isaac Deutscher says that, on being faced with the evidence, "only the blind and the deaf could be
unaware of the contrast between Stalinism and Leninism."[42]

A similar analysis is present in more recent works such as those of Graeme Gill, who argues that "
[Stalinism was] not a natural flow-on of earlier developments; [it formed a] sharp break resulting from
conscious decisions by leading political actors." However, Gill notes that "difficulties with the use of the
term reflect problems with the concept of Stalinism itself. The major difficulty is a lack of agreement about
what should constitute Stalinism."[43] Revisionist historians such as Sheila Fitzpatrick have criticized the
focus on the upper levels of society and the use of Cold War concepts such as totalitarianism, obscuring the
system's reality.[44]

As a form of Marxism, revolutionary Leninism was criticised as an undemocratic interpretation of
socialism. In The Nationalities Question in the Russian Revolution (1918), Rosa Luxemburg criticised the
Bolsheviks for the suppression of the All Russian Constituent Assembly (January 1918); the partitioning of
the feudal estates to the peasant communes; and the right of self-determination of every national people of
the Russias. That the strategic (geopolitical) mistakes of the Bolsheviks would create significant dangers for
the Russian Revolution, such as the bureaucratisation that would arise to administrate the large country that
was Bolshevik Russia.[45] In defence of the expedient revolutionary practice, in "Left-Wing" Communism:
An Infantile Disorder (1920), Lenin dismissed the political and ideological complaints of the anti-Bolshevik
critics, who claimed ideologically correct stances that were to the political left of Lenin. In Marxist
philosophy, left communism is a range of left-wing political perspectives among communists. Left
communism criticizes the Bolshevik Party's ideology as the revolutionary vanguard. Ideologically, left
communists present their perspectives and approaches as authentic Marxism and thus more oriented to the
proletariat than the Leninism of the Communist International at their first (1919) and second (1920)
congresses. Proponents of left communism include Amadeo Bordiga, Herman Gorter, Paul Mattick, Sylvia
Pankhurst, Antonie Pannekoek and Otto Rühle.[46]

Historically, the Dutch-German communist left has been most critical of Lenin and Leninism,[47][48][49] yet
the Italian communist left remained Leninist. Bordiga said: "All this work of demolishing opportunism and
'deviationism' (Lenin: What Is To Be Done?) is today the basis of party activity. The party follows
revolutionary tradition and experiences in this work during these periods of revolutionary reflux and the
proliferation of opportunist theories, which had as their violent and inflexible opponents Marx, Engels,
Lenin, and the Italian Left."[50] In The Lenin Legend (1935), Paul Mattick said that the council communist
tradition, begun by the Dutch-German leftists, also is critical of Leninism.[51] Contemporary left-communist
organisations, such as the Internationalist Communist Tendency and the International Communist Current,
view Lenin as an essential and influential theorist but remain critical of Leninism as political praxis for the
proletarian revolution.[52][53][54]

Nonetheless, the Bordigism of the International Communist Party abides Bordiga's strict Leninism.
Ideologically aligned with the Dutch-German left, among the ideologists of contemporary communisation,
the theorist Gilles Dauvé criticised Leninism as a "by-product of Kautskyism".[55] In The Soviet Union
Versus Socialism (1986), Noam Chomsky said that Stalinism was the logical development of Leninism and
not an ideological deviation from Lenin's policies, which resulted in collectivisation enforced with a police
state.[56][57] In light of the tenets of socialism, Leninism was a right-wing deviation from Marxism.[58]

The vanguard-party revolution of Leninism became the ideological basis of the communist parties in the
socialist political spectrum. In the People's Republic of China, the Chinese Communist Party organised
itself with Maoism (the Thought of Mao Zedong), socialism with Chinese characteristics.[59] In Singapore,
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the People's Action Party (PAP) featured internal democracy and initiated single-party dominance in the
government and politics of Singapore.[60] In the event, the practical application of Maoism to the socio-
economic conditions of Third World countries produced revolutionary vanguard parties, such as the
Communist Party of Peru – Red Fatherland.[61]
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Joseph Stalin

Joseph Vissarionovich Stalin[g] (born Ioseb Besarionis dze
Jughashvili;[d] 18 December [O.S. 6 December] 1878[1] – 5
March 1953) was a Soviet politician, political theorist and
revolutionary who led the Soviet Union from 1924 until his
death in 1953. He held power as General Secretary of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (1922–1952) and
Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the Soviet Union
(1941–1953). Ideologically adhering to the Leninist
interpretation of Marxism, he formalised these ideas as
Marxism–Leninism, while his own policies are called Stalinism.

Born to a poor ethnic Georgian family in the town of Gori in the
Tiflis Governorate of the Russian Empire (now part of Georgia),
Stalin joined the Marxist Russian Social Democratic Labour
Party in 1901. He edited the party's newspaper, Pravda, and
raised funds for Vladimir Lenin's Bolshevik faction via
robberies, kidnappings and protection rackets. Repeatedly
arrested, he underwent several internal exiles to Siberia. After
the Bolsheviks seized power in the October Revolution and
created a one-party state under the new Communist Party in
1917, Stalin joined its governing Politburo. Serving in the
Russian Civil War before overseeing the Soviet Union's
establishment in 1922, Stalin assumed leadership over the
country following Lenin's death in 1924. Under Stalin,
socialism in one country became a central tenet of the party's
ideology. As a result of his Five-Year Plans, the country
underwent agricultural collectivisation and rapid
industrialisation, creating a centralised command economy.
Severe disruptions to food production contributed to the famine
of 1930–1933 that killed millions. To eradicate "enemies of the
working class", Stalin instituted the Great Purge, in which over
a million were imprisoned, largely in the Gulag system of forced
labour camps, and at least 700,000 executed by government
agents between 1936 and 1938.

Stalin promoted Marxism–Leninism abroad through the
Communist International and supported European anti-fascist
movements during the 1930s, particularly in the Spanish Civil
War. In 1939, his regime signed a non-aggression pact with
Nazi Germany, resulting in the Soviet invasion of Poland. In
1940, Stalin’s regime also entered into talks with Nazi Germany
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concerning a potential entry into the Axis powers alliance as a
fourth member in 1940. Germany ended the pact by invading
the Soviet Union in 1941, after which Stalin joined the Allies of
World War II as one of the Big Three. Despite initial
catastrophes, the Soviet Red Army repelled the German
invasion and captured Berlin in 1945, ending World War II in
Europe. Amid the war, the Soviets annexed the Baltic states and
Bessarabia and North Bukovina, subsequently establishing
Soviet-aligned governments throughout Central and Eastern
Europe and in parts of East Asia. The Soviet Union and the
United States emerged as global superpowers and entered a
period of tension, the Cold War. Stalin presided over the Soviet
post-war reconstruction and its development of an atomic bomb
in 1949. During these years, the country experienced another
major famine and an antisemitic campaign that culminated in the
doctors' plot. After Stalin's death in 1953, he was eventually
succeeded by Nikita Khrushchev, who subsequently denounced
his rule and initiated the de-Stalinisation of Soviet society.

Widely considered to be one of the 20th century's most
significant figures, Stalin was the subject of a pervasive
personality cult within the international Marxist–Leninist
movement, which revered him as a champion of the working
class and socialism. Since the dissolution of the Soviet Union in
1991, Stalin has retained popularity in Russia and Georgia as a
victorious wartime leader who cemented the Soviet Union's
status as a leading world power. Nevertheless, his regime has
been widely described as totalitarian and is condemned for
overseeing mass repression, ethnic cleansing, wide-scale
deportation, hundreds of thousands of executions, and famines
that killed millions.

Stalin was born in Georgia in the town of Gori,[2] then part of
the Tiflis Governorate of the Russian Empire and home to a mix
of Georgians, Azerbaijanis, Armenians, Russians, and Jews.[3]

He was born on 18 December [O.S. 6 December] 1878[4][h]

and baptised on 29 December.[6] His birth name was Ioseb
Besarionis dze Jughashvili,[d] and he was nicknamed "Soso", a
diminutive of "Ioseb".[7] His parents were Besarion Jughashvili
and Ekaterine Geladze.[8] He was their only child to survive
past infancy.[9]

Besarion was a cobbler who was employed in a workshop
owned by another man;[10] it was initially a financial success
but later fell into decline,[11] and the family found itself living in
poverty.[12] Besarion became an alcoholic[13] and drunkenly

Early life

1878–1899: Childhood to young adulthood
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15 March 1946 – 3 March 1947

Preceded by Himself (as People's
Commissar of
Defense of the
Soviet Union)

Succeeded by Nikolai Bulganin

People's Commissar for
Nationalities of the RSFSR

In office
8 November 1917 – 7 July 1923

Preceded by Position established

Succeeded by Position abolished

People's Commissar of Defense of
the Soviet Union

In office
19 July 1941 – 25 February 1946

Preceded by Semyon Timoshenko

Succeeded by Himself (as People's
Commissar of the
Armed Forces of the
Soviet Union)

Personal details

Born Ioseb Besarionis dze
Jughashvili[d]

18 December [O.S.

6] 1878[e]

Gori, Tiflis
Governorate,
Russian Empire
(now Georgia)

Died 5 March 1953
(aged 74)
Moscow, Russian
SFSR, Soviet Union

Resting place Lenin's Mausoleum,
Moscow
(1953–1961)

Kremlin Wall
Necropolis, Moscow
(from 1961)

Political party RSDLP (1898–1903)

RSDLP (Bolsheviks)
(1903–1918)

beat his wife and son.[14] Ekaterine and Stalin left the home by
1883 and began a wandering life, moving through nine different
rented rooms over the next decade.[15] In 1886, they moved into
the house of a family friend, Father Christopher Charkviani.[16]

Ekaterine worked as a house cleaner and launderer and was
determined to send her son to school.[17] In September 1888,
Stalin enrolled at the Orthodox Gori Church School,[18] a place
secured by Charkviani.[19] Although he got into many
fights,[20] Stalin excelled academically,[21] displaying talent in
painting and drama classes,[22] writing his own poetry,[23] and
singing as a choirboy.[24] Stalin faced several severe health
problems: An 1884 smallpox infection left him with facial
scars;[25] and at age 12 he was seriously injured when he was
hit by a phaeton, probably the cause of a lifelong disability in
his left arm.[26]

In August 1894, Stalin enrolled in the Orthodox Theological
Seminary in Tiflis, enabled by a scholarship that allowed him to
study at a reduced rate.[27] He joined 600 trainee priests who
boarded there,[28] and he achieved high grades.[29] He
continued writing poetry; five of his poems, on themes such as
nature, land and patriotism, were published under the
pseudonym of "Soselo" in Ilia Chavchavadze's newspaper
Iveria (Georgia).[30] According to Stalin's biographer Simon
Sebag Montefiore, they became "minor Georgian classics"[31]

and were included in various anthologies of Georgian poetry
over the coming years.[31] As he grew older, Stalin lost interest
in priestly studies, his grades dropped,[32] and he was
repeatedly confined to a cell for his rebellious behaviour.[33]

The seminary's journal noted that he declared himself an atheist,
stalked out of prayers and refused to doff his hat to monks.[34]

Stalin joined a forbidden book club at the school;[35] he was
particularly influenced by Nikolay Chernyshevsky's 1863 pro-
revolutionary novel What Is To Be Done?[36] Another
influential text was Alexander Kazbegi's The Patricide, with
Stalin adopting the nickname "Koba" from that of the book's
bandit protagonist.[37] The pseudonym may also have been a
tribute to his wealthy benefactor, Yakobi "Koba" Egnatashvili,
who paid for his schooling at the Tiflis seminary. ("Koba" is the
Georgian diminutive of Yakobi, or Jacob, and Stalin later named
his first-born son in Egnatashvili's honour.)[38] He also read Das
Kapital, the 1867 book by German sociological theorist Karl
Marx.[39] Stalin devoted himself to Marx's socio-political
theory, Marxism,[40] which was then on the rise in Georgia, one
of various forms of socialism opposed to the empire's governing
Tsarist authorities.[41] At night, he attended secret workers'
meetings[42] and was introduced to Silibistro "Silva" Jibladze,
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RCP (Bolsheviks)
(1918–1925)

AUCP (Bolsheviks)
(1925–1952)

CPSU (1952–1953)

Spouses Ekaterine Svanidze
(m. 1906; died 1907)

Nadezhda Alliluyeva
(m. 1919; died 1932)

Children Yakov Dzhugashvili

Vasily Stalin

Svetlana Alliluyeva

Artyom Sergeyev
(adopted)

Parents Besarion Jughashvili

Ekaterine Geladze

Education Tbilisi Spiritual
Seminary

Occupation Politician

Signature

Nickname Koba

Military service

Allegiance Russian Empire

Soviet Russia

Soviet Union

Branch/service Imperial Russian
Army

Red Army

Soviet Armed Forces

Years of
service

1916–1917

1918–1921

1941–1953

Rank Marshal (1943)

Generalissimus
(proposed)

Commands Southern Front
(1918–1920)
(commissar)

the Marxist founder of Mesame Dasi ("Third Group"), a
Georgian socialist group.[43] Stalin left the seminary in April
1899 and never returned.[44]

In October 1899, Stalin began work as a meteorologist at the
Tiflis observatory.[45] He had a light workload and therefore
had plenty of time for revolutionary activity. He attracted a
group of supporters through his classes in socialist theory[46]

and co-organised a secret workers' mass meeting for May Day
1900,[47] at which he successfully encouraged many of the men
to take strike action.[48] By this point, the empire's secret police,
the Okhrana, were aware of Stalin's activities in Tiflis'
revolutionary milieu.[48] They attempted to arrest him in March
1901, but he escaped and went into hiding,[49] living off the
donations of friends and sympathisers.[50] Remaining
underground, he helped plan a demonstration for May Day
1901, in which 3,000 marchers clashed with the authorities.[51]

He continued to evade arrest by using aliases and sleeping in
different apartments.[52] In November 1901, he was elected to
the Tiflis Committee of the Russian Social Democratic Labour
Party (RSDLP), a Marxist party founded in 1898.[53]

That month, Stalin travelled to the port city of Batum.[54] His
militant rhetoric proved divisive among the city's Marxists, some
of whom suspected that he might be an agent provocateur
working for the government.[55] He found employment at the
Rothschild refinery storehouse, where he co-organised two
workers' strikes.[56] After several strike leaders were arrested, he
co-organised a mass public demonstration which led to the
storming of the prison; troops fired upon the demonstrators, 13
of whom were killed.[57] Stalin organised another mass
demonstration on the day of their funeral,[58] before being
arrested in April 1902.[59] Held first in Batumi Prison[60] and
then Kutaisi Prison,[61] in mid-1903 he was sentenced to three
years of exile in eastern Siberia.[62]

Stalin left Batum in October, arriving at the small Siberian town
of Novaya Uda in late November 1903.[63] There, he lived in a
two-room peasant's house, sleeping in the building's larder.[64]

He made two escape attempts: On the first, he made it to
Balagansk before returning due to frostbite.[65] His second
attempt, in January 1904, was successful and he made it to
Tiflis.[66] There, he co-edited a Georgian Marxist newspaper,
Proletariatis Brdzola ("Proletarian Struggle"), with Philip
Makharadze.[67] He called for the Georgian Marxist movement
to split from its Russian counterpart, resulting in several RSDLP

1899–1904: Russian Social-Democratic
Labour Party
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Southwestern Front
(1920) (commissar)

Soviet Armed Forces
(1941–1953)
(Supreme

Commander)

Battles/wars Russian Revolution
October

Revolution
Russian Civil War

Battle of
Tsaritsyn
Soviet-Georgian

war

Polish–Soviet
War

August uprising
Sino-Soviet War
Xinjiang Wars

Kumul Rebellion
Soviet invasion
Islamic Revolt

First Soviet-

Japanese War
Winter War
World War II (Great
Patriotic War)

Operation
Barbarossa
Anglo-Soviet

invasion of Iran
Battle of

Moscow
Battle of

Stalingrad
Continuation

War
Berlin Offensive
Second Soviet-

Japanese War
Iran Crisis
Xinjiang Wars

Ili Rebellion
Eastern European
anti-Communist
insurgencies

members accusing him of holding views contrary to the ethos of
Marxist internationalism and calling for his expulsion from the
party; he soon recanted his opinions.[68] During his exile, the
RSDLP had split between Vladimir Lenin's "Bolsheviks" and
Julius Martov's "Mensheviks".[69] Stalin detested many of the
Mensheviks in Georgia and aligned himself with the
Bolsheviks.[70] Although he established a Bolshevik stronghold
in the mining town of Chiatura,[71] Bolshevism remained a
minority force in the Menshevik-dominated Georgian
revolutionary scene.[72]

In January 1905, government troops massacred protesters in
Saint Petersburg. Unrest soon spread across the Russian Empire
in what came to be known as the Revolution of 1905.[74]

Georgia was particularly affected.[75] Stalin was in Baku in
February when ethnic violence broke out between Armenians
and Azeris; at least 2,000 were killed.[76] He publicly lambasted
the "pogroms against Jews and Armenians" as being part of
Tsar Nicholas II's attempts to "buttress his despicable
throne".[77] Stalin formed a Bolshevik Battle Squad which he
used to try to keep Baku's warring ethnic factions apart; he also
used the unrest as a cover for stealing printing equipment.[77]

Amid the growing violence throughout Georgia he formed
further Battle Squads, with the Mensheviks doing the same.[78]

Stalin's squads disarmed local police and troops,[79] raided
government arsenals,[80] and raised funds through protection
rackets on large local businesses and mines.[81] They launched
attacks on the government's Cossack troops and pro-Tsarist
Black Hundreds,[82] co-ordinating some of their operations with
the Menshevik militia.[83]

In November 1905, the Georgian Bolsheviks elected Stalin as
one of their delegates to a Bolshevik conference in Saint
Petersburg.[84] On arrival, he met Lenin's wife Nadezhda
Krupskaya, who informed him that the venue had been moved
to Tampere in the Grand Duchy of Finland.[85] At the
conference Stalin met Lenin for the first time.[86] Although
Stalin held Lenin in deep respect, he was vocal in his
disagreement with Lenin's view that the Bolsheviks should field
candidates for the forthcoming election to the State Duma;
Stalin saw the parliamentary process as a waste of time.[87] In
April 1906, Stalin attended the RSDLP Fourth Congress in
Stockholm; this was his first trip outside the Russian Empire.[88]

At the conference, the RSDLP — then led by its Menshevik
majority — agreed that it would not raise funds using armed

1905–1912: Revolution of 1905 and its
aftermath
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Korean War

Awards See list

Joseph Stalin's voice

Announcement of German capitulation
Recorded May 1945

Central institution membership
1917–1953: Full member, 6th–

19th Presidium

1922–1953: 11th–19th Secretariat

1920–1952: 9th–18th Orgburo

1912–1953: Full member, 5th–
19th Central Committee

1918: Full member, 2nd Central
Committee of CP(b)U

Other offices held

1941–1947: Minister of Defense

1941–1945: Chairman, State
Defense Committee

1920–1922: Chairman, Workers'
and Peasants' Inspectorate of the
Russian SFSR

1917–1922: People's Commissar,
Nationalities of the Russian SFSR

Leader of the Soviet Union
← Lenin · Malenkov[f]→

1893 class table of Gori Religious School including a photo of Stalin. Some of the photos may be from earlier
dates, but it is believed that this photo of Stalin was taken in 1893.

robbery.[89] Lenin and Stalin disagreed with this decision[90]

and later privately discussed how they could continue the
robberies for the Bolshevik cause.[91]

Stalin married Kato Svanidze in an Orthodox church ceremony
at Senaki in July 1906.[92] In March 1907 she bore a son,
Yakov.[93] By that year — according to the historian Robert
Service — Stalin had established himself as "Georgia's leading
Bolshevik".[94] He attended the Fifth RSDLP Congress, held at
the Brotherhood Church in London in May–June 1907.[95]

After returning to Tiflis, Stalin organised the robbing of a large
delivery of money to the Imperial Bank in June 1907. His gang
ambushed the armed convoy in Erivan Square with gunfire and
home-made bombs. Around 40 people were killed, but all of his
gang escaped alive.[96] After the heist, Stalin settled in Baku
with his wife and son.[97] There, Mensheviks confronted Stalin
about the robbery and voted to expel him from the RSDLP, but
he took no notice of them.[98]

In Baku, Stalin secured Bolshevik domination of the local
RSDLP branch[99] and edited two Bolshevik newspapers,
Bakinsky Proletary and Gudok ("Whistle").[100] In August
1907, he attended the Seventh Congress of the Second
International — an international socialist organisation — in
Stuttgart, Germany.[101] In November 1907, his wife died of
typhus,[102] and he left his son with her family in Tiflis.[103] In
Baku he had reassembled his gang, the Outfit,[104] which
continued to attack Black Hundreds and raised finances by
running protection rackets, counterfeiting currency, and carrying
out robberies.[105] They also kidnapped the children of several
wealthy figures to extract ransom money.[106] In early 1908, he
travelled to the Swiss city of Geneva to meet with Lenin and the

prominent Russian Marxist Georgi Plekhanov, although the latter exasperated him.[107]

Several Bolshevik figures accused Stalin of collaborating with the Okhrana police and betraying a number
of associates.[108][109] However, this remains a source of debate among historians due to the lack of
conclusive evidence, destroyed contents from his Okhrana file and the later policy of censorship under his
regime.[110][111][112][113][114][115][116]
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In 1894 Stalin began his studies at
the Tiflis Theological Seminary
(pictured here in the 1870s).

Police photograph of Stalin,
taken in 1902, when he was
23 years old

Stalin first met Vladimir Lenin at a
1905 conference in Tampere, in the
Grand Duchy of Finland. Lenin
became "Stalin's indispensable
mentor".[73]

A mugshot of Stalin made in 1911 by
the Tsarist secret police

In March 1908, Stalin was arrested and interned in Bailov Prison in
Baku.[117] There he led the imprisoned Bolsheviks, organised
discussion groups, and ordered the killing of suspected
informants.[118] He was eventually sentenced to two years exile in
the village of Solvychegodsk, Vologda Province, arriving there in
February 1909.[119] In June, he escaped the village and made it to
Kotlas disguised as a woman and from there to Saint
Petersburg.[120] In March 1910, he was arrested again and sent
back to Solvychegodsk.[121] There he had affairs with at least two
women; his landlady, Maria Kuzakova, later gave birth to his
second son, Konstantin.[122] In June 1911, Stalin was given
permission to move to Vologda, where he stayed for two
months,[123] having a relationship with Pelageya Onufrieva.[124]

He escaped to Saint Petersburg,[125] where he was arrested in
September 1911 and sentenced to a further three-year exile in
Vologda.[126]

In January 1912, while Stalin was in exile, the first Bolshevik Central
Committee was elected at the Prague Conference.[127] Shortly after the
conference, Lenin and Grigory Zinoviev decided to co-opt Stalin to the
committee.[127] Still in Vologda, Stalin agreed, remaining a Central
Committee member for the rest of his life.[128] Lenin believed that Stalin,
as a Georgian, would help secure support for the Bolsheviks from the
empire's minority ethnicities.[129] In February 1912, Stalin again escaped
to Saint Petersburg,[130] tasked with converting the Bolshevik weekly
newspaper, Zvezda ("Star") into a daily, Pravda ("Truth").[131] The new
newspaper was launched in April 1912,[132] although Stalin's role as
editor was kept secret.[132]

In May 1912, he was
arrested again and
imprisoned in the
Shpalerhy Prison, before
being sentenced to three
years exile in Siberia.[133]

In July, he arrived at the
Siberian village of
Narym,[134] where he
shared a room with a fellow
Bolshevik Yakov
Sverdlov.[135] After two
months, Stalin and
Sverdlov escaped back to
Saint Petersburg.[136] During a brief period back in Tiflis, Stalin

1912–1917: Rise to the Central Committee and
editorship of Pravda
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The first issue of Pravda, the
Bolshevik newspaper of which Stalin
was editor

Stalin in 1915

and the Outfit planned the ambush of a mail coach, during which
most of the group — although not Stalin — were apprehended by
the authorities.[137] Stalin returned to Saint Petersburg, where he
continued editing and writing articles for Pravda.[138]

After the October 1912 Duma
elections, where six Bolsheviks
and six Mensheviks were elected,
Stalin wrote articles calling for
reconciliation between the two
Marxist factions, for which Lenin
criticised him.[139] In late 1912,
Stalin twice crossed into the
Austro-Hungarian Empire to visit
Lenin in Cracow,[140] eventually bowing to Lenin's opposition to
reunification with the Mensheviks.[141] In January 1913, Stalin travelled
to Vienna,[142] where he researched the 'national question' of how the
Bolsheviks should deal with the Russian Empire's national and ethnic
minorities.[143] Lenin, who encouraged Stalin to write an article on the
subject,[144] wanted to attract those groups to the Bolshevik cause by
offering them the right of secession from the Russian state, but also hoped

they would remain part of a future Bolshevik-governed Russia.[145]

Stalin's article Marxism and the National Question[146] was first published in the March, April, and May
1913 issues of the Bolshevik journal Prosveshcheniye;[147] Lenin was pleased with it.[148] According to
Montefiore, this was "Stalin's most famous work".[145] The article was published under the pseudonym
"K. Stalin",[148] a name he had used since 1912.[149] Derived from the Russian word for steel (stal),[150]

this has been translated as "Man of Steel";[151] Stalin may have intended it to imitate Lenin's
pseudonym.[152] Stalin retained the name for the rest of his life, possibly because it was used on the article
that established his reputation among the Bolsheviks.[153]

In February 1913, Stalin was arrested while back in Saint Petersburg.[154] He was sentenced to four years
exile in Turukhansk, a remote part of Siberia from which escape was particularly difficult.[155] In August,
he arrived in the village of Monastyrskoe, although after four weeks was relocated to the hamlet of
Kostino.[156] In March 1914, concerned over a potential escape attempt, the authorities moved Stalin to the
hamlet of Kureika on the edge of the Arctic Circle.[157] In the hamlet, Stalin had a relationship with Lidia
Pereprygina, who was fourteen at the time but within the legal age of consent in Tsarist Russia.[158] In or
about December 1914, their child was born but the infant soon died.[159] Their second child, Alexander,
was born circa April 1917.[160][161]

In Kureika, Stalin lived among the indigenous Tunguses and Ostyak peoples,[162] and spent much of his
time fishing.[163]

While Stalin was in exile, Russia entered the First World War, and in October 1916 Stalin and other exiled
Bolsheviks were conscripted into the Russian Army, leaving for Monastyrskoe.[164] They arrived in
Krasnoyarsk in February 1917,[165] where a medical examiner ruled Stalin unfit for military service
because of his crippled arm.[166] Stalin was required to serve four more months of his exile, and he
successfully requested that he serve it in nearby Achinsk.[167] Stalin was in the city when the February

1917: Russian Revolution
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The existing government of landlords and capitalists
must be replaced by a new government, a
government of workers and peasants.
The existing pseudo-government which was not
elected by the people and which is not accountable
to the people must be replaced by a government
recognised by the people, elected by representatives
of the workers, soldiers and peasants and held
accountable to their representatives.

— Stalin's editorial in Pravda, October 1917[174]

Revolution took place; uprisings broke out in Petrograd — as Saint Petersburg had been renamed — and
Tsar Nicholas II abdicated to escape being violently overthrown. The Russian Empire became a de facto
republic, headed by a Provisional Government dominated by liberals.[168] In a celebratory mood, Stalin
travelled by train to Petrograd in March.[169] There, Stalin and a fellow Bolshevik Lev Kamenev assumed
control of Pravda,[170] and Stalin was appointed the Bolshevik representative to the Executive Committee
of the Petrograd Soviet, an influential council of the city's workers.[171] In April, Stalin came third in the
Bolshevik elections for the party's Central Committee; Lenin came first and Zinoviev came second.[172]

This reflected his senior standing in the party at the time.[173]

Stalin helped organise the July Days uprising,
an armed display of strength by Bolshevik
supporters.[175] After the demonstration was
suppressed, the Provisional Government
initiated a crackdown on the Bolsheviks, raiding
Pravda.[176] During this raid, Stalin smuggled
Lenin out of the newspaper's office and took
charge of the Bolshevik leader's safety, moving
him between Petrograd safe houses before
smuggling him to Razliv.[177] In Lenin's
absence, Stalin continued editing Pravda and
served as acting leader of the Bolsheviks,
overseeing the party's Sixth Congress, which
was held covertly.[178] Lenin began calling for
the Bolsheviks to seize power by toppling the

Provisional Government in a coup d'état. Stalin and a fellow senior Bolshevik Leon Trotsky both endorsed
Lenin's plan of action, but it was initially opposed by Kamenev and other party members.[179] Lenin
returned to Petrograd and secured a majority in favour of a coup at a meeting of the Central Committee on
10 October.[180]

On 24 October, police raided the Bolshevik newspaper offices, smashing machinery and presses; Stalin
salvaged some of this equipment to continue his activities.[181] In the early hours of 25 October, Stalin
joined Lenin in a Central Committee meeting in the Smolny Institute, from where the Bolshevik coup —
the October Revolution — was directed.[182] Bolshevik militia seized Petrograd's electric power station,
main post office, state bank, telephone exchange, and several bridges.[183] A Bolshevik-controlled ship, the
Aurora, opened fire on the Winter Palace; the Provisional Government's assembled delegates surrendered
and were arrested by the Bolsheviks.[184] Although he had been tasked with briefing the Bolshevik
delegates of the Second Congress of Soviets about the developing situation, Stalin's role in the coup had
not been publicly visible.[185] Trotsky and other later Bolshevik opponents of Stalin used this as evidence
that his role in the coup had been insignificant, although later historians reject this.[186] According to the
historian Oleg Khlevniuk, Stalin "filled an important role [in the October Revolution]... as a senior
Bolshevik, member of the party's Central Committee, and editor of its main newspaper";[187] the historian
Stephen Kotkin similarly noted that Stalin had been "in the thick of events" in the build-up to the coup.[188]

In Lenin's government

1917–1918: Consolidating power
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Joseph Stalin in 1917 as a
young People's Commissar

The Moscow Kremlin, which Stalin
moved into in 1918

On 26 October 1917, Lenin declared himself chairman of a new
government, the Council of People's Commissars ("Sovnarkom").[189]

Stalin backed Lenin's decision not to form a coalition with the
Mensheviks and Socialist Revolutionary Party, although they did form a
coalition government with the Left Socialist Revolutionaries.[190] Stalin
became part of an informal foursome leading the government, alongside
Lenin, Trotsky, and Sverdlov;[191] of these, Sverdlov was regularly
absent and died in March 1919.[192] Stalin's office was based near to
Lenin's in the Smolny Institute,[193] and he and Trotsky were the only
individuals allowed access to Lenin's study without an appointment.[194]

Although not so publicly well known as Lenin or Trotsky,[195] Stalin's
importance among the Bolsheviks grew.[196] He co-signed Lenin's
decrees shutting down hostile newspapers,[197] and along with Sverdlov,
he chaired the sessions of the committee drafting a constitution for the
new Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic.[198] He strongly
supported Lenin's formation of the Cheka security service and the

subsequent Red Terror that it initiated; noting that state violence had proved an effective tool for capitalist
powers, he believed that it would prove the same for the Soviet government.[199] Unlike senior Bolsheviks
like Kamenev and Nikolai Bukharin, Stalin never expressed concern about the rapid growth and expansion
of the Cheka and Red Terror.[199]

Having dropped his editorship of Pravda,[200] Stalin was
appointed the People's Commissar for Nationalities.[201] He took
Nadezhda Alliluyeva as his secretary[202] and at some point
married her, although the wedding date is unknown.[203] In
November 1917, he signed the Decree on Nationality, according
ethnic and national minorities living in Russia the right of secession
and self-determination.[204] The decree's purpose was primarily
strategic; the Bolsheviks wanted to gain favour among ethnic
minorities but hoped that the latter would not actually desire
independence.[205] That month, he travelled to Helsinki to talk with
the Finnish Social-Democrats, granting Finland's request for
independence in December.[205] His department allocated funds for
establishment of presses and schools in the languages of various ethnic minorities.[206] Socialist
revolutionaries accused Stalin's talk of federalism and national self-determination as a front for Sovnarkom's
centralising and imperialist policies.[198]

Because of the ongoing First World War, in which Russia was fighting the Central Powers of Germany and
Austria-Hungary, Lenin's government relocated from Petrograd to Moscow in March 1918. Stalin, Trotsky,
Sverdlov, and Lenin lived at the Kremlin.[207] Stalin supported Lenin's desire to sign an armistice with the
Central Powers regardless of the cost in territory.[208] Stalin thought it necessary because — unlike Lenin
— he was unconvinced that Europe was on the verge of proletarian revolution.[209] Lenin eventually
convinced the other senior Bolsheviks of his viewpoint, resulting in signing of the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk
in March 1918.[210] The treaty gave vast areas of land and resources to the Central Powers and angered
many in Russia; the Left Socialist Revolutionaries withdrew from the coalition government over the
issue.[211] The governing RSDLP party was soon renamed, becoming the Russian Communist Party.[212]

1918–1921: Military command
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Joseph Stalin in 1920

After the Bolsheviks seized power, both right and left-wing armies rallied against them, generating the
Russian Civil War.[213] To secure access to the dwindling food supply, in May 1918 Sovnarkom sent Stalin
to Tsaritsyn to take charge of food procurement in southern Russia.[214] Eager to prove himself as a
commander,[215] once there he took control of regional military operations.[216] He befriended two military
figures, Kliment Voroshilov and Semyon Budyonny, who would form the nucleus of his military and
political support base.[217] Believing that victory was assured by numerical superiority, he sent large
numbers of Red Army troops into battle against the region's anti-Bolshevik White armies, resulting in heavy
losses; Lenin was concerned by this costly tactic.[218] In Tsaritsyn, Stalin commanded the local Cheka
branch to execute suspected counter-revolutionaries, sometimes without trial[219] and — in contravention
of government orders — purged the military and food collection agencies of middle-class specialists, some
of whom he also executed.[220] His use of state violence and terror was at a greater scale than most
Bolshevik leaders approved of;[221] for instance, he ordered several villages to be torched to ensure
compliance with his food procurement program.[222]

In December 1918, Stalin was sent to Perm to lead an inquiry into how Alexander Kolchak's White forces
had been able to decimate Red troops based there.[223] He returned to Moscow between January and
March 1919,[224] before being assigned to the Western Front at Petrograd.[225] When the Red Third
Regiment defected, he ordered the public execution of captured defectors.[224] In September he was
returned to the Southern Front.[224] During the war, he proved his worth to the Central Committee,
displaying decisiveness, determination, and willingness to take on responsibility in conflict situations.[215]

At the same time, he disregarded orders and repeatedly threatened to resign when affronted.[226] He was
reprimanded by Lenin at the 8th Party Congress for employing tactics which resulted in far too many
deaths of Red Army soldiers.[227] In November 1919, the government nonetheless awarded him the Order
of the Red Banner for his wartime service.[228]

The Bolsheviks won the Russian civil war by the end of 1919.[229] By that time, Sovnarkom had turned its
attention to spreading proletarian revolution abroad, to this end forming the Communist International in
March 1919; Stalin attended its inaugural ceremony.[230] Although Stalin did not share Lenin's belief that
Europe's proletariat were on the verge of revolution, he acknowledged that as long as it stood alone, Soviet
Russia remained vulnerable.[231] In December 1918, he drew up decrees recognising Marxist-governed
Soviet republics in Estonia, Lithuania, and Latvia;[232] during the civil war these Marxist governments
were overthrown and the Baltic countries became fully independent of Russia, an act Stalin regarded as
illegitimate.[233] In February 1920, he was appointed to head the Workers' and Peasants' Inspectorate;[234]

that same month he was also transferred to the Caucasian Front.[235]

Following earlier clashes between Polish and Russian troops, the Polish–
Soviet War broke out in early 1920, with the Poles invading Ukraine and
taking Kiev on 7 May.[236] On 26 May, Stalin was moved to Ukraine, on
the Southwest Front.[237] The Red Army retook Kiev on 10 June and
soon forced the Polish troops back into Poland.[238] On 16 July, the
Central Committee decided to take the war into Polish territory.[239]

Lenin believed that the Polish proletariat would rise up to support the
Russians against Józef Piłsudski's Polish government.[239] Stalin had
cautioned against this; he believed that nationalism would lead the Polish
working-classes to support their government's war effort.[239] He also
believed that the Red Army was ill-prepared to conduct an offensive war
and that it would give White Armies a chance to resurface in Crimea,
potentially reigniting the civil war.[239] Stalin lost the argument, after
which he accepted Lenin's decision and supported it.[235] Along the
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Stalin wearing an Order of the Red
Banner. According to info published
in Pravda (Pravda. 24 December
1939. No: 354 (8039)), this
photograph was taken in
Ordzhonikidze's house in 1921.

Southwest Front, he became determined to conquer Lvov; in focusing on this goal he disobeyed orders in
early August to transfer his troops to assist Mikhail Tukhachevsky's forces that were attacking Warsaw.[240]

In mid-August 1920, the Poles repulsed the Russian advance, and Stalin returned to Moscow to attend the
Politburo meeting.[241] In Moscow, Lenin and Trotsky blamed him for his behaviour in the Polish–Soviet
war.[242] Stalin felt humiliated and under-appreciated; on 17 August, he demanded demission from the
military, which was granted on 1 September.[243] At the 9th Bolshevik Conference in late September,
Trotsky accused Stalin of "strategic mistakes" in his handling of the war.[244] Trotsky claimed that Stalin
sabotaged the campaign by disobeying troop transfer orders.[245] Lenin joined Trotsky in criticising him,
and nobody spoke on his behalf at the conference.[246] Stalin felt disgraced and increased his antipathy
toward Trotsky.[227] The Polish-Soviet War ended on 18 March 1921, when a peace treaty was signed in
Riga.[247]

The Soviet government sought to bring neighbouring states under
its domination; in February 1921 it invaded the Menshevik-
governed Georgia,[248] while in April 1921, Stalin ordered the Red
Army into Turkestan to reassert Russian state control.[249] As
People's Commissar for Nationalities, Stalin believed that each
national and ethnic group should have the right to self-
expression,[250] facilitated through "autonomous republics" within
the Russian state in which they could oversee various regional
affairs.[251] In taking this view, some Marxists accused him of
bending too much to bourgeois nationalism, while others accused
him of remaining too Russocentric by seeking to retain these
nations within the Russian state.[250]

Stalin's native Caucasus posed a particular problem because of its
highly multi-ethnic mix.[252] Stalin opposed the idea of separate
Georgian, Armenian, and Azeri autonomous republics, arguing that
these would likely oppress ethnic minorities within their respective territories; instead he called for a
Transcaucasian Socialist Federative Soviet Republic.[253] The Georgian Communist Party opposed the
idea, resulting in the Georgian affair.[254] In mid-1921, Stalin returned to the southern Caucasus, there
calling on Georgian Communists to avoid the chauvinistic Georgian nationalism which marginalised the
Abkhazian, Ossetian, and Adjarian minorities in Georgia.[255] On this trip, Stalin met with his son Yakov,
and brought him back to Moscow;[256] Nadezhda had given birth to another of Stalin's sons, Vasily, in
March 1921.[256]

After the civil war, workers' strikes and peasant uprisings broke out across Russia, largely in opposition to
Sovnarkom's food requisitioning project; as an antidote, Lenin introduced market-oriented reforms: the
New Economic Policy (NEP).[257] There was also internal turmoil in the Communist Party, as Trotsky led
a faction calling for abolition of trade unions; Lenin opposed this, and Stalin helped rally opposition to
Trotsky's position.[258] Stalin also agreed to supervise the Department of Agitation and Propaganda in the
Central Committee Secretariat.[259] At the 11th Party Congress in 1922, Lenin nominated Stalin as the
party's new General Secretary. Although concerns were expressed that adopting this new post on top of his
others would overstretch his workload and give him too much power, Stalin was appointed to the
position.[260] For Lenin, it was advantageous to have a key ally in this crucial post.[261]

1921–1923: Lenin's final years
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Stalin is too crude, and this defect which is entirely
acceptable in our milieu and in relationships among
us as communists, becomes unacceptable in the
position of General Secretary. I therefore propose to
comrades that they should devise a means of
removing him from this job and should appoint to
this job someone else who is distinguished from
comrade Stalin in all other respects only by the
single superior aspect that he should be more
tolerant, more polite and more attentive towards
comrades, less capricious, etc.

— Lenin's Testament, 4 January 1923;[262] this
was possibly composed by Krupskaya rather than
Lenin himself.[263]

Stalin (right) confers with an ailing
Lenin at Gorki in September 1922.

In May
1922, a
massive
stroke
left
Lenin
partially

paralysed.[264] Residing at his Gorki dacha,
Lenin's main connection to Sovnarkom was through Stalin, who was a regular visitor.[265] Lenin twice
asked Stalin to procure poison so that he could commit suicide, but Stalin never did so.[266] Despite this
comradeship, Lenin disliked what he referred to as Stalin's "Asiatic" manner and told his sister Maria that
Stalin was "not intelligent".[267] Lenin and Stalin argued on the issue of foreign trade; Lenin believed that
the Soviet state should have a monopoly on foreign trade, but Stalin supported Grigori Sokolnikov's view
that doing so was impractical at that stage.[268] Another disagreement came over the Georgian affair, with
Lenin backing the Georgian Central Committee's desire for a Georgian Soviet Republic over Stalin's idea
of a Transcaucasian one.[269]

They also disagreed on the nature of the Soviet state. Lenin called for establishment of a new federation
named the "Union of Soviet Republics of Europe and Asia", reflecting his desire for expansion across the
two continents and insisted that the Russian state should join this union on equal terms with the other Soviet
states.[270] Stalin believed this would encourage independence sentiment among non-Russians, instead
arguing that ethnic minorities would be content as "autonomous republics" within the Russian Soviet
Federative Socialist Republic.[271] Lenin accused Stalin of "Great Russian chauvinism"; Stalin accused
Lenin of "national liberalism".[272] A compromise was reached, in which the federation would be renamed
the "Union of Soviet Socialist Republics" (USSR).[270] The USSR's formation was ratified in December
1922; although officially a federal system, all major decisions were taken by the governing Politburo of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union in Moscow.[273]

Their differences also became personal; Lenin was particularly angered when Stalin was rude to his wife
Krupskaya during a telephone conversation.[274] In the final years of his life, Krupskaya provided
governing figures with Lenin's Testament, a series of increasingly disparaging notes about Stalin. These
criticised Stalin's rude manners and excessive power, suggesting that Stalin should be removed from the
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(From left to right) Stalin, Alexei
Rykov, Lev Kamenev, and Grigori
Zinoviev in 1925. The latter three
later all fell out with Stalin and were
executed during the Great Purge

position of general secretary.[275] Some historians have questioned whether Lenin ever produced these,
suggesting instead that they may have been written by Krupskaya, who had personal differences with
Stalin;[263] Stalin, however, never publicly voiced concerns about their authenticity.[276]

Lenin died in January 1924.[277] Stalin took charge of the funeral
and was one of its pallbearers; against the wishes of Lenin's widow,
the Politburo embalmed his corpse and placed it within a
mausoleum in Moscow's Red Square.[278] It was incorporated into
a growing personality cult devoted to Lenin, with Petrograd being
renamed "Leningrad" that year.[279] To bolster his image as a
devoted Leninist, Stalin gave nine lectures at Sverdlov University
on the "Foundations of Leninism", later published in book
form.[280] During the 13th Party Congress in May 1924, "Lenin's
Testament" was read only to the leaders of the provincial
delegations.[281] Embarrassed by its contents, Stalin offered his
resignation as General Secretary; this act of humility saved him and
he was retained in the position.[282] Initially governing the country
as part of a collective leadership, he consolidated power to become
a dictator.

As General Secretary, Stalin had a free hand in making
appointments to his own staff, implanting his loyalists throughout
the party and administration.[283] Favouring new Communist Party
members from proletarian backgrounds, to the "Old Bolsheviks"
who tended to be middle class university graduates,[284] he ensured he had loyalists dispersed across the
country's regions.[285] Stalin had much contact with young party functionaries,[286] and the desire for
promotion led many provincial figures to seek to impress Stalin and gain his favour.[287] Stalin also
developed close relations with the trio at the heart of the secret police (first the Cheka and then its
replacement, the State Political Directorate): Felix Dzerzhinsky, Genrikh Yagoda, and Vyacheslav
Menzhinsky.[288] In his private life, he divided his time between his Kremlin apartment and a dacha at
Zubalova;[289] his wife gave birth to a daughter, Svetlana, in February 1926.[290]

In the wake of Lenin's death, various protagonists emerged in the struggle to become his successor:
alongside Stalin was Trotsky, Zinoviev, Kamenev, Bukharin, Alexei Rykov, and Mikhail Tomsky.[291]

Stalin saw Trotsky — whom he personally despised[292] — as the main obstacle to his dominance within
the party.[293] While Lenin had been ill Stalin had forged an anti-Trotsky alliance with Kamenev and
Zinoviev.[294] Although Zinoviev was concerned about Stalin's growing authority, he rallied behind him at
the 13th Congress as a counterweight to Trotsky, who now led a party faction known as the Left
Opposition.[295] The Left Opposition believed the NEP conceded too much to capitalism; Stalin was called
a "rightist" for his support of the policy.[296] Stalin built up a retinue of his supporters in the Central
Committee,[297] while the Left Opposition were gradually removed from their positions of influence.[298]

He was supported in this by Bukharin, who, like Stalin, believed that the Left Opposition's proposals
would plunge the Soviet Union into instability.[299]

Consolidation of power

1924–1927: Succeeding Lenin
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Stalin and his close associates
Anastas Mikoyan and Sergo
Ordzhonikidze in Tbilisi, 1925

We have fallen behind the advanced countries by
fifty to a hundred years. We must close that gap in
ten years. Either we do this or we'll be crushed.

This is what our obligations before the workers and
peasants of the USSR dictate to us.

— Stalin, February 1931[318]

In late 1924, Stalin moved against Kamenev and Zinoviev,
removing their supporters from key positions.[300] In 1925, the two
moved into open opposition to Stalin and Bukharin.[301] At the
14th Party Congress in December, they launched an attack against
Stalin's faction, but it was unsuccessful.[302] Stalin in turn accused
Kamenev and Zinoviev of reintroducing factionalism — and thus
instability — into the party.[302] In mid-1926, Kamenev and
Zinoviev joined with Trotsky's supporters to form the United
Opposition against Stalin;[303] in October they agreed to stop
factional activity under threat of expulsion, and later publicly
recanted their views under Stalin's command.[304] The factionalist
arguments continued, with Stalin threatening to resign in October
and then December 1926 and again in December 1927.[305] In

October 1927, Zinoviev and Trotsky were removed from the Central Committee;[306] the latter was exiled
to Kazakhstan and later deported from the country in 1929.[307] Some of those United Opposition members
who were repentant were later rehabilitated and returned to government.[308]

Stalin was now the party's supreme leader,[309] although he was not the head of government, a task he
entrusted to his key ally Vyacheslav Molotov.[310] Other important supporters on the Politburo were
Voroshilov, Lazar Kaganovich, and Sergo Ordzhonikidze,[311] with Stalin ensuring his allies ran the
various state institutions.[312] According to Montefiore, at this point "Stalin was the leader of the oligarchs
but he was far from a dictator".[313] His growing influence was reflected in naming of various locations
after him; in June 1924 the Ukrainian mining town of Yuzovka became Stalino,[314] and in April 1925,
Tsaritsyn was renamed Stalingrad on the order of Mikhail Kalinin and Avel Enukidze.[315]

In 1926, Stalin published On Questions of Leninism.[316] Here, he argued for the concept of "Socialism in
One Country", which he presented as an orthodox Leninist perspective. It nevertheless clashed with
established Bolshevik views that socialism could not be established in one country but could only be
achieved globally through the process of world revolution.[316] In 1927, there was some argument in the
party over Soviet policy regarding China. Stalin had called for the Chinese Communists to ally themselves
with Kuomintang (KMT) nationalists, viewing a Communist-Kuomintang alliance as the best bulwark
against Japanese imperial expansionism. Instead, the KMT repressed the Communists and a civil war broke
out between the two sides.[317]

The Soviet Union lagged behind the industrial
development of Western countries,[319] and
there had been a shortfall of grain; 1927
produced only 70% of grain produced in
1926.[320] Stalin's government feared attack
from Japan, France, the United Kingdom,
Poland, and Romania.[321] Many Communists,
including in Komsomol, OGPU, and the Red
Army, were eager to be rid of the NEP and its
market-oriented approach;[322] they had

1927–1931: Dekulakisation, collectivisation, and industrialisation

Economic policy
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Aleksei Grigorievich Stakhanov with
a fellow miner; Stalin's government
initiated the Stakhanovite movement
to encourage hard work. It was partly
responsible for a substantial rise in

production during the 1930s.[332]

concerns about those who profited from the policy: affluent peasants known as "kulaks" and small business
owners or "Nepmen".[323] At this point, Stalin turned against the NEP, which put him on a course to the
"left" even of Trotsky or Zinoviev.[324]

In early 1928 Stalin travelled to Novosibirsk, where he alleged that kulaks were hoarding their grain and
ordered that the kulaks be arrested and their grain confiscated, with Stalin bringing much of the area's grain
back to Moscow with him in February.[325] At his command, grain procurement squads surfaced across
Western Siberia and the Urals, with violence breaking out between these squads and the peasantry.[326]

Stalin announced that both kulaks and the "middle peasants" must be coerced into releasing their
harvest.[327] Bukharin and several other Central Committee members were angry that they had not been
consulted about this measure, which they deemed rash.[328] In January 1930, the Politburo approved the
liquidation of the kulak class; accused kulaks were rounded up and exiled to other parts of the country or to
concentration camps.[329] Large numbers died during the journey.[330] By July 1930, over 320,000
households had been affected by the de-kulakisation policy.[329] According to Stalin biographer Dmitri
Volkogonov, de-kulakisation was "the first mass terror applied by Stalin in his own country."[331]

In 1929, the Politburo announced the mass collectivisation of
agriculture,[333] establishing both kolkhozy collective farms and
sovkhoz state farms.[334] Stalin barred kulaks from joining these
collectives.[335] Although officially voluntary, many peasants
joined the collectives out of fear they would face the fate of the
kulaks; others joined amid intimidation and violence from party
loyalists.[336] By 1932, about 62% of households involved in
agriculture were part of collectives, and by 1936 this had risen to
90%.[337] Many of the collectivised peasants resented the loss of
their private farmland,[338] and productivity slumped.[339] Famine
broke out in many areas,[340] with the Politburo frequently ordering
distribution of emergency food relief to these regions.[341]

Armed peasant uprisings against dekulakisation and collectivisation
broke out in Ukraine, northern Caucasus, southern Russia, and
central Asia, reaching their apex in March 1930; these were

suppressed by the Red Army.[342] Stalin responded to the uprisings with an article insisting that
collectivisation was voluntary and blaming any violence and other excesses on local officials.[343]

Although he and Stalin had been close for many years,[344] Bukharin expressed concerns about these
policies; he regarded them as a return to Lenin's old "war communism" policy and believed that it would
fail. By mid-1928 he was unable to rally sufficient support in the party to oppose the reforms.[345] In
November 1929 Stalin removed him from the Politburo.[346]

Officially, the Soviet Union had replaced the "irrationality" and "wastefulness" of a market economy with a
planned economy organised along a long-term, precise, and scientific framework; in reality, Soviet
economics were based on ad hoc commandments issued from the centre, often to make short-term
targets.[347] In 1928, the first five-year plan was launched, its main focus on boosting heavy industry;[348]

it was finished a year ahead of schedule, in 1932.[349] The USSR underwent a massive economic
transformation.[350] New mines were opened, new cities like Magnitogorsk constructed, and work on the
White Sea-Baltic Canal began.[350] Millions of peasants moved to the cities, although urban house building
could not keep up with the demand.[350] Large debts were accrued purchasing foreign-made
machinery.[351]
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Photograph taken of the 1931
demolition of the Cathedral of Christ
the Saviour in Moscow in order to
make way for the planned Palace of
the Soviets

Many of major construction projects, including the White Sea-Baltic Canal and the Moscow Metro, were
constructed largely through forced labour.[352] The last elements of workers' control over industry were
removed, with factory managers increasing their authority and receiving privileges and perks;[353] Stalin
defended wage disparity by pointing to Marx's argument that it was necessary during the lower stages of
socialism.[354] To promote intensification of labour, a series of medals and awards as well as the
Stakhanovite movement were introduced.[332] Stalin's message was that socialism was being established in
the USSR while capitalism was crumbling amid the Wall Street crash.[355] His speeches and articles
reflected his utopian vision of the Soviet Union rising to unparalleled heights of human development,
creating a "new Soviet person".[356]

In 1928, Stalin declared that class war between the proletariat and their enemies would intensify as
socialism developed.[357] He warned of a "danger from the right", including in the Communist Party
itself.[358] The first major show trial in the USSR was the Shakhty Trial of 1928, in which several middle-
class "industrial specialists" were convicted of sabotage.[359] From 1929 to 1930, further show trials were
held to intimidate opposition:[360] these included the Industrial Party Trial, Menshevik Trial, and Metro-
Vickers Trial.[361] Aware that the ethnic Russian majority may have concerns about being ruled by a
Georgian,[362] he promoted ethnic Russians throughout the state hierarchy and made the Russian language
compulsory throughout schools and offices, albeit to be used in tandem with local languages in areas with
non-Russian majorities.[363] Nationalist sentiment among ethnic minorities was suppressed.[364]

Conservative social policies were promoted to enhance social discipline and boost population growth; this
included a focus on strong family units and motherhood, re-criminalisation of homosexuality, restrictions
placed on abortion and divorce, and abolition of the Zhenotdel women's department.[365]

Stalin desired a "cultural revolution",[366] entailing both creation of
a culture for the "masses" and wider dissemination of previously
elite culture.[367] He oversaw proliferation of schools, newspapers,
and libraries, as well as advancement of literacy and numeracy.[368]

Socialist realism was promoted throughout arts,[369] while Stalin
personally wooed prominent writers, namely Maxim Gorky,
Mikhail Sholokhov, and Aleksey Nikolayevich Tolstoy.[370] He
also expressed patronage for scientists whose research fitted within
his preconceived interpretation of Marxism; for instance, he
endorsed research of an agrobiologist Trofim Lysenko despite the
fact that it was rejected by the majority of Lysenko's scientific peers
as pseudo-scientific.[371] The government's anti-religious campaign
was re-intensified,[372] with increased funding given to the League
of Militant Atheists.[364] Priests, imams, and Buddhist monks faced
persecution.[360] Many religious buildings were demolished, most
notably Moscow's Cathedral of Christ the Saviour, destroyed in

1931 to make way for the (never completed) Palace of the Soviets.[373] Religion retained an influence over
much of the population; in the 1937 census, 57% of respondents were willing to admit to being
religious.[374]

Throughout the 1920s and beyond, Stalin placed a high priority on foreign policy.[375] He personally met
with a range of Western visitors, including George Bernard Shaw and H. G. Wells, both of whom were
impressed with him.[376] Through the Communist International, Stalin's government exerted a strong
influence over Marxist parties elsewhere in the world;[377] initially, Stalin left the running of the
organisation largely to Bukharin.[378] At its 6th Congress in July 1928, Stalin informed delegates that the

Cultural and foreign policy
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Soviet famine of 1930–33. Areas of
most disastrous famine marked with
black.

main threat to socialism came not from the right but from non-Marxist socialists and social democrats,
whom he called "social fascists";[379] Stalin recognised that in many countries, the social democrats were
the Marxist-Leninists' main rivals for working-class support.[380] This preoccupation with opposing rival
leftists concerned Bukharin, who regarded the growth of fascism and the far right across Europe as a far
greater threat.[378] After Bukharin's departure, Stalin placed the Communist International under the
administration of Dmitry Manuilsky and Osip Piatnitsky.[377]

Stalin faced problems in his family life. In 1929, his son Yakov unsuccessfully attempted suicide; his failure
earned Stalin's contempt.[381] His relationship with Nadezhda was also strained amid their arguments and
her mental health problems.[382] In November 1932, after a group dinner in the Kremlin in which Stalin
flirted with other women, Nadezhda shot herself.[383] Publicly, the cause of death was given as
appendicitis; Stalin also concealed the real cause of death from his children.[384] Stalin's friends noted that
he underwent a significant change following her suicide, becoming emotionally harder.[385]

Within the Soviet Union, there was widespread civic
disgruntlement against Stalin's government.[386] Social unrest,
previously restricted largely to the countryside, was increasingly
evident in urban areas, prompting Stalin to ease on some of his
economic policies in 1932.[387] In May 1932, he introduced a
system of kolkhoz markets where peasants could trade their surplus
produce.[388] At the same time, penal sanctions became more
severe; at Stalin's instigation, in August 1932 a decree was
introduced wherein the theft of even a handful of grain could be a
capital offence.[389] The second five-year plan had its production
quotas reduced from that of the first, with the main emphasis now
being on improving living conditions.[387] It therefore emphasised
the expansion of housing space and the production of consumer
goods.[387] Like its predecessor, this plan was repeatedly amended
to meet changing situations; there was for instance an increasing
emphasis placed on armament production after Adolf Hitler became
German chancellor in 1933.[390]

The Soviet Union experienced a major famine which peaked in the
winter of 1932–33;[391] between five and seven million people
died.[392] The worst affected areas were Ukraine and the North Caucasus, although the famine also
affected Kazakhstan and several Russian provinces.[393] Historians have long debated whether Stalin's
government had intended the famine to occur or not;[394] there are no known documents in which Stalin or
his government explicitly called for starvation to be used against the population.[395] The 1931 and 1932
harvests had been poor ones because of weather conditions[396] and had followed several years in which
lower productivity had resulted in a gradual decline in output.[392] Government policies—including the
focus on rapid industrialisation, the socialisation of livestock, and the emphasis on sown areas over crop
rotation—exacerbated the problem;[397] the state had also failed to build reserve grain stocks for such an
emergency.[398] Stalin blamed the famine on hostile elements and sabotage within the peasantry;[399] his
government provided small amounts of food to famine-struck rural areas, although this was wholly
insufficient to deal with the levels of starvation.[400] The Soviet government believed that food supplies

1932–1939: Major crises
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Review of Soviet armoured fighting
vehicles used to equip the
Republican People's Army during the
Spanish Civil War

should be prioritised for the urban workforce;[401] for Stalin, the fate of Soviet industrialisation was far
more important than the lives of the peasantry.[402] Grain exports, which were a major means of Soviet
payment for machinery, declined heavily.[400] Stalin would not acknowledge that his policies had
contributed to the famine,[389] the existence of which was kept secret from foreign observers.[403]

In 1935–36, Stalin oversaw a new constitution; its dramatic liberal features were designed as propaganda
weapons, for all power rested in the hands of Stalin and his Politburo.[404] He declared that "socialism,
which is the first phase of communism, has basically been achieved in this country".[404] In 1938, The
History of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (Bolsheviks), colloquially known as the Short Course,
was released;[405] biographer Robert Conquest later referred to it as the "central text of Stalinism".[406] A
number of authorised Stalin biographies were also published,[407] although Stalin generally wanted to be
portrayed as the embodiment of the Communist Party rather than have his life story explored.[408] During
the later 1930s, Stalin placed "a few limits on the worship of his own greatness".[408] By 1938, Stalin's
inner circle had gained a degree of stability, containing the personalities who would remain there until
Stalin's death.[409]

Seeking improved international relations, in 1934 the Soviet Union
secured membership of the League of Nations, from which it had
previously been excluded.[410] Stalin initiated confidential
communications with Hitler in October 1933, shortly after the latter
came to power in Germany.[411] Stalin admired Hitler, particularly
his manoeuvres to remove rivals within the Nazi Party in the Night
of the Long Knives.[412] Stalin nevertheless recognised the threat
posed by fascism and sought to establish better links with the liberal
democracies of Western Europe;[413] in May 1935, the Soviets
signed a treaty of mutual assistance with France and
Czechoslovakia.[414] At the Communist International's 7th
Congress, held in July–August 1935, the Soviet government
encouraged Marxist-Leninists to unite with other leftists as part of a
popular front against fascism.[415] In turn, the anti-communist governments of Nazi Germany, Fascist Italy,
and Imperial Japan signed the Anti-Comintern Pact of 1936.[416]

When the Spanish Civil War broke out in July 1936, the Soviets sent 648 aircraft and 407 tanks to the left-
wing Republican faction; these were accompanied by 3,000 Soviet troops and 42,000 members of the
International Brigades set up by the Communist International.[417] Stalin took a strong personal
involvement in the Spanish situation.[418] Germany and Italy backed the Nationalist faction, which was
ultimately victorious in March 1939.[419] With the outbreak of the Second Sino-Japanese War in July 1937,
the Soviet Union and China signed a non-aggression pact the following August.[420] Stalin aided the
Chinese as the KMT and the Communists had suspended their civil war and formed the desired United
Front.[421]

Stalin often gave conflicting signals regarding state repression.[422] In May 1933, he released from prison
many convicted of minor offences, ordering the security services not to enact further mass arrests and
deportations.[423] In September 1934, he launched a commission to investigate false imprisonments; that
same month he called for the execution of workers at the Stalin Metallurgical Factory accused of spying for
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Exhumed mass grave of the
Vinnitsia massacre

Victims of Stalin's Great Terror in the
Bykivnia mass graves

Japan.[422] This mixed approach began to change in December
1934, after prominent party member Sergey Kirov was
murdered.[424] After the murder, Stalin became increasingly
concerned by the threat of assassination, improved his personal
security, and rarely went out in public.[425] State repression
intensified after Kirov's death;[426] Stalin instigated this, reflecting
his prioritisation of security above other considerations.[427] Stalin
issued a decree establishing NKVD troikas which could mete out
rulings without involving the courts.[428] In 1935, he ordered the
NKVD to expel suspected counter-revolutionaries from urban
areas;[390] in early 1935, over 11,000 were expelled from
Leningrad.[390] In 1936, Nikolai Yezhov became head of the
NKVD.[429]

Stalin orchestrated the arrest of many former opponents in the Communist Party as well as sitting members
of the Central Committee: denounced as Western-backed mercenaries, many were imprisoned or exiled
internally.[430] The first Moscow Trial took place in August 1936; Kamenev and Zinoviev were among
those accused of plotting assassinations, found guilty in a show trial, and executed.[431] The second
Moscow Show Trial took place in January 1937,[432] and the third in March 1938, in which Bukharin and
Rykov were accused of involvement in the alleged Trotskyite-Zinovievite terrorist plot and sentenced to
death.[433] By late 1937, all remnants of collective leadership were gone from the Politburo, which was
controlled entirely by Stalin.[434] There were mass expulsions from the party,[435] with Stalin commanding
foreign communist parties to also purge anti-Stalinist elements.[436]

Repressions further intensified in December 1936 and remained at
a high level until November 1938, a period known as the Great
Purge.[427] By the latter part of 1937, the purges had moved
beyond the party and were affecting the wider population.[437] In
July 1937, the Politburo ordered a purge of "anti-Soviet elements"
in society, targeting anti-Stalin Bolsheviks, former Mensheviks and
Socialist Revolutionaries, priests, ex-White Army soldiers, and
common criminals.[438] That month, Stalin and Yezhov signed
Order No. 00447, listing 268,950 people for arrest, of whom
75,950 were executed.[439] He also initiated "national operations",
the ethnic cleansing of non-Soviet ethnic groups—among them
Poles, Germans, Latvians, Finns, Greeks, Koreans, and Chinese—
through internal or external exile.[440] During these years, approximately 1.6 million people were
arrested,[441] 700,000 were shot, and an unknown number died under NKVD torture.[441]

During the 1930s and 1940s, NKVD groups assassinated defectors and opponents abroad;[442] in August
1940, Trotsky was assassinated in Mexico, eliminating the last of Stalin's opponents among the former
Party leadership.[443] In May, this was followed by the arrest of most members of the military Supreme
Command and mass arrests throughout the military, often on fabricated charges.[444] These purges replaced
most of the party's old guard with younger officials who did not remember a time before Stalin's leadership
and who were regarded as more personally loyal to him.[445] Party functionaries readily carried out their
commands and sought to ingratiate themselves with Stalin to avoid becoming the victim of the purge.[446]

Such functionaries often carried out a greater number of arrests and executions than their quotas set by
Stalin's central government.[447]
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Stalin greeting the German
foreign minister Joachim von
Ribbentrop in the Kremlin,
1939

Stalin initiated all key decisions during the Terror, personally directing many of its operations and taking an
interest in their implementation.[448] His motives in doing so have been much debated by historians.[441]

His personal writings from the period were — according to Khlevniuk — "unusually convoluted and
incoherent", filled with claims about enemies encircling him.[449] He was particularly concerned at the
success that right-wing forces had in overthrowing the leftist Spanish government,[450] fearing a domestic
fifth column in the event of future war with Japan and Germany.[451] The Great Terror ended when Yezhov
was removed as the head of the NKVD, to be replaced by Lavrentiy Beria,[452] a man totally devoted to
Stalin.[453] Yezhov was arrested in April 1939 and executed in 1940.[454] The Terror damaged the Soviet
Union's reputation abroad, particularly among sympathetic leftists.[455] As it wound down, Stalin sought to
deflect responsibility from himself,[456] blaming its "excesses" and "violations of law" on Yezhov.[457]

According to historian James Harris, contemporary archival research shows that the motivation behind the
purges was not Stalin attempting to establish his own personal dictatorship; evidence suggests he was
committed to building the socialist state envisioned by Lenin. The real motivation for the terror, according
to Harris, was an excessive fear of counterrevolution.[458]

As a Marxist–Leninist, Stalin considered conflict between competing capitalist powers inevitable; after
Nazi Germany annexed Austria and then part of Czechoslovakia in 1938, he recognised a war was
looming.[459] He sought to maintain Soviet neutrality, hoping that a German war against France and Britain
would lead to Soviet dominance in Europe.[460] Militarily, the Soviets also faced a threat from the east,
with Soviet troops clashing with the expansionist Japanese in the latter part of the 1930s.[461] Stalin
initiated a military build-up, with the Red Army more than doubling between January 1939 and June 1941,
although in its haste to expand many of its officers were poorly trained.[462] Between 1940 and 1941 he
also purged the military, leaving it with a severe shortage of trained officers when war broke out.[463]

As Britain and France seemed unwilling to commit to an alliance with the
Soviet Union, Stalin saw a better deal with the Germans.[464] On 3 May
1939, Stalin replaced his western-oriented foreign minister Maxim
Litvinov with Vyacheslav Molotov.[465] Germany began negotiations
with the Soviets, proposing that Eastern Europe be divided between the
two powers.[466] Stalin saw this as an opportunity both for territorial
expansion and temporary peace with Germany.[467] In August 1939, the
Soviet Union signed the Molotov-Ribbentrop pact with Germany, a non-
aggression pact negotiated by Molotov and German foreign minister
Joachim von Ribbentrop.[468] A week later, Germany invaded Poland,
sparking the UK and France to declare war on Germany.[469] On 17
September, the Red Army entered eastern Poland, officially to restore
order amid the collapse of the Polish state.[470] On 28 September,
Germany and the Soviet Union exchanged some of their newly
conquered territories; Germany gained the linguistically Polish-dominated
areas of Lublin Province and part of Warsaw Province while the Soviets
gained Lithuania.[471] A German–Soviet Frontier Treaty was signed
shortly after, in Stalin's presence.[472] The two states continued trading,

undermining the British blockade of Germany.[473]
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With all the men at the front, women
dig anti-tank trenches around
Moscow in 1941.

The Soviets further demanded parts of eastern Finland, but the Finnish government refused. The Soviets
invaded Finland in November 1939, yet despite numerical inferiority, the Finns kept the Red Army at
bay.[474] International opinion backed Finland, with the Soviets being expelled from the League of
Nations.[475] Embarrassed by their inability to defeat the Finns, the Soviets signed an interim peace treaty,
in which they received territorial concessions from Finland.[476] In June 1940, the Red Army occupied the
Baltic states, which were forcibly merged into the Soviet Union in August;[477] they also invaded and
annexed Bessarabia and northern Bukovina, parts of Romania.[478] The Soviets sought to forestall dissent
in these new East European territories with mass repressions.[479] One of the most noted instances was the
Katyn massacre of April and May 1940, in which around 22,000 members of the Polish armed forces,
police, and intelligentsia were executed.[480]

The speed of the German victory over and occupation of France in mid-1940 took Stalin by surprise.[481]

He increasingly focused on appeasement with the Germans to delay any conflict with them.[482] After the
Tripartite Pact was signed by Axis Powers Germany, Japan, and Italy in October 1940, Stalin proposed that
the USSR also join the Axis alliance.[483] To demonstrate peaceful intentions toward Germany, in April
1941 the Soviets signed a neutrality pact with Japan.[484] Although de facto head of government for a
decade and a half, Stalin concluded that relations with Germany had deteriorated to such an extent that he
needed to deal with the problem as de jure head of government as well: on 6 May, Stalin replaced Molotov
as Premier of the Soviet Union.[485]

In June 1941, Germany invaded the Soviet Union, initiating the
war on the Eastern Front.[486] Despite intelligence agencies
repeatedly warning him of Germany's intentions, Stalin was taken
by surprise.[487] He formed a State Defense Committee, which he
headed as Supreme Commander,[488] as well as a military Supreme
Command (Stavka),[489] with Georgy Zhukov as its Chief of
Staff.[490] The German tactic of blitzkrieg was initially highly
effective; the Soviet air force in the western borderlands was
destroyed within two days.[491] The German Wehrmacht pushed
deep into Soviet territory;[492] soon, Ukraine, Byelorussia, and the
Baltic states were under German occupation, and Leningrad was
under siege;[493] and Soviet refugees were flooding into Moscow
and surrounding cities.[494] By July, Germany's Luftwaffe was bombing Moscow,[493] and by October the
Wehrmacht was amassing for a full assault on the capital. Plans were made for the Soviet government to
evacuate to Kuibyshev, although Stalin decided to remain in Moscow, believing his flight would damage
troop morale.[495] The German advance on Moscow was halted after two months of battle in increasingly
harsh weather conditions.[496]

Going against the advice of Zhukov and other generals, Stalin emphasised attack over defence.[497] In June
1941, he ordered a scorched earth policy of destroying infrastructure and food supplies before the Germans
could seize them,[498] also commanding the NKVD to kill around 100,000 political prisoners in areas the
Wehrmacht approached.[499] He purged the military command; several high-ranking figures were demoted
or reassigned and others were arrested and executed.[500] With Order No. 270, Stalin commanded soldiers
risking capture to fight to the death describing the captured as traitors;[501] among those taken as a prisoner
of war by the Germans was Stalin's son Yakov, who died in their custody.[502] Stalin issued Order No. 227
in July 1942, which directed that those retreating unauthorised would be placed in "penal battalions" used
as cannon fodder on the front lines.[503] Amid the fighting, both the German and Soviet armies disregarded
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The centre of Stalingrad after
liberation, 2 February 1943

the law of war set forth in the Geneva Conventions;[504] the Soviets heavily publicised Nazi massacres of
communists, Jews, and Romani.[505] Stalin exploited Nazi anti-Semitism, and in April 1942 he sponsored
the Jewish Anti-Fascist Committee (JAC) to garner Jewish and foreign support for the Soviet war
effort.[506]

The Soviets allied with the United Kingdom and United
States;[507] although the U.S. joined the war against Germany in
1941, little direct American assistance reached the Soviets until late
1942.[504] Responding to the invasion, the Soviets intensified their
industrial enterprises in central Russia, focusing almost entirely on
production for the military.[508] They achieved high levels of
industrial productivity, outstripping that of Germany.[505] During
the war, Stalin was more tolerant of the Russian Orthodox Church,
allowing it to resume some of its activities and meeting with
Patriarch Sergius in September 1943.[509] He also permitted a
wider range of cultural expression, notably permitting formerly
suppressed writers and artists like Anna Akhmatova and Dmitri

Shostakovich to disperse their work more widely.[510] The Internationale was dropped as the country's
national anthem, to be replaced with a more patriotic song.[511] The government increasingly promoted
Pan-Slavist sentiment,[512] while encouraging increased criticism of cosmopolitanism, particularly the idea
of "rootless cosmopolitanism", an approach with particular repercussions for Soviet Jews.[513] Comintern
was dissolved in 1943,[514] and Stalin encouraged foreign Marxist–Leninist parties to emphasise
nationalism over internationalism to broaden their domestic appeal.[512]

In April 1942, Stalin overrode Stavka by ordering the Soviets' first serious counter-attack, an attempt to
seize German-held Kharkov in eastern Ukraine. This attack proved unsuccessful.[515] That year, Hitler
shifted his primary goal from an overall victory on the Eastern Front, to the goal of securing the oil fields in
the southern Soviet Union crucial to a long-term German war effort.[516] While Red Army generals saw
evidence that Hitler would shift efforts south, Stalin considered this to be a flanking move in a renewed
effort to take Moscow.[517] In June 1942, the German Army began a major offensive in Southern Russia,
threatening Stalingrad; Stalin ordered the Red Army to hold the city at all costs.[518] This resulted in the
protracted Battle of Stalingrad.[519] In December 1942, he placed Konstantin Rokossovski in charge of
holding the city.[520] In February 1943, the German troops attacking Stalingrad surrendered.[521] The
Soviet victory there marked a major turning point in the war;[522] in commemoration, Stalin declared
himself Marshal of the Soviet Union.[523]

By November 1942, the Soviets had begun to repulse the important German strategic southern campaign
and, although there were 2.5 million Soviet casualties in that effort, it permitted the Soviets to take the
offensive for most of the rest of the war on the Eastern Front.[524] Germany attempted an encirclement
attack at Kursk, which was successfully repulsed by the Soviets.[525] By the end of 1943, the Soviets
occupied half of the territory taken by the Germans from 1941 to 1942.[526] Soviet military industrial
output also had increased substantially from late 1941 to early 1943 after Stalin had moved factories well to
the east of the front, safe from German invasion and aerial assault.[527]

In Allied countries, Stalin was increasingly depicted in a positive light over the course of the war.[528] In
1941, the London Philharmonic Orchestra performed a concert to celebrate his birthday,[529] and in 1942,
Time magazine named him "Man of the Year".[528] When Stalin learned that people in Western countries

1942–1945: Soviet counter-attack
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The Big Three: Stalin, U.S. President
Franklin D. Roosevelt, and British
Prime Minister Winston Churchill at
the Tehran Conference, November
1943

Soviet soldiers in Polotsk, 4 July
1944

affectionately called him "Uncle Joe" he was initially offended,
regarding it as undignified.[530] There remained mutual suspicions
between Stalin, British Prime Minister Winston Churchill, and
U.S. President Franklin D. Roosevelt, who were together known
as the "Big Three".[531] Churchill flew to Moscow to visit Stalin
in August 1942 and again in October 1944.[532] Stalin scarcely left
Moscow throughout the war,[533] with Roosevelt and Churchill
frustrated with his reluctance to travel to meet them.[534]

In November 1943, Stalin met with Churchill and Roosevelt in
Tehran, a location of Stalin's choosing.[535] There, Stalin and
Roosevelt got on well, with both desiring the post-war dismantling
of the British Empire.[536] At Tehran, the trio agreed that to
prevent Germany rising to military prowess yet again, the German
state should be broken up.[537] Roosevelt and Churchill also
agreed to Stalin's demand that the German city of Königsberg be declared Soviet territory.[537] Stalin was
impatient for the UK and U.S. to open up a Western Front to take the pressure off of the East; they
eventually did so in mid-1944.[538] Stalin insisted that, after the war, the Soviet Union should incorporate
the portions of Poland it occupied pursuant to the Molotov–Ribbentrop Pact with Germany, which
Churchill opposed.[539] Discussing the fate of the Balkans, later in 1944 Churchill agreed to Stalin's
suggestion that after the war, Bulgaria, Rumania, Hungary, and Yugoslavia would come under the Soviet
sphere of influence while Greece would come under that of the West.[540]

In 1944, the Soviet Union made significant advances across
Eastern Europe toward Germany,[541] including Operation
Bagration, a massive offensive in the Byelorussian SSR against the
German Army Group Centre.[542] In 1944, the German armies
were pushed out of the Baltic states (with the exception of the
Ostland), which were then re-annexed into the Soviet Union.[543]

As the Red Army reconquered the Caucasus and Crimea, various
ethnic groups living in the region—the Kalmyks, Chechens,
Ingushi, Karachai, Balkars, and Crimean Tatars—were accused of
having collaborated with the Germans. Using the idea of collective
responsibility as a basis, Stalin's government abolished their
autonomous republics and between late 1943 and 1944 deported
the majority of their populations to Central Asia and Siberia.[544]

Over one million people were deported as a result of the policy.[545]

In February 1945, the three leaders met at the Yalta Conference.[546] Roosevelt and Churchill conceded to
Stalin's demand that Germany pay the Soviet Union 20 billion dollars in reparations, and that his country be
permitted to annex Sakhalin and the Kuril Islands in exchange for entering the war against Japan.[547] An
agreement was also made that a post-war Polish government should be a coalition consisting of both
communist and conservative elements.[548] Privately, Stalin sought to ensure that Poland would come fully
under Soviet influence.[549] The Red Army withheld assistance to Polish resistance fighters battling the
Germans in the Warsaw Uprising, with Stalin believing that any victorious Polish militants could interfere
with his aspirations to dominate Poland through a future Marxist government.[550] Although concealing his
desires from the other Allied leaders, Stalin placed great emphasis on capturing Berlin first, believing that
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British Prime Minister Clement
Attlee, U.S. President Harry S.
Truman and Joseph Stalin at the
Potsdam Conference, July 1945

this would enable him to bring more of Europe under long-term Soviet control. Churchill was concerned
that this was the case and unsuccessfully tried to convince the U.S. that the Western Allies should pursue
the same goal.[551]

In April 1945, the Red Army seized Berlin, Hitler committed
suicide, and Germany surrendered in May.[552] Stalin had wanted
Hitler captured alive; he had his remains brought to Moscow to
prevent them becoming a relic for Nazi sympathisers.[553] As the
Red Army had conquered German territory, they discovered the
extermination camps that the Nazi administration had run.[551]

Many Soviet soldiers engaged in looting, pillaging, and rape, both
in Germany and parts of Eastern Europe.[554] Stalin refused to
punish the offenders.[551] After receiving a complaint about this
from Yugoslav communist Milovan Djilas, Stalin asked how after
experiencing the traumas of war a soldier could "react normally?
And what is so awful in his having fun with a woman, after such
horrors?"[555]

With Germany defeated, Stalin switched focus to the war with Japan, transferring half a million troops to
the Far East.[556] Stalin was pressed by his allies to enter the war and wanted to cement the Soviet Union's
strategic position in Asia.[557] On 8 August, in between the U.S. atomic bombings of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, the Soviet army invaded Japanese-occupied Manchuria and defeated the Kwantung Army.[558]

These events led to the Japanese surrender and the war's end.[559] Soviet forces continued to expand until
they occupied all their territorial concessions, but the U.S. rebuffed Stalin's desire for the Red Army to take
a role in the Allied occupation of Japan.[560]

Stalin attended the Potsdam Conference in July–August 1945, alongside his new British and U.S.
counterparts, Prime Minister Clement Attlee and President Harry Truman.[561] At the conference, Stalin
repeated previous promises to Churchill that he would refrain from a "Sovietization" of Eastern
Europe.[562] Stalin pushed for reparations from Germany without regard to the base minimum supply for
German citizens' survival, which worried Truman and Churchill who thought that Germany would become
a financial burden for Western powers.[563] He also pushed for "war booty", which would permit the
Soviet Union to directly seize property from conquered nations without quantitative or qualitative
limitation, and a clause was added permitting this to occur with some limitations.[563] Germany was
divided into four zones: Soviet, U.S., British, and French, with Berlin itself—located within the Soviet area
—also subdivided thusly.[564]

After the war, Stalin was—according to Service—at the "apex of his career".[565] Within the Soviet Union
he was widely regarded as the embodiment of victory and patriotism.[566] His armies controlled Central
and Eastern Europe up to the River Elbe.[565] In June 1945, Stalin adopted the title of Generalissimus,[567]

and stood atop Lenin's Mausoleum to watch a celebratory parade led by Zhukov through Red Square.[568]

At a banquet held for army commanders, he described the Russian people as "the outstanding nation" and

1945: Victory

Post-war era

1945–1947: Post-war reconstruction and famine
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Banner of Stalin in Budapest
in 1949

"leading force" within the Soviet Union, the first time that he had unequivocally endorsed the Russians
over other Soviet nationalities.[569] In 1946, the state published Stalin's Collected Works.[570] In 1947, it
brought out a second edition of his official biography, which eulogised him to a greater extent than its
predecessor.[571] He was quoted in Pravda on a daily basis and pictures of him remained pervasive on the
walls of workplaces and homes.[572]

Despite his strengthened international position, Stalin was cautious about
internal dissent and desire for change among the population.[573] He was
also concerned about his returning armies, who had been exposed to a
wide range of consumer goods in Germany, much of which they had
looted and brought back with them. In this he recalled the 1825
Decembrist Revolt by Russian soldiers returning from having defeated
France in the Napoleonic Wars.[574] He ensured that returning Soviet
prisoners of war went through "filtration" camps as they arrived in the
Soviet Union, in which 2,775,700 were interrogated to determine if they
were traitors. About half were then imprisoned in labour camps.[575] In
the Baltic states, where there was much opposition to Soviet rule, de-
kulakisation and de-clericalisation programs were initiated, resulting in
142,000 deportations between 1945 and 1949.[543] The Gulag system of
forced labour camps was expanded further. By January 1953, three per
cent of the Soviet population was imprisoned or in internal exile, with
2.8 million in "special settlements" in isolated areas and another
2.5 million in camps, penal colonies, and prisons.[576]

The NKVD were ordered to catalogue the scale of destruction during the
war.[577] It was established that 1,710 Soviet towns and 70,000 villages had been destroyed.[578] The
NKVD recorded that between 26 and 27 million Soviet citizens had been killed, with millions more being
wounded, malnourished, or orphaned.[579] In the war's aftermath, some of Stalin's associates suggested
modifications to government policy.[580] Post-war Soviet society was more tolerant than its pre-war phase
in various respects. Stalin allowed the Russian Orthodox Church to retain the churches it had opened
during the war.[581] Academia and the arts were also allowed greater freedom than they had prior to
1941.[582] Recognising the need for drastic steps to be taken to combat inflation and promote economic
regeneration, in December 1947 Stalin's government devalued the rouble and abolished the ration-book
system.[583] Capital punishment was abolished in 1947 but re-instituted in 1950.[584]

Stalin's health was deteriorating, and heart problems forced a two-month vacation in the latter part of
1945.[585] He grew increasingly concerned that senior political and military figures might try to oust him;
he prevented any of them from becoming powerful enough to rival him and had their apartments bugged
with listening devices.[586] He demoted Molotov,[587] and increasingly favoured Beria and Malenkov for
key positions.[588] In 1949, he brought Nikita Khrushchev from Ukraine to Moscow, appointing him a
Central Committee secretary and the head of the city's party branch.[589] In the Leningrad Affair, the city's
leadership was purged amid accusations of treachery; executions of many of the accused took place in
1950.[590]

In the post-war period there were often food shortages in Soviet cities,[591] and the USSR experienced a
major famine from 1946 to 1947.[592] Sparked by a drought and ensuing bad harvest in 1946, it was
exacerbated by government policy towards food procurement, including the state's decision to build up
stocks and export food internationally rather than distributing it to famine-hit areas.[593] Current estimates
indicate that between one million and 1.5 million people died from malnutrition or disease as a result.[594]
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Joseph Stalin at his 71st birthday
celebration with (left to right) Mao
Zedong, Nikolai Bulganin, Walter
Ulbricht and Yumjaagiin Tsedenbal

While agricultural production stagnated, Stalin focused on a series of major infrastructure projects,
including the construction of hydroelectric plants, canals, and railway lines running to the polar north.[595]

Much of this was constructed by prison labour.[595]

In the aftermath of the Second World War, the British Empire
declined, leaving the U.S. and USSR as the dominant world
powers.[596] Tensions among these former Allies grew,[566]

resulting in the Cold War.[597] Although Stalin publicly described
the British and U.S. governments as aggressive, he thought it
unlikely that a war with them would be imminent, believing that
several decades of peace was likely.[598] He nevertheless secretly
intensified Soviet research into nuclear weaponry, intent on
creating an atom bomb.[565] Still, Stalin foresaw the undesirability
of a nuclear conflict, saying in 1949 that "atomic weapons can
hardly be used without spelling the end of the world."[599] He
personally took a keen interest in the development of the
weapon.[600] In August 1949, the bomb was successfully tested in
the deserts outside Semipalatinsk in Kazakhstan.[601] Stalin also initiated a new military build-up; the
Soviet army was expanded from 2.9 million soldiers, as it stood in 1949, to 5.8 million by 1953.[602]

The U.S. began pushing its interests on every continent, acquiring air force bases in Africa and Asia and
ensuring pro-U.S. regimes took power across Latin America.[603] It launched the Marshall Plan in June
1947, with which it sought to undermine Soviet hegemony throughout Eastern Europe. The U.S. also
offered financial assistance to countries as part of the Marshall Plan on the condition that they opened their
markets to trade, aware that the Soviets would never agree.[604] The Allies demanded that Stalin withdraw
the Red Army from northern Iran. He initially refused, leading to an international crisis in 1946, but one
year later Stalin finally relented and moved the Soviet troops out.[605] Stalin also tried to maximise Soviet
influence on the world stage, unsuccessfully pushing for Libya—recently liberated from Italian occupation
—to become a Soviet protectorate.[606][607] He sent Molotov as his representative to San Francisco to take
part in negotiations to form the United Nations, insisting that the Soviets have a place on the Security
Council.[597] In April 1949, the Western powers established the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation
(NATO), an international military alliance of capitalist countries.[608] Within Western countries, Stalin was
increasingly portrayed as the "most evil dictator alive" and compared to Hitler.[609] According to his
daughter, Svetlana Alliluyeva she “remembered her father saying after [the war]: Together with the
Germans we would have been invincible” [610]

In 1948, Stalin edited and rewrote sections of Falsifiers of History, published as a series of Pravda articles
in February 1948 and then in book form. Written in response to public revelations of the 1939 Soviet
alliance with Germany, it focused on blaming the Western powers for the war.[611] He also erroneously
claimed that the initial German advance in the early part of the war, during Operation Barbarossa, was not a
result of Soviet military weakness, but rather a deliberate Soviet strategic retreat.[612] In 1949, celebrations
took place to mark Stalin's seventieth birthday (although he was 71 at the time,) at which Stalin attended an
event in the Bolshoi Theatre alongside Marxist–Leninist leaders from across Europe and Asia.[613]

1947–1950: Cold War policy

Eastern Bloc
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The Eastern Bloc until 1989

After the war, Stalin sought to retain Soviet dominance across
Eastern Europe while expanding its influence in Asia.[543]

Cautiously regarding the responses from the Western Allies, Stalin
avoided immediately installing Communist Party governments
across Eastern Europe, instead initially ensuring that Marxist-
Leninists were placed in coalition ministries.[607] In contrast to his
approach to the Baltic states, he rejected the proposal of merging
the new communist states into the Soviet Union, rather recognising
them as independent nation-states.[614] He was faced with the
problem that there were few Marxists left in Eastern Europe, with
most having been killed by the Nazis.[615] He demanded that war
reparations be paid by Germany and its Axis allies Hungary,
Romania, and the Slovak Republic.[566] Aware that these countries
had been pushed toward socialism through invasion rather than by
proletarian revolution, Stalin referred to them not as "dictatorships
of the proletariat" but as "people's democracies", suggesting that in
these countries there was a pro-socialist alliance combining the
proletariat, peasantry, and lower middle-class.[616]

Churchill observed that an "Iron Curtain" had been drawn across
Europe, separating the east from the west.[617] In September 1947,
a meeting of East European communist leaders was held in Szklarska Poręba, Poland, from which was
formed Cominform to co-ordinate the Communist Parties across Eastern Europe and also in France and
Italy.[618] Stalin did not personally attend the meeting, sending Zhdanov in his place.[564] Various East
European communists also visited Stalin in Moscow.[619] There, he offered advice on their ideas; for
instance he cautioned against the Yugoslav idea for a Balkan Federation incorporating Bulgaria and
Albania.[619] Stalin had a particularly strained relationship with Yugoslav leader Josip Broz Tito due to the
latter's continued calls for a Balkan federation and for Soviet aid for the communist forces in the ongoing
Greek Civil War.[620] In March 1948, Stalin launched an anti-Tito campaign, accusing the Yugoslav
communists of adventurism and deviating from Marxist–Leninist doctrine.[621] At the second Cominform
conference, held in Bucharest in June 1948, East European communist leaders all denounced Tito's
government, accusing them of being fascists and agents of Western capitalism.[622] Stalin ordered several
assassination attempts on Tito's life and contemplated invading Yugoslavia.[623]

Stalin suggested that a unified, but demilitarised, German state be established, hoping that it would either
come under Soviet influence or remain neutral.[624] When the U.S. and UK remained opposed to this,
Stalin sought to force their hand by blockading Berlin in June 1948.[625] He gambled that the Western
powers would not risk war, but they airlifted supplies into West Berlin until May 1949, when Stalin
relented and ended the blockade.[608] In September 1949 the Western powers transformed Western
Germany into an independent Federal Republic of Germany; in response the Soviets formed East Germany
into the German Democratic Republic in October.[624] In accordance with their earlier agreements, the
Western powers expected Poland to become an independent state with free democratic elections.[626] In
Poland, the Soviets merged various socialist parties into the Polish United Workers' Party (PZPR), and vote
rigging was used to ensure that the PZPR secured office.[621] The 1947 Hungarian elections were also
rigged by Stalin, with the Hungarian Working People's Party taking control.[621] In Czechoslovakia, where
the communists did have a level of popular support, they were elected the largest party in 1946.[627]
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1950 Chinese stamp depicting Stalin
and Mao shaking hands,
commemorating the signing of the
new Sino-Soviet Treaty

Monarchy was abolished in Bulgaria and Romania.[628] Across Eastern Europe, the Soviet model was
enforced, with a termination of political pluralism, agricultural collectivisation, and investment in heavy
industry.[622] It was aimed at establishing economic autarky within the Eastern Bloc.[622]

In October 1949, Chinese communist leader Mao Zedong took
power in China.[629] With this accomplished, Marxist governments
now controlled a third of the world's land mass.[630] Privately,
Stalin revealed that he had underestimated the Chinese Communists
and their ability to win the civil war, instead encouraging them to
make another peace with the KMT.[631] In December 1949, Mao
visited Stalin. Initially Stalin refused to repeal the Sino-Soviet
Treaty of 1945, which significantly benefited the Soviet Union over
China, although in January 1950 he relented and agreed to sign a
new treaty between the two countries.[632] Stalin was concerned
that Mao might follow Tito's example by pursuing a course
independent of Soviet influence, and made it known that if
displeased he would withdraw assistance from China; the Chinese
desperately needed said assistance after decades of civil war.[633]

At the end of the Second World War, the Soviet Union and the United States divided up the Korean
Peninsula, formerly a Japanese colonial possession, along the 38th parallel, setting up a communist
government in the north and a pro-Western, anti-communist government in the south.[634] North Korean
leader Kim Il Sung visited Stalin in March 1949 and again in March 1950; he wanted to invade the south
and although Stalin was initially reluctant to provide support, he eventually agreed by May 1950.[635] The
North Korean Army launched the Korean War by invading South Korea in June 1950, making swift gains
and capturing Seoul.[636] Both Stalin and Mao believed that a swift victory would ensue.[636] The U.S.
went to the UN Security Council—which the Soviets were boycotting over its refusal to recognise Mao's
government—and secured international military support for the South Koreans. U.S. led forces pushed the
North Koreans back.[637] Stalin wanted to avoid direct Soviet conflict with the U.S., convincing the
Chinese to aid the North.[638]

The Soviet Union was one of the first nations to extend diplomatic recognition to the newly created state of
Israel in 1948, in hopes of obtaining an ally in the Middle East.[639] When the Israeli ambassador Golda
Meir arrived in the USSR, Stalin was angered by the Jewish crowds who gathered to greet her.[640] He
was further angered by Israel's growing alliance with the U.S.[641] After Stalin fell out with Israel, he
launched an anti-Jewish campaign within the Soviet Union and the Eastern Bloc.[616] In November 1948,
he abolished the JAC,[642] and show trials took place for some of its members.[643] The Soviet press
engaged in vituperative attacks on Zionism, Jewish culture, and "rootless cosmopolitanism",[644] with
growing levels of anti-Semitism being expressed across Soviet society.[645] Stalin's increasing tolerance of
anti-Semitism may have stemmed from his increasing Russian nationalism or from the recognition that anti-
Semitism had proved a useful mobilising tool for Hitler and that he could do the same;[646] he may have
increasingly viewed the Jewish people as a "counter-revolutionary" nation whose members were loyal to
the U.S.[647] There were rumours, although they have never been substantiated, that Stalin was planning
on deporting all Soviet Jews to the Jewish Autonomous Region in Birobidzhan, eastern Siberia.[648]

Asia

1950–1953: Final years
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20 January 1953. Soviet
ukaz awarding Lydia
Timashuk the Order of Lenin
for "unmasking doctors-
killers." Revoked after
Stalin's death later that year.

Stalin's casket on howitzer carriage
drawn by horses, caught on camera
by U.S. assistant army attaché
Major Martin Manhoff from the
embassy balcony

In his later years, Stalin was in poor health.[649] He took increasingly long
holidays; in 1950 and again in 1951 he spent almost five months on holiday
at his Abkhazian dacha.[650] Stalin nevertheless mistrusted his doctors; in
January 1952 he had one imprisoned after they suggested that he should
retire to improve his health.[649] In September 1952, several Kremlin
doctors were arrested for allegedly plotting to kill senior politicians in what
came to be known as the Doctors' Plot; the majority of the accused were
Jewish.[651] He instructed the arrested doctors to be tortured to ensure
confession.[652] In November, the Slánský trial took place in
Czechoslovakia as 13 senior Communist Party figures, 11 of them Jewish,
were accused and convicted of being part of a vast Zionist-American
conspiracy to subvert Eastern Bloc governments.[653] That same month, a
much publicised trial of accused Jewish industrial wreckers took place in
Ukraine.[654] In 1951, he initiated the Mingrelian affair, a purge of the
Georgian branch of the Communist Party which resulted in over 11,000
deportations.[655]

From 1946 until his death, Stalin only gave three public speeches, two of
which lasted only a few minutes.[656] The amount of written material that
he produced also declined.[656] In 1950, Stalin issued the article "Marxism
and Problems of Linguistics", which reflected his interest in questions of Russian nationhood.[657] In 1952,
Stalin's last book, Economic Problems of Socialism in the USSR, was published. It sought to provide a
guide to leading the country after his death.[658] In October 1952, Stalin gave an hour and a half speech at
the Central Committee plenum.[659] There, he emphasised what he regarded as leadership qualities
necessary in the future and highlighted the weaknesses of various potential successors, particularly Molotov
and Mikoyan.[660] In 1952, he also eliminated the Politburo and replaced it with a larger version which he
called the Presidium.[661] Cybernetics was also marginalised during the Stalinist period and received a
hostile public campaign in 1951, although the discipline was rehabilitated following his death.[662]

On 1 March 1953, Stalin's staff found him semi-conscious on the
bedroom floor of his Kuntsevo Dacha.[663] He had suffered a
cerebral haemorrhage.[664] He was moved onto a couch and
remained there for three days.[665] He was hand-fed using a spoon,
given various medicines and injections, and leeches were applied to
him.[664] Svetlana and Vasily were called to the dacha on 2 March;
the latter was drunk and angrily shouted at the doctors, as a result
of which he was sent home.[666] Stalin died on 5 March 1953.[667]

According to Svetlana, it had been "a difficult and terrible
death".[668] An autopsy revealed that he had died of a cerebral
haemorrhage and also that his cerebral arteries were severely
damaged by atherosclerosis.[669] It has been conjectured that Stalin
was murdered;[670] Beria has been suspected of murdering him, but
no firm evidence has ever appeared.[664] According to a report published in The New York Times, Stalin
was poisoned with warfarin by his own Politburo members.[671]

Stalin's death was announced on 6 March.[672] His body was embalmed,[673] and then placed on display in
Moscow's House of Unions for three days.[674] The crowds of people coming to view the body were so
large and disorganised that many people were killed in a crowd crush.[675] At the funeral on 9 March,

Death, funeral and aftermath
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A mourning parade in honour
of Stalin in Dresden, East
Germany

Stalin’s body was laid to rest in Lenin's Mausoleum in Red Square; hundreds of thousands attended.[676]

That month featured a surge in arrests for "anti-Soviet agitation," as those celebrating Stalin's death came to
police attention.[677] The Chinese government instituted a period of official mourning for Stalin's
death.[678] A memorial service in his honour was also held at St George the Martyr, Holborn in
London.[679]

Stalin left neither a designated successor nor a framework within which a peaceful transfer of power could
take place.[680] The Central Committee met on the day of his death, after which Malenkov, Beria, and
Khrushchev emerged as the party's dominant figures.[681] The system of collective leadership was restored,
and measures introduced to prevent any one member from attaining autocratic domination.[682] The
collective leadership included the following eight senior members of the Presidium of the Central
Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, listed according to the order of precedence
presented formally on 5 March 1953: Georgy Malenkov, Lavrentiy Beria, Vyacheslav Molotov, Kliment
Voroshilov, Nikita Khrushchev, Nikolai Bulganin, Lazar Kaganovich and Anastas Mikoyan.[683] Reforms
to the Soviet system were immediately implemented.[684] Economic reform scaled back the mass
construction projects, placed a new emphasis on house building, and eased the levels of taxation on the
peasantry to stimulate production.[685] The new leaders sought rapprochement with Yugoslavia and a less
hostile relationship with the U.S.,[686] pursuing a negotiated end to the Korean War in July 1953.[687] The
doctors who had been imprisoned were released and the anti-Semitic purges ceased.[688] A mass amnesty
for certain categories of convicts was issued, halving the country's inmate population, while the state
security and Gulag systems were reformed, with torture being banned in April 1953.[685]

Stalin claimed to have embraced Marxism at the age of fifteen,[689] and it
served as the guiding philosophy throughout his adult life;[690] according
to Kotkin, Stalin held "zealous Marxist convictions",[691] while
Montefiore suggested that Marxism held a "quasi-religious" value for
Stalin.[692] Although he never became a Georgian nationalist,[693] during
his early life elements from Georgian nationalist thought blended with
Marxism in his outlook.[694] The historian Alfred J. Rieber noted that he
had been raised in "a society where rebellion was deeply rooted in
folklore and popular rituals".[693] Stalin believed in the need to adapt
Marxism to changing circumstances; in 1917, he declared that "there is
dogmatic Marxism and there is creative Marxism. I stand on the ground of
the latter".[695] Volkogonov believed that Stalin's Marxism was shaped by
his "dogmatic turn of mind", suggesting that this had been instilled in the
Soviet leader during his education in religious institutions.[696] According
to scholar Robert Service, Stalin's "few innovations in ideology were
crude, dubious developments of Marxism".[690] Some of these derived
from political expediency rather than any sincere intellectual
commitment;[690] Stalin would often turn to ideology post hoc to justify his decisions.[697] Stalin referred to
himself as a praktik, meaning that he was more of a practical revolutionary than a theoretician.[698]

As a Marxist and an anti-capitalist, Stalin believed in an inevitable "class war" between the world's
proletariat and bourgeoisie.[699] He believed that the working classes would prove successful in this
struggle and would establish a dictatorship of the proletariat,[700] regarding the Soviet Union as an example
of such a state.[701] He also believed that this proletarian state would need to introduce repressive measures
against foreign and domestic "enemies" to ensure the full crushing of the propertied classes,[702] and thus

Political ideology
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A statue of Joseph Stalin in Grūtas
Park near Druskininkai, Lithuania. It
originally stood in Vilnius, Lithuania.

the class war would intensify with the advance of socialism.[703] As a propaganda tool, the shaming of
"enemies" explained all inadequate economic and political outcomes, the hardships endured by the
populace, and military failures.[704] The new state would then be able to ensure that all citizens had access
to work, food, shelter, healthcare, and education, with the wastefulness of capitalism eliminated by a new,
standardised economic system.[705] According to Sandle, Stalin was "committed to the creation of a society
that was industrialised, collectivised, centrally planned and technologically advanced."[706]

Stalin adhered to the Leninist variant of Marxism.[707] In his book, Foundations of Leninism, he stated that
"Leninism is the Marxism of the epoch of imperialism and of the proletarian revolution".[708] He claimed to
be a loyal Leninist,[709] although was—according to Service—"not a blindly obedient Leninist".[705] Stalin
respected Lenin, but not uncritically,[710] and spoke out when he believed that Lenin was wrong.[705]

During the period of his revolutionary activity, Stalin regarded some of Lenin's views and actions as being
the self-indulgent activities of a spoiled émigré, deeming them counterproductive for those Bolshevik
activists based within the Russian Empire itself.[711] After the October Revolution, they continued to have
differences. Whereas Lenin believed that all countries across Europe and Asia would readily unite as a
single state following proletariat revolution, Stalin argued that national pride would prevent this, and that
different socialist states would have to be formed; in his view, a country like Germany would not readily
submit to being part of a Russian-dominated federal state.[712] Stalin biographer Oleg Khlevniuk
nevertheless believed that the pair developed a "strong bond" over the years,[713] while Kotkin suggested
that Stalin's friendship with Lenin was "the single most important relationship in Stalin's life".[714] After
Lenin's death, Stalin relied heavily on Lenin's writings—far more so than those of Marx and Engels—to
guide him in the affairs of state.[715] Stalin adopted the Leninist view on the need for a revolutionary
vanguard who could lead the proletariat rather than being led by them.[700] Leading this vanguard, he
believed that the Soviet peoples needed a strong, central figure—akin to a Tsar—whom they could rally
around.[716] In his words, "the people need a Tsar, whom they can worship and for whom they can live
and work".[717] He read about, and admired, two Tsars in particular: Ivan the Terrible and Peter the
Great.[718] In the personality cult constructed around him, he was known as the vozhd, an equivalent to the
Italian duce and German führer.[719]

Stalinism was a development of Leninism,[720] and while Stalin
avoided using the term "Marxism-Leninism-Stalinism", he allowed
others to do so.[721] Following Lenin's death, Stalin contributed to
the theoretical debates within the Communist Party, namely by
developing the idea of "Socialism in One Country". This concept
was intricately linked to factional struggles within the party,
particularly against Trotsky.[722] He first developed the idea in
December 1924 and elaborated upon in his writings of 1925–
26.[723] Stalin's doctrine held that socialism could be completed in
Russia but that its final victory there could not be guaranteed
because of the threat from capitalist intervention. For this reason, he
retained the Leninist view that world revolution was still a necessity
to ensure the ultimate victory of socialism.[723] Although retaining
the Marxist belief that the state would wither away as socialism

transformed into pure communism, he believed that the Soviet state would remain until the final defeat of
international capitalism.[724] This concept synthesised Marxist and Leninist ideas with nationalist
ideals,[706] and served to discredit Trotsky—who promoted the idea of "permanent revolution"—by
presenting the latter as a defeatist with little faith in Russian workers' abilities to construct socialism.[725]
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Stalin viewed nations as contingent entities which were formed by capitalism and could merge into
others.[726] Ultimately he believed that all nations would merge into a single, global human
community,[726] and regarded all nations as inherently equal.[727] In his work, he stated that "the right of
secession" should be offered to the ethnic-minorities of the Russian Empire, but that they should not be
encouraged to take that option.[728] He was of the view that if they became fully autonomous, then they
would end up being controlled by the most reactionary elements of their community; as an example he cited
the largely illiterate Tatars, whom he claimed would end up dominated by their mullahs.[728] Stalin argued
that the Jews possessed a "national character" but were not a "nation" and were thus unassimilable. He
argued that Jewish nationalism, particularly Zionism, was hostile to socialism.[729] According to
Khlevniuk, Stalin reconciled Marxism with great-power imperialism and therefore expansion of the empire
makes him a worthy to the Russian tsars.[704] Service argued that Stalin's Marxism was imbued with a
great deal of Russian nationalism.[690] According to Montefiore, Stalin's embrace of the Russian nation was
pragmatic, as the Russians were the core of the population of the USSR; it was not a rejection of his
Georgian origins.[730] Stalin's push for Soviet westward expansion into eastern Europe resulted in
accusations of Russian imperialism.[731]

Ethnically Georgian,[732] Stalin grew up speaking the Georgian language,[733] and did not begin learning
Russian until the age of eight or nine.[734] It has been argued that his ancestry was Ossetian, because his
genetic haplotype (G2a-Z6653) is considered typical of the Ossetians, but he never acknowledged an
Ossetian identity.[735] He remained proud of his Georgian identity,[736] and throughout his life retained a
heavy Georgian accent when speaking Russian.[737] According to Montefiore, despite Stalin's affinity for
Russia and Russians, he remained profoundly Georgian in his lifestyle and personality.[738] Some of
Stalin's colleagues described him as "Asiatic", and he supposedly once told a Japanese journalist that "I am
not a European man, but an Asian, a Russified Georgian".[739] Service also noted that Stalin "would never
be Russian", could not credibly pass as one, and never tried to pretend that he was.[740] Montefiore was of
the view that "after 1917, [Stalin] became quadri-national: Georgian by nationality, Russian by loyalty,
internationalist by ideology, Soviet by citizenship."[741]

Stalin had a soft voice,[742] and when speaking Russian did so slowly, carefully choosing his phrasing.[732]

In private he often used coarse language and profanity, although avoided doing so in public.[743] Described
as a poor orator,[744] according to Volkogonov, Stalin's speaking style was "simple and clear, without
flights of fancy, catchy phrases or platform histrionics".[745] He rarely spoke before large audiences, and
preferred to express himself in written form.[746] His writing style was similar, being characterised by its
simplicity, clarity, and conciseness.[747] Throughout his life, he used various nicknames and pseudonyms,
including "Koba", "Soselo", and "Ivanov",[113] adopting "Stalin" in 1912; it was based on the Russian
word for "steel" and has often been translated as "Man of Steel".[152]

In adulthood, Stalin measured 1.70 m (5 feet 7 inches).[748][749] His mustached face was pock-marked
from smallpox during childhood; this was airbrushed from published photographs.[750] He was born with a
webbed left foot, and his left arm had been permanently injured in childhood which left it shorter than his
right and lacking in flexibility,[751] which was probably the result of being hit, at the age of 12, by a horse-
drawn carriage.[752]

During his youth, Stalin cultivated a scruffy appearance in rejection of middle-class aesthetic values.[753]

By 1907, he grew his hair long and often wore a beard; for clothing, he often wore a traditional Georgian
chokha or a red satin shirt with a grey coat and black fedora.[754] From mid-1918 until his death he
favoured military-style clothing, in particular long black boots, light-coloured collarless tunics, and a
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Lavrenti Beria with Stalin's daughter,
Svetlana, on his lap and Stalin with
Nestor Lakoba seated in the
background smoking a pipe. The
photo was taken at Stalin's dacha
near Sochi in the mid-1930s.

Chinese Marxists celebrate Stalin's
seventieth birthday in 1949.

gun.[755] He was a lifelong smoker, who smoked both a pipe and
cigarettes.[756] He had few material demands and lived plainly,
with simple and inexpensive clothing and furniture;[757] his
interest was in power rather than wealth.[758] Stalin founded the
Outfit, a criminal gang that were involved with armed robberies,
racketeering, assassinations, arms procurement and child
couriering.[759] According to Montefiore, Stalin socialised with
hitmen “Kamo and Tsintsadze" but issued formal commands to the
rest of the Outfit members through his bodyguard.[760]

As leader of the Soviet Union, Stalin typically awoke around
11 am,[761] with lunch being served between 3 and 5 pm and
dinner no earlier than 9 pm;[762] he then worked late into the
evening.[763] He often dined with other Politburo members and
their families.[764] As leader, he rarely left Moscow unless to go to
one of his dachas for holiday;[765] he disliked travel,[766] and

refused to travel by plane.[767] His choice of favoured holiday house changed over the years,[768] although
he holidayed in southern parts of the USSR every year from 1925 to 1936 and again from 1945 to
1951.[769] Along with other senior figures, he had a dacha at Zubalova, 35 km outside Moscow,[770]

although ceased using it after Nadezhda's 1932 suicide.[771] After 1932, he favoured holidays in Abkhazia,
being a friend of its leader, Nestor Lakoba.[772] In 1934, his new Kuntsevo Dacha was built; 9 km from the
Kremlin, it became his primary residence.[773] In 1935, he began using a new dacha provided for him by
Lakoba at Novy Afon;[774] in 1936, he had the Kholodnaya Rechka dacha built on the Abkhazian coast,
designed by Miron Merzhanov.[775]

Trotsky and several other Soviet figures promoted the idea that
Stalin was a mediocrity.[776] This gained widespread acceptance
outside the Soviet Union during his lifetime but was
misleading.[777] According to biographer Montefiore, "it is clear
from hostile and friendly witnesses alike that Stalin was always
exceptional, even from childhood".[777] Stalin had a complex
mind,[778] great self-control,[779] and an excellent memory.[780] He
was a hard worker,[781] and displayed a keen desire to learn;[782]

when in power, he scrutinised many details of Soviet life, from film
scripts to architectural plans and military hardware.[783] According
to Volkogonov, "Stalin's private life and working life were one and
the same"; he did not take days off from political activities.[784]

Stalin could play different roles to different audiences,[785] and was adept at deception, often deceiving
others as to his true motives and aims.[786] Several historians have seen it as appropriate to follow Lazar
Kaganovich's description of there being "several Stalins" as a means of understanding his multi-faceted
personality.[787] He was a good organiser,[788] with a strategic mind,[789] and judged others according to
their inner strength, practicality, and cleverness.[790] He acknowledged that he could be rude and
insulting,[791] but he rarely raised his voice in anger;[792] as his health deteriorated in later life he became
increasingly unpredictable and bad-tempered.[793] Despite his tough-talking attitude, he could be very
charming;[794] when relaxed, he cracked jokes and mimicked others.[782] Montefiore suggested that this
charm was "the foundation of Stalin's power in the Party".[795]
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Stalin was ruthless,[796] temperamentally cruel,[797] and had a propensity for violence high even among the
Bolsheviks.[792] He lacked compassion,[798] something Volkogonov suggested might have been
accentuated by his many years in prison and exile,[799] although he was capable of acts of kindness to
strangers, even amid the Great Terror.[800] He was capable of self-righteous indignation,[801] and was
resentful,[802] and vindictive,[803] holding on to grudges for many years.[804] By the 1920s, he was also
suspicious and conspiratorial, prone to believing that people were plotting against him and that there were
vast international conspiracies behind acts of dissent.[805] He never attended torture sessions or
executions,[806] although Service thought Stalin "derived deep satisfaction" from degrading and
humiliating people and enjoyed keeping even close associates in a state of "unrelieved fear".[731]

Montefiore thought Stalin's brutality marked him out as a "natural extremist";[807] Service suggested he had
tendencies toward a paranoid and sociopathic personality disorder.[778] According to historian Geoffrey
Roberts, Stalin wasn't a psychopath.[808] He was instead an emotionally intelligent and feeling
intellectual.[808] Other historians linked his brutality not to any personality trait, but to his unwavering
commitment to the survival of the Soviet Union and the international Marxist–Leninist cause.[809]

Conversely, historian E.A. Rees believed that there was a strong argument in the case of Stalin "that it was
psychopathy that breed tyranny". Rees cited a diagnosis performed by neuropathologist Vladimir
Bekhterev on Stalin in 1927 and who had described him as a "typical case of severe paranoia".[810]

Keenly interested in the arts,[811] Stalin admired artistic talent.[812] He protected several Soviet writers from
arrest and prosecution, such as Mikhail Bulgakov, even when their work was labelled harmful to his
regime.[813] He enjoyed listening to classical music,[814] owning around 2,700 records,[815] and frequently
attending the Bolshoi Theatre during the 1930s and 1940s.[816] His taste in music and theatre was
conservative, favouring classical drama, opera, and ballet over what he dismissed as experimental
"formalism".[734] He also favoured classical forms in the visual arts, disliking avant-garde styles like
cubism and futurism.[817] He was a voracious reader and kept a personal library of over 20,000 books.[818]

Little of this was fiction,[819] although he could cite passages from Alexander Pushkin, Nikolay Nekrasov,
and Walt Whitman by heart.[812] Stalin's favourite subject was history, closely followed by Marxist theory
and then fiction.[808] He favoured historical studies, keeping up with debates in the study of Russian,
Mesopotamian, ancient Roman, and Byzantine history.[656] He was very interested in the reigns of Ivan the
Terrible, Peter the Great and Catherine the Great.[808] An autodidact,[820] he claimed to read as many as
500 pages a day,[821] with Montefiore regarding him as an intellectual.[822] Lenin was his favourite author
but he also read, and sometimes appreciated, a great deal of writing by Leon Trotsky and other arch-
enemies.[808] Like all Bolshevik leaders, Stalin believed that reading could help transform not just people's
ideas and consciousness, but human nature itself.[808] Stalin also enjoyed watching films late at night at
cinemas installed in the Kremlin and his dachas.[823] He liked the Western genre,[824] although his
favourite films were Volga Volga and Circus (both directed by Grigori Alexandrov and starring Lyubov
Orlova).[825]

Stalin was a keen and accomplished billiards player,[826] and collected watches.[827] He also enjoyed
practical jokes; for instance, he would place a tomato on the seat of Politburo members and wait for them to
sit on it.[828] When at social events, he encouraged singing,[829] as well as alcohol consumption; he hoped
that others would drunkenly reveal their secrets to him.[830] As an infant, Stalin displayed a love of
flowers,[831] and later in life he became a keen gardener.[831] His Volynskoe suburb had a 20-hectare (50-
acre) park, with Stalin devoting much attention to its agricultural activities.[832]

Stalin publicly condemned anti-Semitism,[833] although he was repeatedly accused of it.[834] People who
knew him, such as Khrushchev, suggested he long harboured negative sentiments toward Jews,[835] and it
has been argued that anti-Semitic trends in his policies were further fuelled by Stalin's struggle against
Trotsky.[836] After Stalin's death, Khrushchev claimed that Stalin encouraged him to incite anti-Semitism in
Ukraine, allegedly telling him that "the good workers at the factory should be given clubs so they can beat
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Stalin carrying his daughter, Svetlana

the hell out of those Jews."[837] In 1946, Stalin allegedly said privately that "every Jew is a potential
spy."[838] Conquest stated that although Stalin had Jewish associates, he promoted anti-Semitism.[839]

Service cautioned that there was "no irrefutable evidence" of anti-Semitism in Stalin's published work,
although his private statements and public actions were "undeniably reminiscent of crude antagonism
towards Jews";[840] he added that throughout Stalin's lifetime, the Georgian "would be the friend, associate
or leader of countless individual Jews".[841] Additionally, according to Beria, Stalin had affairs with several
Jewish women.[842]

Friendship was important to Stalin,[843] and he used it to gain and
maintain power.[844] Kotkin observed that Stalin "generally
gravitated to people like himself: parvenu intelligentsia of humble
background".[845] He gave nicknames to his favourites, for
instance referring to Yezhov as "my blackberry".[846] Stalin was
sociable and enjoyed a joke.[847] According to Montefiore, Stalin's
friendships "meandered between love, admiration, and venomous
jealousy".[848] While head of the Soviet Union he remained in
contact with many of his old friends in Georgia, sending them
letters and gifts of money.[849]

Stalin was no womanizer.[850] According to Boris Bazhanov, Stalin's one-time secretary, "Women didn't
interest him. His own woman [Alliluyeva] was enough for him, and he paid scant attention to her."[851]

However, Montefiore noted that in his early life Stalin "rarely seems to have been without a girlfriend."[852]

Montefiore described Stalin's favoured types as "young, malleable teenagers or buxom peasant
women,"[853] who would be supportive and unchallenging toward him.[854] According to Service, Stalin
"regarded women as a resource for sexual gratification and domestic comfort."[855] Stalin married twice
and had several children.[856]

Stalin married his first wife, Ekaterina Svanidze, in 1906. According to Montefiore, theirs was "a true love
match";[857] Volkogonov suggested that she was "probably the one human being he had really loved".[858]

When she died, Stalin allegedly said: "This creature softened my heart of stone."[859] They had a son,
Yakov, who often frustrated and annoyed Stalin.[860] Yakov had a daughter, Galina, before fighting for the
Red Army in the Second World War. He was captured by the German Army and then committed
suicide.[861]

In 1914, Stalin, circa age 35, had a relationship with Lidia Pereprygina, then 14-years-old, who
subsequently fell pregnant with Stalin's child.[158] [862][863] Circa December 1914, Pereprygia gave birth
to Stalin's child, although the infant died soon after.[159] In 1916, Lidia - now 15-years-old - was pregnant
again. She gave birth to a son, named Alexander, in around April 1917. Stalin, then absent, later came to
know of the child's existence but showed no apparent interest in him.[160]

Stalin's second wife was Nadezhda Alliluyeva; theirs was not an easy relationship, and they often
fought.[864] They had two biological children—a son, Vasily, and a daughter, Svetlana, and adopted
another son, Artyom Sergeev, in 1921.[865] It is unclear if Stalin ever had a mistress during or after his
marriage to Alliluyeva.[866] In any event, she suspected that he was unfaithful with other women,[867] and
committed suicide in 1932.[868] Stalin regarded Vasily as spoiled and often chastised his behaviour; as
Stalin's son, Vasily nevertheless was swiftly promoted through the ranks of the Red Army and allowed a
lavish lifestyle.[869] Conversely, Stalin had an affectionate relationship with Svetlana during her
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A poster of Stalin at the 3rd World
Festival of Youth and Students in
East Berlin, East Germany, 1951

Interior of the Joseph Stalin Museum
in Gori, Georgia

childhood,[870] and was also very fond of Artyom.[865] In later life, he disapproved of Svetlana's various
suitors and husbands, putting a strain on his relationship with her.[871] After the Second World War, he
made little time for his children and his family played a decreasingly important role in his life.[872] After
Stalin's death, Svetlana changed her surname from Stalin to Alliluyeva,[686] and defected to the U.S.[873]

After Nadezhda's death, Stalin became increasingly close to his sister-in-law Zhenya Alliluyeva;[874]

Montefiore believed that they were lovers.[875] There are unproven rumours that from 1934 onward he had
a relationship with his housekeeper Valentina Istomina.[876] Montefiore also claimed that Stalin had at least
two illegitimate children,[877] although he never recognised them as being his.[878] One of them,
Konstantin Kuzakov, later taught philosophy at the Leningrad Military Mechanical Institute, but never met
Stalin.[879] The other, Alexander, was the son of Lidia Pereprygina; he was raised as the son of a peasant
fisherman and the Soviet authorities made him swear never to reveal that Stalin was his biological
father.[880]

The historian Robert Conquest stated that Stalin perhaps
"determined the course of the twentieth century" more than any
other individual.[881] Biographers like Service and Volkogonov
have considered him an outstanding and exceptional politician;[882]

Montefiore labelled Stalin as "that rare combination: both
'intellectual' and killer", a man who was "the ultimate politician"
and "the most elusive and fascinating of the twentieth-century
titans".[883] According to historian Kevin McDermott,
interpretations of Stalin range from "the sycophantic and adulatory
to the vitriolic and condemnatory."[884] For most Westerners and
anti-communist Russians, he is viewed overwhelmingly negatively
as a mass murderer;[884] for significant numbers of Russians and
Georgians, he is regarded as a great statesman and state-builder.[884]

Stalin strengthened and stabilised the Soviet Union.[885] Service suggested that the country might have
collapsed long before 1991 without Stalin.[885] In under three decades, Stalin transformed the Soviet Union
into a major industrial world power,[886] one which could "claim impressive achievements" in terms of
urbanisation, military strength, education and Soviet pride.[887] Under his rule, the average Soviet life
expectancy grew due to improved living conditions, nutrition and medical care[888] as mortality rates also
declined.[889] Although millions of Soviet citizens despised him, support for Stalin was nevertheless
widespread throughout Soviet society.[887]

Stalin's necessity for the Soviet Union's economic development has
been questioned, and it has been argued that Stalin's policies from
1928 onwards may have only been a limiting factor.[890] Stalin's
Soviet Union has been characterised as a totalitarian state,[891] with
Stalin its authoritarian leader.[892] Various biographers have
described him as a dictator,[893] an autocrat,[894] or accused him of
practising Caesarism.[895] He has also been labelled a "red
fascist".[896] Montefiore argued that while Stalin initially ruled as
part of a Communist Party oligarchy, the Soviet government
transformed from this oligarchy into a personal dictatorship in
1934,[897] with Stalin only becoming "absolute dictator" between
March and June 1937, when senior military and NKVD figures
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A contingent from the Communist
Party of Great Britain (Marxist–
Leninist) carrying a banner of Stalin
at a May Day march through London
in 2008

were eliminated.[898] According to Kotkin, Stalin "built a personal dictatorship within the Bolshevik
dictatorship."[899] In both the Soviet Union and elsewhere he came to be portrayed as an "Oriental
despot".[900] Dmitri Volkogonov characterised him as "one of the most powerful figures in human
history."[901] McDermott stated that Stalin had "concentrated unprecedented political authority in his
hands."[902] Service stated that Stalin "had come closer to personal despotism than almost any monarch in
history" by the late 1930s.[903]

McDermott nevertheless cautioned against "over-simplistic
stereotypes"—promoted in the fiction of writers like Aleksandr
Solzhenitsyn, Vasily Grossman, and Anatoly Rybakov—that
portrayed Stalin as an omnipotent and omnipresent tyrant who
controlled every aspect of Soviet life through repression and
totalitarianism.[904] Service similarly warned of the portrayal of
Stalin as an "unimpeded despot", noting that "powerful though he
was, his powers were not limitless", and his rule depended on his
willingness to conserve the Soviet structure he had inherited.[905]

Kotkin observed that Stalin's ability to remain in power relied on
him having a majority in the Politburo at all times.[906] Khlevniuk
noted that at various points, particularly when Stalin was old and
frail, there were "periodic manifestations" in which the party
oligarchy threatened his autocratic control.[793] Stalin denied to
foreign visitors that he was a dictator, stating that those who
labelled him such did not understand the Soviet governance
structure.[907]

A vast literature devoted to Stalin has been produced.[908] During Stalin's lifetime, his approved
biographies were largely hagiographic in content.[909] Stalin ensured that these works gave very little
attention to his early life, particularly because he did not wish to emphasise his Georgian origins in a state
numerically dominated by Russians.[910] Since his death many more biographies have been written,[911]

although until the 1980s these relied largely on the same sources of information.[911] Under Mikhail
Gorbachev's Soviet administration various previously classified files on Stalin's life were made available to
historians,[911] at which point Stalin became "one of the most urgent and vital issues on the public agenda"
in the Soviet Union.[912] After the dissolution of the Union in 1991, the rest of the archives were opened to
historians, resulting in much new information about Stalin coming to light,[913] and producing a flood of
new research.[908]

Leninists remain divided in their views on Stalin; some view him as Lenin's authentic successor, while
others believe he betrayed Lenin's ideas by deviating from them.[731] The socio-economic nature of Stalin's
Soviet Union has also been much debated, varyingly being labelled a form of state socialism, state
capitalism, bureaucratic collectivism, or a totally unique mode of production.[914] Socialist writers like
Volkogonov have acknowledged that Stalin's actions damaged "the enormous appeal of socialism
generated by the October Revolution".[915]

With a high number of excess deaths occurring under his rule, Stalin has been labelled "one of the most
notorious figures in history."[885] These deaths occurred as a result of collectivisation, famine, terror
campaigns, disease, war and mortality rates in the Gulag. As the majority of excess deaths under Stalin
were not direct killings, the exact number of victims of Stalinism is difficult to calculate due to lack of
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Interior of the Gulag Museum in
Moscow

consensus among scholars on which deaths can be attributed to the regime.[916] Stalin has also been
accused of genocide in the cases of forced population transfer of ethnic minorities in the Soviet Union and
the famine in Ukraine.[917]

Official records reveal 799,455 documented executions in the
Soviet Union between 1921 and 1953; 681,692 of these were
carried out between 1937 and 1938, the years of the Great
Purge.[918] According to Michael Ellman, the best modern estimate
for the number of repression deaths during the Great Purge is
950,000–1.2 million, which includes executions, deaths in
detention, or soon after their release.[919] In addition, while archival
data shows that 1,053,829 perished in the Gulag from 1934 to
1953,[920] the current historical consensus is that of the 18 million
people who passed through the Gulag system from 1930 to 1953,
between 1.5 and 1.7 million died as a result of their
incarceration.[921] Historian and archival researcher Stephen G.
Wheatcroft and Michael Ellman attribute roughly 3 million deaths
to the Stalinist regime, including executions and deaths from criminal negligence.[922] Wheatcroft and
historian R. W. Davies estimate famine deaths at 5.5–6.5 million[923] while scholar Steven Rosefielde gives
a number of 8.7 million.[924]

In 2011, historian Timothy D. Snyder summarised modern data made after the opening of the Soviet
archives in the 1990s and states that Stalin's regime was responsible for 9 million deaths, with 6 million of
these being deliberate killings. He further states that estimates of 20 million or above, which were made
before access to the archives, are not credible.[925]

Shortly after his death, the Soviet Union went through a period of de-Stalinization. Malenkov denounced
the Stalin personality cult,[926] which was subsequently criticised in Pravda.[927] In 1956, Khrushchev
gave his "Secret Speech", titled "On the Cult of Personality and Its Consequences", to a closed session of
the Party's 20th Congress. There, Khrushchev denounced Stalin for both his mass repression and his
personality cult.[928] He repeated these denunciations at the 22nd Party Congress in October 1962.[929] In
October 1961, Stalin's body was removed from the mausoleum and buried in the Kremlin Wall Necropolis,
the location marked by a bust.[930] Stalingrad was renamed Volgograd.[931]

Khrushchev's de-Stalinisation process in Soviet society ended when he was replaced as leader by Leonid
Brezhnev in 1964; the latter introduced a level of re-Stalinisation within the Soviet Union.[932] In 1969 and
again in 1979, plans were proposed for a full rehabilitation of Stalin's legacy but on both occasions were
halted due to fears of damaging the USSR's public image.[933] Gorbachev saw the total denunciation of
Stalin as necessary for the regeneration of Soviet society.[934] After the fall of the Soviet Union in 1991, the
first President of the new Russian Federation, Boris Yeltsin, continued Gorbachev's denunciation of Stalin
but added to it a denunciation of Lenin.[934] His successor Vladimir Putin did not seek to rehabilitate Stalin
but emphasised the celebration of Soviet achievements under Stalin's leadership rather than the Stalinist
repressions.[935] In October 2017, Putin opened the Wall of Grief memorial in Moscow, noting that the
"terrible past" would neither be "justified by anything" nor "erased from the national memory."[936] In a
2017 interview, Putin added that while "we should not forget the horrors of Stalinism", the excessive
demonization of Stalin "is a means to attack [the] Soviet Union and Russia".[937] In recent years, the
government and general public of Russia has been accused of rehabilitating Stalin.[938]

In the Soviet Union and post-Soviet states
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Marxist–Leninist activists from the
Communist Party of the Russian
Federation laying wreaths at Stalin's
Moscow grave in 2009

Amid the social and economic turmoil of the post-Soviet period,
many Russians viewed Stalin as having overseen an era of order,
predictability, and pride.[939] He remains a revered figure among
many Russian nationalists, who feel nostalgic about the Soviet
victory over Nazi Germany in World War II,[940] and he is
regularly invoked approvingly within both Russia's far-left and far-
right.[941]

Polling by the Levada Center suggest Stalin's popularity has grown
since 2015, with 46% of Russians expressing a favourable view of
him in 2017 and 51% in 2019.[942] In a 2021 poll, a record 70% of
Russians indicated they had a mostly/very favourable view of
Stalin.[943] The same year, a survey by the Center showed that
Joseph Stalin was named by 39% of Russians as the "most
outstanding national figure of all time" and, while nobody received

an absolute majority, Stalin was very clearly in first place, followed by another Soviet leader Vladimir
Lenin with 30% and Russian poet Alexander Pushkin with 23%.[944][945] At the same time, there was a
growth in pro-Stalinist literature in Russia, much relying upon the misrepresentation or fabrication of source
material.[946] In this literature, Stalin's repressions are regarded either as a necessary measure to defeat
"enemies of the people" or the result of lower-level officials acting without Stalin's knowledge.[946]

The only other part of the former Soviet Union other than Russia where admiration for Stalin has remained
consistently widespread is Georgia, although Georgian attitudes have been very divided.[947] A number of
Georgians resent criticism of Stalin, the most famous figure from their nation's modern history.[940] A 2013
survey by Tbilisi State University found 45% of Georgians expressing "a positive attitude" to him.[948] A
2017 Pew Research survey had 57% of Georgians saying he played a positive role in history, compared to
18% of those expressing the same for Mikhail Gorbachev.[949]

Some positive sentiment can also be found elsewhere in the former Soviet Union. A 2012 survey
commissioned by the Carnegie Endowment found 38% of Armenians concurring that their country "will
always have need of a leader like Stalin."[950][951] In early 2010, a new monument to Stalin was erected in
Zaporizhzhia, Ukraine.[952] In December 2010, unknown persons decapitated it and it was destroyed in a
bomb attack in 2011.[953] In a 2016 Kyiv International Institute of Sociology poll, 38% of respondents had
a negative attitude to Stalin, 26% a neutral one and 17% a positive, with 19% refusing to answer.[954]

Yevstafy Zhakov, a pastor of St. Olga Strelna near St. Petersburg, caused an uproar after he hung a portrait
of Stalin among sacred images, stating: "I remember him [Stalin] on appropriate occasions, the day of his
birthday, his death and that of Victory. He was a true believer". Some weeks after the controversy, the
Patriarchate of Moscow forced Zhakov to remove the icon of Stalin from his parish. Despite calls of "some
Russians" to "beatify" Stalin, the Russian Orthodox Church has stood its ground in refusing to do so.[955]

There have also been requests by communist officials to canonize Stalin as an official saint, although these
requests were never implemented – the author referencing the church's suffering under Stalin's rule.[956]

Nonetheless, some churches have kept religious icons showing Stalin since at least 2008.[957]

Anti-Stalinist left

Religion
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Bibliography of Stalinism and the Soviet Union
Cybernetics in the Soviet Union
De-Stalinization
European interwar dictatorships
Everyday Stalinism: Ordinary Life in Extraordinary Times: Soviet Russia in the 1930s
Foreign relations of the Soviet Union
German-Soviet Axis talks
Index of Soviet Union-related articles
List of places named after Joseph Stalin
List of statues of Joseph Stalin
List of awards and honours bestowed upon Joseph Stalin
Lysenkoism
Neo-Stalinism
History of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (Bolsheviks)
Stalin's Peasants: Resistance and Survival in the Russian Village after Collectivization
Stalin and the Scientists
Stalin: Paradoxes of Power, 1878–1928
Stalin: Waiting for Hitler, 1929–1941
The Stalinist Legacy

a. Despite abolishing the office of General Secretary in 1952, Stalin continued to exercise its
powers as the Secretariat's highest-ranking member.

b. After Stalin's death, Georgy Malenkov succeeded him as both head of government and the
highest-ranking member of the party apparatus.

c. The Constituent Assembly was declared dissolved by the Bolshevik-Left SR Soviet
government, rendering the end the term served.

d. Stalin's original Georgian name was Ioseb Besarionis dze Jughashvili (Georgian: იოსებ

ბესარიონის ძე ჯუღაშვილი). The Russian equivalent of this is Iosif Vissarionovich
Dzhugashvili (Russian: Иосиф Виссарионович Джугашвили (pre-1918: Іосифъ
Виссаріоновичъ Джугашвили)). During his years as a revolutionary, he adopted the alias
"Stalin", and after the October Revolution he made it his legal name.

e. 21 December [O.S. 9] 1879 (Soviet records)
f. While forced to give up control of the Secretariat almost immediately after succeeding Stalin

as the body's de facto head, Malenkov was still recognised as "first among equals" within
the regime for over a year. As late as March 1954, he remained listed as first in the Soviet
leadership and continued to chair meetings of the Politburo.

g. Russian: Иосиф Виссарионович Сталин (pre-1918: Іосифъ Виссаріоновичъ
Сталинъ), romanized: Iosif Vissarionovich Stalin Russian pronunciation: [ɪˈosʲɪf vʲɪsərʲɪ
ˈonəvʲɪt͡ɕ ˈstalʲɪn]
Georgian: იოსებ ბესარიონის ძე სტალინი

h. Although there is inconsistency among published sources about Stalin's exact date of birth,
Ioseb Jughashvili is found in the records of the Uspensky Church in Gori, Georgia as born
on 18 December (Old Style: 6 December) 1878. This birth date is maintained in his school
leaving certificate, his extensive Okhrana file, a police arrest record from 18 April 1902 which
gave his age as 23 years, and all other surviving pre-Revolution documents. As late as
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1921, Stalin himself listed his birthday as 18 December 1878 in a curriculum vitae in his own
handwriting. After coming to power in 1922, Stalin gave his birth date as 21 December 1879
(Old Style date 9 December 1879). That became the day his birthday was celebrated in the
Soviet Union.[5]
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Leon Trotsky
Лев Троцкий (Russian)

Trotsky in 1924

People's Commissar of Military and Naval
Affairs of the Soviet Union

In office
14 March 1918 – 12 January 1925

Premier Vladimir Lenin

Alexei Rykov

Preceded by Nikolai Podvoisky

Succeeded by Mikhail Frunze

People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs of
the Russian SFSR

In office
8 November 1917 – 13 March 1918

Premier Vladimir Lenin

Preceded by Mikhail Tereshchenko

Succeeded by Georgy Chicherin

Member of the Russian Constituent
Assembly
In office

25 November 1917 – 20 January 1918[a]

Leon Trotsky

Lev Davidovich Bronstein[b] (7 November [O.S. 26
October] 1879 – 21 August 1940), better known as Leon
Trotsky[c] (/ˈtrɒtski/),[3] was a Russian revolutionary,
politician, and political theorist. He was a central figure in
the establishment of Soviet Russia and the Soviet Union.
Ideologically a Marxist, Trotsky's writings and thought
inspired a major school of the ideology known as
Trotskyism.

Born to a wealthy Russian Jewish family in Yanovka
(now Bereslavka, Ukraine), Trotsky embraced Marxism
after moving to Nikolayev in 1896. He briefly enrolled at
Odessa University to study mathematics before
abandoning his formal education to support political
agitation among workers.[2] In 1898, he was arrested for
revolutionary activities and exiled to Siberia, but escaped
to London and befriended Vladimir Lenin. Trotsky
initially sided with Julius Martov's Mensheviks against
Lenin's Bolsheviks during the Russian Social Democratic
Labour Party's 1903 organisational split. Trotsky returned
to Russia and led the Saint Petersburg Soviet in the failed
1905 Revolution. He was again exiled to Siberia,
escaping and spending time in Austria, Switzerland,
France, and New York. After the 1917 February
Revolution brought an end to the Russian Empire,
Trotsky returned to Russia as chairman of the Petrograd
Soviet and joined the Bolsheviks, playing a key role in
the October Revolution of November 1917 which
overthrew the Provisional Government and marked the
opening of the Russian Civil War (1917–1922).

In Lenin's first government, Trotsky held the post of
People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs and became
involved in the 1917–1918 Brest-Litovsk negotiations
with the German Empire as Russia pulled out of the First
World War. From 1918 to 1925, Trotsky served as the
People's Commissar for Military and Naval Affairs, in this
position founding and leading the Red Army to victory in
the civil war. Trotsky was also nominated for the position
of Deputy Chairman of the Council of People's
Commissars by Lenin but declined the position.[4][5][6] In
1922, Trotsky formed a bloc alliance with Lenin to
counter the bureaucratisation of the party and the growing
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Served
alongside

Gukovsky, Kobyakov,
Leontiev, Sokolov,
Ermakov, Pashin, Moisei
Uritsky, Valentinov

Preceded by Constituency established

Succeeded by Constituency abolished

Constituency Novgorod

Chairman of the Petrograd Soviet
In office

20 September – 26 December 1917

Preceded by Nikolay Chkheidze

Succeeded by Grigory Zinoviev

Full member of the 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th,
11th, 12th, 13th, 14th Politburo

In office
10 October 1917 – 23 October 1926

Personal details

Born Lev Davidovich Bronstein
7 November 1879 (N.S.)
Yanovka,
Yelisavetgradsky Uyezd,
Kherson Governorate,
Russian Empire (now
Bereslavka, Ukraine)

Died 21 August 1940
(aged 60)
Mexico City, Mexico

Manner of death Assassination by axe
attack

Resting place Leon Trotsky House
Museum

Citizenship Russia (1879–1917)

Russian SFSR, Soviet

Union (1917–1932)

Stateless (1932–1937)

Mexico (1937–1940)

Political party Russian Social
Democratic Labour Party
(1898–1917)

Mezhraiontsy (1917)[1]

Russian Communist
Party (Bolsheviks)

influence of Joseph Stalin.[7] Trotsky opposed Stalin as
leader of the Left Opposition, which advocated a
programme of mass industrialisation with an extension of
worker's democracy, which preceded the establishment of
the First Five-Year Plan in the Soviet Union.[8][9][10]

Trotsky was outmaneuvered after Lenin's death in 1924
and gradually lost his positions: he was expelled from the
Politburo in 1926, exiled to Alma Ata in Soviet Central
Asia in 1927, and in 1929 was deported to Turkey. He
spent the rest of his life in exile, finding refuge in France,
Norway, and Mexico.

Trotsky wrote extensively and polemically against
Stalinism. His proletarian internationalism was opposed to
Stalin's theory of "socialism in one country". Trotsky's
own theory of "permanent revolution" posited (1) that in
countries such as Russia, where world capitalism had
created a small bourgeoisie, only the proletariat could
carry out the tasks of the bourgeois revolution and build
socialism (as opposed to the two-stage theory), and (2)
that the Soviet Union could not survive surrounded by
hostile capitalist states, and that revolutions in the
advanced Western countries were required. In his book
The Revolution Betrayed (1937), Trotsky argued that the
Soviet Union had become a "degenerated workers' state"
as a consequence of its isolation, and called for a new
political revolution to end bureaucratic dictatorship and
restore the democratic values of 1917. In 1938, Trotsky
founded the Fourth International as an alternative to the
Comintern. In 1940, a Soviet NKVD agent, Ramón
Mercarder, assassinated Trotsky at his home in Mexico.[d]

Written out of Soviet history under Stalin, Trotsky was
one of his rivals who did not receive political
rehabilitation from later Soviet leaders.[12]

Leon Trotsky was born Lev Davidovich Bronstein to
David Leontyevich Bronstein (1847–1922) and Anna
Lvovna (née Zhivotovskaya, 1850–1910) on 7 November
1879, the fifth child of a wealthy Jewish landowner[13]

family in Yanovka, Kherson governorate, Russian Empire
(now Bereslavka, Ukraine). His father, David
Leontyevich, had lived in Poltava, and later moved to
Bereslavka, as it had a large Jewish community.[14][15]

Trotsky's younger sister, Olga, who also grew up to be a
Bolshevik and a Soviet politician, married the prominent
Bolshevik Lev Kamenev.[16]

Childhood and family (1879–1895)
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(1918–1927)

Spouses Aleksandra Sokolovskaya
(m. 1899; div. 1902)

Natalia Sedova (m. 1903)

Children Zinaida · Nina · Lev ·
Sergei

Education Odessa University[2]

(briefly attended)

Signature

8-year-old Lev Bronstein,
1888

Some authors, notably
Robert Service, have
claimed that Trotsky's
childhood first name was
the Yiddish Leiba.[17] The
American Trotskyist
David North said that this
was an assumption based
on Trotsky's Jewish birth,
but, contrary to Service's
claims, there is no
documentary evidence to
support his using a
Yiddish name, when that
language was not spoken
by his family.[18] Both North and political historian Walter Laqueur wrote
that Trotsky's childhood name was Lyova, a standard Russian diminutive of
the name Lev.[19] North has compared the speculation on Trotsky's given
name to the undue emphasis given to his having a Jewish surname.[18][19]

The language spoken at home was not Yiddish[20] but a mixture of Russian and Ukrainian (known as
Surzhyk).[21]

When Trotsky was eight,[22] his father sent him to Odessa to be educated. He was enrolled in a Lutheran
German-language school (Realschule zum Heiligen Paulus or school of the Lutheran St. Pauls Cathedral, a
school of Black Sea Germans which also admitted students of other faiths and backgrounds,[23]) which
became Russified during his years in Odessa as a result of the Imperial government's policy of
Russification.[24] Trotsky and his wife Natalia later registered their children as Lutheran, since Austrian law
at the time required children to be given religious education "in the faith of their parents".[25] As Isaac
Deutscher notes in his biography of Trotsky, Odessa was then a bustling cosmopolitan port city, very unlike
the typical Russian city of the time. This environment contributed to the development of the young man's
international outlook.[26]

Although Trotsky spoke French, English, and German to a good standard, he said in his autobiography My
Life that he was never perfectly fluent in any language but Russian.[27] Raymond Molinier wrote that
Trotsky spoke French fluently.[28]

Trotsky became involved in revolutionary activities in 1896 after moving to the harbor town of Nikolayev
on the Ukrainian coast of the Black Sea.[29] At first a narodnik (revolutionary agrarian socialist populist),
he initially opposed Marxism but was won over to Marxism later that year by his future first wife,
Aleksandra Sokolovskaya.

Instead of pursuing a mathematics degree at Odessa University,[2] Trotsky helped organize the South
Russian Workers' Union in Nikolayev in early 1897. Using the name "Lvov",[30] he wrote and printed
leaflets and proclamations, distributed revolutionary pamphlets, and popularized socialist ideas among
industrial workers and revolutionary students.[31]

Early political activities and life (1896–1917)

Revolutionary activity and imprisonment (1896–1898)
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Lev Davidovich Bronstein, 1897

Trotsky's first wife Aleksandra
Sokolovskaya with her brother
(sitting on the left) and Trotsky
(sitting on the right) in 1897

In January 1898, more than 200 members of the union, including
Trotsky, were arrested. He was held for the next two years in prison
awaiting trial, first in Nikolayev, then Kherson, then Odessa, and
finally in Moscow.[32] In the Moscow prison, he came into contact
with other revolutionaries, heard about Lenin and read Lenin's book,
The Development of Capitalism in Russia.[33] Two months into his
imprisonment, on 1–3 March 1898, the first Congress of the newly
formed Russian Social Democratic Labor Party (RSDLP) was
held.[34] From then on Trotsky identified as a member of the party.

While in the prison in Moscow, in the summer of 1899, Trotsky
married Aleksandra Sokolovskaya (1872–1938), a fellow Marxist. The
wedding ceremony was performed by a Jewish chaplain.[35]

In 1900, he was sentenced to four years in exile in Siberia. Because of
their marriage, Trotsky and his wife were allowed to be exiled to the
same location in Siberia. They were exiled to Ust-Kut and the
Verkholensk in the Baikal Lake region of Siberia. They had two
daughters, Zinaida (1901–1933) and Nina (1902–1928), both born in
Siberia.

In Siberia, Trotsky studied philosophy.[36] He became aware of the
differences within the party, which had been decimated by arrests in
1898 and 1899. Some social democrats known in Leninist
phraseology as "economists" argued that the party should focus on
helping industrial workers improve their lot in life and were not so
worried about changing the government.[37] They believed that
societal reforms would grow out of the worker's struggle for higher
pay and better working conditions. Others argued that overthrowing
the monarchy was more important and that a well-organized and
disciplined revolutionary party was essential. The latter position was
expressed by the London-based newspaper Iskra (The Spark), which
was founded in 1900. Trotsky quickly sided with the Iskra position
and began writing for the paper.[38]

In the summer of 1902, at the urging of his wife, Aleksandra, Trotsky escaped from Siberia hidden in a load
of hay on a wagon.[39] Aleksandra later escaped from Siberia with their daughters.[36] Both daughters
married, and Zinaida had children, but the daughters died before their parents. Nina Nevelson died from
tuberculosis in 1928, cared for in her last months by her older sister. Zinaida Volkova followed her father
into exile in Berlin, taking her son by her second marriage but leaving behind a daughter in Russia.
Suffering also from tuberculosis and depression, Zinaida committed suicide in 1933. Aleksandra
disappeared in 1935 during the Great Purges in the Soviet Union under Stalin and was murdered by Soviet
forces three years later.

First marriage and Siberian exile (1899–1902)

First emigration and second marriage (1902–1903)
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Until this point in his life, Trotsky had used his birth name: Lev (Leon) Bronstein.[40] He changed his
surname to "Trotsky", the name he would use for the rest of his life. It is said he adopted the name of a
jailer of the Odessa prison in which he had earlier been held.[41] This became his primary revolutionary
pseudonym. After his escape from Siberia, Trotsky moved to London, joining Georgi Plekhanov, Vladimir
Lenin, Julius Martov and other editors of Iskra. Under the pen name Pero ("feather" or "pen"), Trotsky
soon became one of the paper's leading writers.[15]

Unknown to Trotsky, the six editors of Iskra were evenly split between the "old guard" led by Plekhanov
and the "new guard" led by Lenin and Martov. Plekhanov's supporters were older (in their 40s and 50s),
and had spent the previous 20 years together in exile in Europe. Members of the new guard were in their
early 30s and had only recently emigrated from Russia. Lenin, who was trying to establish a permanent
majority against Plekhanov within Iskra, expected Trotsky, then 23, to side with the new guard. In March
1903 Lenin wrote:

I suggest to all the members of the editorial board that they co-opt 'Pero' as a member of the
board on the same basis as other members. [...] We very much need a seventh member, both as
a convenience in voting (six being an even number) and as an addition to our forces. 'Pero' has
been contributing to every issue for several months now; he works, in general, most
energetically for the Iskra; he gives lectures (in which he has been very successful). In the
section of articles and notes on the events of the day, he will not only be very useful, but
absolutely necessary. Unquestionably a man of rare abilities, he has conviction and energy, and
he will go much farther.[42]

Because of Plekhanov's opposition, Trotsky did not become a full member of the board. But from then on,
he participated in its meetings in an advisory capacity, which earned him Plekhanov's enmity.

In late 1902, Trotsky met Natalia Sedova (1882–1962), who soon became his companion. They married in
1903, and she was with him until his death. They had two children together, Lev Sedov (1906–1938) and
Sergei Sedov (1908–1937), both of whom would predecease their parents. Regarding his sons' surnames,
Trotsky later explained that after the 1917 revolution:

In order not to oblige my sons to change their name, I, for "citizenship" requirements, took on
the name of my wife.[43]

Trotsky never used the name "Sedov" either privately or publicly. Natalia Sedova sometimes signed her
name "Sedova-Trotskaya".

In the meantime, after a period of secret police repression and internal confusion that followed the First
Congress of the Russian Social Democratic Labour Party in 1898, Iskra succeeded in convening the party's
Second Congress in London in August 1903. Trotsky and other Iskra editors attended. The first congress
went as planned, with Iskra supporters handily defeating the few "economist" delegates. Then the congress
discussed the position of the Jewish Bund, which had co-founded the RSDLP in 1898 but wanted to
remain autonomous within the party.[44]

Split with Lenin (1903–1904)
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Trotsky in 1902

Shortly after that, the pro-Iskra delegates unexpectedly split into
two factions. The split was initially over an organisational issue.
Lenin and his supporters, the Bolsheviks, argued for a smaller but
highly organized party where only party members would be seen as
members, while Martov and his supporters, the Mensheviks, argued
for a bigger and less disciplined party where people who assisted
the party would also be seen as members. In a surprise
development, Trotsky and most of the Iskra editors supported
Martov and the Mensheviks, while Plekhanov supported Lenin and
the Bolsheviks. During 1903 and 1904, many members changed
sides in the factions. Plekhanov soon parted ways with the
Bolsheviks. Trotsky left the Mensheviks in September 1904 over
their insistence on an alliance with Russian liberals and their
opposition to a reconciliation with Lenin and the Bolsheviks.[45]

From 1904 until 1917, Trotsky described himself as a "non-
factional social democrat". He worked between 1904 and 1917,
trying to reconcile different groups within the party, which resulted in many clashes with Lenin and other
prominent party members. Trotsky later maintained that he had been wrong in opposing Lenin on the issue
of the party. During these years, Trotsky began developing his theory of permanent revolution and
developed a close working relationship with Alexander Parvus in 1904–07.[46]

During their split, Lenin referred to Trotsky as "Little Judas" (Iudushka, based on the character from
Mikhail Saltykov-Shchedrin's novel The Golovlyov Family),[47][48] a "scoundrel"[49] and a "swine".[50]

The unrest and agitation against the Russian government came to a head in Saint Petersburg on 3 January
1905 (Julian Calendar), when a strike broke out at the Putilov Works in the city. This single strike grew into
a general strike, and by 7 January 1905, there were 140,000 strikers in Saint Petersburg.[51]

On Sunday, 9 January 1905, Father Georgi Gapon knowingly led a procession of radicals mixed within
larger groups of ordinary working citizens through the streets to the Winter Palace to supposedly beseech
the Tsar for food and relief from the government. According to Gapon himself, he led the people into a
Palace Guard already on the defensive due to the crowd instigating violence against them. They eventually
fired on the demonstration, resulting in the deaths of an unknown number of violent radicals, peaceful
demonstrators and police caught within the melee. Although Sunday, 9 January 1905, became known as
Bloody Sunday, Gapon's own biography points to a conspiracy. This was later confirmed by Russian
police records listing the number of known militant radicals found among the dead.[52] [53]

Following the events of Bloody Sunday, Trotsky secretly returned to Russia in February 1905, by way of
Kiev.[54] At first he wrote leaflets for an underground printing press in Kiev, but soon moved to the capital,
Saint Petersburg. There he worked with both Bolsheviks, such as Central Committee member Leonid
Krasin, and the local Menshevik committee, which he pushed in a more radical direction. The latter,
however, were betrayed by a secret police agent in May, and Trotsky had to flee to rural Finland. There he
worked on fleshing out his theory of permanent revolution.[55]

On 19 September 1905, the typesetters at the Ivan Sytin's printing house in Moscow went out on strike for
shorter hours and higher pay. By the evening of 24 September, the workers at 50 other printing shops in
Moscow were also on strike. On 2 October 1905, the typesetters in printing shops in Saint Petersburg
decided to strike in support of the Moscow strikers. On 7 October 1905, the railway workers of the

1905 revolution and trial (1905–1906)
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Police mugshots of Trotsky in 1905 after Soviet
members were arrested during a meeting in the Free
Economic Society building

Trotsky in prison, awaiting trial, 1906

Moscow–Kazan Railway went out on strike.[56]

Amid the resulting confusion, Trotsky returned
from Finland to Saint Petersburg on 15 October
1905. On that day, Trotsky spoke before the Saint
Petersburg Soviet Council of Workers Deputies,
which was meeting at the Technological Institute
in the city. Also attending were some 200,000
people crowded outside to hear the speeches—
about half of all workers in Saint Petersburg.[57]

After his return, Trotsky and Parvus took over the newspaper
Russian Gazette, increasing its circulation to 500,000. Trotsky also
co-founded, together with Parvus and Julius Martov and other
Mensheviks, "Nachalo" ("The Beginning"), which also proved to
be a very successful newspaper in the revolutionary atmosphere of
Saint Petersburg in 1905.[58]

Just before Trotsky's return, the Mensheviks had independently
come up with the same idea that Trotsky had: an elected non-party
revolutionary organization representing the capital's workers, the
first Soviet ("Council") of Workers. By the time of Trotsky's
arrival, the Saint Petersburg Soviet was already functioning, headed
by Khrustalyev-Nosar (Georgy Nosar, alias Pyotr Khrustalyov).
Khrustalyev-Nosar had been a compromise figure when elected as
the head of the Saint Petersburg Soviet. He was a lawyer that stood
above the political factions contained in the Soviet.[59]

However, since his election, he proved to be very popular with the workers in spite of the Bolsheviks'
original opposition to him. Khrustalev-Nosar became famous in his position as spokesman for the Saint
Petersburg Soviet.[60] Indeed, to the outside world, Khrustalev-Nosar was the embodiment of the Saint
Petersburg Soviet.[59] Trotsky joined the Soviet under the name "Yanovsky" (after the village he was born
in, Yanovka) and was elected vice-chairman. He did much of the actual work at the Soviet and, after
Khrustalev-Nosar's arrest on 26 November 1905, was elected its chairman. On 2 December, the Soviet
issued a proclamation which included the following statement about the Tsarist government and its foreign
debts:[61]

The autocracy never enjoyed the confidence of the people and was never granted any
authority by the people. We have therefore decided not to allow the repayment of such loans as
have been made by the Tsarist government when openly engaged in a war with the entire
people.
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Trotsky with Alexander Parvus (left)
and Leo Deutsch (right) in Saint
Peter and Paul Fortress prison at
Saint Petersburg in 1906

Trotsky reading Pravda in Vienna,
circa 1910

The following day, on 3 December 1905, the Soviet was surrounded by troops loyal to the government and
the deputies were arrested.[62] Trotsky and other Soviet leaders were tried in 1906 on charges of supporting
an armed rebellion. On 4 October 1906 he was convicted and sentenced to internal exile to Siberia.

While en route to exile in Obdorsk, Siberia, in January 1907,
Trotsky escaped at Berezov[63] and once again made his way to
London. He attended the 5th Congress of the RSDLP. In October,
he moved to Vienna, Austria-Hungary. For the next seven years, he
often took part in the activities of the Austrian Social Democratic
Party and, occasionally, of the German Social Democratic Party.[44]

In Vienna, Trotsky became close to Adolph Joffe, his friend for the
next 20 years, who introduced him to psychoanalysis.[64]

In October 1908 he was
asked to join the editorial
staff of Pravda ("Truth"), a
bi-weekly, Russian-
language social democratic
paper for Russian workers, which he co-edited with Adolph Joffe
and Matvey Skobelev. It was smuggled into Russia.[65] The paper
appeared very irregularly; only five issues were published in its first
year.[65]

Avoiding factional politics, the paper proved popular with Russian
industrial workers. Both the Bolsheviks and the Mensheviks split
multiple times after the failure of the 1905–1907 revolution. Money
was very scarce for the publication of Pravda. Trotsky approached
the Russian Central Committee to seek financial backing for the
newspaper throughout 1909.[66]

A majority of Bolsheviks controlled the Central Committee in
1910. Lenin agreed to the financing of "Pravda", but required a
Bolshevik to be appointed as co-editor of the paper.[66] When
various Bolshevik and Menshevik factions tried to re-unite at the

January 1910 RSDLP Central Committee meeting in Paris over Lenin's objections,[67] Trotsky's Pravda
was made a party-financed 'central organ'. Lev Kamenev, Trotsky's brother-in-law, was added to the
editorial board from the Bolsheviks, but the unification attempts failed in August 1910. Kamenev resigned
from the board amid mutual recriminations. Trotsky continued publishing Pravda for another two years
until it finally folded in April 1912.[26]

The Bolsheviks started a new workers-oriented newspaper in Saint Petersburg on 22 April 1912 and also
called it Pravda. Trotsky was so upset by what he saw as a usurpation of his newspaper's name that in
April 1913, he wrote a letter to Nikolay Chkheidze, a Menshevik leader, bitterly denouncing Lenin and the
Bolsheviks. Though he quickly got over the disagreement, the message was intercepted by the Russian
police, and a copy was put into their archives. Shortly after Lenin's death in 1924, the letter was found and
publicized by Trotsky's opponents within the Communist Party to portray him as Lenin's enemy.[15]

Second emigration (1907–1914)
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Trotsky in Vienna

The 1910s were a period of heightened tension within the RSDLP, leading to numerous frictions between
Trotsky, the Bolsheviks and the Mensheviks. The most serious disagreement that Trotsky and the
Mensheviks had with Lenin at the time was over the issue of "expropriations",[68] i.e., armed robbery of
banks and other companies by Bolshevik groups to procure money for the Party. These actions had been
banned by the 5th Congress, but were continued by the Bolsheviks.

In January 1912, the majority of the Bolshevik faction, led by
Lenin, as well as a few defecting Mensheviks, held a conference in
Prague and decided to break away from the Russian Social
Democratic Labour Party, and formed a new party, the Russian
Social Democratic Labour Party (Bolsheviks). In response, Trotsky
organized a "unification" conference of social democratic factions
in Vienna in August 1912 (a.k.a. "The August Bloc") and tried to
re-unite the Bolsheviks and Mensheviks into one party. The attempt
was generally unsuccessful.[44]

In Vienna, Trotsky continuously published articles in radical
Russian and Ukrainian newspapers, such as Kievskaya Mysl, under

a variety of pseudonyms, often using "Antid Oto".[69] In September 1912, Kievskaya Mysl sent him to the
Balkans as its war correspondent, where he covered the two Balkan Wars for the next year. While there,
Trotsky chronicled the ethnic cleansing carried out by the Serbian army against the Albanian civilian
population.[70] He became a close friend of Christian Rakovsky, later a leading Soviet politician and
Trotsky's ally in the Soviet Communist Party. On 3 August 1914, at the outbreak of World War I, in which
Austria-Hungary fought against the Russian Empire, Trotsky was forced to flee Vienna for neutral
Switzerland to avoid arrest as a Russian émigré.[30]

The outbreak of World War I caused a sudden realignment within the RSDLP and other European social
democratic parties over the issues of war, revolution, pacifism and internationalism, redividing the party into
defeatists and defencists. Within the RSDLP, Lenin, Trotsky and Martov advocated various internationalist
anti-war positions that saw defeat for your own country's ruling class imperialists as the "lesser evil" in the
war, while they opposed all imperialists in the imperialist war. These anti-war believers were known as
"defeatists". Those who supported one side over the other in the war were known as "defencists".
Plekhanov and many other defencist social democrats (both Bolsheviks and Mensheviks) supported the
Russian government to some extent and wanted them to win the war, while Trotsky's ex-colleague Parvus,
now a defencist, sided against Russia so strongly that he wanted Germany to win the war. In Switzerland,
Trotsky briefly worked within the Swiss Socialist Party, prompting it to adopt an internationalist resolution.
He wrote a book opposing the war, The War and the International,[71] and the pro-war position taken by
the European social democratic parties, primarily the German party.

As a war correspondent for the Kievskaya Mysl, Trotsky moved to France on 19 November 1914. In
January 1915 in Paris, he began editing (at first with Martov, who soon resigned as the paper moved to the
left) Nashe Slovo ("Our Word"), an internationalist socialist newspaper. He adopted the slogan of "peace
without indemnities or annexations, peace without conquerors or conquered." Lenin advocated Russia's
defeat in the war and demanded a complete break with the Second International.[72]

Trotsky attended the Zimmerwald Conference of anti-war socialists in September 1915 and advocated a
middle course between those who, like Martov, would stay within the Second International at any cost and
those who, like Lenin, would break with the Second International and form a Third International. The

World War I (1914–1917)
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Leon Trotsky with his
daughter Nina in 1915

Trotsky arriving in Petrograd by train
in May 1917

conference adopted the middle line proposed by Trotsky. At first opposed,
in the end Lenin voted for Trotsky's resolution to avoid a split among anti-
war socialists.[73]

In September 1916,[74] Trotsky was deported from France to Spain for his
anti-war activities. Spanish authorities did not want him and deported him
to the United States on 25 December 1916. He arrived in New York City
on 13 January 1917. He stayed for nearly three months at 1522 Vyse
Avenue in The Bronx. In New York he wrote articles for the local Russian
language socialist newspaper, Novy Mir, and the Yiddish-language daily,
Der Forverts (The Jewish Daily Forward), in translation. He also made
speeches to Russian émigrés.[75]

Trotsky was living in New York City when the February Revolution of
1917 led to the abdication of Tsar Nicholas II. He left New York on 27
March 1917, but his ship, the SS Kristianiafjord, was intercepted by British naval officials in Canada at
Halifax, Nova Scotia. He was detained for a month at Amherst Internment Camp in Nova Scotia. While
imprisoned in the camp, Trotsky established an increasing friendship with the workers and sailors amongst
his fellow inmates, describing his month at the camp as "one continual mass meeting".[76]

Trotsky's speeches and agitation incurred the wrath of German officer inmates who complained to the
British camp commander, Colonel Morris, about Trotsky's "anti-patriotic" attitude.[76] Morris then forbade
Trotsky to make any more public speeches, leading to 530 prisoners protesting and signing a petition
against Morris' order.[76] Back in Russia, after initial hesitation and facing pressure from the workers' and
peasants' Soviets, the Russian foreign minister Pavel Milyukov was compelled to demand the release of
Trotsky as a Russian citizen, and the British government freed him on 29 April 1917.[76]

He reached Russia on 17 May 1917. After his return, Trotsky
substantially agreed with the Bolshevik position, but did not join
them right away. Russian social democrats were split into at least
six groups, and the Bolsheviks were waiting for the next party
Congress to determine which factions to merge with. Trotsky
temporarily joined the Mezhraiontsy, a regional social democratic
organization in Petrograd, and became one of its leaders. At the
First Congress of Soviets in June, he was elected a member of the
first All-Russian Central Executive Committee ("VTsIK") from the
Mezhraiontsy faction.[77]

After an unsuccessful pro-Bolshevik uprising in Petrograd, Trotsky
was arrested on 7 August 1917. He was released 40 days later in
the aftermath of the failed counter-revolutionary uprising by Lavr
Kornilov. After the Bolsheviks gained a majority in the Petrograd
Soviet, Trotsky was elected chairman on 8 October [O.S. 25
September] 1917.[78] He sided with Lenin against Grigory
Zinoviev and Lev Kamenev when the Bolshevik Central
Committee discussed staging an armed uprising, and he led the
efforts to overthrow the Russian Provisional Government headed
by socialist Aleksandr Kerensky.

The following summary of Trotsky's role in 1917 was written by Joseph Stalin in Pravda, 6 November
1918.[79] Although this passage was quoted in Stalin's book The October Revolution (1934),[79] it was
expunged from Stalin's Works (1949).[80]
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The dissolution of the Constituent
Assembly on 6 January 1918. The
Tauride Palace is locked and
guarded by Trotsky, Sverdlov,
Zinoviev and Lashevich.

Leon Trotsky and Lev Kamenev at
the Brest-Litovsk negotiations (c.
1917–1918)

All practical work in connection with the organization of the uprising was done under the
immediate direction of Comrade Trotsky, the President of the Petrograd Soviet. It can be stated
with certainty that the Party is indebted primarily and principally to Comrade Trotsky for the
rapid going over of the garrison to the side of the Soviet and the efficient manner in which the
work of the Military Revolutionary Committee was organized.

After the success of the Bolshevik coup on 7–8 November 1917, Trotsky led the efforts to repel a counter-
attack by Cossacks under General Pyotr Krasnov and other troops still loyal to the overthrown Provisional
Government at Gatchina. Allied with Lenin, he defeated attempts by other Bolshevik Central Committee
members (Zinoviev, Kamenev, Rykov, etc.) to share power with other socialist parties. By the end of 1917,
Trotsky was unquestionably the second man in the Bolshevik Party after Lenin. He overshadowed the
ambitious Zinoviev, who had been Lenin's top lieutenant over the previous decade, but whose star
appeared to be fading. This reversal of position contributed to continuing competition and enmity between
the two men, which lasted until 1926 and did much to destroy them both.

After the Bolsheviks came to power, Trotsky became the People's
Commissar for Foreign Affairs and published the secret treaties
previously signed by the Triple Entente that detailed plans for post-
war reallocation of colonies and redrawing state borders. On 23
November 1917, Trotsky revealed the secret treaty arrangements
which had been made between the Tsarist government, Britain and
France, causing them considerable embarrassment.

In preparation for peace
talks with the
representatives of the
Imperial German
government and the representatives of the other Central Powers
leading up to the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk, Leon Trotsky appointed
his old friend Joffe to represent the Bolsheviks. When the Soviet
delegation learned that Germans and Austro-Hungarians planned to
annex slices of Polish territory and to set up a rump Polish state
with what remained, while the Baltic provinces were to become
client states ruled by German princes, the talks were recessed for 12
days. The Soviets' only hopes were that, given time, their allies
would agree to join the negotiations or that the western European
proletariat would revolt, so their best strategy was to prolong the
negotiations. As Foreign Minister Leon Trotsky wrote, "To delay

negotiations, there must be someone to do the delaying".[81] Therefore, Trotsky replaced Joffe as the leader
of the Soviet delegation during the peace negotiations in Brest-Litovsk from 22 December 1917 to 10
February 1918.[82] At that time the Soviet government was split on the issue. Left Communists, led by

Russian Revolution and aftermath

Commissar for Foreign Affairs and Brest-Litovsk (1917–1918)

Brest-Litovsk
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Territory lost under the
Treaty of Brest-Litovsk

Nikolai Bukharin, continued to believe that there could be no peace between a Soviet republic and a
capitalist empire, and that only a revolutionary war leading to a pan-European Soviet republic would bring
a durable peace.[83][84]

They cited the successes of the newly formed (15 January 1918) voluntary Red Army against Polish forces
of Gen. Józef Dowbor-Muśnicki in Belarus, White forces in the Don region, and newly independent
Ukrainian forces as proof that the Red Army could repel German forces, especially if propaganda and
asymmetrical warfare were used.[83]

They were willing to hold talks with the Germans as a means of exposing German imperial ambitions
(territorial gains, reparations, etc.) in the hope of accelerating the hoped−for Soviet revolution in the West.
Still, they were dead set against signing any peace treaty. In the case of a German ultimatum, they
advocated proclaiming a revolutionary war against Germany to inspire Russian and European workers to
fight for socialism. This opinion was shared by Left Socialist Revolutionaries, who were then the
Bolsheviks' junior partners in a coalition government.[85]

Lenin, who had earlier hoped for a speedy Soviet revolution in Germany
and other parts of Europe, quickly decided that the Imperial government of
Germany was still firmly in control and that, without a strong Russian
military, an armed conflict with Germany would lead to a collapse of the
Soviet government in Russia. He agreed with the Left Communists that
ultimately a pan-European Soviet revolution would solve all problems, but
until then the Bolsheviks had to stay in power. Lenin did not mind
prolonging the negotiating process for maximum propaganda effect, but,
from January 1918 on, advocated signing a separate peace treaty if faced
with a German ultimatum. Trotsky's position was between these two
Bolshevik factions. Like Lenin, he admitted that the old Russian military,
inherited from the monarchy and the Provisional Government and in
advanced stages of decomposition, was unable to fight:[86]

That we could no longer fight was perfectly clear to me and
that the newly formed Red Guard and Red Army detachments
were too small and poorly trained to resist the Germans.

But he agreed with the Left Communists that a separate peace treaty with an imperialist power would be a
terrible morale and material blow to the Soviet government, negate all its military and political successes of
1917 and 1918, resurrect the notion that the Bolsheviks secretly allied with the German government, and
cause an upsurge of internal resistance. He argued that any German ultimatum should be refused, and that
this might well lead to an uprising in Germany, or at least inspire German soldiers to disobey their officers
since any German offensive would be a naked land grab for territories. Trotsky wrote in 1925:[87]

We began peace negotiations in the hope of arousing the workmen's party of Germany and
Austria-Hungary as well as of the Entente countries. For this reason we were obliged to delay
the negotiations as long as possible to give the European workman time to understand the main
fact of the Soviet revolution itself and particularly its peace policy. But there was the other
question: Can the Germans still fight? Are they in a position to begin an attack on the
revolution that will explain the cessation of the war? How can we find out the state of mind of
the German soldiers, how to fathom it?
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Trotsky, in a letter he wrote to Lenin during the negations, must have been written before January 18, 1918,
described its policy, summarily, as follows:[88][89][90]

Dear Vladimir Ilyich
It is impossible to sign their peace. They already have agreed with fictitious Governments of
Poland, Lithuania, Courland and others concerning territorial concessions and military and
customs treaties. (...)
We cannot sign their peace. My plan is this:
We announce the termination of the war and demobilization without signing any peace. We
declare we cannot participate in the looting war of the Allies nor can we sign a looting peace.
Poland's, Lithuania's and Courland's fate we place upon the responsibility of the German
working people.
The Germans will be unable to attack us after we declare the war ended. At any rate, it would
be very difficult for Germany to attack us, because of her internal condition. The
Scheidemannites adopted a formal resolution to break with the Government if it makes
annexationist demands of the Russian revolution.
The Berliner Tageblatt and the Vossische Zeitung demand an understanding with Russia by all
means. The Centrists favor an agreement. (...)
We declare we end the war but do not sign a peace. They will be unable to make an offensive
against us. If they attack us, our position will be no worse than now (...)
We must have your decision. We can still drag on negotiations for one or two or three or four
days. Afterward they must be broken off. I see no other solution than that proposed. I clasp
your hand.
Yours,
TROTZKY.
Answer by direct wire: "I agree to your plan" or "I don't agree."

However, even though Lenin was in favour of a peace, due to party opposition, he basically responded
with these messages from January 18, 1918:[91]

Message to Trotsky.
Stalin has just arrived; we will look into the matter with him and let you have a joint answer
right away.
Lenin

Pass the following on to Trotsky: please adjourn proceedings and leave for Petrograd.
Send a reply; I will wait.
Lenin, Stalin

As it was remarked by Trotsky that, "[... p]ossibly this answer already showed that he did not agree with
my proposition (...)", Trotsky returned to Petrograd to debate with Lenin.[92] During his debate with
Trotsky, Lenin concluded: "(...) In any case, I stand for the immediate signing of peace; it is safer."[93]

However, after debates with the German delegation, Trotsky and Russian delegation withdraw themselves
from peace talks in 10 February 1918, by declaring ending the war on the side of Soviet Russia, and not
signing a peace treaty.[94] Contrary to one-sided ending the war, Germany resumed military operations on
18 February. Within a day, it became clear that the German army was capable of conducting offensive
operations and that Red Army detachments, which were relatively small, poorly organized and poorly led,
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Leon Trotsky speaks from his
armoured train during the Russian
Civil War in 1920

were no match for it. On the evening of 18 February 1918, Trotsky and his supporters in the committee
abstained, and Lenin's proposal was accepted 7–4. The Soviet government sent a radiogram to the German
side, taking the final Brest-Litovsk peace terms.[95]

Germany did not respond for three days and continued its offensive, encountering little resistance. The
response arrived on 21 February, but the proposed terms were so harsh that even Lenin briefly thought that
the Soviet government had no choice but to fight. But in the end, the committee again voted 7–4 on 23
February 1918; the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk was signed on 3 March and ratified on 15 March 1918. Since
Trotsky was so closely associated with the policy previously followed by the Soviet delegation at Brest-
Litovsk, he resigned from his position as Commissar for Foreign Affairs to remove a potential obstacle to
the new policy.

On 13 March 1918, Trotsky's resignation as Commissar for Foreign
Affairs was officially accepted, and he was appointed People's
Commissar of Army and Navy Affairs—in place of Podvoisky—
and chairman of the Supreme Military Council. The post of
commander-in-chief was abolished, and Trotsky gained full control
of the Red Army, responsible only to the Communist Party
leadership, whose Left Socialist Revolutionary allies had left the
government over the controversial treaty of Brest-Litovsk.[85]

The entire Bolshevik leadership of the Red Army, including
People's Commissar (defence minister) Nikolai Podvoisky and
commander-in-chief Nikolai Krylenko, protested vigorously against
Trotsky's appointment and eventually resigned. They believed that
the Red Army should consist only of dedicated revolutionaries, rely
on propaganda and force, and have elected officers. They viewed
former imperial officers and generals as potential traitors who
should be kept out of the new military, much less put in charge of
it. Their views continued to be popular with many Bolsheviks
throughout most of the Russian Civil War, and their supporters,
including Podvoisky, who became one of Trotsky's deputies, were
a constant thorn in Trotsky's side. The discontent with Trotsky's
policies of strict discipline, forced conscription and reliance on
carefully supervised non-Communist military experts eventually led to the Military Opposition, which was
active within the Communist Party in late 1918–1919.[96]

The military situation soon tested Trotsky's managerial and organization-building skills. In May–June 1918,
the Czechoslovak Legions en route from European Russia to Vladivostok rose against the Soviet
government. This left the Bolsheviks with the loss of most of the country's territory, an increasingly well-
organized resistance by Russian anti-Communist forces (usually referred to as the White Army after their
best-known component) and widespread defection by the military experts whom Trotsky relied on.[98]

Head of the Red Army (spring 1918)

Civil War (1918–1920)

1918
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An antisemitic[97] 1919
White Army propaganda
poster depicting Trotsky as
Satan wearing a pentagram
and portraying the
Bolsheviks' Chinese
supporters as mass
murderers. The caption
reads, "Peace and Liberty in
Sovdepiya".

European theatre of the Russian Civil
War in 1918–19

Trotsky and the government responded with a full-fledged mobilisation,
which increased the size of the Red Army from fewer than 300,000 in May
1918 to one million in October, and an introduction of political commissars
into the army. The latter had the task of ensuring the loyalty of military
experts (mostly former officers in the Imperial Army) and co-signing their
orders. Trotsky regarded the organisation of the Red Army as built on the
ideas of the October Revolution. As he later wrote in his autobiography:[99]

An army cannot be built without reprisals. Masses of men
cannot be led to death unless the army command has the
death-penalty in its arsenal. So long as those malicious tailless
apes that are so proud of their technical achievements—the
animals that we call men—will build armies and wage wars,
the command will always be obliged to place the soldiers
between the possible death in the front and the inevitable one
in the rear. And yet armies are not built on fear. The Tsar's
army fell to pieces not because of any lack of reprisals. In his
attempt to save it by restoring the death-penalty, Kerensky
only finished it. Upon the ashes of the great war, the
Bolsheviks created a new army. These facts demand no
explanation for any one who has even the slightest knowledge
of the language of history. The strongest cement in the new
army was the ideas of the October revolution, and the train
supplied the front with this cement.

In December 1917, Felix Dzerzhinsky was appointed to the duty of
rooting out counterrevolutionary threats to the Soviet government.
He was the director of the All-Russian Extraordinary Commission
(aka Cheka), a predecessor of the KGB that served as the secret
police for the Soviets.[100]

From early 1918, the Bolsheviks started physical elimination of
opposition and other socialist and revolutionary fractions, anarchists
among the first.[101] On 11 August 1918, prior to the events that
would officially catalyze the Terror, Vladimir Lenin had sent
telegrams "to introduce mass terror" in Nizhny Novgorod in
response to a suspected civilian uprising there, and to "crush"
landowners in Penza who resisted, sometimes violently, the
requisitioning of their grain by military detachments.[102]

Leonid Kannegisser, a young military cadet of the Imperial Russian
Army, assassinated Moisey Uritsky on August 17, 1918, outside
the Petrograd Cheka secret police headquarters in retaliation for the
execution of his friend and other officers.[103]

On August 30, Socialist Revolutionary Fanny Kaplan
unsuccessfully attempted to assassinate Vladimir Lenin.[104][100]

Red Terror
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During interrogation by the Cheka, she made the following statement:

"My name is Fanya Kaplan. Today I shot Lenin. I did it on my own. I will not say from whom
I obtained my revolver. I will give no details. I had resolved to kill Lenin long ago. I consider
him a traitor to the Revolution. I was exiled to Akatui for participating in an assassination
attempt against a Tsarist official in Kiev [now Kyiv]. I spent 11 years at hard labour. After the
Revolution, I was freed. I favoured the Constituent Assembly and am still for it".[105]

In September 1918, Trotsky rushed back from the far-eastern front of the civil war to reach Moscow after
the second day of the shooting and Stalin remained in Tsaritsyn.[106]

Kaplan referenced the Bolsheviks' growing authoritarianism, citing their forcible shutdown of the
Constituent Assembly in January 1918, the elections to which they had lost. When it became clear that
Kaplan would not implicate any accomplices, she was executed in Alexander Garden. The order was
carried out by the commander of the Kremlin, the former Baltic sailor P. D. Malkov and a group of Latvian
Bolsheviks[107] on September 3, 1918 with a bullet to the back of the head.[108] Her corpse was bundled
into a barrel and set alight. The order came from Yakov Sverdlov, who only six weeks earlier had ordered
the murder of the Tsar and his family.[109][110]: 442 

These events persuaded the government to heed Dzerzhinsky's lobbying for greater terror against
opposition. The campaign of mass repressions would officially begin thereafter.[104][100] The Red Terror is
considered to have officially begun between 17 and 30 August 1918.[104][100] Regarding the Red Terror
Trotsky wrote:

The bourgeoisie today is a falling class... We are forced to tear it off, to chop it away. The Red
Terror is a weapon utilized against a class, doomed to destruction, which does not wish to
perish. If the White Terror can only retard the historical rise of the proletariat, the Red Terror
hastens the destruction of the bourgeoisie.[111]

In dealing with deserters, Trotsky often appealed to them politically, arousing them with the ideas of the
Revolution.

In the provinces of Kaluga, Voronezh, and Ryazan, tens of thousands of young peasants had
failed to answer the first recruiting summons by the Soviets ... The war commissariat of
Ryazan succeeded in gathering in some fifteen thousand of such deserters. While passing
through Ryazan, I decided to take a look at them. Some of our men tried to dissuade me.
"Something might happen," they warned me. But everything went off beautifully. The men
were called out of their barracks. "Comrade-deserters—come to the meeting. Comrade Trotsky
has come to speak to you." They ran out excited, boisterous, as curious as schoolboys. I had
imagined them much worse, and they had imagined me as more terrible. In a few minutes, I
was surrounded by a huge crowd of unbridled, utterly undisciplined, but not at all hostile men.
The "comrade-deserters" were looking at me with such curiosity that it seemed as if their eyes
would pop out of their heads. I climbed on a table there in the yard, and spoke to them for
about an hour and a half. It was a most responsive audience. I tried to raise them in their own
eyes; concluding, I asked them to lift their hands in token of their loyalty to the revolution. The
new ideas infected them before my very eyes. They were genuinely enthusiastic; they

Desertions
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Trotsky with Demyan Bedny near
Kazan, 1918

followed me to the automobile, devoured me with their eyes, not fearfully, as before, but
rapturously, and shouted at the tops of their voices. They would hardly let me go. I learned
afterward, with some pride, that one of the best ways to educate them was to remind them:
"What did you promise Comrade Trotsky?" Later on, regiments of Ryazan "deserters" fought
well at the fronts.

The first use of the punitive barrier troops by the Red Army occurred in the late summer and fall of 1918 in
the Eastern front during the Russian Civil War, when People's Commissar of Military and Naval Affairs
(War Commissar) Leon Trotsky of the Communist Bolshevik government authorized Mikhail
Tukhachevsky, the commander of the 1st Army, to station blocking detachments behind unreliable Red
Army infantry regiments in the 1st Red Army, with orders to shoot if front-line troops either deserted or
retreated without permission. The barrier troops comprised personnel drawn from Cheka punitive
detachments or from regular Red Army infantry regiments.[112]

In December 1918 Trotsky ordered that detachments of additional barrier troops be raised for attachment to
each infantry formation in the Red Army. On December 18 he cabled:

How do things stand with the blocking units? As far as I am aware they have not been
included in our establishment and it appears they have no personnel. It is absolutely essential
that we have at least an embryonic network of blocking units and that we work out a
procedure for bringing them up to strength and deploying them.[112]

The barrier troops were also used to enforce Bolshevik control over food supplies in areas controlled by the
Red Army, a role which soon earned them the hatred of the Russian civilian population.[113]

Given the lack of manpower and the 16 opposing foreign armies,
Trotsky also insisted on the use of former Tsarist officers as military
specialists within the Red Army, in combination with Bolshevik
political commissars to ensure the revolutionary nature of the Red
Army. Lenin commented on this:

When Comrade Trotsky informed me recently that the
number of officers of the old army employed by our
War Department runs into several tens of thousands, I
perceived concretely where the secret of using our
enemy lay, how to compel those who had opposed
communism to build it, how to build communism with
the bricks which the capitalists had chosen to hurl
against us! We have no other bricks! And so, we must
compel the bourgeois experts, under the leadership of
the proletariat, to build up our edifice with these
bricks. This is what is difficult; but this is the pledge of
victory.[114]

In September 1918, the Bolshevik government, facing continuous military difficulties, declared what
amounted to martial law and reorganized the Red Army. The Supreme Military Council was abolished, and
the position of commander-in-chief was restored, filled by the commander of the Latvian Riflemen, Loakim
Vatsetis (a.k.a. Jukums Vācietis), who had formerly led the Eastern Front against the Czechoslovak
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Trotsky with Lenin and Kamenev

Vladimir Lenin, Leon Trotsky, Lev
Kamenev motivate the troops to fight
in the Soviet-Polish war, 1 May 1920

Trotsky addressing soldiers of the
Red Army during the Polish-Soviet
War

Legions. Vatsetis took charge of the day-to-day operations of the
army. At the same time, Trotsky became chairman of the newly
formed Revolutionary Military Council of the Republic and
retained overall control of the military. Trotsky and Vatsetis had
clashed earlier in 1918, while Vatsetis and Trotsky's adviser
Mikhail Bonch-Bruevich were also on unfriendly terms.
Nevertheless, Trotsky eventually established a working relationship
with the often prickly Vatsetis.

The reorganization caused yet another conflict, this time between
Trotsky and Stalin, in late September. Trotsky appointed former
imperial general Pavel Pavlovich Sytin to command the Southern
Front, but in early October 1918 Stalin refused to accept him and so he was recalled from the front. Lenin
and Yakov Sverdlov tried to make Trotsky and Stalin reconcile, but their meeting proved unsuccessful.

Throughout late 1918 and early 1919, there were a number of
attacks on Trotsky's leadership of the Red Army, including veiled
accusations in newspaper articles inspired by Stalin and a direct
attack by the Military Opposition at the VIIIth Party Congress in
March 1919. On the surface, he weathered them successfully and
was elected one of only five full members of the first Politburo after
the Congress. But he later wrote:[96]

It is no wonder that my military work created so many
enemies for me. I did not look to the side, I elbowed
away those who interfered with military success, or in
the haste of the work trod on the toes of the unheeding
and was too busy even to apologize. Some people
remember such things. The dissatisfied and those
whose feelings had been hurt found their way to Stalin
or Zinoviev, for these two also nourished hurts.

In mid-1919, the dissatisfied had an opportunity to mount a serious
challenge to Trotsky's leadership: the Red Army grew from
800,000 to 3,000,000 and fought simultaneously on sixteen
fronts.[115]

At the 3–4 July Central Committee meeting, after a heated
exchange, the majority supported Kamenev and Smilga against
Vācietis and Trotsky. Trotsky's plan was rejected, and he was much
criticized for various alleged shortcomings in his leadership style, much of it of a personal nature. Stalin
used this opportunity to pressure Lenin[116] to dismiss Trotsky from his post.

However, some significant changes to the leadership of the Red Army were made. Trotsky was temporarily
sent to the Southern Front, while Smilga informally coordinated the work in Moscow. Most members of the
Revolutionary Military Council who were not involved in its day-to-day operations were relieved of their
duties on 8 July, and new members, including Smilga, were added. The same day, while Trotsky was in the
south, Vācietis was suddenly arrested by the Cheka on suspicion of involvement in an anti-Soviet plot, and
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Béla Kun, Alfred Rosmer, Leon
Trotsky, Mikhail Frunze and Sergey
Gusev, Kharkov, Ukraine, 1920

Mikhail Kalinin and Leon Trotsky
greet Red Army troops. Polish–
Soviet War.

replaced by Sergey Kamenev. After a few weeks in the south, Trotsky returned to Moscow and resumed
control of the Red Army. A year later, Smilga and Tukhachevsky were defeated during the Battle of
Warsaw, but Trotsky refused this opportunity to pay Smilga back, which earned him Smilga's friendship
and later his support during the intra-Party battles of the 1920s.[117]

By October 1919, the government was in the worst crisis of the Civil War: Denikin's troops approached
Tula and Moscow from the south, and General Nikolay Yudenich's troops approached Petrograd from the
west. Lenin decided that since it was more important to defend Moscow, Petrograd would have to be
abandoned. Trotsky argued[118] that Petrograd needed to be defended, at least in part to prevent Estonia
and Finland from intervening. In a rare reversal, Trotsky was supported by Stalin and Zinoviev, and
prevailed against Lenin in the Central Committee.

With the defeat of Denikin and Yudenich in late 1919, the Soviet
government's emphasis shifted to the economy. Trotsky spent the
winter of 1919–20 in the Urals region trying to restart its economy.
A false rumor of his assassination circulated in Germany and the
international press on New Year's Day 1920.[119] Based on his
experiences, he proposed abandoning the policies of War
Communism,[120] which included confiscating grain from peasants,
and partially restoring the grain market. Still committed to War
Communism, Lenin rejected his proposal.

In early 1920, Soviet–
Polish tensions eventually led to the Polish–Soviet War. In the run-
up and during the war, Trotsky argued[116] that the Red Army was
exhausted and the Soviet government should sign a peace treaty
with Poland as soon as possible. He did not believe that the Red
Army would find much support in Poland proper. Lenin later wrote
that he and other Bolshevik leaders believed the Red Army's
successes in the Russian Civil War and against the Poles meant
"The defensive period of the war with worldwide imperialism was
over, and we could, and had the obligation to, exploit the military
situation to launch an offensive war."[121]

Poland defeated the Red Army, and the offensive was turned back
during the Battle of Warsaw in August 1920. Back in Moscow,
Trotsky again argued for a peace treaty, and this time prevailed.

Trotsky's position formed while he led a special commission on the Soviet transportation system, Tsektran.
He was appointed there to rebuild the rail system ruined by the Civil War. Being the Commissar of War and
a revolutionary military leader, he saw a need to create a militarized "production atmosphere" by
incorporating trade unions directly into the State apparatus. His unyielding stance was that in a worker's
state, the workers should have nothing to fear from the State, and the State should fully control the unions.
In the Ninth Party Congress, he argued for:

1920

Trade union debate (1920–1921)
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Trotsky on an anti-Soviet Polish
poster titled "Bolshevik freedom"
which depicts him on a pile of skulls
and holding a bloody knife, during the
Polish–Soviet War of 1920. Small
caption in the lower right corner
reads:
The Bolsheviks promised:
We'll give you peace
We'll give you freedom
We'll give you land
Work and bread
Despicably they cheated
They started a war
With Poland
Instead of freedom they brought
The fist
Instead of land – confiscation
Instead of work – misery
Instead of bread – famine.

Trotsky with Vladimir Lenin and Klim
Voroshilov among soldiers in
Petrograd in 1921.Red Army troops attack Kronstadt

sailors in March 1921.

"....a regime in which every worker feels himself a
soldier of labour, who cannot dispose of himself freely;
if the order is given to transfer him, he must carry it
out; if he does not carry it out, he will be a deserter
who is punished. Who looks after this? The trade
unions. It creates the new regime. This is the
militarisation of the working class."[122]

Lenin sharply criticized Trotsky and accused him of
"bureaucratically nagging the trade unions" and of staging
"factional attacks." His view did not focus on State control as much
as the concern that a new relationship was needed between the
State and the rank-and-file workers. He said, "Introduction of
genuine labour discipline is conceived only if the whole mass of
participants in productions takes a conscious part in the fulfillment
of these tasks. Bureaucratic methods and orders from above cannot
achieve this." This was a debate that Lenin thought the party could
not afford. His frustration with Trotsky was used by Stalin and
Zinoviev with their support for Lenin's position, to improve their
standing within the Bolshevik leadership at Trotsky's expense.

Disagreements threatened to get out of hand, and many Bolsheviks,
including Lenin, feared that the party would splinter. The Central
Committee was split almost evenly between Lenin's and Trotsky's
supporters, with all three Secretaries of the Central Committee
(Krestinsky, Yevgeny Preobrazhensky and Leonid Serebryakov)
supporting Trotsky.

At a meeting of his faction at the Tenth Party Congress in March
1921, Lenin's faction won a decisive victory, and a number of
Trotsky's supporters (including all three secretaries of the Central
Committee) lost their leadership positions. Krestinsky was replaced
as a member of the Politburo by Zinoviev, who had supported
Lenin. Krestinsky's place in the secretariat was taken by
Vyacheslav Molotov. The congress also adopted a secret resolution
on "Party unity", which banned factions within the Party except
during pre-Congress discussions. The resolution was later
published and used by Stalin against Trotsky and other opponents.

Disappointed in the
direction of the Bolshevik
government, the rebels
from Kronstadt—whom
Leon Trotsky himself had
praised earlier as
"adornment and pride of
the revolution"—demanded
a series of reforms:
reduction in Bolshevik
power, newly elected soviet
councils to include socialist
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Leon Trotsky, the People's
Commissar for Military and Naval
Affairs, as the Guard of the October
revolution on 14 May 1923

and anarchist groups, economic freedom for peasants and workers, dissolution of the bureaucratic
governmental organs created during the civil war, and the restoration of civil rights for the working
class.[123]

Convinced of the popularity of the reforms they were fighting for (which they partially tried to implement
during the revolt), the Kronstadt seamen waited in vain for the support of the population in the rest of the
country and rejected aid from emigrants. Although the council of officers advocated a more offensive
strategy, the rebels maintained a passive attitude as they waited for the government to take the first step in
negotiations. By contrast, the authorities took an uncompromising stance, presenting an ultimatum
demanding unconditional surrender on March 5. Once this period expired, the Bolsheviks raided the island
several times and suppressed the revolt on March 18 after killing several thousand people.

At the end of the Tenth Congress, Trotsky himself gave the order for the suppression of the Kronstadt
rebellion, which was the last major revolt against Bolshevik rule.[124] Trotsky presented alleged French
press articles announcing the revolt two weeks before its outbreak as proof that the rebellion was a plan
devised by the emigre and the forces of the Entente. Lenin used the same tactic to accuse the rebels a few
days later at the 10th Party Congress.[125] Trotsky's role was questioned by other socialists, including ex-
Trotskyists. In the United States, Dwight Macdonald broke with Trotsky and left the Trotskyist Socialist
Workers Party by noting the Kronstadt rebellion.[126] A similar critique of Trotsky's role in the Kronstadt
rebellion was raised by American anarchist Emma Goldman. In her essay "Trotsky Protests Too Much",
she states, "I admit, the dictatorship under Stalin's rule has become monstrous. That does not, however,
lessen the guilt of Leon Trotsky as one of the actors in the revolutionary drama of which Kronstadt was one
of the bloodiest scenes".[127][128][129] Some Trotskyists, most notably Abbie Bakan, have argued that the
claim that the Kronstadt rebels were "counterrevolutionary" has been supported by evidence of White
Army and French government support for the Kronstadt sailors' March rebellion.[130] Other historians,
most notably Paul Avrich, claimed the evidence did not point towards this conclusion, and saw the
Kronstadt Rebellion as spontaneous.[131]

Vladimir Cherniaev, a leading Russian historian, sums up Trotsky's
main contributions to the Russian Revolution:

Trotsky bears a great deal of responsibility both for the
victory of the Red Army in the civil war, and for the
establishment of a one-party authoritarian state with its
apparatus for ruthlessly suppressing dissent... He was
an ideologist and practitioner of the Red Terror. He
despised "bourgeois democracy"; he believed that
spinelessness and soft-heartedness would destroy the
revolution, and that the suppression of the propertied
classes and political opponents would clear the
historical arena for socialism. He was the initiator of
concentration camps, compulsory "labour camps", and
the militarization of labour, and the state takeover of
trade unions. Trotsky was implicated in many practices
which would become standard in the Stalin era,
including summary executions.[132]

Trotsky's contribution to the Russian Revolution
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Trotsky with Red Army soldiers in
Moscow, 1922

Historian Geoffrey Swain argues that:

The Bolsheviks triumphed in the Civil War because of Trotsky's ability to work with military
specialists, because of the style of work he introduced where widescale consultation was
followed through by swift and determined action.[133]

Lenin said in 1921 that Trotsky was "in love with organisation," but in working politics, "he has not got a
clue." Swain explains the paradox by arguing that Trotsky was not good at teamwork; he was a loner who
had mostly worked as a journalist, not as a professional revolutionary like the others.[134]

In late 1921, Lenin's health deteriorated and he was absent from
Moscow for longer periods of time. He had three strokes between
25 May 1922 and 9 March 1923, which caused paralysis, loss of
speech and finally death on 21 January 1924. With Lenin
increasingly sidelined throughout 1922, Stalin was elevated to the
newly created position of the Central Committee general
secretary.[e] Zinoviev and Lev Kamenev[f] became part of the
troika (triumvirate) formed by Stalin to ensure that Trotsky, publicly
the number-two man in the country and Lenin's heir presumptive,
would not succeed Lenin.

The rest of the recently expanded Politburo (Rykov, Mikhail
Tomsky, Bukharin) was at first uncommitted, but eventually joined
the troika. Stalin's power of patronage[g] in his capacity as general
secretary clearly played a role, but Trotsky and his supporters later
concluded that a more fundamental reason was the process of slow
bureaucratisation of the Soviet regime once the extreme conditions
of the Civil War were over. Much of the Bolshevik elite wanted

'normality,' while Trotsky was personally and politically personified as representing a turbulent
revolutionary period that they would much rather leave behind.

Although the exact sequence of events is unclear, evidence suggests that at first the troika nominated
Trotsky to head second-rate government departments (e.g., Gokhran, the State Depository for
Valuables).[135] In mid-July 1922, Kamenev wrote a letter to the recovering Lenin to the effect that "(the
Central Committee) is throwing or is ready to throw a good cannon overboard". Lenin was shocked and
responded:[136]

Throwing Trotsky overboard—surely you are hinting at that, it is impossible to interpret it
otherwise—is the height of stupidity. If you do not consider me already hopelessly foolish,
how can you think of that????

From then until his final stroke, Lenin spent much of his time trying to devise a way to prevent a split
within the Communist Party leadership, which was reflected in Lenin's Testament. As part of this effort, on
11 September 1922 Lenin proposed that Trotsky become his deputy at the Council of People's Commissars

Lenin's illness (1922–1923)
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Trotsky with Rakovsky, circa 1924

(Sovnarkom). The Politburo approved the proposal, but Trotsky "categorically refused". Lenin's proposal
has been interpreted by various scholars as evidence that he designated Trotsky as a successor as head of
government.[137][138][139][140][141]

In late 1922, Trotsky secured an alliance with Lenin against Stalin
and the emerging Soviet bureaucracy.[142] Stalin had recently
engineered the creation of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
(USSR), further centralising state control. The alliance proved
effective on the issue of foreign trade[h] but was hindered by
Lenin's progressing illness.

In January 1923, Lenin amended his Testament to suggest that
Stalin should be removed as the party's general secretary, while also
mildly criticising Trotsky and other Bolshevik leaders. The
relationship between Stalin and Lenin had broken down completely
by this time, as was demonstrated during an event where Stalin
crudely insulted Lenin's wife, Nadezhda Krupskaya. In March
1923, days before his third stroke, Lenin asked Trotsky to
denounce Stalin and his so-called "Great-Russian nationalistic
campaign" at the XIIth Party Congress.

At the XIIth Party Congress in April 1923, however, just after
Lenin's final stroke, Trotsky did not raise the issue.[143] Instead, he
made a speech about intra-party democracy while avoiding any
direct confrontation of the troika.[i] Stalin had prepared for the
congress by replacing many local party delegates with those loyal
to him, mostly at the expense of Zinoviev and Kamenev's backers.[144]

The delegates, most of whom were unaware of the divisions within the Politburo, gave Trotsky a standing
ovation. This upset the troika, already infuriated by Karl Radek's article, "Leon Trotsky – Organiser of
Victory"[j] published in Pravda on 14 March 1923. Stalin delivered the key reports on organisational
structure and questions of nationality; while Zinoviev delivered the Central Committee political report,
traditionally Lenin's prerogative. Among the resolutions adopted by the XIIth Congress were those calling
for greater democracy within the Party, but these were vague and remained unimplemented.

Starting in mid-1923, the Soviet economy ran into significant difficulties, which led to numerous strikes
countrywide. Two secret groups within the Communist Party, "Workers' Truth" and "Workers' Group",
were uncovered and suppressed by the Soviet secret police. On 8 October 1923 Trotsky sent a letter to the
Central Committee and the Central Control Commission, attributing these difficulties to lack of intra-Party
democracy. Trotsky wrote:

In the fiercest moment of War Communism, the system of appointment within the party did not
have one tenth of the extent that it has now. Appointment of the secretaries of provincial
committees is now the rule. That creates for the secretary a position essentially independent of
the local organization. [...] The bureaucratization of the party apparatus has developed to
unheard-of proportions by means of the method of secretarial selection. [...] There has been
created a very broad stratum of party workers, entering into the apparatus of the government of
the party, who completely renounce their own party opinion, at least the open expression of it,

Left opposition (1923–1924)
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Trotsky in a 1922 cubist
portrait by Yury Annenkov –
a version of this appeared
on one of the earliest covers
of Time magazine.

as though assuming that the secretarial hierarchy is the
apparatus which creates party opinion and party decisions.
Beneath this stratum, abstaining from their own opinions, there
lies the broad mass of the party, before whom every decision
stands in the form of a summons or a command.[146]

Other senior communists who had similar concerns sent The Declaration of
46 to the Central Committee on 15 October, in which they wrote:

[...] we observe an ever progressing, barely disguised division
of the party into a secretarial hierarchy and into "laymen", into
professional party functionaries, chosen from above, and the
other party masses, who take no part in social life. [...] free
discussion within the party has virtually disappeared, party
public opinion has been stifled. [...] it is the secretarial
hierarchy, the party hierarchy which to an ever greater degree
chooses the delegates to the conferences and congresses,
which to an ever greater degree are becoming the executive
conferences of this hierarchy.

Although the text of these letters remained secret at the time, they had a significant effect on the Party
leadership and prompted a partial retreat by the troika and its supporters on the issue of intra-Party
democracy, notably in Zinoviev's Pravda article published on 7 November. Throughout November, the
troika tried to come up with a compromise to placate, or at least temporarily neutralise, Trotsky and his
supporters. (Their task was made easier by the fact that Trotsky was sick in November and December.) The
first draft of the resolution was rejected by Trotsky, which led to the formation of a special group consisting
of Stalin, Trotsky and Kamenev, which was charged with drafting a mutually acceptable compromise. On 5
December, the Politburo and the Central Control Commission unanimously adopted the group's final draft
as its resolution. On 8 December, Trotsky published an open letter, in which he expounded on the recently
adopted resolution's ideas. The troika used his letter as an excuse to launch a campaign against Trotsky,
accusing him of factionalism, setting "the youth against the fundamental generation of old revolutionary
Bolsheviks"[147] and other sins.

Trotsky defended his position in a series of seven letters which were collected as The New Course in
January 1924.[148] The illusion of a "monolithic Bolshevik leadership" was thus shattered and a lively
intra-Party discussion ensued, both in local Party organizations and in the pages of Pravda. The discussion
lasted most of December and January until the XIIIth Party Conference of 16–18 January 1924. Those who
opposed the Central Committee's position in the debate were thereafter referred to as members of the Left
Opposition.[149] In 1924, in a series of conferences at Sverdlov University; Stalin cited several times, in a
critical way 'the Permanentists', as the followers of Trotsky 'Permanent revolution'.

Since the troika controlled the Party apparatus through Stalin's Secretariat and Pravda through its editor
Bukharin, it was able to direct the discussion and the process of delegate selection. Although Trotsky's
position prevailed within the Red Army and Moscow universities and received about half the votes in the
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Leon Trotsky with Soviet leaders
write the letter of defiance to British
Foreign Secretary Marquess Curzon
of Kedleston in 1923, in a parody of
Ilya Repin's Reply of the Zaporozhian
Cossacks

Andrei Bubnov, Kliment Voroshilov,
Leon Trotsky, Mikhail Kalinin and
Mikhail Frunze attend The October
Revolution parade on The Red
Square on 7 November 1924

Moscow Party organisation, it was defeated elsewhere, and the
Conference was packed with pro-troika delegates. In the end, only
three delegates voted for Trotsky's position, and the Conference
denounced "Trotskyism"[k] as a "petty bourgeois deviation".

There was little overt political disagreement within the Soviet
leadership throughout most of 1924. On the surface, Trotsky
remained the most prominent and popular Bolshevik leader,
although his "mistakes" were often alluded to by troika partisans.
Behind the scenes, he was completely cut off from the decision-
making process. Politburo meetings were pure formalities since all
key decisions were made ahead of time by the troika and its
supporters. Trotsky's control over the military was undermined by

reassigning his deputy, Ephraim Sklyansky, and appointing Mikhail Frunze, who was being groomed to
take Trotsky's place.

At the thirteenth Party Congress in May, Trotsky delivered a conciliatory speech:[150]

None of us desires or is able to dispute the will of the Party. Clearly, the Party is always right...
We can only be right with and by the Party, for history has provided no other way of being in
the right. The English have a saying, "My country, right or wrong", whether it is in the right or
in the wrong, it is my country. We have much better historical justification in saying whether it
is right or wrong in certain individual concrete cases, it is my party... And if the Party adopts a
decision which one or other of us thinks unjust, he will say, just or unjust, it is my party, and I
shall support the consequences of the decision to the end.[151]

In the meantime, the Left Opposition, which had coagulated
somewhat unexpectedly in late 1923 and lacked a definite platform
aside from general dissatisfaction with the intra-Party "regime",
began to crystallise. It lost some less dedicated members to the
harassment by the troika, but it also began formulating a program.

Economically, the Left Opposition and its theoretician Yevgeni
Preobrazhensky came out against further development of capitalist
elements in the Soviet economy and in favour of faster
industrialisation. That put them at odds with Bukharin and Rykov,
the "Right" group within the Party, who supported the troika at the
time. On the question of world revolution, Trotsky and Karl Radek
saw a period of stability in Europe while Stalin and Zinoviev
confidently predicted an "acceleration" of revolution in Western Europe in 1924. On the theoretical plane,
Trotsky remained committed to the Bolshevik idea that the Soviet Union could not create a true socialist
society in the absence of the world revolution, while Stalin gradually came up with a policy of building
'Socialism in One Country'. These ideological divisions provided much of the intellectual basis for the
political divide between Trotsky and the Left Opposition on the one hand and Stalin and his allies on the
other.

After Lenin's death (1924)
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Leon Trotsky and Leonid
Serebryakov attend the Congress of
Soviets of the Soviet Union in May
1925

At the thirteenth Congress Kamenev and Zinoviev helped Stalin defuse Lenin's Testament, which belatedly
came to the surface. But just after the congress, the troika, always an alliance of convenience, showed signs
of weakness. Stalin began making poorly veiled accusations about Zinoviev and Kamenev. Yet in October
1924, Trotsky published Lessons of October,[152] an extensive summary of the events of the 1917
revolution.

In it, he described Zinoviev's and Kamenev's opposition to the Bolshevik seizure of power in 1917,
something that the two would have preferred be left unmentioned. This started a new round of intra-party
struggle, which became known as the Literary Discussion, with Zinoviev and Kamenev again allied with
Stalin against Trotsky. Their criticism of Trotsky was concentrated in three areas:

Trotsky's disagreements and conflicts with Lenin and the Bolsheviks prior to 1917.
Trotsky's alleged distortion of the events of 1917 in order to emphasise his role and diminish
the roles played by other Bolsheviks.
Trotsky's harsh treatment of his subordinates and other alleged mistakes during the Russian
Civil War.

Trotsky was again sick and unable to respond while his opponents mobilised all of their resources to
denounce him. They succeeded in damaging his military reputation so much that he was forced to resign as
People's Commissar of Army and Fleet Affairs and Chairman of the Revolutionary Military Council on 6
January 1925. Zinoviev demanded Trotsky's expulsion from the Communist Party, but Stalin refused to go
along and played the role of a moderate. Trotsky kept his Politburo seat, but was effectively put on
probation.

For Trotsky, 1925 was a difficult year. After the bruising Literary
Discussion and losing his Red Army posts, he was effectively
unemployed throughout the winter and spring. In May 1925, he
was given three posts: chairman of the Concessions Committee,
head of the electro-technical board, and chairman of the scientific-
technical board of industry. Trotsky wrote in My Life[75] that he
"was taking a rest from politics" and "naturally plunged into the
new line of work up to my ears".[153]Trotsky would also deliver a
tribute to Lenin in his 1925 short book, "Lenin".[154][155]

Some contemporary accounts paint a picture of a remote and
distracted man.[156] Later in the year, Trotsky resigned his two
technical positions (maintaining Stalin-instigated interference and

sabotage) and concentrated on his work in the Concessions Committee.[157]

In one of the few political developments that affected Trotsky in 1925, the circumstances of the controversy
over Lenin's Testament were described by American Marxist Max Eastman in his book Since Lenin Died
(1925). Trotsky denied these statements made by Eastman in an article he wrote.[158]

In the meantime, the troika finally broke up. Bukharin and Rykov sided with Stalin while Krupskaya and
Soviet Commissar of Finance Grigory Sokolnikov aligned with Zinoviev and Kamenev. The struggle
became open at the September 1925 meeting of the Central Committee and came to a head at the XIV

A year in the wilderness (1925)
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Leon Trotsky addresses a meeting in
the House of the Unions in March
1926

Party Congress in December 1925. With only the Leningrad Party organization behind them, Zinoviev and
Kamenev, dubbed The New Opposition, were thoroughly defeated, while Trotsky refused to get involved
in the fight and did not speak at the Congress.

In early 1926, Zinoviev, Kamenev and their supporters in the "New
Opposition" gravitated closer to Trotsky's supporters, and the two
groups soon formed an alliance, which also incorporated some
smaller opposition groups within the Communist Party. The
alliance became known as the United Opposition.

The United Opposition was repeatedly threatened with sanctions
by the Stalinist leadership of the Communist Party, and Trotsky had
to agree to tactical retreats, mostly to preserve his alliance with
Zinoviev and Kamenev. The opposition remained united against
Stalin throughout 1926 and 1927, especially on the issue of the
Chinese Revolution. The methods used by the Stalinists against the
Opposition became more and more extreme. At the XV Party
Conference in October 1926, Trotsky could barely speak because
of interruptions and catcalls, and at the end of the Conference he
lost his Politburo seat. In 1927, Stalin started using the GPU
(Soviet secret police) to infiltrate and discredit the opposition.
Rank-and-file oppositionists were increasingly harassed, sometimes
expelled from the Party and even arrested.

Soviet policy toward the Chinese Revolution became the ideological line of demarcation between Stalin
and the United Opposition. The Chinese Revolution began on 10 October 1911,[159] resulting in the
abdication of the Chinese Emperor, Puyi, on 12 February 1912.[160] Sun Yat-sen established the Republic
of China. In reality, however, the Republic controlled very little of the country. Much of China was divided
between various regional warlords. The Republican government established a new "nationalist people's
army and a national people's party"—the Kuomintang. In 1920, the Kuomintang opened relations with
Soviet Russia. With Soviet help, the Republic of China built up the nationalist people's army. With the
development of the nationalist army, a Northern Expedition was planned to smash the power of the
warlords of the northern part of the country. This Northern Expedition became a point of contention over
foreign policy by Stalin and Trotsky. Stalin tried to persuade the small Chinese Communist Party to merge
with the Kuomintang (KMT) Nationalists to bring about a bourgeois revolution before attempting to bring
about a Soviet-style working class revolution.[161]

Trotsky wanted the Communist Party to complete an orthodox proletarian revolution and have clear class
independence from the KMT. Stalin funded the KMT during the expedition.[162] Stalin countered
Trotskyist criticism by making a secret speech in which he said that Chiang Kai-shek's right-wing
Kuomintang were the only ones capable of defeating the imperialists, that Chiang had funding from the rich
merchants, and that his forces were to be utilized until squeezed for all usefulness like a lemon before being
discarded. However, Chiang quickly reversed the tables in the Shanghai massacre of 12 April 1927 by
massacring the Communist Party in Shanghai midway through the Northern Expedition.[163][164]

United Opposition (1926–1927)

Defeat and exile (1927–1928)
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Kalinin and Stalin bearing the coffin
of Felix Dzerzhinsky on 22 July
1926. Trotsky can be seen over
Kalinin's left shoulder.

Trotsky with his wife Natalia and son
Lev in Alma Ata, 1928

The publication of Trotsky's
autobiography My Life as reported in
the Soviet Union in August 1929,
with the editors of Projector titled the
publication: "On the service of
bourgeoisie"

Trotsky gave the eulogy at
the funeral of his friend, the
Soviet diplomat Adolph
Joffe, in November 1927. It
would be the last speech
that Trotsky would give in
the Soviet Union. When the
XV Party Congress made
United Opposition views
incompatible with
membership in the
Communist Party,
Zinoviev, Kamenev and
their supporters capitulated
and renounced their alliance with the Left Opposition. Trotsky and

most of his followers, on the other hand, refused to surrender and stayed the course. Trotsky was exiled to
Alma Ata, Kazakhstan on 31 January 1928. He was expelled from the Soviet Union to Turkey in February
1929, accompanied by his wife Natalia Sedova and their eldest son, Lev.[165]

After Trotsky's expulsion from the Soviet Union, Trotskyists within
the Soviet Union began to waver. Between 1929 and 1932, most
leading members of the Left Opposition surrendered to Stalin,
"admitted their mistakes" and were reinstated in the Communist
Party. One initial exception to this was Christian Rakovsky, who
inspired Trotsky between 1929 and 1934 with his refusal to
capitulate as state suppression of any remaining opposition to Stalin
increased by the year. In late 1932, Rakovsky had failed with an
attempt to flee the Soviet Union and was exiled to Yakutia in March
1933. Answering Trotsky's request, the French mathematician and
Trotskyist Jean Van Heijenoort, together with his fellow activist
Pierre Frank, unsuccessfully called on the influential Soviet author
Maxim Gorky to intervene in favor of Christian Rakovsky, and
boarded the ship he was traveling on near Constantinople.[166]

According to Heijenoort, they only managed to meet Gorky's son,
Maxim Peshkov, who reportedly told them that his father was
indisposed, but promised to pass on their request.[166] Rakovsky
was the last prominent Trotskyist to capitulate to Stalin in April
1934, when Rakovsky formally "admitted his mistakes" (his letter
to Pravda, titled There Should Be No Mercy, depicted Trotsky and his supporters as "agents of the German
Gestapo").[167] Rakovsky was appointed to high office in the Commissariat for Health and allowed to
return to Moscow, also serving as Soviet ambassador to Japan in 1935.[168] However, Rakovsky was cited
in allegations involving the killing of Sergey Kirov, and was arrested and imprisoned in late 1937, during
the Great Purge.[169]

Fate of Left Oppositionists after Trotsky's exile (1929–1941)
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Trotsky's house, the Yanaros
mansion on the island of Büyükada
in Turkey, as it appears today.
Trotsky lived at the house from April
1929 until July 1933.

Almost all Trotskyists who were still within the Soviet Union's borders were executed in the Great Purges
of 1936–1938, although Rakovsky survived until the Medvedev Forest massacre of September 1941,
where he was shot dead along with 156 other prisoners on Stalin's orders, less than three months into the
Axis invasion of the Soviet Union. Also among the Medvedev Forest victims was Trotsky's
sister/Kamenev's first wife, Olga Kameneva.[16]

After being deported from the Soviet Union, in February 1929, Trotsky arrived in Turkey. During his first
two months in Turkey, Trotsky lived with his wife and eldest son at the Soviet Union Consulate in Istanbul
and then at a nearby hotel in the city. In April 1929, Trotsky, his wife and son were moved to the island of
Büyükada by the Turkish authorities. On Büyükada, they were moved into a house called the Yanaros
mansion.[170] During his exile in Turkey, Trotsky was under the surveillance of the Turkish police forces of
Mustafa Kemal Pasha. Trotsky was also at risk from the many former White Army officers who lived on
Prinkipo, officers who had opposed the October Revolution and who had been defeated by Trotsky and the
Red Army in the Russian Civil War. However, Trotsky's European supporters volunteered to serve as
bodyguards and assured his safety.[171] At this time, he made requests to enter Belgium, France, Norway,
Germany, and the United Kingdom,[172] but all refused access.

In 1931, Trotsky wrote a letter to a friend entitled "What is
Fascism" in which he attempted to define fascism and asserted that
the Comintern was wrong to describe the Dictatorship of Primo de
Rivera as "fascist" because it was not a mass movement arising
from a base in the lower classes.[173]

On 20 February 1932, Trotsky and all of his family lost their Soviet
citizenship and were forbidden to enter the Soviet Union.[174][175]

In 1932, Trotsky entered via a port into the fascist Kingdom of
Italy[176][177] on his way to a socialist conference in Denmark.[178]

By the end of 1932, Trotsky had joined a conspiratorial political
bloc with the anti-Stalin opposition inside the USSR.[179] There
was no evidence of any alliance with Nazi Germany or Japan, as
the Soviet Union government claimed. The alleged members of the
anti-Stalin bloc were Zinovievites, rightists and Trotskyists who

"capitulated" to Stalin. Kamenev and Zinoviev were also alleged members of the bloc. Trotsky wanted by
no means that the alliance became a fusion, and he was afraid of the right gaining much power inside the
bloc. Historian Pierre Broué concluded that the bloc dissolved in early 1933, since some of its members like
Zinoviev and Kamenev joined Stalin again, and because there were no letters in the Trotsky Harvard
archive mentioning the bloc after 1932.[180]

In July 1933, Trotsky was offered asylum in France by Prime Minister Édouard Daladier. Trotsky accepted
the offer, but he was forbidden to live in Paris and soon found himself under the surveillance of the French
police. From July 1933 to February 1934, Trotsky and his wife lived in Royan. The philosopher and
activist Simone Weil also arranged for Trotsky and his bodyguards to stay for a few days at her parents'
house.[171] Following the 6 February 1934 crisis in France, the French minister of internal affairs, Albert

Exile (1929–1940)

Turkey

France
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Trotsky's house in Mexico City from
April 1939 until his assassination in
August 1940

Sarraut, signed a decree to deport Trotsky from France.[171] However, no foreign government was found
willing to accept Trotsky within its borders. Accordingly, the French authorities instructed Trotsky to move
to a residence in the tiny village of Barbizon under the strict surveillance of the French police, where
Trotsky found his contact with the outside world to be even worse than during his exile in Turkey.[171]

In May 1935, soon after the French government had agreed to the Franco-Soviet Treaty of Mutual
Assistance with the Soviet Union government, Trotsky was officially told that he was no longer welcome
in France. After weighing his options, Trotsky applied to move to Norway.

After obtaining permission from Justice Minister Trygve Lie to enter the country, Trotsky and his wife
became a guest of Konrad Knudsen at Norderhov, near Hønefoss, and spent over a year living at
Knudsen's house, from 18 June 1935 to 2 September 1936. Trotsky was hospitalized for a few weeks at the
nearby Oslo Community Hospital, from 19 September 1935.[181] 

Following French media complaints about Trotsky's role in encouraging the mass strikes in France in May
and June 1936 with his articles, the Johan Nygaardsvold-led Norwegian government began to exhibit
disquiet about Trotsky's actions. In the summer of 1936, Trotsky's asylum was increasingly made a political
issue by the fascist Nasjonal Samling, led by Vidkun Quisling,[181] along with an increase in pressure from
the Soviet government on the Norwegian authorities. On 5 August 1936, Knudsen's house was burgled by
fascists from the Nasjonal Samling while Trotsky and his wife were out on a seashore trip with Knudsen
and his wife. The burglars targeted Trotsky's works and archives for vandalism. The raid was largely
thwarted by Knudsen's daughter, Hjørdis, although the burglars did take a few papers from the nearest table
as they left.[182] Although the perpetrators were caught and put on trial, the "evidence" obtained in the
burglary was used by the government to make claims against Trotsky.[181] 

On 14 August 1936, the Soviet Press Agency TASS announced the
discovery of a "Trotskyist–Zinovievist" plot and the imminent start
of the Moscow Trials of the accused. Trotsky demanded a complete
and open enquiry into Moscow's accusations. The accused were
sentenced to death, including Grigory Zinoviev and Lev Kamenev,
and executed on 25 August 1936. On 26 August 1936, eight
policemen arrived at Knudsen's house demanding that Trotsky sign
new conditions for residing in Norway. These conditions included
agreeing to write no more about current political matters, to give no
interviews, and to have all his correspondence (incoming and
outgoing) inspected by the police. Trotsky categorically refused the
conditions, and Trotsky was then told that he and his wife would
soon be moved to another residence.[182] The following day
Trotsky was interrogated by the police about his political activities, with the police officially citing Trotsky
as a "witness" to the fascist raid of 5 August 1936.[183]

On 2 September 1936, four weeks after the break-in at Knudsen's house, Trygve Lie ordered that Trotsky
and his wife be transferred to a farm in Hurum,[184] where they were under house arrest.[181] The treatment
of Trotsky and his wife at Hurum was harsh, as they were forced to stay indoors for 22 hours per day under
the constant guard of thirteen policemen, with only one hour permitted twice a day for a walk on the
farm.[181] Trotsky was prevented from posting any letters and prevented from arguing back against his
critics in Norway and beyond. Only Trotsky's lawyers and the Norwegian Labour Party Parliamentary
leader, Olav Scheflo, were permitted to visit.[181] From October 1936, even the outdoor walks were
prohibited for Trotsky and his wife.[181] Trotsky did eventually manage to smuggle out one letter on 18

Norway
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Trotsky arrives in Mexico, January
1937 with his wife. Artist Frida Kahlo
behind them.

A speech of Trotsky in Mexico,
where he thanks Mexico and
President Lázaro Cárdenas for
receiving him, and says that Stalin's
trial against him is based on false
evidence

December 1936, titled The Moscow "Confessions".[185] On 19 December 1936, Trotsky and his wife were
deported from Norway after being put on the Norwegian oil tanker Ruth, under guard by Jonas Lie. When
later living in Mexico, Trotsky was utterly scathing about the treatment he received during his 108 days at
Hurum, and accused the Norwegian government of trying to prevent him from publicly voicing his strong
opposition to the Moscow Trials and other show trials, saying:

When I look back today on this period of internment, I must say that never, anywhere, in the
course of my entire life—and I have lived through many things—was I persecuted with as
much miserable cynicism as I was by the Norwegian "Socialist" government. For four months,
these ministers, dripping with democratic hypocrisy, gripped me in a stranglehold to prevent
me from protesting the greatest crime history may ever know.[181] 

The Ruth arrived in Mexico on 9 January 1937.[181] On Trotsky's
arrival, the Mexican president, Lázaro Cárdenas, welcomed
Trotsky to Mexico and arranged for his special train The Hidalgo to
bring Trotsky to Mexico City from the port of Tampico.[186]

From January 1937 to April 1939, Trotsky and his wife lived in the
Coyoacán area of Mexico City at La Casa Azul (The Blue House),
the home of the painter Diego Rivera and Rivera's wife and fellow
painter, Frida Kahlo, with whom Trotsky had an affair.[187][188]

His final move was a few blocks away to a residence on Avenida
Viena in April 1939, following a break with Rivera.[188]

Trotsky wrote prolifically while in exile, penning several key
works, including his History of the Russian Revolution (1930) and
The Revolution Betrayed (1936), a critique of the Soviet Union
under Stalinism. He argued that the Soviet state had become a
"degenerated workers' state" controlled by an undemocratic
bureaucracy, which would eventually either be overthrown via a
political revolution establishing a workers' democracy, or
degenerate into a capitalist class.[189]

While in Mexico, Trotsky also worked closely with James P.
Cannon, Joseph Hansen, and Farrell Dobbs of the Socialist
Workers Party of the United States, and other supporters.[190]

Cannon, a long-time leading member of the American communist
movement, had supported Trotsky in the struggle against Stalinism
since he had first read Trotsky's criticisms of the Soviet Union in 1928. Trotsky's critique of the Stalinist
regime, though banned, was distributed to leaders of the Comintern. Among his other supporters was Chen
Duxiu, founder of the Chinese Communist Party.[191]

Mexico
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James Cannon and Felix
Morrow with a bust of
Trotsky

While in Mexico, Trotsky worked with André Breton and Diego Rivera to
write the Manifesto for an Independent Revolutionary Art, which inspired
the creation of the organization, the International Federation of Independent
Revolutionary Art (FIARI) in 1938. This organization was short-lived and
ended before 1940.

In August 1936, the first Moscow show trial of the so-called "Trotskyite–
Zinovievite Terrorist Center" was staged in front of an international
audience. During the trial, Zinoviev, Kamenev and 14 other accused, most
of them prominent Old Bolsheviks, confessed to having plotted with
Trotsky to kill Stalin and other members of the Soviet leadership. The court
found every defendant guilty, in absentia, including Trotsky, sentencing
them to death. The second show trial of Karl Radek, Grigori Sokolnikov, Yuri Pyatakov and 14 others,
took place in January 1937, during which more alleged conspiracies and crimes were linked to Trotsky.
The findings were published in the book "Not Guilty".[192]

The Moscow trials are perpetuated under the banner of socialism. We will not concede this
banner to the masters of falsehood! If our generation happens to be too weak to establish
Socialism over the earth, we will hand the spotless banner down to our children. The struggle
which is in the offing transcends by far the importance of individuals, factions and parties. It is
the struggle for the future of all mankind. It will be severe, it will be lengthy. Whoever seeks
physical comfort and spiritual calm let him step aside. In time of reaction it is more convenient
to lean on the bureaucracy than on the truth. But all those for whom the word 'Socialism' is not
a hollow sound but the content of their moral life—forward! Neither threats nor persecutions
nor violations can stop us! Be it even over our bleaching bones the future will triumph! We
will blaze the trail for it. It will conquer! Under all the severe blows of fate, I shall be happy as
in the best days of my youth; because, my friends, the highest human happiness is not the
exploitation of the present but the preparation of the future."

— Leon Trotsky, 'I Stake My Life', opening address to the Dewey Commission, 9

February 1937[193][194]

For fear of splitting the Communist movement, Trotsky initially opposed the idea of establishing parallel
Communist parties or a parallel international Communist organization that would compete with the Third
International. In mid-1933, after the Nazi takeover in Germany and the Comintern's response to it, he
changed his mind. He said:[195]

An organization which was not roused by the thunder of fascism and which submits docilely
to such outrageous acts of the bureaucracy demonstrates thereby that it is dead and that nothing
can ever revive it... In all our subsequent work it is necessary to take as our point of departure
the historical collapse of the official Communist International.[196]

Moscow show trials

Fourth International
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Trotsky with American comrades,
including Harry DeBoer (left) in
Mexico, shortly before his
assassination, 1940

In 1938, Trotsky and his supporters founded the Fourth International, which was intended to be a
revolutionary and internationalist alternative to the Stalinist Comintern.

Towards the end of 1939, Trotsky agreed to go to the United States
to appear as a witness before the Dies Committee of the House of
Representatives, a forerunner of the House Committee on Un-
American Activities. Representative Martin Dies Jr., chairman of
the committee, demanded the suppression of the American
Communist Party. Trotsky intended to use the forum to expose the
NKVD's activities against him and his followers.

He made it clear that he also intended to argue against the
suppression of the American Communist Party and to use the
committee as a platform for a call to transform World War II into a
world revolution. Many of his supporters argued against his
appearance. When the committee learned the nature of the
testimony Trotsky intended to present, it refused to hear him, and he was denied a visa to enter the United
States. On hearing about it, the Communist Party of the Soviet Union immediately accused Trotsky of
being in the pay of the oil magnates and the Federal Bureau of Investigation.[197]

After quarreling with Diego Rivera, Trotsky moved to his final residence on Avenida Viena in April
1939.[198] On 27 February 1940, Trotsky wrote a document known as "Trotsky's Testament", in which he
expressed his final thoughts and feelings for posterity. He was suffering from high blood pressure, and
feared that he would suffer a cerebral haemorrhage.[199] After forcefully denying Stalin's accusations that
he had betrayed the working class, he thanked his friends and above all his wife, Natalia Sedova, for their
loyal support:

In addition to the happiness of being a fighter for the cause of socialism, fate gave me the
happiness of being her husband. During the almost forty years of our life together she
remained an inexhaustible source of love, magnanimity, and tenderness. She underwent great
sufferings, especially in the last period of our lives. But I find some comfort in the fact that she
also knew days of happiness. For forty-three years of my conscious life I have remained a
revolutionist; for forty-two of them I have fought under the banner of Marxism. If I had to
begin all over again I would of course try to avoid this or that mistake, but the main course of
my life would remain unchanged. I shall die a proletarian revolutionist, a Marxist, a dialectical
materialist, and, consequently, an irreconcilable atheist. My faith in the communist future of
mankind is not less ardent, indeed it is firmer today, than it was in the days of my youth.
Natasha has just come up to the window from the courtyard and opened it wider so that the air
may enter more freely into my room. I can see the bright green strip of grass beneath the wall,
and the clear blue sky above the wall, and sunlight everywhere. Life is beautiful. Let the future
generations cleanse it of all evil, oppression and violence, and enjoy it to the full.

The Dies Committee

Final months
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The study where Leon Trotsky was
assassinated with an ice axe on 20
August 1940

L. Trotsky
27 February 1940
Coyoacán.[199]

After a failed attempt to have Trotsky murdered in March 1939,
Stalin assigned the overall organization of implementing the task to
the NKVD officer Pavel Sudoplatov, who, in turn, co-opted
Nahum Eitingon. According to Sudoplatov's Special Tasks, the
NKVD proceeded to set up three NKVD agent networks to carry
out the murder; these three networks were designed to operate
entirely autonomously from the NKVD's hitherto-established spy
networks in the U.S. and Mexico.[200]

On 24 May 1940, Trotsky survived a raid on his villa by armed
assassins led by the NKVD agent Iosif Grigulevich and Mexican
painter David Alfaro Siqueiros.[201] Trotsky's 14-year-old
grandson, Vsevolod Platonovich "Esteban" Volkov (born 7 March
1926), was shot in the foot. A young assistant and bodyguard of
Trotsky, Robert Sheldon Harte, disappeared with the attackers and was later found murdered; it is probable
that he was an accomplice who granted them access to the villa.[202] Trotsky's other guards fended off the
attackers.[203] Following the failed assassination attempt, Trotsky wrote an article titled "Stalin Seeks My
Death" on 8 June 1940, in which he stated that another assassination attempt was certain.[204][205]

On 20 August 1940, Trotsky was attacked in his study by Spanish-born NKVD agent Ramón Mercader,
who used an ice axe[206] as a weapon.[207][l]

A mountaineering ice axe has a narrow end, called the pick, and a flat wide end called the adze. The adze
of the axe wounded Trotsky, fracturing his parietal bone and penetrating 7 cm (2.8 in) into his brain.[208]

The blow to his head was bungled and failed to kill Trotsky instantly. Witnesses stated that Trotsky spat on
Mercader and began struggling fiercely with him, which resulted in Mercader's hand being broken. Hearing
the commotion, Trotsky's bodyguards burst into the room and nearly beat Mercader to death, but Trotsky
stopped them, laboriously stating that the assassin should be made to answer questions.[209] Trotsky was
then taken to a hospital and operated on, surviving for more than a day, but dying, at the age of 60, on 21
August 1940 from exsanguination and shock.[210][208] Mercader later testified at his trial:

I laid my raincoat on the table in such a way as to be able to remove the ice axe which was in
the pocket. I decided not to miss the wonderful opportunity that presented itself. The moment
Trotsky began reading the article, he gave me my chance; I took out the ice axe from the
raincoat, gripped it in my hand and, with my eyes closed, dealt him a terrible blow on the
head.[209]

According to James P. Cannon, the Trotskyist secretary of the American Socialist Workers Party, Trotsky's
last words were "I will not survive this attack. Stalin has finally accomplished the task he attempted
unsuccessfully before."[211] Mercader was tried and convicted of the murder and spent the next 20 years in
a Mexican prison. Stalin wrote that the assassin of Trotsky was a dangerous Trotskyist. This is why
Mercader had no awards initially, though his mother was presented with the Order of Lenin for her own
part of the operation. Ramón Mercader could not be either assassinated or freed from prison by the Soviets.

Assassination
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Portrait of Leon Trotsky as
Commander of the Red Army, 1920

Had Trotsky won the struggle to succeed Lenin, the
character of the Soviet regime would almost
certainly have been substantially different,
particularly in foreign policy, cultural policy, and the
extent of terroristic repression. Trotsky’s failure,
however, seems to have been almost inevitable,
considering his own qualities and the conditions of
authoritarian rule by the Communist Party
organization.

—Historian Robert Vincent Daniels, 1993[233]

When he was released from jail in 1960 and arrived in the USSR in 1961, Leonid Brezhnev signed a
sentence to award Mercader the Order of Lenin, the Gold Star, and the title of the Hero of the Soviet Union
"for the special deed". The KGB boss Alexander Shelepin presented all these awards to Ramón Mercader
in person.[212][213]

In the aftermath of Trotsky's assassination, an estimated 300,000 people had passed by his funeral casket in
Mexico City over several days by 27 August 1940.[214][215][216]

Trotsky was regarded as an outstanding orator,[217] preeminent
theoretician[218] and organiser that “forged and directed the Red
Army”.[219] He was also considered to be the "prompter of [the]
planned economy and industrialization" during the early years of
the Soviet Union.[220]

Political theorist Ernest Mandel summarised the dominant image of
Trotsky as “self-confident”,[221] “unshakeable in the conviction of
his historic mission”,[222] “strict with others and himself”[223] and
“indifferent to material privileges and to the small joys and sorrows
of life”.[224] Mandel argued this image reflected “certain aspects of
Trotsky’s personality, strengths and weaknesses”.[225]

Historian Simon Sebag Montefiore described Trotsky as the
“genius of the revolution”[226] and biographer Dmitri Volkogonov
characterised him as a “vivid, complex, multi-faceted personality in
the gallery of world figures” who was remembered “with hatred
and respect, anger and admiration” decades after his assassination
in Mexico.[227]

Biographer Robert Service commented that he was a “volatile and
untrustworthy”,[228] “arrogant individual”[229] that impressed
supporters even during the periods of “personal adversity in the 1920s and 1930s”[230] but failed to “coax
and encourage them to the full”.[231] Service stated that Trotsky gave the “minimum time to the Jewish
question” and believed that “he ceased to be a Jew in any important sense because Marxism had burned out
the fortuitous residues of his origins”.[232]

Historian Robert Vincent Daniels expressed the
view that Trotsky was “undoubtedly the most
brilliant intellect brought to prominence by the
Russian Revolution, outdistancing Lenin and
other theoreticians both in the range of his
interests and in the imaginativeness of his
perceptions”. Yet, he emphasised his personal
arrogance as a underlying weakness which
antagonised other members of the communist
movement. Daniels also argued that had Trotsky
assumed the role of Lenin's successor then he
would have presided over an alternate Soviet
Union markedly distinct from Stalin's
regime.[233][234] Service asserted that the
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succession of Trotsky would have increased the likelihood of conflict across the European continent.[235]

However, political theorist David North argued that Trotsky's military policies would have averted the
dismantlement of Soviet defenses alongside the high levels of human casualties associated with Operation
Barbarossa and the Second World War.[236] Biographer Geoffrey Swain believed that the Soviet Union
under the leadership of Trotsky would have been far more technocratic due to his reliance on "bourgeois
experts" in the planning process.[237]

According to several sources, Trotsky lacked the political acumen to succeed against Stalin’s
machinations.[238][239][240]Historian Martin McCauley commented that Trotsky “displayed a lamentable
lack of political judgement” on multiple occasions such as declining Lenin’s proposal to become deputy
chairman of Sovnarkom, failing to build a power base before forming a bloc with Lenin against the
Orgburo and not immediately recognising that a triumvirate had been established to prevent his
succession.[238] Rubenstein differed in his interpretation and attributed Trotsky's decision to decline Lenin’s
proposal because he believed the position had “little authority of its own" and overlapped with other
government and party officials.[241]

Historian Orlando Figes noted that Trotsky never held a party post and rarely attended party meetings
despite serving as a member of the Politburo. Figes also described him as having “too many characteristics
that made it extraordinarily hard to work collectively with him”. [242] Biographer Joshua Rubenstein
regarded Trotsky’s position among the Soviet elites as largely dependent on Lenin. Rubenstein also added
that he had an image of an outsider within party circles as he had previously been an “outspoken critic of
Lenin”.[243] Conversely, Volkongov stated that Trotsky had the support of many party intellectuals but this
was overshadowed by the huge apparatus which included the GPU and the party cadres whom were at the
disposal of Stalin.[244]

Trotsky himself ascribed his political defeat to external, objective conditions rather than the individual
qualities of Stalin. He specifically argued that the failed series of international insurrections as seen in
Bulgaria in 1923 and China in 1927 had diminished the prospect of world socialism and demoralised the
Russian working class which in turn strengthened the growth of an internal, Soviet bureaucracy.[245]

Trotsky had a diverse and profound range of interests which exceeded that of other Bolshevik theoreticians
such as Nikolai Bukharin.[246] He had a notable interest in literature and wrote on “everyday life and
cultural progress as well as on the more customary Marxism of the day”.[247] Trotsky and his second wife,
Natalia Sedova enjoyed Viennese galleries and made frequent visits to museums such as the Louvre and the
Tate Gallery across Europe to view specific art collections.[248]

His personal secretary and later historian of mathematical logic, Jean van Heijenoort, considered him to be
amicable, inquisitive and occasionally charming with new acquaintances during his final years in
Mexico.[249] His arch enemy, Stalin, even read and sometimes appreciated a great deal of his writings.[250]

According to Rubenstein, Stalin had even acknowledged that “after Lenin, Trotsky was the most popular
figure in the country” at the end of the Civil War.[251]

He spoke several European languages “with a markedly Russian accent”[252] and identified as a
cosmopolitan and internationalist.[253] In the course of his life, Trotsky wrote about 30,000 documents,
most of which are contained in various archives.[254] According to Mandel, Trotsky wrote the Zimmerwald
Manifesto for the Zimmerwald Conference because he was radically opposed to the First World War and
drafted the Appeal for the Convocation of the First Comintern Congress due to his active involvement with
the Third International.[255]

Legacy
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Leon Trotsky's grave in
Coyoacán, where his ashes
are buried

West German students holding a
placard of Trotsky in 1968

In 1923, the historic town of Gatchina in Petrograd Governorate (now
Leningrad Oblast) was renamed Trotsk (Russian: Троцк) by the Soviet
authorities after Lev Trotsky.[256] After Joseph Stalin became General
Secretary of the Russian Communist Party (b), Trotsky was gradually
exiled, and the town was renamed Krasnogvardeysk (Красногварде́йск,
Red Guard City) in 1929. In 1944, to increase the morale of Russian
troops, the town's historic name was restored.[257]

Trotsky's house in Coyoacán has been preserved in much the same
condition as it was on the day he was assassinated there, and is now the
Leon Trotsky House Museum in Mexico City, run by a board which
includes his grandson Esteban Volkov. Trotsky's grave is located on its
grounds. The foundation "International Friends of the Leon Trotsky
Museum" has been organized to raise funds to improve the museum further.

Shortly before his assassination, Trotsky agreed to sell the bulk of the
papers he still had to Harvard University. After his assassination, his
widow, Natalya Sedova collected his remaining papers and shipped them to
Harvard, and in the years following, Harvard managed to collect additional papers that had been hidden
from both Soviet and Nazi agents in Europe.[258] These papers now occupy 65 feet (20 m) of shelf space
in Harvard's Houghton Library.[259]

Trotsky was never rehabilitated during the rule of the Soviet government, despite the de-Stalinization-era
rehabilitation of most other Old Bolsheviks killed during the Great Purges. His son, Sergei Sedov, who
died in 1937, was rehabilitated in 1988, as was Nikolai Bukharin. Beginning in 1989, Trotsky's books,
forbidden until 1987, were published in the Soviet Union.

Trotsky was rehabilitated on 16 June 2001 by the General Prosecutor's Office of the Russian Federation
(Certificates of Rehabilitation No. 13/2182-90, No. 13-2200-99 in Archives Research Center
"Memorial").[260]

Historian Harold Shukman assessed the conflicting perspectives on
Trotsky’s legacy in the Soviet Union and the Western world. He
also commented on the lack of a balanced view. Specifically, he
stated:

“Trotky’s legacy, unlike Stalin and Lenin had long
been submerged and obliterated as a topic of debate,
and his place in Soviet history books had
correspondingly diminished to one of no importance.
For Western readers, however, Trotsky has always
been one of the most enigmatic and powerful
personalities of the Russian revolution, a
Mephistophelian figure whose life ended up in an
appropriately dramatic way.”[261]
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Trotsky reading The Militant, a
socialist newsweekly, circa 1936

A Diego Rivera mural depicts Trotsky with
Marx and Engels as a true champion of
the workers' struggle

In 2018, John Kelly wrote that “almost 80 years after Leon Trotsky founded the Fourth International, there
are now Trotskyite organisations in 57 countries, including most of Western Europe and Latin America”.
However, he also argued that no Trotskyite group had ever led a revolution or built an enduring mass
political party.[262]

Trotsky considered himself to be a "Bolshevik-Leninist,"[263]

arguing for the establishment of a vanguard party. He viewed
himself as an advocate of orthodox Marxism.[264]

His politics differed in some aspects from those of Stalin or Mao
Zedong, most importantly in his rejection of the theory of Socialism
in one country and his declaring of the need for an international
"permanent revolution." Numerous Fourth Internationalist groups
around the world continue to describe themselves as Trotskyists
and see themselves as standing in this tradition. However, they
have different interpretations of the conclusions to be drawn from
this. Supporters of the Fourth International echo Trotsky's
opposition to Stalinist totalitarianism, advocating political
revolution and arguing that socialism cannot sustain itself without
democracy.[265] Trotsky elaborated on the need for Soviet democracy in relation to the industrialisation
period when questioned by the Dewey Commission:

“The successes are very important, and I affirmed it every time. They are due to the abolition
of private property and to the possibilities inherent in planned economy. But, they - I cannot
say exactly - but I will say two or three times less than they could be under a regime of Soviet
democracy”.[266]

Trotsky also formulated a theory of fascism based on a dialectical interpretation of events to analyse the
manifestation of Italian fascism and the early emergence of Nazi Germany from 1930-33.[267]

The Permanent Revolution concept is the theory that the
bourgeois democratic tasks in countries with delayed
bourgeois democratic development can only be accomplished
through the establishment of a workers' state, and that the
creation of a workers' state would inevitably involve inroads
against capitalist property. Thus, the accomplishment of
bourgeois democratic tasks passes over into proletarian tasks.
Although most closely associated with Leon Trotsky, the call
for a "Permanent Revolution" is first found in the writings of
Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels in March 1850, in the
aftermath of the 1848 Revolution, in their Address (https://ww
w.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1847/communist-league/18
50-ad1.htm) of the Central Committee to the Communist
League:

Contributions to Marxist theory

Permanent Revolution
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It is our interest and our task to make the revolution permanent until all the more or less
propertied classes have been driven from their ruling positions, until the proletariat has
conquered state power and until the association of the proletarians has progressed sufficiently
far—not only in one country but in all the leading countries of the world—that competition
between the proletarians of these countries ceases and at least the decisive forces of production
are concentrated in the hands of the workers. ... Their battle-cry must be: The Permanent
Revolution.

Trotsky's conception of the Permanent Revolution is based on his understanding, drawing on the work of
the founder of Russian Marxism Georgy Plekhanov, that in 'backward' countries the tasks of the Bourgeois
Democratic Revolution could not be achieved by the bourgeoisie itself. Trotsky first developed this
conception in collaboration with Alexander Parvus in late 1904–1905. The relevant articles were later
collected in Trotsky's books 1905 and in "Permanent Revolution", which also contains his essay "Results
and Prospects." Some Trotskyists have argued that the state of the Third World shows that capitalism offers
no way forward for underdeveloped countries, thus again proving the central tenet of the theory.[268]

Trotsky was a central figure in the Comintern during its first four congresses. During this time, he helped to
generalize the strategy and tactics of the Bolsheviks to newly formed Communist parties across Europe and
further afield. From 1921 onwards, the united front, a method of uniting revolutionaries and reformists in
the common struggle while winning some of the workers to revolution, was the central tactic put forward
by the Comintern after the defeat of the German revolution.

After he was exiled and politically marginalized by Stalinism, Trotsky continued to argue for a united front
against fascism in Germany and Spain. According to Joseph Choonara of the British Socialist Workers
Party in International Socialism, his articles on the united front represent an essential part of his political
legacy.[269]

In the grand strategy game called Hearts of Iron IV, Trotsky can become the leader of either
the Soviet Union by rallying the Left Opposition and deposing Stalin though a civil war or a
communist Mexico, by giving him a government role when he first seeks exile in the country.

The comedic film, The Trotsky, centers around a protagonist named Leon Bronstein, played
by Jay Baruchel, who believes himself to be the reincarnation of Leon Trotsky.[270]

The 8-episode biographical drama Trotsky debuted on the Russian Channel One in 2017,
Netflix purchased the distribution rights to the series in 2018 and made it available on its
platform.[271]
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Left Opposition
Lenin's Testament
Leon Trotsky bibliography
List of Trotskyist internationals
List of Trotskyist organizations by country
Petrograd Soviet
Primitive socialist accumulation
Russian Revolution of 1905
Scissors Crisis
Uneven and combined development
World socialism
The Assassination of Trotsky, 1972 film
Variations on the Death of Trotsky, 1991 play
Frida, 2002 film
Trotsky, 2017 TV series

a. The Constituent Assembly was declared dissolved by the Bolshevik-Left SR Soviet
government, rendering the end of the term served.

b. Russian: Лев "Лейба" Давидович Бронштейн, tr. Lev "Leyba" Davidovich Bronshteyn,
IPA: [lʲef – lʲɪjbə – dɐˈvʲidəvʲɪtɕ brɐnʂˈtʲejn].

c. Russian: Лев Давидович Троцкий, tr. Lev Davidovich Trotskiy, IPA: [ˈlʲef ˈtrotskʲɪj] ( listen);
Ukrainian: Лев Давидович Троцький; also transliterated Lyev, Trotski, Trotskij, Trockij and
Trotzky.

d. The murder-weapon was a cut-down ice axe, not an ice pick. Many history and reference
books have confused the two.[11]

e. Yakov Sverdlov was the Central Committee's senior secretary responsible for personnel
affairs from 1917 and until his death in March 1919. He was replaced by Elena Stasova, and
in November 1919 by Nikolai Krestinsky. After Krestinsky's ouster in March 1921,
Vyacheslav Molotov became the senior secretary, but he lacked Krestinsky's authority, since
he was not a full Politburo member. Stalin took over the position as senior secretary, which
was formalized at the XIth Party Congress in April 1922, with Molotov becoming second
secretary.

f. It is not clear why Kamenev, a mild-mannered man with few leadership ambitions and who
was the brother-in-law of Trotsky, sided with Zinoviev and Stalin against Trotsky in 1922.
Trotsky later speculated that it may have been due to Kamenev's love of comfort, which
Trotsky found "repelled me." He expressed his feelings to Kamenev (https://www.marxists.or
g/archive/trotsky/1939/xx/kremlin.htm) in late 1920 or early 1921:

Our relations with Kamenev, which were very good in the first period after the
insurrection, began to become more distant from that day.
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g. The Central Committee's Secretariat became increasingly important during the Civil War
and especially in its aftermath, as the Party switched from elected officials to appointed
ones. The change was prompted by the need to allocate manpower quickly during the Civil
War as well as by the transformation of the party from a small group of revolutionaries into
the country's ruling party, with a corresponding increase in membership. New members
included career seekers and former members of banned socialist parties, who were viewed
with apprehension by Old Bolsheviks. To prevent a possible degeneration of the party,
various membership requirements were instituted for party officials, and the ultimate power
of appointment of local officials was reserved for the Secretariat of the Central Committee.
This put enormous power in the general secretary's hands.

h. Lenin's letter (https://www.marxists.org/archive/lenin/works/1922/dec/15.htm) to Stalin
dictated on 15 December 1922: "I am sure Trotsky will uphold my views as well as I." Faced
with a united opposition by Lenin and Trotsky, the Central Committee reversed its previous
decision and adopted the Lenin-Trotsky proposal.

i. Trotsky explained in Chapter 12 of his unfinished book Stalin (http://maximumred.blogspot.c
om/2005_08_01_maximumred_archive.html) that he refused to deliver the report because "it
seemed to me equivalent to announcing my candidacy for the role of Lenin's successor at a
time when Lenin was fighting a grave illness.

j. Radek wrote:[145]

The need of the hour was for a man who would incarnate the call to struggle, a
man who, subordinating himself completely to the requirements of the struggle,
would become the ringing summons to arms, the will which exacts from all
unconditional submission to a great, sacrificial necessity. Only a man with
Trotsky's capacity for work, only a man so unsparing of himself as Trotsky, only a
man who knew how to speak to the soldiers as Trotsky did—only such a man
could have become the standard bearer of the armed toilers. He was all things
rolled into one.

k. The term "Trotskyism" was first coined by the Russian liberal politician Pavel Milyukov, the
first foreign minister in the Provisional Government who, in April 1917, was forced to demand
that the British government release Trotsky.

l. The murder weapon was an ice axe (and not an ice pick—an awl-like bartender's tool); this
misnomer has been explained as being occasioned by the assassin's use of the French-
language term picolet—meaning the winter-mountaineering tool which resembles the pick
axes used in mining and other excavations, and by the multiple languages spoken by those
involved in reporting the details; many history and reference books have confused the two
tools.[11]

1. Cliff, Tony (2004) [1976]. "Lenin Rearms the Party". All Power to the Soviets: Lenin 1914-
1917 (https://books.google.com/books?id=f1OAgkcFbYAC). Vol. 2. Chicago: Haymarket
Books. p. 139. ISBN 9781931859103. Retrieved 17 December 2021. "Trotsky was a leader
of a small group, the Mezhraionts, consisting of almost four thousand members."

2. Renton 2004, p. 19.
3. "Trotsky" (https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/Trotsky). Merriam-Webster
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